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his air-cooled weapon is a Standard
item for installation
in all types of air
craft in either fixed or flexible mounts,
but since the trend in aircraft armament
has been steadily
toward greater firepower from weapons of larger caliber, this
gun has been supplanted almost entirely
by the caliber .50 weapon.
The caliber .30 gun operates on the
short-recoil principle which characterizes
all &owning
machine guns, The barrel
reciprocates in a steel outer jacket drilled
to facilitate cooling. The fixed and flexible
guns are basically identical and guns of
either type may be assembled to use
either right-hand
or left-hand feeds.

MACHINE

GUN,

AIRCRAFT,

CAL.

30,

M2,

FIXED GUNS-Fixed
guns of this
caliber arc now mounted
within
the
wings and fire through ports in the leading edge. The practice of mounting fixed
guns within the fuselage, firing through
the arc of propeller rotation, is rapidly becoming obsolescent in U. S. Army aircraft,
Guns so mounted are controlled by a synchronizing device which times the fire in
relation to the moving blades. The device
permits
only semi-automatic
fire and
reduces greatly the fire-power available
and the combat efficiency of the plane.
The fire of wing-mounted
guns is fully
automatic and is controlled by a solenoid
operated by a switch which is customarily
mounted on the control stick of the plane.

FEED-Feed
is from a disintegrating
metallic-link
belt loaded in increments of
250 rounds. Two or more increments may
be assembled in larger units of any desired
capacity.

All solenoids and other firing devices
are Air Corps equipment
and are supplied by that service.

MOUNTING-Mounts
for the gull are
supplied by the Air Corps or are built
into the plane at time of manufacture.
Synchronized
guns may be installed
either singly or in pairs. The mounts are
rigidly attached to the structure of the
plane and fire is approximately
parallel
to the line of flight. Flexible mounts are
installed so as to permit wide-angle fire
in both azimuth and elevation. Guns so
mounted are fired by a hand trigger.

FLEICIBLE GUNS-The
back plates of
guns in flexible mounts are equipped with
spade grips and manually operated triggers. They arc fired by a gunner from a
cockpit, “blister,”
or turret. The retracting slide is operated by hand and remains
forward while the gun is firing, a feature
which eliminates
external moving parts
and which is shared by all Browning
machine guns. Fire of flexible guns may
as the operator
be full- or semi-automatic
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may select. The usual
bursts, full-automatic.

fire is in short

SIGHTS-M
sights and sighting equipment required for any installation
of the
Aircraft
Machine Gun, caliber .30, M2,
are supplied by the Air Corps. Sights for
fixed guns are usually attached to the
structure of the plane, those for flexible
guns are mounted on the barrel jacket.

CHARACTERISTICS
Weight,

total

S!f 5 lb.
93.0 lb.
Weight of recoiling
parts .............
.6.56 lb.
Weight of barrel ....................
.3.81 lb.
Length, overall.
.39.8 ins.
....................
Length of barrel. ...................
.5!3.9 ins.
Rifling, length ...........
.P1.35 ins., 70.9 cals.
No.ofgrooves ..........................
.
Twist. .Right-hand,
1 turn in 10 ins. or 33.3 cals.
Depth of grooves. ................
.0.004 in.
Cross-sectional
area of bore. ......
.0.074 sq. in.
Operation.
.Short-recoil
......................
Feed................
..a........,..
Link belt
Cooling.
. . . . . . . , , , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Air
Rate of fire..
...I.,
. . . . 1000-l
350 rds. min.
Pressure applied to sear,
19-17
lb.
Firing pin release. . . . .
Pressure applied to sear,
1 holder, 25-35
lb.
Normal
breech pressure . . . .
. 50,000 Ib./sq. in.
..................

Fixed,
Flexible,

(copper)
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his gun is a recoil-operated,
belt-fed,
water-cooled weapon used principally
as an antiaircraft
weapon or against
ground or floating
targets from both
movable and fixed mounts on docks and
other shore installations
and on shipboard. The water-cooling
permits long
bursts of fire without
excessive overheating of the barrel. It is used on the
antiaircraft
machine gun tripod mount,
Cal. .50, R/f3 ; on the cal. .50 mount, M43,
Substitute
Standard; and on the twin
antiaircraft
machine gun mount,
cal.
.50, M46, Substitute
Standard. It may
also be used on the older antiaircraft
machine-gun tripod and pedestal mounts,
M2 and M2A1, which are still in use but
classified as Limited Standard.
The retracting slide is on the right side
of the receiver. The back plate is of the
flexible type, with or without spade grips.
Removal of the spade grip assembly permits installation
in positions where clearance is limited.
FEED-The caliber .50 cartridges are fed
to the gun from either a fabric belt or
a metallic-link
belt of the disintegrating
type loaded in increments of 110 rounds
each. The gun is normally
assembled
for left-hand feed and when the gun is
mounted on the Tripod Mount, M3, this
feed must
be used. Should installation
requirements
demand, the weapon may
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MACHINE

GUN, CAL. SO, M2, WATER-COOLED,

be changed to right-hand
feed by reversing the position of the bolt switch,
belt feed slide, belt feed paw1 arm and
lever plunger, cartridge
stops and link
stripper, and the belt holding pawl.
As with all Browning machine guns,
the retracting slide is connected with the
bolt by a stud. The slide handle remains
stationary in the forward position which
the gun is firing.
COOLfNG-The
gun barrel is surrounded with
a water-jacket
of ten
quarts capacity connected by hose to a
water chest which holds approximately
10 quarts. Water is circulated between
chest and jacket by a hand-operated
rotary pump.
A steam tube, sliding in front and rear
supports, is in the top of the jacket.
Movement of the tube covers and uncovers holes in the supports, the hole in the
front support being covered when the
muzzle is depressed, the rear hole being
covered when the muzzle is elevated.
Steam generated by the heat of prolonged firing passes through the uncovered hole and escapes through the steam
tube into the circulating system where it
is condensed.
Sights mounted on the gun are of the
conventional
machine gun type, a blade
front sight, protected by a cover, and a
folding-leaf
rear with adjustments
for
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windage and elevation. The necessity of
protecting
the gunner by armor plate
shields makes necessary the use of other
sights when the gun is placed on the
mounts on which it is used. The rear
sight is a monocular peep sight, with
rubber eyepiece and a sun-ray filter. It
may be equipped with a rotatable disk
providing
peepholes of 3$‘G, g, KG, and
45 inch diameter.
The front sight is of
the ring or “cartwheel”
type and may
be mounted so as to permit automatic
adjustment
in elevation and traverse by
off -carriage control.

CHARACTERISTICS
Weight, total .. .I00 lb., less water (water, 41 Ibs.)
Weight of recoiling
parts. ............
(94.5 lb.
Weight of barrel. ...................
.15.4 lb.
Length, overall. ......................
.66 ins.
Length of barrel. .....................
.45 ins.
Rifling, length. ..........
.40.11 ins,, 81.8 cals.
No. of grooves.
........................
.8
Twist ... Right-hand,
1 turn in 15 ins., 30 cals.
Depth of grooves. ................
0.005 in.
Cross-sectional
area of bore. .....
.O.P041 sq. in.
Operation.
......................
.Short-recoil
Feed.,
Cooling.

. . , Metallic

link

belt,

......................

Rate of fire. ...............

Firing

Normal

pin release..

. . . a+. .

breech pressure. 48,000

110 round
Water,
.500-650

capacity
10 qts.
rds./min.

[Pressure at sear,
IO-40
lb.
Pressure at sear
t slide, 30-35 lb.
IbJsq.

in. (copper)
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his gun is standard equipment for all
U. S. airplanes carrying weapons of
this caliber. It may be installed as a fixed
gun in mounts that are a part of the aircraft or used in flexible form from turret
or blister mounts,
- Customary
installation
of the fixed gun is in batteries of varying
numbers of guns in the wings of the aircraft. When so mounted, the gun is fired
by means of a solenoid attached to the
receiver and controlled by a switch in the
pilot’s cockpit. Guns are now rarely installed so as to fire through the path of
propeller rotation. Fixed guns arc aimed
by movements of the plane and sights are
mounted on the aircraft. Sighting equipment for aircraft armament is supplied by
the Air Corps.
FIXED

TYPE

TYPE-Flexible
stalled as nose, tail, top,
guns as required by the
craft. They are fired by
equipped with spade grips.
FLEXIBLE

guns are inside, and belly
particular
airhand and are
Flexible mount-

MACHINE

GUN, CAL. 33,

AIRCRAFT,

f

M2 (FIXED)

ing permits a wide field of fire in both
azimuth and elevation.
Sight bases are
mounted on the receiver of the gun for
such aircraft sights as may be used.
RATE
OF FIRE-The
rate of fire of the
caliber .50 aircraft machine gun is controlled by adjustment
of the oil buffer.
A maximum burst of 75 rounds may be
fired from the standard 36-inch barrel.
After one minute firing may be resumed at
the rate of one 20-round burst per minute.
The gun should be cooled for at least
fifteen minutes before another long burst
is attempted. If long bursts are not fired,
the gun may be fired at a rate of 25 rounds
per minute over a long period.
FEED-The
gun is fed from a disintegrating metallic-link
belt loaded in increments of 110 rounds. Any number of
increments may be linked one to another
to supply additional firepower. The caliber .50 aircraft
machine gun, like all
Browning
machine guns, may be converted from left-hand to right-hand feed.

CHARACTERISTICS
Weight,

, . ~. . . . . . . . . .

Weight

of recoiling

Weight

of barrel.

Length,

overall

parts.

Fixed, 64 lb.
i Flexible, 65.1

............

.....................

of barrel.

Rifling,

length

.19.4

lb.

.9.8

lb.

.36 ins.

.....................
.31.91

...........

lb.

.57 ins.

.......................

Length

ins.) 63.8

cab.

No. of grooves ..........................
Twist.

... Right-hand,

Depth

of grooves.

Cross-sectional
Operation.

area

Cooling

Normal

.0.005

................
of bore. .....

.O.POgl

.Short-recoil

Metallic-link

belt, 110 round
.Air
.750-850

...............

pin release.

. .

breech pressure

in.

sq. in.

................................

Rate of fire.

Firing

.8

1 turn in 15 ins., 30 cab.

......................

Feed .............

rds./min.

/Pressure at sear,
lo-20
lb.
Pressure at sear slide,
30-35 lb.
48,000

I b./sq. in. (copper)
I
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MACHINE

sscmbly of a heavy barrel (27 pounds)
A in the receiver of the caliber .50 Browning machine gun permits continued firing
over a longer period, or firing of longer
bursts, with less danger of damage to the
weapon by overheating. The heavy barrel
is quickly and easily dismounted to form
a separate load for carriage by pack or for
limited movement by hand. Any type of
caliber .50 barrel, light or heavy, air- or
water-cooled, may be fitted to any caliber
.5O receiver. 13~ changing the back plate
assembly
any air-cooled
gun may be
adapted for either fixed or flexible use.
FEED-All
types of caliber .50 ammunition may be used. Feed is from a disintegrating metallic-link
belt loaded in increments of 110 rounds. The gun is normally
assembled for left-hand feed, which may
be changed to right-hand feed by reversal
of certain parts.
FIXED
TYPE-The
fixed type of caliber
.50, heavy barrel, machine gun is used
only in Heavy Tanks, Ri16 and &t6Al.
Two of these guns are rigidly mounted in
Twin &Iount, T52, in the bow of the tank
below the 3 inch and 37 mm guns which
are the principal weapons. While the guns
are fixed, the mount may be moved by
hand in limited traverse and elevation.
Fixed guns are identical with those of
flexible type except that the spade grip
assembly has been removed from the horizontal buffer back plate and filler plates
added.

UNCLASSIFIED

AAA

GUN, HEAVY

BARREL, CAL. 30, M2, HB, FIXED (UPPER) AND

FLEXIBLE
TYPE-The
Browning
machine gun, heavy barrel, caliber .50, &X2,
in flexible and turret types, is the most
widely used of any U. S. machine gun, It
is used by infantry and special weapon
units from the Tripod Mount, M3, as an
anti-tank weapon. The limited elevation
of the mount restricts its use in antiaircraft fire.
It is installed in both medium and heavy
tanks both as a turret gun and in ring
mounts and is standard armament
in
truck trailer, tank recovery, h47, in the
75 mm, 76 mm, 3 inch, and 105 mm gun
Gun
motor carriages; in the IMultiple
Motor Carriages, M13, M15, and M16;
in the Armored Utility Car, MZO; in halftrack cars, scout cars, medium and heavy
tractors, and tracked landing vehicles. In
many of these the gun is installed in ring
mounts permitting
maximum
elevation
as an antiaircraft
weapon.

TYPE-The
standard caliber
.50, heavy barrel, machine gun is slightly
modified for installation
in tank turrets.
The conventional
blade and folding-leaf
sights are replaced by antiaircraft
sights
and an Edgewater ring spring adapter is
placed on the barrel. The distinguishing
designation
“Turret
Type” is used for
manufacturing,
supply, and administration identification.
TURRET

SIGHTS-usual

the conventional

sight equipment
is
blade and folding-leaf
A

FLEXIBLE (LOWER)

sights. A mount is provided for either the
‘1’3, Ml, or M1918A2 telescopic sights,
RATE
OF FIRE-The
timed cyclic rate
of the caliber JO, heavy barrel, gun is
from 450 to 575 rounds per minute. Normal fire is in short bursts or single shots
in swift succession. A single burst of from
100 to 150 rounds may be fired from a
cool gun. At the rate of 40 rounds per
minute, 500 rounds may be fired without
overheating.

CHARACTERISTICS
Weight,
Weight
Weight
Length,
Length

Fixed, 84 Ib.
Flexible, 84 lb,
Turret, 81 lb.
.38.8 lb,
of recoiling
parts. ............
,47lb,
....................
of barrel..
.65 ins,
overall. ......................
.45 ins,
of barrel. ... , .................
total .................

-40.91 ins., 81 cals,
.
..........................
.l turn in 15 ins., 30 cals,
Twist. .............
.0.005 in,
Depth of grooves. ................
.O.POPl sq. in.
Cross-sectional
area of bore. .....
.Short-recoil
.......................
Operation
Rifling, length.
No.ofgrooves

............

belt,
Feed
. , Metallic-fink
Cooling ................................
Rate of fire. ...............

Firing

pin relt?CiSe.

increments

.&O-575
rds./min.
[Pressure at sear,
IO-90
lb.
. . . . I . . . Pressure at sear bar
(

Normal

of 1gO rds,
.Air

breech pressure. 48,000

30-35
lb./sq.

lb.
in. (copper)

c
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he Browning Machine Guns, Cal. .3O,
M1919A4, M1919A5, and RI:1919A6,
represent
modifications
and improvements upon the older M1919A2 which
evolved from the M1919, originally
designed as armament for the Ml917 and
Mk. VIII tanks, now obsolete
They
are air-cooled,
fabric-belt-fed
weapons operating
on the short-recoil
principle common to all Browning machine guns. All have heavy barrels
reciprocating
within a steel sleeve, perforated to facilitate cooling. J~cchanically
they are identical
with the Browning
water-cooled
machine gun, 1111917, and
working parts arc interchangeable.
Ml919A4-STANDARD-‘Es

aIll’ c“c”lfT\
: 4ED
CL

gun

is

MACHINE

GUN, CAL. 30,

Mf919A4,

ON TRIPOD MOUNT,

issued in two types, fixed and flexible.
The fixed gun is used only for tank
installation
and is mounted as a unit
with 37 mm or 75 mm guns. The two
move together within the limited elevation and traverse of the tank mounts and
the machine gun so installed cannot be
aimed individually.
It has a vertical
buffer tube and is without pistol grip.
The flexible gun is for more general use.
It is used as armament
for combat
vehicles,
armored and unarmored,
or
may be fired as a ground weapon from
the machine gun tripod mount, M2. It
is equipped with a pistol grip and is fired
from the back plate trigger.
As used by motorized and mechanized
units the gun is installed on mounts of

BROWNING

MACHINE

GUN, CAL.

.30, M1919A5

MP

various types, depending upon the type
of vehicle and the position of the gun
thereon. It is customary to carry a tripod
mount, MZ, for each gun to adapt the
weapon for ground use.
Barrels of the M1919,44, A5, and A6
guns are 24 inches long, 5.37 inches
longer than the barrel fitted to the
M1919A2.
The b arrcl sleeve has been
correspondingly
lengthened
from 13.7
inches to 19.08 inches. Separate front
barrel bearing plugs are provided
to
permit
the use of either Ml or M2
ammunition.
The 5219f9.U gun was also modified
by the addition of a belt feed lever group
assembly which permits assembly and
disassembly
of the lever from above.

BROWNINGMACHINEGUNS, CAL..30,

M1919A4,M1919A5AN

BROWNlNG

The trunnion block was equipped with a
bunter plug to resist wear by the points
of the bullets.
Further modifications have been made
since the weapon was designated M1919A4. These include substitution of a buffer
plug, buffer ring, and buffer disks for
the older tapered form of plug with ring
and filler. The change eliminates
the
“freezing”
of ring and plug which rctarded buffer spring action.
The bottom plate has been redesigned
so that plate, stirrup,
and elevating
bracket are now a unit. The bottom
plate is riveted to the receiver and a
recess in the plate serves to locate the
gun in the pack hanger.
SfGHTS-Sights
are of the conventional machine gun type with the front
sight mounted
on the gun’s trunnion
block. The rear sight base is mounted on
a bracket on the left side plate of the
reccivcr. The folding leaf bears a mil
elevation scale graduated for the sight
radius of 13.94 inches. Each division on
the clcvation scale represents 100 yards

MACHINE

GUN,

(Continued)

CAL. .30, M1919A6

and the scale is graduated
yards.

up to

2,400

Ml919A5-STANDARD-In
mounting
the Browning
machine gun, Cal. JO,
1121919X4, in the Light Tank, 313, it was
found necessary to provide
a special
bolt-retracting
slide and a different
cover detent. To identify the weapon and
to facilitate
fcld
sulqdy
and
maintenxtcc,
the gun so modified was designated
RI19 19X5 and cIassified as Standard.
M1919A6-SUBSTITUTE

STANDARD-

The designation of JfISlSX6
is given the
firowning Jfachine Gun, cal. JO, hZ1919A‘$ as modified for infantry
use. The
principal
modifications,
shown in the
illustration
herewith, include a shoulder
stock, a carrying handle, X11(1 a biped
mount fixed to the barrel sleeve. :I new
front barrel bearing was provided
and
the cover latch changed to permit easier
opening of the cover. Changes were made
in the barrel plunger and driving spring
to assure proper furictioning
without the
muzzle plug.

CHARACTERlSTlCS OF
BROWNING MACHINE GUNS,
M1919A4, M1919A5
Fixed, 30.5 lb.
Flexible, 31 lb.
Weight of recoiling
parfs. . . . . . . . . .ll.7
Ib.
Weight of barrel.
......... .
. . .7.35 lb.
Ml919A5,
fixed, 40.8 lb.
Length, overall.
Ml91 9A4, fixed, 37.94 lb.
flexible, 41 .l I lb.
i Ml919A4,
Length of barrel.
. .. .. , .... ..
.94 ins.
Rifling, length.
.
,,.
.P1.38 ins., 71 cals.
No. of grooves..
. . ... ...
..
. .4
Twis+.
Right-hand,
1 turn in 10 ins., 33.3 cals.
Depth of grooves. . .
. . . . . . . . .0.004 in.
Cross-sectional
area of bore. . . . . .0.074 sq. in.
Operation.
... . .
. . .Short-recoil
Feed. . . . . . , .
. . . . . . . . Fabric belt, 950 rds.
Cooling..
. . . , . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . .Air
Rate of fire. . . . , . . I . . . , . . .400-550
tds./min.
Sear release..
... ,. .. ... .... ,
. . . . .9 lb.
Trigger pull. . . . . . . I . ,
. . . . . . . .7-12 lb.
Normal breech pressure. 50,000 lb./sq. in. (copper)
Weight,

total.

_ ..,... .....

CHARACTERISTICS OF
BROWNING MACHINE GUN,
Ml91986

BROWNING

MACHINE

GUN, CAL. .30,

UNCLASSIFIED

M1919A4,

IN A. A. BRACKET

MOUNT

ON LIGHT TANK,

MS

Weight,
total. ......................
,34.5 lb.
Weight of recoiling
parts. .............
.7.5 lb.
Weight of barrel. ...................
,465 lb.
Length, overall .......................
.53 ins.
Length of barrel ......................
.P4 ins,
Rifling, length ............
.P1.38 ins., 71 cals.
No. of grooves.
........................
.4
Twist. ...........
.1 turn in 10 ins., 33.3 cab.
Depth of grooves. ................
.0.004 in.
Cross-sectional
area of bore . s . . I . .0.074 sq. in.
Operation.
......................
.Short-recoil
Feed
..................
.Fabric belt, 250 rds.
Cooling
..........................
.Air
Rate of fire, ...............
.400-450
rds./min.
Trigger pull. .....................
.. 8% lb.
Normal breech pressure. 50,000 Ib./sq. in. (copped

BROWNING

T

his water-cooled machine gun, standard for ground use, is a development
of the lM1917 which proved its worth in
World War 1. Modifications
upon the
oIder weapon are designed to permit the
gun to be used, from the ground, against
aexia1 targets.
The
tripod
mount,
M1917A1, on which the gun is placed,
is a modification
of the Ml917 tripod to
permit fire in a wider angle of elevation.
Water-cooling
of the barrel
of the
M 1917Al gun permits sustained fire over
comparatively
long periods.
Modifications
of the Ml917 gun include

MACHINE

GUN, CAL. .30, M1917A1,

RIGHT SIDE VIEW

a new assembly which eliminates
the
separate stirrup, bottom plate, and elevating bracket by making those components integra1; an improved steam tube
assembly (see cut) of the type used in
the caliber .50, M2, gun; and a cylindrical
bunter plate of the type used in the caliber .30 gun, M1919A4. The belt feed
lever and mounting of the M1919A4 gun
has also been added to the M1917Al.
This stronger mechanism is necessary to
lift a loaded belt from an ammunition
chest placed on the ground instead of
being hung on the moint. Steel end caps

and trunnion blocks replace the bronze
parts used in the ,%I1917 gun.
SIGHTS-Sights
are of the conventional
machine gun type. The front sight is
mounted at the outer end of the water
jacket.
Vibration
of the rear sight is
dampened by a tension spring. The slide
is graduated to permit use of either Ml
or M2 ammunition.
FEED-Feed is from a woven fabric belt
with a capacity of 250 rounds of caliber
.30 ammunition.
The only metal used in
the belt is a brass tab at either end to
facilitate entering the belt in the gun.

CHARACTERISTICS
TUBE,

WATER JACKET

OF BROWNING

STEAM,OlJTER

MACHINE

GUN, CAL. 30,

PLUG.

STEAM

Mt917Al

TUBE.

FRONT

Weight, total. .............
.38.6 lb., less water
Weight of recoiling
parts. .. .........
.7.35 ib.
Weight of barrel ....................
.3 lb.
.38.64 ins.
tength,
overall. ..................
.P3.9 ins.
Length of barrel. ...................
Rifling, length. ............
.P1.28 ins., 71 cals.
.4
No. of grooves
........................
Twist. ...........
Right-hand,
1 turn in 10 ins.
or 33.3 cala.
Depth of grooves. ................
.0.004 in.
Cross-sectional
area of bore. ......
0.074 sq. in.
.Short-recoil
Operation.
......................
Fabric belt, 250 rds.
Feed. ...................
,‘.Water,
8 ptr.
Cooling .......................
Rate of fire .............
.. .450-600
rdt./rttin.
..9lb.
Triggerpull..
........................
Normal breech pressure .... .48,000
lb. (copper)

TRAINERS,
MACHINE-GUN,
CAL..22/

TRAINER,

TRAINER,

MACHINE-GUN,
CAL. 22, M3, ASSEMBLED TO MACHINE-GUN,
CAL. JO, BROWNING, M1917Al

T

hese trainers consist of the Browning
Machine Guns, caliber .30, MISI’IAI,
water-cooled,
and M1919A4, air-cooled,
with such conversion parts as are necessary to adapt them to handle caliber .22
long rifle rimfire ammunition.
Use of the
small caliber cartridges permits the economical training of personnel in the handling of machine guns and the tactical uses
of those weapons.
Either gun may be restored quickly and
.30 should occasion
easily to caliber
require. This was not true of the original
caliber .22 Machine-Gun
Trainer,
&l: 1,
now obsolete.
Requisite power for the operation of
the guns is obt,ained by use of the Williams
floating chamber. With this device the
cartridge to be fired is seated in a loosely
fitting chamber which “floats” within the
receiver. Closing of the breech thrusts the
chamber closely against the rear of the
barrel and the bullet enters the rifling
in the normal manner. The loose fit of
the chamber permits it to move a short
distance to the rear under the force of
recoil and a portion of the gases of explosion escape between the chamber and

UNCMSSIFIED

MACHINE-GUN,
CAL. 422, M4, ASSEMBLED TO MACHINE-GUN,
CAL. 30, BROWNING, M1919A4

CHARACTERISTICS
water,

Weight.

. . . Less

Weight

of conversion

Weight

of barrel..

Length

overall..

Length

of barrel.
of rifling.

Number
Twist.
Depth
Area

lb.

Feed.
Cooling.

ins.

Sear release

. , ,. ...... ..

. . . . , . . . .4

1 turn in 16 ins., or 73.4 cals.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .0.0025

s . . , . , . . + . . . . . . , . .0.0383

in.

sq. in.

the receiver walls, adding their pressure
to that of the normal recoil of the cartridge.
This additional
power is sufficient to
operate the recoiling parts of the gun,
extracting and cjccting
the fired case and
feeding a new round into the chamber.
The loud report of service ammunition
is also approximated,
a feature to be
desired in training personnel.
In addition to the caliber .22 barrel, the
standard caliber .30 machine guns parts
are replaced by a modified bolt, firing pin,
driving spring and spring rod, cartridge

rate of fire. . .
(trigger

. . . . . . .550-650
pull).

(The characteristics
M4,

are

identical

chamber
250 rds.
7 pts.

rds./min.

. . . . . . . . , . . . .9 lb.

of the Machine-Gun
with

that it is air-cooled
41 .I ins. The weight
M3

belt,

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Water,

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .22.75

ins., 101 cals.

floating

, . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . Fabric

Cyclic

. . . . . . . .22.25

M3

. . . . . , *Short-recoil,

Operation.

ins.

. . .Right-hand,
of grooves.

7ib.

. . . . . . . . . . . .38.6

of grooves.

of bore.

39 lb.

lb.; M4,

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . .3.01
. ... ..

Length

32 lb.7 with water,

parts. M3,6.5

OF TRAINER,

those

of the M3

Trainer,
except

and the overall
length is
is the sume as that of the

less water.)

stop, barrel
nuts.

bearing,

and barrel

locking

The standard fabric belt for caliber .30
ammunition
is used with the caliber .22
machine gun trainers, the smaller cartridges being held in adapters inserted in
the pock&s of the standard belt. Clips
link the adapters in pairs and secure them
in the belt.

MACHINE-GUN

TRAINER, M9

Illustration
and description of the electrically operated Machine-Gun
Trainer,
M9, will be found in the Fire Control
section of this catalogue.

IC RIFLE,
CAL.30,

BROWNING

T

his gas-operated,
air-cooled shoulder
weapon represents successive modifications of the Ml91&41 and the M1918,
developed during World War I to meet
infantry requirements
for an easily transported weapon with a high fire-potential.

AUTOMATIC

RIFLE, CAL. .30, M1918A2

The legs may be folded to the rear or
extended in the tubes in which they slide
and locked in the extended position.

RECOIL SPRING-A
metal shield has
been set in the wooden forearm of the
M1918A2 to protect the recoil spring
Commonly known in the service as the
“BAIX,“the
M1918A2 is now in active USC from heat generated during sustained
fire.
on all fighting fronts.

BUTT
PLATE-A
hinge lug welded to
the butt plate permits the mounting of
an outer plate which may be swung
parallel with the top line of the stock to
serve as an additional
support for the
gun against
the operator’s
shoulder.
When not in use the outer plate foIds
against the inner and is retained by a
spring-ball latch.

ThedifferencesbetweenBAItJl1918A2,
and its predecessor models are summarized below :

GUIDE-A
right-and-left
guide fastened to the trigger guard facilitates insertion of the magazine.

CYCLIC RATE-The
M1918A2
differs
from both prior models in that it is
equipped
with a selector mechanism,
housed in the butt, which permits either
a high-speed automatic
fire of 500-600
rounds per minute or a retarded fire of
300-350 rounds per minute. The gun
cannot be operated as a single-shot or
semi-automatic
weapon.
-

BIPED-A
bipod with spiked feet was
clamped
to the gas cylinder
of the
M1918Al.
This has been replaced by a
biped with skid type shoes, mounted on
a bearing integral with the flash hider.

SIGHT-A
new rear sight provides adjustments for both elevation and windage
by large mounts equipped
with click
mechanism for minutes of angle,

CHARACTERISTICS
Weight,

complete.

. . . . . . . I . , . . . . . .l9.4

lb.

Weight,

less bipod

. . . . . . . . . . . , , . . . . . , .17

lb.

Weight

of barrel.

. , . . . . . . , . . . . . .3.65

lb.

Length

overall.

. . . . . . . . . , . . . .47.8

ins.

Length

of barrel e , . . . . .

Rifling,

length.

. . . . . . . P4.07

. . . . . I I . . .Pl.41

No. of grooves..

. . . . . . . . . . , ,. . . . . . . . .4

Twist.

. . . . . . . . . . Right-hand,

Depth

of grooves.

Cross-sectional
Operation..

1 turn in 10 ins

71.1
Cal;:
. . . , . . . . . . . I . . . .0.004 in.

area of bore.

. . . . . . .0.074

8IJTT

PLA TE BODY
BUTT

BROWNING

Cooling..

- .-

STOCK

AUTOMATIC

--a

RlftE.

MI918AZ.

BUTT

STOCK

CROUP - SECTIONAL

VIEW - RIGHT

SIDE

Trigger

I INK.\ ASSIFF

box magazine

. . .,.... . ,,... ......I..

Rate of fire..
CAL. .30.

sq. in.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Gas

Feed. . , . . . . . , . . . . . . .PO-round
INNER

ins.

ins.; 71.1 cals.

pull.

..

High-speed,

500-600

. , Air

rds./min.

Retarded,

300-350

rds./min.

. . . . . . . . . . .I0

lb. max.,

6 lb. mia.

SUBMACHINE
GUN,CAL..45, ii&-STA

SUBMACHINE

GUN, CAL

T

.45, M3

The fixed firing pin in the heavy bolt
his weapon has been designed and put
fires the cartridge at the completion
of
in quantity production since the outthe forward stroke and the major portion
break of World War II to filI the requirements for a light, portable arm with a of the energy of the explosion is absorbed
high fire-potential.
by the inertia of the bolt. When thisisoverAlthough
the submachine
gun (or come the remaining energy is sufficient to
“machine
pistol,”
as it is known in drive the bolt to the rear against the comEurope) has been a standard weapon of pression of the operating springs. The fired
stroke
the U. S. Armed Forces for nearly 15 case is ejected on the retracting
and the fully compressed dual spring
years, the cal, .45, M3, is an entirely new
returns the bolt to firing position, picking
weapon, the result of study and experiup and chambering another round on the
mentation and the testing of more than
twenty foreign and domestic weapons of forward movement.
this type.
Use of a heavy bolt holds the cyclic
The Submachine Gun, M3, is now in rate of fire to 350-450 rounds per minute.
use in all theaters of operaCon. It is the
This low rate of fire and the design which
primary weapon for such shock units as places the stock in almost a straight line
commando raiders and paratroopers and
with the axis of the bore combine to
virtually
to eliminate
is carried as an auxiliary
arm in tanks
reduce recoil,
and other vehicles.
muzzle-climb,
and to produce exceptional
It is a straight
blowback
operated
accuracy whether the weapon be used from
weapon weighing 8.9 pounds complete
the shoulder or as a “two-hand”
pistol.
with magazine,
oiler, and sling. It is
Stampings are used wherever possible in
chambered for the cal. .45, Ml91 1, carthe manufacture
of the M3, only the
tridge but may be converted to 9 mm
barrel and bolt require machine operaby substitution
of a barrel of that caliber,
tions, no critical metals are employed, and
a replacement bolt, a 9 mm magazine and
the gun may be produced at a minimum
cost for one of this type.
a magazine adapter. Conversion to 9 mm
The gun may be taken down without
permits use of the Parabellum
cartridge,
standard in the British Armed Forces, as tools and folded into a space 12% inches
long, 7$5 inches high, and 3% inches
well as use of certain types of captured
enemy ammunition.
deep, or about 291 cubic inches. This permits convenient
stowing in a soldier’s
The overall length is 29.8 inches which
is shortened to 22.8 inches when the
pack for shipment or for packing in a
extension stock, which may be used in standard
container
to be dropped by
emergency
as a cleaning rod, is closed.
parachute.
-

41 0

Exhaustive
tests conducted on the l’~l3
have proved that it functions excellently
under conditions of excessive dust or mud _
Excessive moisture,
such as would be
encountered
in tropical operations,
has
no effect whatever
upon the weapon’s
functioning.
The following sentence from
the final report made upon the test program is significant:
“Although
it wouhI
be dangerous to state that further improvements
and developments
are un likely, the ultimate has been reached irl
this type of weapon for the time being.’ )

CHARACTERISTICS
8.9 lb,
complete..
.. ..... .. .. .
less magazine,
oiler, and sling
. .8.1 lb _
of recoiling
parts. . .
. . . . . , . 2.0 lbof barrel..
. . . , . . . . . . .0.6P lb _
of barrel assembly.
. . . . . . . .1.43 lb L
overall, stock extended.
. . . . . I . 29.8 insstock closed..
... .
. . . . . . Pg.8 in+_
of barrel.. . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . , . . 8.0 ins_
. . . 7.2 ins,
length.
. _. . . , . . . . . ,
of grooves. , . . . . . . , . . . . . , , . . . .a
Right-hand,
1 turn in 16 ins., 35.5 talc .
Twist. .
1 turn in 15 ins., 33.3 calt,.
i Alternate:
0.0035 ire_
Depth of grooves. . . . . . . . . . , . . .
Cross-sectional
area of bore. . . . . .0.1581
tq. ib.
Operation
...
. . . . . . . . .Straight blowback
magazin a
Feed. . . . . . . . , .
. . . . . . 30-round
Cooling..
. .
. . . . , . , . . . . . . . . . I ,. . . .A: F
rds./min _ c
Cyclic rate of fire. . . . . . , . . 350-450
full-automatic
on1 b
frob*
Sights. . . . . . . . . Fixed peep rear, A-blade
(zeroed at 100 yds .a
Sight radius. . . . , . . . , . .
...
. 10.8 in,
Trigger pull. . . . . . . . 1 . . . . . . . .
. 5-7 lb.

Weight,
Weight,
Weight
Weight
Weight
Length,
Length,
Length
Rifling,
Number

Pull to retract

bolt. . , . . . , . .

. . . . .I8-23

fb :

UNChASSiFlED
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U. 5. RIFLE, CAL. .30, MI,

T

he “Garand”
rifle, designated as U. S.
Rifle, cal. .30, Ml, is a self-loading,
semi-automatic
shoulder weapon produced according to the design of Mr. John
C. Garand, an employee at the SpringfieId Armory
of the Ordnance Department. The rifle is gas-operated, clip-fed
and air-cooled. It weighs 9y$ pounds without the bayonet of approximately
1 pound
weight.
Ammunition
is loaded in clips of eight
rounds carried in a bandoleer with six
pockets holding a total of 48 rounds.
Bandoleers weigh 3% pounds each,
The advantages of this rifle are inherent
in the fact that it reloads itself after each
shot. This prevents disturbance of aim or
increase in fatigue due to manual operation of a bolt handle. It enables the soldier
to deliver a volume of fire limited only by
his proficiency
as a marksman
and his
dexterit,y in inserting clips into the magazine. Troops equipped with this rifle possess greatly
increased
firepower
with
which to combat enemy ground forces,
rapidly moving armored vehicles and lowflying planes.
The rifle consists of three main groups:
a barrel and receiver group, a triggerhousing group, and the stock. The principal components of the barrel and receiver
group are the barrel, gas cylinder lock, gas
cylinder, operating rod, bolt assembly and

ufuWC3XlED

RIGHT SIDE

hand guard. The trigger housing supports
the hammer, safety, trigger and trigger
guard.
When the rifle is Ioaded and the bolt
closed the hammer is held in the cocked
position. Pressure on the trigger releases
the hammer to strike the firing pin which
transmits the blow to the primer of the
cartridge.
As the bullet passes the gas port some
of the gas enters the gas cylinder, where
it drives the operating rod back, compresses the operating
rod spring and
carries the bolt to the rear. The empty
cartridge case is extracted and ejected to
the right front. The rearward movement
of the bolt cocks the hammer and uncovers the magazine. The operating rod
spring then forces the cartridges upward
in the chp and the forward movement of
the bolt slides the top cartridge into the
chamber. The bolt is then locked by being
rotated clockwise to engage the locking
lugs in the receiver. The rifle is then
ready to be fired again.
The entire clip is placed in the gun
without removing the cartridges from the
clip. It is necessary to squeeze the trigger
to fire each cartridge. When the last round
in the clip has been fired the clip is automatically
ejected to the right from the
top of the receiver and the bolt remains

U, S. RIFLE, CAL. Jo, Ml, LEFT SIDE

open. The rifle is now ready for the insertion of another clip,
A receiver sight is used for greater ease
of aiming and to obtain a longer sight
radius. It is adjustable
for range and
windage. The elevation knob on the left
side has numbered graduations for ranges
of 100,300, 500, 700 and 1100 yards. The
windage knob is on the right side and each
windage graduation
represents an angular adjustment of 4 minutes. Both elevation and windage knobs are provided with
clicks which represent approximately
one
minute of windage or one inch elevation
at the target for each 100 yards of range.

CHARACTERISTICS
Weight .9.5 lb. (with Bayonet,
M1905:
10.5 lb.)
Length (over-all).
..
. . . , . . . . . . . I .43.6 ins.
Length of barrel. . . . . . . . . . . . I . , . . . . . . .24 ins.
Length of rifling. . . . I . . . . . .21.30 ins.r 70.8 cal.
Rifling
Number of grooves. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .2 or 4
R.H. twist; 1 turn in. , . . . . . .33.3 Cal.; 10 ins,
Depth of grooves.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .0.0040
in,
Cross-sectional
area of bare . . , . . .0.0740
sq. in.
Type of mechanism. Gas-operated,
semi-automatic
Feeding device. . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Clip
Capacity
of feeding device. . . . . . . , . . .8 rounds
Rate of fire. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Semi-automatic
Cooling.
.. .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Air
Sight radius. I . . . . . . . .27.9 ins. at 100 yd. range
Trigger pull. . . I . . . . . , .7.5 lb. max.; 4.5 Ib. min.
Normal presswre. . . . . .50,000
lb./sq. in. (copper)
Ammunition
types.
. t . . . . a . . . Ball, A.P., trace

U. S.CARBINE1
CAL..30, b/i1 AND

PHANTOM

VIEW OF U. S. CARBINE, CAL. 30, Ml, from Which U. S. Carbine, MlA2,
Differs
Aperture Type Rear Sight instead af an L-Type Rear Sight

T

his compact, light-weight,
semi-automatic weapon is now standard for
those groups and units formerly equipped
with the caliber .45 pistol, M1911Al.
It is the regulation arm for all officers
up to the rank of major.
The caliber .45 pistol is essentially a
of
defensive weapon. The development
the caliber .30 carbine has placed in the
hands of our troops not only a high-speed,
accurate defensive arm but an offensive
weapon as well. The carbine is capable
of delivering effective fire at ranges as
great as 300 yards-at
least four times
the effective range of the pistol which
it has replaced.
The carbine is gas-operated, a portion
of the gases of the explosion being admitted to a gas cylinder through a port
in the barrel. Travel of the piston under
pressure of the gases drives the bolt to
the rear against the compression of the
operating spring and extracts and ejects
the fired case, The spring closes the bolt
which picks up and chambers a new
round on its forward travel. Operation,
functioning,
and general design of the
carbine are similar in many respects to
those characteristics
of the caliber .3O
Rifle, Ml.

Like the Rifle, Ml, the carbine is a
semi-automatic
arm and the trigger must
be pulled for each shot. In case of failure
of the gas-operated mechanism, the gun
may be used as a hand-operated repeating
arm, the slide being retracted and returned to position by hand.
The weapon is fed from a box magazine
with a capacity
of fifteen rounds of
ammunition
designated Cartridge,
Carbine, Cal. .30, MI. The bullet weighs
110 grains and is propelled by a 14-grain
charge of military smokeless powder.
SIGHTS-The
original models of the
carbine were equipped with an “L” type
of rear sight with no adjustments
for
windage and with elevation adjustments
of only 150 and 300 yards. This has been
replaced by a ramp type of rear sight
with click adjustments
permitting
three
points of either right or left windage,
The peep eyepiece slides upon the ramp
which is graduated for elevation from
100 to 300 yards in 50-yard increments,
The front sight is an “A” blade protected by wings.
Ml A3-The
designation MIA3 is given
the carbine when equipped with a pantograph stock which when folded reduces
the overall length of the weapon to 25.5

in Employing

an

inches, The pantograph stock has proved
itself more rigid and generally
more
satisfactory
than the folding stock previously used.
The MlA3
is issued to paratroopers
and such other units as require a weapon
which may be carried or stored within a
limited space.
Both the Ml and MIA3 carbines may
be fitted with a sling if necessary.

CHARACTERISTICS OF
CARBINE, Ml
Weight, total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.4 Ibs.
Length, overall.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ .35.6 ins.
Length of barrel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .18 ins.
Rifling, length.. , . . . . f . . . . .16.77 ins., 55.7 cab.
No. of grooves.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4
Twist. . . Right-hand,
I turn in PO ins., 66.6 cab.
Depth of grooves. . . . . . . . . . . . . , , . , .0.004 in.
Cross-sectional
areu bore. . . . . . + I . . .0.074 sq. in.
Operation.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gas, semi-automatic
Feed. . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . .l 5-rd. magazine
Cooling.,.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Air
Trigger pull.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4-6 lb.
(Carbine,
MlA3,
differs onl slightly from the
Ml.
The pantograph
stock a d dr approximately
0.3 lb. to the weight. The length with stock extended is virtually
the same. With stock folded
the length is reduced to 95.5 inches.)

wx,“’
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UN~MSSIFIED

U. S. CARBINE,

CAL. .30, MlA3,

WitI4 FOLDING
A

PANfOGRAPH

STOCK

PISTOL,
AUTO

AUTOMATIC

T

his is a recoil-operated,
self-loading,
semi-automatic
weapon and is the
standard
sidearm of the U. S. Armed
Forces.
The initial
energy of the exploding
cartridge holds the barrel and slide firmly
locked
together
by two lugs on the
barrel’s upper surface which engage corresponding
keyways
in the slide. As
pressure decreases the barrel drops, permitting
the slide to recoil and compress
the operating spring. As with other automatic and semi-automatic
weapons the
fired case is ejected on the recoil stroke
and a new round picked up and chambered as the spring returns the slide to
position.
The M1911Al
pistol incorporates
the
following
modifications
of the original
$X1911 design.
The tang of the grip safety has been
extended better to protect the operator’s
hand.
A clearance cut has been made on
either side of the receiver for the trigger
finger.
The face uf the trigger has been cut
to sharper radius and knurled.
The flat mainspring
housing of the
341911 pistol has been replaced by a
carved housing fitting the palm of the
band.

tlRlf"t

AWlFlFn

PISTOL, CAL. -45, M1911A1,

LEFT VIEW

CHARACTERISTICS
Weight. ............................
Weight of recoiling
parts. .............
Weight,
barrel .........................
Length, overall.
.....................
Length of barrel. ....................
Rifling, length ..............
.4.08

AUTOMATIC

.2.44 ib.
.I .I 2 lb.
.PO lb.
.8.6 ins.
.5.03 ins.
ins., 9.2 cab.

PISTOL, CAL.

Number of grooves. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I I . . . .6
Twist. . . left-hand,
1 turn in lb ins., 35.5 cab.
Depth of grooves. .................
.0.0039
in.
Cross-sectional
area of bore. .....
.0.1581
sq. in.
Operation.
......................
.Short recoil
Feed ......................
.7+ound
magazine
Cooling ................................
.Air
Trigger pull. .....................
.5.5-&S
lb.

.45, M1911A1,

SECTIONAL

VIEW

u. s, RIFlE,CAL,,30,

3A4 (SNIPE

M1903A1,

T

his bolt-action,
manually
operated
rifle replaced the Krag-Jorgenson
as
U. S. Army standard in 1903 and remains
a standard item of issue and manufacture
although largely supplanted
for combat
by the gas-operated,
semipurposes
automatic rifle, Ml,
The Ml903
rifle, like virtually
all
military
rifles in use today, represents
adaptation of the original Mauser design,
developed in Germany
during the last
decade of the 19th century. It is fed from
a magazine well which is integral with
t.he receiver. The magazine holds five
cartridges which may -be loaded either
singly & from the l&ass clip in which
they arc assembled at the arsenal. With
an additional
cartridge in the chamber,
the weapon
_ _. has a capacity of six rounds
at one loading.
This rifle is rarely used at ranges
greater than 600 yards but when necessity arises may be fired with a high degree
of accuracy at 1,000 yards. All rifles of
the series are equipped with swivels for
the Ml907 sling and carry integral with
the front band a stud which permits
mounting
of either the Ml or Ml905
bayonet.
M1903Al-The
pistol-grip stock shown
in the illustration
of this rifle affords
better support for the operator’s hand

than the straight military
stock of the
M1903. Sights of the M1903Al are identical with those of the Ml9O3, a blade
front sight protected by a hood and a
folding-leaf
rear sight with adjustments
for windage and elevation.
Ml903A3---The
rear sight with which
this model is equipped is similar to that
developed
for the caliber .30 carbine.
It is a-ramp type of sight, protected by
parallel metal “ears”. A knurled thumbscrew on the right side affords six points
of windage adjustment,
three right and
three left. The peep slides upon the ramp
which is graduated
for adjustments
in
elevation
covering ranges from 200 to
800 yards in loo-yard
increments.
The
sight is mounted on the receiver bridge
closer to the operator’s eye than the rear
sight of the M1903Al.
This location
increases the sight radius by approximately 6 inches.
Ml903A4
(SNIPER’S)-As
implied
by
the designation, this rifle is equipped for
highly accurate fire against such targets
as enemy snipers or individual
occupants
of observation
posts. The iron sights,
front and rear, are removed and a hunting
type commercial
telescope is mounted
upon the receiver. The bolt handle of the
rifle has been slightly modified to prevent
interference with the telescope when the

handle is raised and retracted. The telescopes now in use on the M1903A4 rifle
include the Weaver 330-C with a magnification of 2% diameters and the Lyman
Alaskan telescope with a magnification
of 2% diameters. Both are supplied with
crosshair retitles. The hairs used are of
medium weight and subtend not more
than one minute of angle. Both Weaver
and Lyman
telescopes have internal
adjustments
permitting
exceedingly precise changes of elevation and windage.

CHARACTERISTICS
OF RIFLE, CAL. .30,
M1903Al AND Ml903A3
Weight, with sling but without bayonet.
. . .9.0 lb.
Weight of Bayonet,
Ml . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .0.9 lb.
Lenith
overoli. . .I . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . .43.5 ins.
Length with Bayonet,
Ml, mounted. . . . .53.3 ins.
Length of barrel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I . . . .24 ins.
Rifling, length. . . . . . . . . . .21.28
ins., 70.7 cal.
Number of grooves. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2 or 4
Twist. . . Right-hand,
I turn in 10 ins., 33.3 cals.
Depth of grooves. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .0.004 in.
Cross-sectional
area of bore. . . . . . .0.0740
sq. in.
C&ration.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Manual,
bolt action
. .5-1-d. magazine
Coo&
’ : 1: : : 1 1 : : : : : : : : : : 1 : 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . Air
Trigger pull . I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4-6 lb.
(Characteristics
of the M1903A4
Sniper’s Rifle
are identical
with the above except that the weight
with Weaver 330-C telescope sight is 9.7 lb., and
with Lyman Alaskan
telescope,
9.9 lb.}
I
.

SIGHT,

U. 5. RIFLE, CAL. .30, M1903Al

UNCLASSIFIED

RIFLE, U. S., CAL. .30, M1903A4

(SNIPER’S), WITH WEAVER 330-C tUf!SCoPE

SIGHT

/

”

.

U. S. RIFLE,
C

U. S. RtFLE, CAL.

T

his rifle was designed for indoor or
short-range
target practice and the
economical training of pcrsonncl.
It was originally
developed by the
Ordnance Department
with the collaboration of the INational Rifle Association
to provide a highly accurate small-bore
weapon for civilian rifle clubs and the
rifle teams of high schools and colleges.
It was subsequently
adopted for smallbore marksmanship
courses in tho Army,
Navy, Marine Corps, and (:oast Guard.
As initially
produced, this gun was
designated
Ml922
and was essentially
a small-bore reproduction
of the 311903

-22, M2, RtGHT VtEW

service rifle. Subsquent
refinement and
modification
changed the designation to
M 1922i\f I and the current X2. In its
present form the rifle is equipped with
the Lyman 48C receiver si.&t with click
adjustments
for both
elevation
and
windage.
Firing-pin
travel has been reduced to
one-half that of the previous models and
the trigger formerly used has been replaced by one of the speed-action type.
Ammunition
used is the commercial cal.
.22 long rifle fed from detachable box
magazines of either S-round or lo-round
capacity.

U. S. RIFLE, CAL. .22, M2, TOP VtEW AND

’ ’ -’ c i]fj~f/f$l$\FIED

SECTION

CHARACTERISTICS
Weight,
Length,
Length
Rifling,

with sling .....................

overall. .....................
of barrel. .....................
length. ............
.23.35

.9.3

lb.

.43.7 ins,
.24 ins.
ins., 107 cals.
.4

No. of grooves.
......................
Twist .......
Right, 1 turn in 16 ins., 73.4 cals.
.0.0025
in.
Depth of grooves. ...............
Cross-sectional
area of bore. .....
Operation,
.....................
Feed ...............
Magazine,
Cooling .................................
Trigger pull. .......................

.0.0383
sq. in.
.. Manual
5- or lo-round
Air
.3.5-5

lb.
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(Continued)
bayonet. The shot charge used with riot
guns consists of nine pellets of size
00 shot, generally known as “buckshot.”
Skeet Guns arc supplied with Z&inch
barrels with “improved”
cylinder boring.
This boring conceutrates approximately
40 percent of the shot pellets of the charge
within a 30-inch circle at a distance of
40 yards. The “true cylinder”
bore of
the 20-inch barrel on the riot gun places
ouly 33% percent of the pellets in such
a circle.
Skeet shooting is an adaptation of the
older sport of trap shooting at inanimate
targets-saucer-shaped
disks made of
prcsscd clay aud known variously as clay
pigcons or Bluerocks. In skeet shooting
the gunners move from one station to
another aud the gun is kept at waist level
until the target is rclcascd. A round of
skccl inclurlcs firing at targets rolcased
at unknown angles, at incoming targets,
at targets from overhcatl tra,ps, and at
d0ublc.s. The game closely approsimates
conditions to be cspcctcd in actual field
shooting aud tests to the utmost the
gunner’s skill and co-ordination.
Skeet guns may hc fitted with tubular
sleeves known as compcusators
which
serve to convert the open-bored improvccl
cylinder to any &sired degree of choke.

STEVENS SHOTGUN, M520, RIOT TYPE

REMINGTON

REMINGTON

SAVAGE

SHOTGUN, MlO, RIOT TYPE

SHOTGUN,

Ml 1, SPORTSMAN

with
2’rap ~~2s have 30-inch bards
fulI-choke
boring
which
permits
the
closest possible concentration
of the shot
charge. From 65 to 70 percent of the
pellets are evenly distributed
over a
30-in& circle at a range of 40 yards.
Guns of this type are used for trap
shotting from fixed stations at irianima.te
targets which may be released at both
known or unknown
angles but from
known raugcs.
A load of 1;d oz. of No. 8 shot is used
for both trap and skeet shooting.
Shells
loaded with No. 6 shot arc procured by
the Ordnance Department
and supplied
as a hunting load.

SHOTGUN, M720, RIOT TYPE

WINCHESTER SHOTGUN, M97, TRAP TYPE

.

-9

_.

STER SHOTGUN, M97, RIOT TYPE, WITH SLING AND

IJNCLASSMB
_

Ml917

BAYONET

1 MARCH
I 944
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SHOTGUNS(Continued)

CHARACTERISTICS

Riot
Skeet
Trap

zyhester,

zyhester,

lW$ya,

M520,

M620,

%ivaoge,

Re&ngton,

Ml1

6Vg lb.
75/s lb.
73/ lb.

“i1/2lb.

73/q lb.
81,” lb.

U/2 lb.
7 lb.

8 lb.
75/8 lb.

81/z lb.

73/s Ib.

73/4 lb.

3g1/2ins.
t
&l/2 ins.

40 ins.
46 ins.
50 ins.

40 ins.
46 ins.
50 ins.

39 ins.
45 ins.
49 ins.

40 ins.
46 ins.
50 ins.

40 ins.
46 ins.
50 ins.

391/2 ins.
451/+ ins.
49l/2 ins.

20 ins.
26 ins.
30 ins.

20 ins.
26 ins.
30 ins.

20 ins.
26 ins.
30 ins.

20 ins.
26 ins.
30 ins.

20 ins.
26 ins.
30 ins.

20 ins.
26 ins.
30 ins.

GUIB

Weight

Stevens,

Remington,
and
Sportsman

k3yington,

t
73h

lb.

M6mA§
6 lb.
U/4 lb.
65/s Ib.

7 tb.

7% lb.
73/4

lb.

7% lb.
8 lb.
81/4 lb.

Riot
Skeet
Trap

40 ins.

Riot

20 ins.
26 ins.
30 ins.

PO ins.

Skeet
Trap
Riot
Skeet
Trap

cylinder
imp. cyt.
full choke

cylinder
t
fufl choke

cylinder
imp. cyl.
full choke

cylinder
imp. cyl.
full choke

cylinder
imp. cyl.
full choke

cylinder
imp. cyt.
full choke

cylinder
imp. cyl.
full choke

cylinder
imp. cyl.
full choke

Gage

12

12

12

12

12

12

12

12

Cross-sectional
area of bore

0.4174

0.4174 sq. in.

0.4174sq.

0.4174 sq, in,

0.4174

Length,
overall

Length,
barrel

Boring

46 ins.
50 ins.

t

30 ins.

sq. in.

0.4174

sq. in.

in.

0.4174

sq. in.

0.4174sq.

in.

sq. in.

Operation

Manual
Slide action

Manual
Slide action

Semi-automatic
Long recoil

Manual
Slide action

Manual
Slide action

Manual
Slide action

Manual
Slide action

Semi-automatic
Long recoil

Feed

Tubular
magazine
3-4 rounds*

Tubular
magazine
5 rounds

Tubular
magazine
4-2 rounds4

Tubular
magazine
5 rounds

Tubular
magazine
5 rounds

Tubular
magazine
4 rounds

Tubular
magazine
5 rounds

Tubular
magazine
4 rounds

Pressure

Approximately
11,000
Ib./sq. in.

Approximaiely
11,000
IbJsq. in.

Approximately
11,000
lb./sq. in.

Approximately
11,000
tb./sq. in.

Approximately
11,000
lb./sq. in.

Approximatety
11,000
Ib./sq. in.

Approximately
11,000
tb./sq. in.

Approximately
11,000
Ib./sq. in.

(copped
/

‘Remington,
MM, is furnished with magazine capacity
of both 3 and 4 rounds.
tRemington,
Ml 0, is not regularly
supplied as a skeet gun.
SThr manufacturer’s
designation
of “Sportsman”
is given to those models OF the Remington,
Ml 1, with magazine
capacity
of IWO rounds.
JThe Stevens M640A,
is the maker’s designation
of an improved model of the M620; the designation
M5PO is given to the same gun in
the “rioi”
type.

UNC\-ASS\HED
Al fl

-
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TOI.AN-

WITHMOU

T

his is a double-action,
hammerless,
single-shot pistol firing a11 types
of
aircraft
signals, rimmed
and rimless.
The rimmed signals must be loaded illto
the weapon from the breech but rimless
signals may be inserted from either
breech or muzzle.
The barrel is of seamless steel tubing,
4.12 inches long, with a bore of 1.58
inches. Pressure on the knurled undersurface of the breech lock-the
lower of
the two curved levers projecting from the
top of the pistol-opens
the breech for
loading.
There is no external hammer nor any
provision
for single-action
operation.
A spring-actuated
safety lever within the
frame turns with the breech lock and prcvents the interna
hammer from rising
unless the breech is fully closed and
locked.
The Mount, MI, permits the projection of signals from the cabin or pilot’s
compartment
of aircraft. The mount is
permanently
positioned in the airplane
wall and secured by screws passing
through an external flange. A springretained cover closes the interior opening
when the mount is not in use.
Four lugs machined on the pistol barrel
engage corresponding
keyways
within
the sleeve of the mount. The pistol is
then rotated one quarter-turn
and Iocked
in position by a latch on top of the barrel
which snaps into a slot in the sleeve.
The latch is disengaged by pressure on
the upper of the curved levers shown in
the illustration.

PISTOL, PYROTECHNIC,

AN-MS,

LEFT SIDE VIEW, WITH MOUNT,

MI

The sleeve is supported by four coil
springs which absorb recoil when the
pistol is fired. A cushioning gasket at the
outer end of the sleeve takes UP arly
counter-recoil.

CHARACTERISTICS
.8.2
-9.9
2.1
of pistol. . . , . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . .
1.1
.......................
of mount

Length

of pistol

......................

Length

of pistol

and mount

Weight
Weight
Height

of pistol

Length

of barrel

Diameter
Trigger

s

of bore
pull..

............

in.
in.
lb.

lb.

......................

-8.4 in.

......................

4.12 in.
1.58 in.

.....................

PYROTECHNIC

PISTOL MOUNT,

MI

. . , , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .5 to 8 lb.

UNCLAWFIED

~,,,,,,ll,,,,,,,,,,,,lll,,,,tlllllllllllllllllll,,,,,~~,,,,~~~,,,,,,,,,,tt,tt~,,t~,tt~,,tt,~i,,~t~
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DISCHARGER,
PYROTECHNIC,
AN-MS-STA

T

he Pyrotechnic
Discharger, AN-M5,
was designed to permit signals to be
fired from aircraft in flight without the
necessity of reloading the projecting device for each shot. It is rigidly mounted
in any suitable position in the airplane,
the muzzle projecting through the metal
covering, and is fired by a cable from a
remote control unit.
The action and operation of the discharger is similar in every way to that of
the ordinary revolver. Six smoothbored
sections of seamless steel tubing are
rigidly bound about a central tube or
bushing which, in turn, rotates on a fixed
spindle exactly
as the six-chambered
cylinder of a revolver rotates to aline the
chambers successively with the firing pin
and the barrel.

In the pyrotechnic
discharger, that
rotation is controlled by an index plate
and index flange. The chambers in which
the signals are placed are alined with the
short muzzle which protrudes through
the outer skin of the airplane and is
secured by a mounting plate to which the
barrel and body groups of the discharger
are fastened by tie rods.

DISCHARGER,

PYROTECHNIC,

AN-MS

A pull upon the cable rotates the pulley
and index shaft and cams the doubleaction hammer backward. A cylinder is
lined up in firing position as the cam
action ceases and the hammer spring
drives the hammer forward until its pin
strikes the primer of the signal and
discharges it. The cases of the fired
signals remain in the barrels and are
removed singly by hand.
The signals arc loaded into the barrels
through a pivoted loading gate, or trap,
which may be seen in the left foreground
of the illustration
covering the lowest of
the three barrels visible. The operating
cable, also shown, must be pulled a full
stroke and released in order to rotate the
barrel group +& revohltion
and bring
another barrel into loading position.
Accidental discharge of a signal during
the loading operation is prevented by a
safety spindle lever which is raised hy the
opening of the loading trap and while
raised blocks the hammer in the halfcocked position and prevents its fall. A
sliding catch locks the loading trap in the
4 2 *

-

REMOTE CONTROLLER,

closed position and must be pushed dowrl
in its slot before the trap can be opened.
Once loaded, the entire oneration of the
discharger is by means 0) the Remote
Controller,
iJl2, here illustrated
with
cover removed to show the rack and
pinion
mechanism.
The controller
is
mounted at any convenient point in the
airplane or at the station of that crew
member designated to operate the discharger. Each pull on and release of the
handle of the controller rotates the body

M2

group of the discharger
fires a signal.

x revolution

and

CHARACTERISTICS
Weight of

discharger.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .8.6 lb.

Weight

of controller

(9.9

Length

of discharger.

.

Length

of controller

in.).

. . . . , . . . .0.9 02.
.

.....

Length of barrels . . . .
Bore
Signal;iied.‘.’ : : i : IAN:M37‘th;&$

. . . . . . . .9 ins.
.9.9

to 15 ins.

. . . .4.5

ins.

.I .58 ins.
AN-M45
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PROJECTOR, TECHNIC,
HAND,M%==STANDARD
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PROJECTOR, PYROTECHNIC,

1

his simple device consists of a short
smooth-bored
barrel with a hinged
breechplate
in which a firing-pin
and
cocking-piece are mounted. There is no
trigger and the arm may be fired by
striking the rounded base of the cockingpiece with the hand or against the ground.
A spring clip attached by a short chain

HAND,

M9,

WITH

SAFETY

to the hinge pin of the breech latch is
used to hold the hand knob and pin in
the retracted position and prcvcnt accidental discharge.
The cjcctor is linked to the breech
plate and opening of the breech extracts
the round.
Projector,
hU, is used in firing the

SET

double-star
Aircraft
Signals, AN-M37
through RN-M42; the single-star Aircraft
Signals, AN-M43 through AN-M45; and
the rimless signals AN-M28
through
AN-M36, no longer standard.
The projector weighs 14 ounces, measures 7.6 inches overall, and has a bore
diameter of 1.58 inches,

PROJECTOR,
SIGNAL,GROUND,
h/k-STANDARD

T

he manually operated Ground Signal
Projector, M4, is used in firing the
single-star parachute Signals, M17AIB2,
M19AlB2,
and the Cluster
Signals,
MlBAlB2,
M20AlB2,
M22AlB2.
The
high-burst
ranging
Ground
Signal
(smoke), 11127, may also be launched
from this projector.
The projector is a smooth-bored tube,
one end of which is closed by a threaded
cap which holds in place a base assembly
on which is mounted a fixed firing pin
and four retaining springs. The signal is
inserted from the muzzle and pushed into
the projector until gripped by the retainpremature
ing springs which prevent
discharge by holding the primer end of
the signal away from contact with the
firing pin,
The operator lies prone and fires the
signal by striking the cap of the projector
smartly against the ground. The signal
is projected fin first but reverses at approximately
100 feet and continues to
rise to 600 feet.
The Projector,
M4, measures 11.9
inches overall and weighs 2.63 fb. The
barrel is 1.66 inches in diameter and 11.6
inches long.
Y

v-2

-

UNCLASSIFIED

PROJECTOR, SIGNAL,

GROUND,

M4,

DISASSEMBLED
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LAUNCWLRS,
GRBWDE,

-STANDARD

(Continued)
rifle with the grenade launcher in place.
Since the valve is fully open, operating
pressures are not developed within the
cylinder and the rifle can be used only
as a single-shot weapon.
The M7 launcher
as first designed
fastened to the muzzle of the Ml rifle
by means of a two-armed, hinged clamp,
Service tests demonstrated
that three
distinct motions were necessary to attach
or remove the device. Technicians
at
Springfield Armory developed a superior
fastening in the form of a simple clip
which locked behind the bayonet stud on
the gas cylinder.
Manufacturing
was
facilitated
by using larger parts and
reducing the total number of parts of the
launcher from ten to five.

GRENADE

LAUNCHER,

LAUNCHER,
GRENADE,
M8---I)evelopment of a grenade launcher for the
Carbine, Ml, was deferred until after a
satisfactory launcher had been developed
for the 1111 rifle. Both weapons are gasoperated,
semi-automatic
arms and it
was felt that
the many
difficulties
encountered in designing a launcher for
the rifle would be greatly augmented with
the lighter gun.
The problem
proved much simpler
than had been expected. It was found
that immobilization
of the semi-automatic feature of the carbine was not
necessary and that a simple clamp-on
launcher similar to the Ml and M2 could
bc used. The carbine may be operated
semi-automatically
with
the launcher
attached
and there is little
loss of
accuracy.

M8

blank cartridge, caliber 30, fired in the
The auxiliary cartridge case is ejected
usual way in the rifle or carbine. The
from the launcher simultaneously
with
grenade cartridge may be distinguished
the launching of the grenade.
from the ordinary blank cartridge by a
Since a maximum range is desired, the
rose crimp in the mouth of the case. grenade is set as far back as possible on
These cart ridges arc illustrated
and
the launcher when the auxiliary is used.
tlcscribed in the small arms ammunition
The auxiliary also increases the grenade’s
section of this Catalogue.
velocity, however, so that it may bc used
Modern warfare has emphasized the
at shorter ranges where a reduced time
need for grenades to be fired at longer
of flight is d&red.
ranges and at higher vclocitics than wcrc
possible with the standard blank grenade
LAUNCHER,
GRENADE,
MT-This
cartridges.
This has been accomplished
launcher
represents
an improvement,
by the so-called “vitamin
pill,” recomwit,hout
change in designation,
upon
mended for standardization
on 15 Januthe original model designed for use with
ary 1944 as Cartridge,
Grenade, Auxilithe U. S. Iltifie, Ml, A launcher of simple
ary, Cal. 30, M7.
clamp-on design could not be used with
SIGHT:-By
action of the Ordnance
The designation as caliber .3O is somethis gas-operated weapon because of the
Committee
10
February
1944 (OCM
what misleading
but refers to the rifle
creation of excess pressures which caused
22547) a new and more accurate sight,
with which the auxiliary
cartridge
is premature
opening of the breech and
adaptable to all U. S. rifles and carbines,
used. The cartridge
itself is a tube of drove operating rod and bolt back with
was
standard&d
as Sight, Rifle Grenade
drawn brass 0.45 inch in diamctcr and
sufficient force to break the receiver.
Launcher, 8115. It consists of a five-inch
open at both ends. The open ends arc
The problem was solved by the clevelsighting bar which may be quickly atscaled with paper wads after the tube is opmcnt of a valve screw to be inserted in
loaded with 20 grains of powder.
the gas cylinder of the rifle in place of tached to or removed from a pIatc permanently mounted on the left side of the
One end of the auxiliary
carLridge is the rqular
gas-cylinder lock screw. The
rifle stock. The bar carries a leveling
finishc(l with a bcv&~l rim which serves
valve within the screw opens to permit
to keep it in place when it is inserted into
bubble, a front sight, and an aperture rear
the escape of excessive pressures. Service
the muzzle end of the launcher. The body
ammunition
may be fired from the Ml
sight with click adjustments for elevation.
of the launcher is then inserted in the
stabilizer tube of the grenade as in normal
firing. The effect is that of a booster, the
CHARACTERISTICS
flame of the grenade cartridge igniting
the charge of the auxiliary cartridge and
Diameter
Diameter
Outside
the power of the two combining to proof Bracket
of Bore
Weight
Length
Diameter
Launcher
j<Act the grenade from the launcher. Tests
0.50 in.
0.68 in.
Ml . * . , . . .
0.86 in.
7.1 in.
0.53 lb.
have tfctermincd
that from 100 to 150 M2. . . . . . .
0.47 in.
0.62 in.
0.86 in.
6.7 in.
0.50 lb.
yartls grcatcr range is obtained when the
0.50 in.
7.5 in.
0.86 in.
M7. . . . . .
0.75 lb.
auxiliary cartridge is used.
0.40 in.
0.86 in,
6.0 in,
0.75 lb.
- M8 1. . . . . .
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‘J’hc rocket launcher was introduced
as a combat weapon {luring the North
African campaign of 194243. Use in
battle indicated
the need for various
improvements
and for a model which
could be broken down into two approximately equal foatis for use by parachute
troops. The present launcher, M9, rcpresents the dcvelopmcnt
of those tactical
rcc~uircmcnts.

Sirze a higher safety factor ww required, the tube of the launcher is now
wrapped with wire around all that portion
adjacent
to the operator’s
face. The
skeleton stock is of metal and is shaped
so as to permit two shoulder positions
for east of sighting at high and low
cievrttions and for prone shooting. Midway of the tube is a flange with bayonet
joints which breaks the launcher into
sections which may be carried by paratroopers or packed into containers for
aerial
delivery.
Reassembly
can be
effected in a few seconds without tools
ant1 the joint locked rigidly.
The dry cells which supplied the ignition spark in the earlier models have been
replaced by a self-contained
magneto
operated by pressure on the “squeezer”
type trigger. A one-way safety switch
incorporated
in the trigger mechanism
cuts out the magneto and prevents generation of an electrical impulse as the
trigger returns to position.

ROCKET
iAUi+CMW,
M9, %RbKEN
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The sight is an optical ring hinged to
fold against the tube when not in use
and protected by a cover. An adjustable
range scale provides graduations
from
50 to 700 yards in !&yard increments.
XLwembled and ready for firing, the
rocket launcher measures 55 inches overall and weighs approximately
14%
pounds.
1 MARCH
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ACHINE
Machine

gun mounts

designed

vehicles

are illustrated

volume

of this Catalogue.

Mounts
M3l;

are:
Dash

Mounts,
M57,

Truck
Mount,

M32,
M58,

M36,
M59,

and

M37,
M60,

in the

Mounts,

MP4,

Ring Mounts,
M37A1,

on trucks and other

in the Tank

Included

Pedestal
M48;

for installation

described

and

of Vehicular

M44A1,

M49

M37A2,

Automotive

category

MP4A2,

and M49C;
M37A3,

and

and Truck
MSO,

M56,

and Mbl.

MOUNT, TRIPOD,MACHINEGUN, CAL. .30,

M1917Al-STANDARD

T

his mount, which accommodates
any
caliber .30 Browning
machine gun,
air- or water-cooled, is the older mount,
M1917,
modified
to permit
elevation
through
a wider arc in operation against
hostile aircraft. As now issued, the gun
may be elevated to +65” and depressed
-28’ from the horizontal.
t0
The central member of the mount is a
socket in which the three legs are mounted
and in which the cradle pintle fits and
rotates as a pivot. A clamp prevents the
pintle from being pulled from its socket
and serves as a brake against too free
rotation.
The traversing dial is mounted on top
of the socket. Two types of dials are now
in use. The older type is graduated clockwise in azimuth from 0 to 6,400 mils; the
later
dials are graduated
to 3,200 mils
clockwise and counter-clockwise
from 0.
Both type dials are subdivided to permit
readings in 20-mil units. A clamp secures
the traversing dial in any desired position,
Elevation is through the arc shown in
the side of the cradle as illustrated. Kapid
and free adjustments in clevatiorl
may be
obtained
by release of the cradle clamp.
‘J?he upper side of the elevation
arc
carries
a mil-graduated
scale reading
from 500 to 0 to 400, subdivided in 20rnil units.
Both elevating and traversing mechanism are housed in the rear of the cradle
frame. Screws controlled by handwheels
permit mechanical manipulation
in single
rnil units.
The legs of the tripod mount, iC11917A1,
may be adjusted independently
to obtain
firm footing on uneven ground. Stability
has been improved by mounting the gun
s-hat
the center of the tripod absorbs
the major portion of the recoil.

MOUNT,

TRIPOD,

MACHfNE

GUN,

CAL.

.30,

M1917Al

CHARACTERISTICS
Weight ........................................................................
Length,extended
................................................................
....................................................
folded for transportation
......................................................
Spread of front legs, extended.
Command..........................................................................~3ins
Traversing range, free .....................................................
........................................................
mechanical
.....................................................
least increment.
Elevating
limits, free .......................................................

Elevating

UNCLASSIFIED

mechanical..................................................~......50mi~
least increment ........................................................
.............................................
arc graduated

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllRllllllllll~llllllllllllllllllllllllllltllllllllllllllUlllllllltlllilllllllUlllll~lllUUllllUlllUlllllH~
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..53.PIb.
..44ins.
.36 ins.
.39 ins.
.
.6,400

mils (360”)
.50 mils
.l mil
+I,1 56 mils (65”)
-498
mils (a87
s
I mil

Every 25 mils for 900 mils
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MOUNT,TRIPOD,
MACHINE
GUN,CAL..301

T

his tripod mount was developed for
the air-cooled
caliber .30 Browning
machine gun, MlQlQAZ. It is the standard
mount for that gun as modified to the
current designation
of MlQlQA4.
It is
carried as auxiliary equipment in combat
vehicles and is used by cavalry as a pack
mount. The tripod mount, M2, is for use
against ground targets only, its limited
range of elevation precluding its employment in antiaircraft
fire.

The mount consists of three telescoping tubular steel legs in a tripod head.
The two rear legs are joined by and
obtain additional
support from a graduated traversing
bar which also carries
the elevating
mechanism and supports
the rear of the gun.
The dial with which the bar was originally equipped has been replaced by a
more easily read scale graduated in lOOmil increments
and 5-mil subdivisions.

The scale has a range of 444.5 mils to
right and left from 0.
With the rear of the gun supported by
the bar, elevation of -/- 19” and depression of -21’ may bc obtained by use of
the elevating mechanism. Free elevation,
with the gun supported only at the trunnion, is through an arc of 21’. Free
depression may be obtained up to -45”.
The tapered steel pintle on the
of the gun mates with a bronze
in the tripod head and is held
by a latch which engages in an
groove on the pintle.

receiver
bushing
securely
annular

CHARACTERISTICS
Weight

...............................

Length,

extended
folded

14 lb.

....................

.3J2.5 ins.
.........

for transportation

.!I7 ins.

of rear legs. ...................
...........................
Command.

. .30 ins.

Spread

Traversing

range,

Traversing

bar graduated.

-6,400

mechanical
Elevating

range,

,ll

free ........

(without

MOUNT,

TRIPOD,

MACHINE

GUN,

CAL.

30,

M2

handwheel

+Pl”,
......

graduated.

50”

.8OO milr

free ..............
least increment,

Elevating

release)

............

mechanical.

ins.

mils (360”)

+19”,
.........
.....

-45”
- 41’
.l

mil

*every

mil

MOUNT,
MACHINE
GUN,CALSO,ANTIAIRCRAFT,
T~&~~~D
MZ Al--STANDARD

T

his mount was designed to accommo.50 water-cooled
date the caliber
Browning
machine gun, M2, in semipermanent and permanent positions as a
defensive weapon against hostile aircraft.
The cradle in which the gun rests is
supported
by a tubular
column,
or
pedestal, which may be placed upon a
tripod for semi-permanent
mounting or
upon a pedestal base in permanent positions, When used with the tripod legs,
the mount occupies a circle 104 inches in
diameter.
When the gun is installed
on this
mount the back plate and spade grips are
replaced by a flexible back plate assembly.
Firing is from the side plate trigger and
the gunner is supported by a body rest
and protected by two shields of x inch
armor 32 inches wide.
The design of the cradle and the mounting of the gun are similar in all major
respects
to the caliber
.3O mount,

42
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MOUNT, MACHINEGUN,

CAL.SOIANTIAIRCRAFT,M2Al

(Continued)

M1917Al,although
the cradle is of heavier
construction
throughout
to adapt it to
the caliber .5O gun.
The gun may be traversed throughout
the full range of 360’ and has an elevation range of +60” and -15” from the
horizontal.
The unarmored
gun is illustrated
as
equipped with the Sight, Cal. .5O, Antiaircraft, Ml. Use of this sight with the
armored gun is optional.

CHARACTERISTICS
tripod, 375 lb.
Weight, complete,
without armor.. . . . . . . . . . . . i pedestal, 315 lb.
Weight of upper shield, armor.. . . . _ . . . . . . 74 lb.
Weight of lower shield, armor.. . . . . . . . . . . 46 lb.
Weight of bracket, armor.. . . . . . . . . . . . . a . 8.5 lb.
Weight of sight, A.A.,
cal. .50, Ml..
. . . .lO lb.
Weight of legs, tripod mount.. . . . . . . . . . . 112 lb.
Weight of pedestal base.. . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . 551 lb.
Weight of back rest.. . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . , 17 lb.
Weight of cradle.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 119 lb,
Command.
. . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . .48.8 ins.
Height of sights above ground . . . . . . . . ,742
ins.
Traverse. . . . . . . . . . , . , . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .360
Elevating
limits, tripod mount.. . . . . . +60”,
-15”
pedestal mount. . , . . +69”,
-15”

MOUNT,

MACHINE

GUN,

CAL. .50, A.A.,

M2A1,

ON PEDESTAL BASE

MOUNT,
MACHINE
GUN,CAL.SO,A.A.,iii&STANDARD
(NAVYDESIGNATION,
ink.30)

E

xperience with the caliber .50 mounts,
M2 and M2A1, developed the need for
a mount of greater stability which would
permit more accurate fire and meet the
defensive
conditions
under
“close-in”
which antiaircraft
machine guns must
operate against low-flying,
high-speed
targets at ranges of less than 1,000 yards.
The caliber .50 antiaircraft
mount, M3,
embodies
those improvements.
It is
built to accommodate the water-cooled,
flexible, caliber .50 Browning
machine
gun, M2, but may be adapted to take
any Browning
machine
gun in that
caliber. Like its predecessors, this mount
may be assembled as a tripod mount for
ground use in semi-permanent
positions
or may be set on a pedestal base in fixed
positions.
In general, the operation of the M3
mount is similar to that of the M2 and
M2Al. Traverse through the full arc of
360” is possible and elevation range has
been increased to 90”. The gun on the
M3 mount may be depressed through an
arc of 15’.
The trigger
control
mechanism
is
w
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MOUNT,

MACHINE GUN, CAL. 30, A.A.,

M3

(Continued)
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MOUNT,TRIPOD,MACHINEGUN,CAL..50, iii%--STANDARD

T

his mount

is similar in alf essentials to
the .30 caliber tripod mount, M2, but
is of more rugged construction
throughout to accommodate
the heavier caliber
.50 weapun. It is designed for ground fire
with the caliber .50, heavy barrel, flexible
Browning
gun.
Each leg consists of two telescoping
sections of seamless steel tubing. A shoe
with spade extension
is wcldcd to the
end of each lower section. Normal mounting of the tripod is with the front leg at

angle of 60” and with alI castc9.siort s
ctoscd, In this position
the gun trllr1rricm
is 10 inches above tht grouucl. .\I~II~I~
adjustments
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MOUNTS,
PEDESTAL,
MACHINE
GUN,A.A.,CAL.30,
SUBSTITUTE
STANDARD

T

hese mounts wcrc designed to provide
rigid mounting of caliber .50 Browning
machine guns, air- and water-cooled,
in
permanent positions for defense against
hostile aircraft. They may be installed
on ships, on docks, or in defense positions
on bridges, rooftops, or elevated platforms erected especially to accommodate
them.
Mounts, M39 and M43, are single gun
mounts. The M39 is built for the aircooled model of the Browning
caliber
.50 machine gun, Aircraft, M2; the M43
is for the water-cooled
model of the
same gun. The M46 is a twin mount,
accommodating
two water-cooled
guns,
with heavier equilibration
springs, two
heavy barrel, M2, or aircraft, M2, guns.
In both the sin le and twin mounts

UikLASSlFlED
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the aggregate weight of the carriage and
mounted parts-gun,
armor, ammunition,
and ammunition
chest - is counterbalanced by a helical spring within the
pedestal tube. No counterweight
is used,
since the equilibrator
spring cushions the
fall of gun and carriage in moving from
an elevated toward a horizontal
position
and serves the purpose of a counterweight
in
reducing the effort required to elevate
the weapon for high-angle fire. This spring
counterbalancing
permits easy handling
of the gun without the use of auxiliary
power.
Both single and twin mounts may be
t.rained by hand through the full 360’
of traverse and may be elevated from
-10”
to $-BOO. All ‘mounts
may be
quickly locked in any position for opern

CCT P l-T r

UT I-z T?

&

no:

9, M43,M46-

ation against stationary
targets. All are
designed to accommodate
the ammunition chest, &X2, with a capacity of 200
rounds of caliber .50 ammunition.
PEDESTALS-The
pedestals for both
single and twin mounts are identical. The
circular base is of s-inch
mild steel
plate 30 inches in diameter. The tube and
its supporting
flanges are made of j&
inch plate. The upper end of the tube is
machined to take the ball thrust bearing
on which the cradle moves in traverse.
CARRIAGE-h
both single and twin
mounts the carriage for cradle and gun
is a one-piece casting, the base of which
forms the upper half of the race housing
of the ball thrust bearing. A single lever
on the right side locks the carriage to
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MOUNTS,PEDESTAL,MACHINEGUN, A.A.f CAL

3,

M43, M46

M39,

the pedestal
elevation.

(Continued)

in traverse

Pulling

and to the side plate of the cradle in

the lever to the rear and upward

carriage

in both

position

by a stop and spring clip.

CRADLE

planes.

AND

The handle

locks the

is held in its unlocked

shields of both single and twin

SHIELD-The

mounts are bolted to angle-pieces welded to the side plates of
the cradle, and the two are considered a single assembly. The
single
inner

mount

cradle

plates,

has no recoil-absorbing

on which

device

the gun is mounted,

are fixed to the

outside plates. The twin mount cradle is equipped
action

recoil

and forth
forward

absorber.

within

The inner

the outer

plates

plates

and the

with a dual-

and guns slide back

in recoil.

Springs

in the

end of the cradle dampen this movement.

The M39 and M43 mounts use a shield of s-inch
armor
plate; the shield of the M46 mounts is of s-inch
plate. Both
shields are resistant

to cal. .30 and cal. .303 bullets at test range.

CHARACTERISTICS
M39,
Weight

complete

Working

space,

Command
Height

MOUNT,

CAL. 30,

M46

(NAVY

DESIONATION,

for gun and ammunition..

muximum

radius

of.,

...

.....................................
of sights above

ground ...................

M43
725

..... .. . ... ..

M46

lb.

845

40 ins.

ib,

40 ins.

.48.5

ins.

48.5

ins,

.64.1

ins.

64.1

ins.

Traverse.

......................................

360”

Elevution

......................................

+80”
-10"
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ELEVATOR-CRADLE,
A.A.,CAL.30,

Ml-STANDARD

T

his elevator
tripod

,

and cradle assembly consists of an adapter,

legs for additional

stability,

for the Standard

with
tripod

machine gun mount, cal. .50, M3. It is for the use of ground
troops and enables those troops to convert their ground mounts
to antiaircraft

fire and to adapt low ground mounts for enfilade

fire over high banks,
concealment
gun mount
-

installation
elevation

A.A.,

CAL. .5D, Ml,

iNCLASSIFIED

A

and which

.50 Browning

to 90°, and depression

unlimited
to

-45”

in which the basic mount

against

pedestal

which

fit@

carries a cradle for
machine

gun, heavy

traverse

in azimuth,

OP more, depending
is installed

and the

in front of the gun.

assembly

izing legs weighs 95 lb.

WITH GUN IN POSITION

of a cylindrical
mount

of the caliber

The complete

*

ELEVATOR-CRADLE,

consists
tripod

nature of the terrain

v
iiT
:
@*~,$ ~: J$* .L>.

a machine

in any vehicle for protection

RI2. The cradle permits

upon the position

I.

or from the

or for use as a mobile fire platform.

assembly

in the Standard
barrel,

or ditches,

of high grass or brush. It also permits
to be installed

hostile aircraft
The

out of trenches

of elevator,

cradle, and tripod

stabil-

*

SMALLARMS
CALIBER
.30 CARTRIDGES

5 11 ‘,: I IYI; :n t ‘^A i

T

he caliber .30 cartridge, standard for all rifles and machine
guns manufactured
in that caliber, is issued in the following
forms : Ball, M.2; Tracer, Ml ; Incendiary,
Ml ; Armor-Piercing,
M2.
The caliber .30 cartridge
is also issued in the following
special-purpose
forms : Rifle Grenade, M3; Dummy,
M2;
Rlank, M.1909; Guard, Ml; and High-Pressure Test, M13.

wu-t

+2 *“;
,B 9,
!w

3.34

-

GILDING

METAL

Time of
Flight

Maximum
0 rdinate

Angle
Fall

(Yards)
100
PO0
300
400
500
600
700
800
900
1,000

(Mils)
0.7
1.5
2.4
3.4
4.6
6.0
7.7
9.6
II .9
14.6

(Seconds)
0.14
0.25
0.38
0.53
0.70
0.89
1.11
1.35
1.62
1.91

(Inches)
0
3.6
7.9
14.4
21.6
36.0
61 .P
86.4
159.6
183.6

(Mils)
I
9
3
4
6
9
14
17
4P
48

ii b I>‘? C X, ,30
‘\ ‘<
‘\

I

4

s.sq

v

----+I

4x.

TRACER, CAL. .30, Ml

GILDiNC;

ME-I-Al.

JOiCKET
BLACK
‘i !qPPROX 28

4

3.34

ARMOR-PIERWdG,

Angle of
Elevation

/

JACKET
F IO

TABLE

Range

MAX ~_..-.---....__.I - ----s+

BALL, CAL. -30, M2

BALL,
CAL. JO, M2--The
cartridge so loaded is for USC
against enemy personnel and those matGel
targets which do
not require the employment
of armor-piercing
or other specialpurpose rounds. The complete round includes primer, case,
propelling
charge of approximately
50 grains of IMR 4895
powder, and 150-grain bullet. The case is of drawn brass.
Production
of the steel case is being discontinued.
The bullet
consists of a gildin, 0 metal jacket on an alloy core of 9O70
lead, lOcY, antimony.
As an alternate, a core of 97.57, lead,
2.5% antimony
may be used. The bullet is not boattailed.
The neck of the case is crimped into a cannelure in the bullet
and yields to a minimum pull of 45 pounds.
Tested for accuracy, the M2 ball groups within a 13-inch
circle at 500 yards and within a 15-inch circle at 600 yards.
The following
range table gives the external ballistics of
the M2 150-grain service bullet. Those of the armor-piercing,
incendiary,
and tracer bullets vary slightly therefrom due to
minor differences in bullet weights and velocities. Use of the
IMR 4895 powder, which replaced the older IMR 4876, has
shown a decrease in flight time of from one to two seconds at
the ranges listed.
RANGE

JAC; K E.‘f

MAX.

- --+

CAL. .30, M2

of

TRACER,
CAL. .30, Ml, is used in machine guns and rifles to
indicate the path of the bullet in flight as an aid in fire against
moving t.arget,s. The round is identified by a red point, approximately .30 inch long, on the bullet. A 17-grain tracer compound is ignited by the propelling charge and burns with a
brilliant
red flame. The length of the trace is approximately
1,000 yards. Tracer bullets have an incendiary
effect upon
targets struck before the trace has burned out, but this action
is not so pronounced nor so reliable as with rounds loaded for
incendiary purposes.
The trajectory
of the Tracer, Ml, bullet crosses that of the
Ball, M2, and Armor-Piercing,
M2, at approximately
600 yards.
ARMOR-PIERCING,
CAL. .30, MI, is designed for fire against
enemy aircraft, lightly armored vehicles, and similar targets.
The round is identified by a black tip on the bullet. The core
is of hardened steel instead of the lead alloy used in the ball
cartridge.

LEAD

GUARD,

,.:

ALLOY
,

CAL. -30, Ml

INCENDIARY,
CAL. .3O, Mt-This
round, used for the purpose indicated by its designation,
has not been manufactured
since November,
1943. Existing
stocks are issued for use in
caliber .30 rifles and machine guns. The round is identified by
the light-blue
tip, approximately
.30 inch in length, on the
bullet. The bullet is not boattailed
and contains a chemical
incendiary compound which ignites upon contact.
GUARD,
CAL. -30, Ml-This
round was formerly designated
Gallery Practice, cal. .30, M1919, and was used as a reduced
load for indoor and short-range
outdoor practice. It is now
standard for guard purposes where long-range, high-velocity
loads are neither necessary nor desirable. It may be identified
by its shorter length (2.95 inches overall) and the short, roundnose, lead bullet,
RIFLE

GRENADE,

is used in caliber

CAL. -30, Ma--This
specialized cartridge
.3O rifles of all types for firing rifle grenades

UNCLASSIFIED

m
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SMALL ARMS AMMUNITION (Continued)
from the Grenade Launchers, Ml, M2, and M7. It is not
used in machine guns. It may be identified by the five-petal
rose crimp of the nose of the case.
The case is base-loaded with 5 grains of FFFG black powder
for rapid ignition, then with 45 grains of a progressive-burning
IMR powder.
BLANK,
CAL. .30, M1909-This
round is a standard item of
issue for use in all caliber .30 rifles during maneuvers, for
signaling, and for firing salutes. By means of a blank-firing
adapter it may be used for training purposes in machine guns
and automatic
rifles. The round may be identified
by the
absence of a bullet and a cannelure in the neck of the case
against which the cardboard wad is seated and scaled with a
drop of shellac. Blank rounds may be distinguished
from rifle
grenade cartridges by a roll crimp at the neck of the case.
The rifle grenade cartridge case is closed with a rose crimp.
The complete assembly of the blank round weighs approximately 207 grains. Second-grade cases may be used in the
assembly of blank .ammunition.
DUMMY,
CAL. .30, Mn-This
dummy cartridge was standardized by Ordnance Committee action 23 March 1944 (OCM
23258). It replaces the Cartridge, Dummy, Cal. .30, M1906,

~

... .-.--

RIFLE GRENADE,

2.5 MAX.--

4

for use in training personnel in loading weapons and in simulated fire. The longitudinal
corrugations
which identified
the
Ml906 cartridge prevented proper fit in belts and magazines
and caused failures to feed. Manufacture
of eases with longitudinal corrugations
was discontinued
and the new dummy
round, Cal. .30, M2, is identified by two holes drilled through
the case, which may be of either steel or brass. Cartridge, Dummy,
Cal. .30, M1906, was reclassified as Limited Standard.
HlGH-PRESSURE
TEST, Ml---This
cartridge is used for prooffiring rifles, automatic rifles, and machine guns and is loaded
with a powder charge sufficient to develop breech pressure of
approximately
68,000 pounds. Due to the danger involved in
such pressures, weapons under test are fired from a fixed rest
under a hood and the trigger is released mechanically.
Only
authorized personnel are permitted
to fire this cartridge and
great care is taken with its issue to prevent it becoming mixed
with service ammunition.
The cartons in which the cartridges
are packed are labeled with a description of the round and the
word “Dangerous.”
Individual
cartridges are identified by the
tinned brass case, the color of which is different from that of
any service round.
SUBCALIBER,
CAL. 30, MlQes-This
item and is issued only for firing from
the 3-inch (15 pounder) Guns, Ml902
from all other caliber .30 cartridges in
case. The complete round weighs 385.5

CARBINE,
BALL, CAL, 30, Ml-This
is the standard
cartridge for use in the U. S. Carbines, Cal. .30, Ml and MlR3.
It can be fired in no other caliber .30 weapon and is immediately identified by its small size (1.68 inches overall) and the
straight case. It is manufactured
as Ball, Ml; Tracer, M16;
Grenade Cartridge, M6, for firing rifle grenades from Launcher,
M8; as a Dummy, M13; and as a high-pressure test load developing a breech pressure of approximately
50,000 pounds. There
is no blank cartridge for the Carbine, Ml, nor are cartridges
made with armor-piercing
or incendiary bullets. The grenade
cartridge is identified by the absence of a bullet and the rose
crimp which closes the mouth of the case; dummy cartridges
are identified by the usual holes in the case.

CAL. .30, M3

RANGE
BLANK,

Angle of
Elevation

CAL. .30, Ml909

Range

I--.._-_
CARBINE,

GRENADE,

432

1.7 APPROX.~-j

BALL, CAL. .30, Ml

k----.800

L.i

AUXILIARY,

is a Limited Standard
the subcaliber tube in
and M1903. It differs
that it uses a rimmed
grains.

MAX.--+

M7

(Yards)
100
400
300
400
500

(Mils)
1.5
3.5
6.2
9.7
14.0

TABLE
Time of
Flig hf
(Seconds)
0.17
0.38
0.64
0.94
1.28

Angle
Fall

of

(Mils)
1.7
4.8
9.4
15.6
93.5

GRENADE,
AUXILIARY,
MT---This special-purpose
round
was developed as a booster to obtain increased ranges and
higher velocities with rifle grenades and ground signals fired
from grenade launchers mounted on U. S. rifles and carbines.
The name “vitamin
pill” was given the cartridge during its
development
and has clung to it since it has been made an
item of standard issue.
Actually, the cartridge is a tube of drawn brass 0.45 inch in
diameter and resembling in every way a caliber .45 blank
cartridge, rimmed. There is a no primer but a hole is drilled
through the center of the base. Both that hole and the mouth
of the case are sealed by paper wads against the escape of the
20 grains of powder with which the cartridge is loaded.
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SMALL ARMS AMMUNITION (Continued)
The cartridge is inserted in thr muzzle of the grenade launcher
and retained there by the rimmed base. The flame of the
regular grenade cartridge fired in the chamber of the rifle burns
through the paper wad scaling the mout,h of the case and
ignites the auxiliary charge. The effect is that of a booster and
the grenade is Iaunchcd at greater speed and attains a range
of from 100 to 150 yards above that to be cxprctcd when the
grenade cartridge is used alone. The fired auxiliary
cartridge
is expelled from the launcher with the grenade.

---I.437

MAX.

--

SHOT, CAL. .45, Ml2

CALIBER
,45 CARTRIDGES
BALL, CAL. .451 Ml9+--This
cartridge is standard for the
Pistol, &119llAl,
the Colt and Smith & V’esson Revolvers,
Ml917
(Limited
Standard},
and the Submachine
Gun, Cal.
.45, M3. Substitute
and Limited
Standard submachine guns
are also chambered for this cartridge. \Vhen fired in the Ml917
revolvers the cartridges must first be loaded in lunate clips
holding three rounds,
The round is made as a Dummy, M1921, for training personnel in loading pistols and submachine guns. The dummy
cartridge uses a steel case and may be distinguished
by the
absence of a primer and by three g-inch
holes drilled equidistantly about the case.
Cartridge,
Blank, Cal. .45, Ml, is issued only for use in
training cavalry horses and for saluting purposes in the AL1917
revolvers. It is made with a rimmed case to permit its use
without
clips in the revolvers.
There is no bullet and the
mouth of the case is taper-crimped
for 5/;‘~inch. The rim prevents the use of the caliber .45 blank cartridge in either pistols
or submachine guns. A rimless caliber .45 blank cartridge which
may be used in those weapons was standardized
11 November
1943. It is designated Cartridge, Blank, Cal. .45, 3x9 (Xtimless).
RANGE

5. .
1 i.<~&
SHOT, CAL. .45, Ml5

GILDING

4

Time

of Flighf

(YOdS)
10
20
30
40
60
80
100

(Seconds)
0.037
0.015

Drop

0.151
0.229
0.308
0.388

I

BALL, CAL. .50, M2--The
standard service cartridge for all
types of the caliber .50 machine gun, used in all theaters of
operation by land, sea, and air forces. The round is also issued
as Tracer, 3x1 (red-tipped bullet) ; as Armor-piercing,
&I2 (black
tip) ; and as Incendiary,
Ml, identified by a light-blue
tip on
the bullet. A bullet combining the armor-piercing
and incendiary characteristics
is in process of development.
The mouth of the case of the caliber .50 round is crimped
into a cannelurc machined on the bullet. A minimum pull of
100 pounds is required to rcmovc the bullet from the case.
The Tracer Bullet, Ml, is no1 boattailed,
the base of the
projectile being open to permit ignition of the tracer compound.
The trace, bright red in color, begins at a point not more than
250 feet from the muzzle and continues for approximately
1,600 yards.

SHOT, CAL. ,49# Ml!& MIS-This
round was developed as an
article of issue to Air Corps personnel and others who might
be compelled to land upon uninhabited
islands or in jungle
areas where survival
might depend upon small birds and
animals shot “for the pot.” The bullet is replaced by a capsule
of wax-impregnated
paper, red in color, which contains approximately 118 pellets of size 7% shot. Reports from using arms
indicated that difficulty had been experienced with swelling of
the paper-capsule
M12 cartridge in excessively humid areas
and that the shot patterns produced by that cartridge were not

CHIEF

-+J

CALIBER
150 CARTRIDGES

HIGH-PRESSURE
TEST, CAL. .45, W-This
special cartridge
is loaded for testing caliber .45 weapons at arsenals or at their
places of manufacture.
Its excessive powder charge develops a
breech pressure of approximately
20,000 pounds, 4,000 pounds
above normal pressure. The high-pressure test cartridge is fired
by mechanical means with the weapon in a fixed rest and
shielded. Only authorized personnel arc permitted
to conduct
such tests. The high-pressure
test cartridge may be identified
by the tinned case.

OFFICE

5.45 M4X

consistent. Carlridge,
Shot, Cal .45, 3115, was developed to
overcome those difficulties.
It is a straight brass case, closed
by a top wad, and containing both the powder charge and the
shot. It is similar in construction
aud appearatlce to a brass
shotgun shell. The 3115 cartridge was standardized
30 December 1943.

(Inches)
0.3
1.1
2.4
4.4
9.9
18.0
28.0

0.113

hCKtT

BALL, CAL. SO, M2

TABLE

Range

MFTAL

DUMMY,
CAL. .soI MI,
is used for training
personnel
in
loading and unloading machine guns and ammunition
belts.
The round may also be used for testing extraction and ejection
and other mechanical features of the gun. It is identified by
the absence of a primer and by three holes drilled equidistantly
about the case at its midpoint. Both brass and steel cases are
used in assembling dummy rounds.

%
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SMALL ARMS AMWNlTtON (Continued)
HICHmPRLSSURE
TEST, CAL. .501 Ml-This
cartridge is overloaded with a charge of IMR powder sufficient to develop a
breech pressure of 62,500 pounds for any ten consecutive shots.
Guns under test are fired mechanically
from a fixed rest and
from under a hood.
The high-pressure
round, caliber .50, is identified by the
tinned case.
RANGE

TABLE

Range

Angle of
Elevation

Time of
Flight

Maximum
Ordinate

Angle
Fall

(Yards)
200
400
600
800
1,000
1,200
1,400
1,600
1,800
9,000

(Mils)
1.4
2.7
4.3
4.1
8.2
10.7
13.7
17.3
21.5
26.3

(Seconds)
0.42
0.46
0.72
1 .oo
1.32
1.69
9.10
2.56
3.07
3.61

(Inches)
3.6
10.8
25.2
50.4
86.4
131.4
216.0
311.4
457.2
630.0

(Milr)
1.4
3.3
5.2
7.4
IO.5
15.4
42.0
30.5
40.6
52.3

of

CALIBER
.22 CARTRIDGES
BALL, CAL. .PB, LONG RIFLE-This
cartridge superseded the
caliber .30 Gallery Practice Cartridge,
M1919. It is used in
the caliber .22 U. S. Rifles, M1922, M1922A1, and M2; in
caliber .22 Machine Gun Trainers, M3 and M4, and in pistols
and revolvers for gallery practice and training purposes. It is
not manufactured
by the Ordnance Department
but is purchased from commercial makers.
This cartridge is the only rimfire round used by the armed
forces. The cartridge case is of steel, brass, copper, or gilding
metal and the ignition charge is spun into a circular recess
inside the rim instead of being seated in the head of the case
as a separate component. A blow from the firing pin on any
point of the rim explodes the priming composition and ignites
the propelling
charge. Caliber .22 long rifle ammunition
as
purchased is manufactured
with a noncorrosive,
nonmercuric
primer compound.
Characteristics
of various makes of caliber .22 ammunition
vary slightly. The powder charge is approximately
1.7 grains
and the weight of the lead bullet is approximately
40 grains.
Caliber .22 rifles and ammunition
are notoriously
“tempera-

mental” and the rifle which gives only a fair performance with
ammunition
of one make may produce excellent targets when
fired with cartridges of another manufacturer
or even of another
lot.
Containers of caliber .22 ammunition
are marked by the
manufacturer
with the lot number and such trade names as
“Kleanbore,”
“Lubaloy,”
“Tackhole,”
etc. This practice provides a means of identifying
and reporting any ammunition
which may become defective.
Caliber .22 long rifle cartridges of different manufacturers
show slight variations
in velocity and pressure. The average
muzzle velocity
is 1,100 feet per second and the chamber
pressure averages 16,000 pounds. The maximum range is ap
proximately
1,500 yards with the muzzle elevated at an angle
of 30”.
Neither dummy nor high-pressure
test cartridges are purchased or manufactured
by the Ordnance Department
in
caliber .22 long rifle. A blank cartridge, designated Cartridge,
Field Artillery
Trainer, M2, is issued to field artillery
units
as the propellant
for a l-inch diameter steel ball, hardened,
ground, and polished, which serves as the projectile
in the
Field Artillery
Trainer, M2 and M2Al. The ball weighs 1,024
grains and is propelled at an estimated velocity of 100 feet
per second.

SHOTGUNSHELLS
SHELL, SHOTGUN,
12 GAGE-Shotgun
shells are purchased
by the Ordnance Department
from commercial manufacturers
for use in sporting and riot type shotguns, issued for guard and
combat use and for hunting and trap or skeet shooting. The
purpose for which the shell is intended may be determined by
inspection of the top wad which is marked with the size shot
loaded in the shell. Shells for guard or combat use are loaded
wit’h 26 grains of a dense smokeless powder and 1% ounces of
No. 00 shot-“buckshot.”
Shells for trap shooting or sporting
use have a lighter load of 3 drams of bulk smokeless powder
and 1x ounces NO. 8 chilled shot. Shells loaded with No. 6
shot are issued as a hunting load.
The cases of shotgun shells are customarily
of wax-impregnated paper. Brass shells may be issued for use in the excessive
moisture of the tropics.
Primer, make of powder used in the charge, and other characteristics of shotgun shells are as supplied by the manufacturer,

CHARACTERISTICS
(External
ballistics,
as here shown, are approximate
figures only. Muzzle velocity
of the Cal. .30, Ball, MP, when fired from
a rifle will differ from that obtained
from the same cartridge
fired from a machine gun. The performance
of the cal. .45 ball
cartridge
Fired in the Pistol, Ml91 1 Al,
is not identical
with that of the cartridge
fired in the Submachine
Gun, M3.)

Weight,
Round
.30
.30
.30
.30
.30
.30
.45
.50
.50
.50
.22

Ball, MP. ...............
A-P, M2 ...............
Tracer, Ml ..............
Intend., Ml. ............
Guard, Ml ..............
Carbine, Ml ............
Ball, Ml911
............
Ball, MP ...............
Tracer, MI .............
A.P., Ml ..............
I.r., ball. ...............

(Go.)
396
414
396
386
346
193
327
.I ,830
.1,789
.I,837
,
53

Weight,
Bullet
(Grs.)
152
162
152.5
140
I42
110
234
711.5
681
718
40

Weight,
Powder
(Grs.
approx.)
50
51
50
54
10.5
14
6
250
220
250
1.7

Length,
Round
(Inches)
3.34
3.34
3.34
3.32
2.95
1.68
1.28
5.45
5.45
5.45
,984

Length,
Bullet
(Inches)
1.125
1.39
1.45
1.41
0.82
0.69
0.68
2.29
2.40
2.31
0.46

Muzzle
Velocity
(Ft. per sec.)
2,805
2,775
2,750
3,050
1,200

1,975
825
2,935
2,865
2,985
1,100

Muzzle
Energy
(Ft.-lb.)
2,429
2,780
2,175
2,700
376
775
383
10,765
10,400
10,700
102

Pressure
(Lb.1

Kwper)
50,000
50,000
50,000
52,000
15,000
41,000
14,000
52,000
52,000
52,000
16,000

Maximum
Range
(Yds.)
3,500
3,500
3,450
5,500
2,500
2,000

1,700
7,200
6,000
7,200
1,500

SMALLARMS
EQUPMEMT

HELMET, Ml

HELMET,
Mlr
is a standard article of
issue for the use of ground troops in all
branches of the service, It was designed
as an improvement
on the M1917Al
helmet, now Limited Standard. Changes
in design were to provide maximum protection with no increase in weight or
interference with vision or hearing. The
Ml helmet is shaped to stay on the head
while the wearer is running,
and the
narrower brim does not interfere with
aiming or firing.

Two linings are provided; one to protect the wearer from heat in tzopical
operations,
the other as a protection
against extreme cold.

HELMET, M3

\m

uWLASS\FIED

All U. S. helmets are non-magnetic,
an
important
feature when worn by men
whose duties require the use of compasses
or other instruments
which might be
affected by magnetism.
HELMET,
MS--The
M3 helmet
was
designed for use in air operations and is
satisfactory
equipment for the majority
of crew members of combat aircraft. It
is made on the same draw dies used in the
manufacture
of the Ml helmet but is
equipped with hinged earflaps to permit
its use with the earphones of aircraft
intercommunication
systems.

Since it fits directly over the leather
flying helmet, the M3 is not provided
with a liner.
HELMET,
M4, is a series of laminated
steel plates shaped to fit the head and
covered by leather and fabric. The original design. was battle-tested
by members
of the Eighth Air Force and was submitted by that organization.
It is fcr the
use of turret gunners and other crew
members who operate in quarters
so
cramped
that use of the M3 helmet
would be impracticable
if not impossible.
The M4 helmet has no liner and fits
snugly over the leather flying helmet.

HELMET, M4
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WPY AKMUK-SIANUAKU
VESTS,FLYER’S,Ml AND M%-APRONS, FLYER’S,M3 AND #b--ARMOR,

GROIN,i&--STANDARD

FLYER’S VEST, M2

FLYER’S VEST, Ml

A

n urgent request for body armor for
pilots and crews of aircraft was received 6 July 1943. Within thirty days
3,960 armored vests and 3,320 armored
aprons had been dclivcred for overseas
shipment. More than 20,000 additional
units were shipped within the five weeks
following.
,,
Ii
‘-*-‘. I

FLYER’S APRON,

The five items listed arc basically
similar, being composed of overlapping
steel plates, flat or curved, in pockets of
elastic webbing which arc covered with a
backing of nylon duck. Tests proved this
material superior in shock-resistant
qualities to rayon, linen, or cotton duck.
Corduroy and a light cotton duck are used

for the back and front facings.
Since any additional
weight greatly
increases the shock of landing from a
parachute jump, all armor is designed so
that it may bc thrown aside without loss
of time in case a parachute escape from a
disabled plane should be necessary.
ARMOR,
FLYER’S
VEST,
Ml-Both
front and back of this garment are fully
armored and afford a maximum of protection to the wearer’s chest and upper
dorsal region. Front and back are joined
together
by snap fasteners
over the
shoulders and by a belt about the waist.
Grcatcr flexibility
is obtained by the use
of an elastic shock cord securing the lower
edge of the armored back.

M4

FLYER’S APRON,

M3

ARMOR,
FLYER’S
VEST,
M+---‘This
garment is similar to the Ml vest but is
shorter and is designed to protect only the
upper chest. The back is unarmored. The
II2 vest is int.cndcd for wear by pilots
and others whose station is in a seat which
in itself gives protection to the back.
ARMOR,

FLYER’S

APRONS,

M3

AND

M4-These
aprons are attached to the
&I1 and RI2 vests as a protection
to the
wearer’s abdomen. The M4 tapered apron
protects a somewhat smaller area than
the rectangular
M3 apron and is worn
where greater freedom of movement is
required. Both aprons are of curved plates
of manganese steel in a backing of nylon
duck.

ARMOR

AS WORN

ARMOR,

GROIN,

ARMOR,
GROIN,
MS-This
item consists of three units, hinged one to another,
and each composed of overlapping plates
shaped so as to afford maximum protection to the wearer’s abdomen, inguinal
arcas, and thighs. It attaches to the vests
and replaces the aprons.

MS

UNCLASSIFIED
4 36
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BAYONET

ET
I

T

his offensive and defensive weapon has replaced the Ml905
bayonet on all IJ. S. Army rifles and incorporates
various
improvements
which espericnce wit.h the older model had
shown to be desirable. The new bayonet is shorter, better
balanced, and may be used if necessary as a trench knife in
hand-to-hand combat. It measures 14.4 inches long overall, has
a ten-inch blade, and weighs 13.5 ounces.
A4 bayonet

is now being developed

for the Carbine,

Ml.

SCABBARD,
BAYONET,
Mr, has replaced the M3 scabbard
issued with the Ml905 bayonet. It is made of plastic, is 11.2
inches long, and weighs 5 ounces.

BAYONET,

Ml, AND

SCABBARD,

BAYONET,

M7

KNIFE,
TRENCH,
MhCABBARD, TRENCH
KNIFE,
M8-STANDARD

T

he Trench Knife, M3, has been developed to fill the need in
modern warfare for an efficient weapon for hand-to-hand
fighting, While designated for issue to soldiers not armed with
the bayonet, it was especially designed for such shock units as
parachute troops and rangers.
The shaped and corrugated handle is of leather washers under
compression. One cutting edge runs the full length of the blade;
the other edge of the blade is ground to a cutting edge for 2%
inches from the point, then tapers to a thicker section for
rigidity and strength.
The knife weighs 9 ounces and measures 11.7 inches overall.
The blade is 6.7 inches long.
Experiments
are being conducted with modifications
trench knife which would permit its use as a bayonet
Carbine, M 1.

of the
for the

SCABBARD,
TRENCH
KNIFE, M8, is made of plastic and
replaces the leather scabbard, M6, formerly issued as a sheath
for this weapon. The plastic is reinforced with metal about the

TRENCH KNIFE,

M3, AND

SCABBARD,

MB

tip of the blade to protect the wearer from injury in event of a
fall or other accident. The scabbard weighs approximately
4
ounces and is 14 inches long overall.

SABER,
OFFICER’S,
M1907- SCABBARD,
SABER,
OFFICER’S,
M1907-SATRA

T

he saber and its scabbard are maintained as standard items
of officer’s equipment but their use and issue have been discontinued for the period of the war. The saber is procured and
stored by the Ordnance Department
but is issued by the
Quartermaster
Corps.
The Ml907 saber is furnished in three blade-lengths,
30, 32,
and 34 inches; the overall lengths being 35x, 37% and 39%
inches. The grip is of hard rubber and is 5% inches long. The
weight of the saber with 30 inch blade is 1.3 pounds.
The Scabbard, M1907, is issued in three lengths corresponding
to those of the saber. It is of metal construction throughout and
weighs 12 ounces in 30-inch length.

4
wtb
‘\,.
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SABER, OFFICER’S, Ml907

i;
SCABBARD,

SABER, OFFICER’S, M 1907

u~ChASSlFlED
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HOLSTERS,
PISTOL,
CAL..45, Ml
HOLSTER,

PISTOL,

CAL.

.45, M1916-

This item is the standard belt holster for
the caliber .45 pistol, M1911Al.
It is
made of heavy grain leather and fitted
with metal hooks for mounting on standard web belts. Slots in the leather below
the metal hook permit the insertion of a
belt not fitted with eyelets.
The holster is closed by a flap which
buttons over a bronze stud. An eyelet in
the bottom permits the insertion of a
thong for tying the lower end of the holster to the leg.
HOLSTER,
PISTOL, CAL.
.45, M7Under many conditions a pistol can be
carried more advantageously
in a holster
slung from the shoulder than in the more
conventional belt holster. Mounted men,
drivers and crews of motor-driven
vehicles, airplane crew members who carry
the pistol as a defense weapon in the
event of a forced landing, infantrymen
who are called upon to ford streams,
paratroops
and ranger units- -all these
find a shoulder holster superior to one
worn on the belt.
The present shoulder
holster, M7,
embodies certain modifications
and im-

,“_.
il-raii> Lc4r L

HOLSTER,

PISTOL,

CAL.

.45,

MI916

provements
upon the M3 holster. The
shoulder strap fastens with a ring and
snap and may be removed more quickly
than the buckle fastening used on the M3
holster. Supplementary
adjustments
in
the strap are made by a thong hitch
instead of a buckle, a method which

AMMUNITION
BOXES-CAL..30,

,, . .~?

SHOULDER

HOLSTER,

CAL.

.45,

M7

insures a smooth surface between the
wearer and the back of a chair or seat.
If desired, the shoulder straps may be
removed and the holster worn upon a
waist belt.
The M7 holster was standardized
by
O.C.M. 21938, 28 Oct. 1943.

Ml, AND CAL..so, MS-STANDARD

T

hese sheet-steel containers
have completely
replaced the
wooden boxes formerly used for small arms ammunition.
They are fire-resistant,
virtually
moisture-proof,
and since no
wood is used in their construction
will never be attacked by
termites-a
constant menace to wooden boxes in storage. Low
manufacturing
cost permits their being classified as expendable
items yet if transportation
to supply centers is available they
may be refilled over and over again.
The hinged lids seal tightly but may be completely removed
if necessary; hasps permit either box to be hung on the brackets
of .30 caliber and .50 caliber machine gun mounts; the carrying
handles fold into recesses flush with the lids and the boxes may
be packed solidly one on top of another.
Illustrated
herewith is Box, Ammunition,
Cal. .30, Ml. It
weighs empty 3.5 lb. -one-half
the weight of a wooden container of the same size-and
is lOA ins. long, 3% ins. wide,
belt
and 7& ins. high. It will contain one Ml917 ammunition
loaded with 250 rounds of cal. .30 ammunition.
The caliber .50 box, M2, is similar in shape but of heavier
construction. It weighs 4.4 lb. empty, is 12% ins. long, 6>4/ ins.
wide, and 7)/2 ins. high. Its capacity is one llO-round fabric
belt, M7, or 105 rounds of linked cal. .50 ammunition.
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HAND

CART,

M3A4,

11 three of these carts are built upon
the same basic design with superstructure varied to suit difFerent purposes.
Cart, M3A4, has a plain crate-type body.
Cart, 51491, has threeclamp-type
brackets:
to receive the legs of a tripod mount. Cart,
M4,4 1, is adapted for transportation
of a
Browning Machine Gun, cal. JO, M1917,
on

Mou11t,

Tripod,

M1917A1,

the

ntount

being fastened to the cart by means of
the brackets. Straps are proivided to hold
ammunition
chests in place.
Cart, ?vIEuil, has brackets to secure the

HAND

KC> I K I L , 14,4

CART, M4A1,

WITH

WITHOUT

HAND CART, M4A1, WJTH CAL.
MACHINE GUN ON MOUNT

FITTINGS

Hrowniug machine gun, Cal. .50, -M2, IiD,
Acsihlc, and the mschinc
guu tripod
mouut, rxl. 50, l&13, during transit. The
brackets are equipped with quick-&ease
clamps to facilitate speedy unloading of
the hand carts. IYith the exception of the
tires, all parts of these carts are of aluminum alloy, insttqad of the steel formerly
used iri the c!tJnstrw!tiOIl
of these vehicles.
Tires are of the pneumatic type, 4.00 x 12,
2 ply,Jiigh-speed balloorl, arid are operated
at 23 pounds pressure& The overall length
of cart and handle is 69.5 inches; width

BRACKETS

FOR

RECEIVING

OFFICE:

CHIEF

MOUNT

.30

overall, 39.1 inches; height, 19.8 inches;
wheel tread, center to center, 32.5 inches;
road clearance, 12 inches.
Cart, M384, stripped, weighs 74 pounds.
The canvas cover of the cart weighs 6
pounds. With brackets for receiving the
machine gun mount, Cart, M4h 1) weighs
87.5 pounds.
The cal. ,30, M1917h1,
weighs 30 pounds,
aud
the
mount,
machine gun, cal. .30, XI 19 17,32.5pounds.
The gun cradle artd piutle
weigh 21
pounds.
The remainder of the load comprises
five ammunition
chests, a water chest,
and a spare parts chest. Weight of cover
for this assembly is 7.5 pounds.
These carts can be drawn by handpower and, in addition, are equipped with
a lunette for limbering to a motorized or
animal-drawn
vehicle. Whcr~ pulled by
manpower, a drawbar is secured to the
lunette with the kaud cart drawbar retainiug pin. When not in use, the drawbar
is carried on the rlrawbar bracket which
is riveted to the front of the body. Provision is made for attaching two ropes on
the cart body when additional manpower
is required to pull the load. The pneumatic tires enable the device to be towed
at high speeds behind trucks or other
motor vehicles. The carts are so designed
that two loaded carts can be transported
on trucks, placed between the seats provided for personnel.
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TARGETS
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I TARGET, M1913-COMPLETE

T

hc targets and target materials
described in this article arc used in various marksmanship
coursw
to .St11dy
technique of fire, bayonet training,
and
tactical
training,
including
field firing
exercises and gunnery practices.

I TARGETMl913
Target “1,” ,111913, is used in rifle and
machine-gun training in the technique of
fire. It consists, complete, of a beam in
which are inserted eight intlivitlual
targets, front and war operating
stavrs,
three stakes and an operating coral. The
targets may bc the II:, kneeling, 31 L917,
complete, or tbc F, pront, 321917, complete. or a coml,inatiori
of the E allrl
F targrts.
The target group is set up on the training ground in a shallow trench about 5
feet wide and running the length of the
beam. &it. right angles to the beam, opposite its center in front and rear, a lransverse trench is proirided
of sufficient
depth for the front and rear opcmting
staves when in a horizontal position.
In the forward part of the main tre~lch,
directly in front of the beam and approximately IS>/2 feet apart, two stakes are
driven into the ground. ,I third stake,
with screjv eye, is driven in the ground
about 7 feet to the war of the center of
the beam, as shown in the accompanying
drawing.
The front anal rear operating staves arc
assembled ill l‘-form, fastcneci with screws
and screwed into sockets in the center of
the beam.
13~ means of a rope, the beam is rotated
to cause the targets to lie flat ori the

UNCLASWED

grountl or to stand in erect position, thus
appearing and disappearing at the will of
the operator.
Oikc~ end of the rope is fastcncd in a
hole in the rear operating stave and passed
through a hole in the front operating stave
and on into the operating pit. ‘I’hc other
end of the rope is passed over the beam,
through the screw eye in the stake at the
rear of the beam, then through the hole
in the rear operating stave, where it is
tied.
The pit in which the operator is sheltered is a sufficient distance in front of
the beam to clear the front operating
stave and sufficiently
deep to provide
protection for the operator.
\Yhcn it is desired to operate two or
more beams simultaneously,
they arc’
fastened together with a connecting piece
and bolts. The beam connecting piece is
inserted and bolted in slots provided at
each end of the beam. Reams lie in the
trench so they cannot be struck by bullets.
The stalres of the E, kneeling, and F,
prone, targets arc inserted in slots in the
target beam, each stave being secured
with a nail.

BOBBINGTARGETMl913
Bobbing Target, 311913, is used for
dismounted
pistol marksmanship.
Cornplete with accessories, it consists of a
pivot stake, a crosspiece, two limit stakes,
17.5 fwt of ?/i inch sash cord, a target rod,
a target stave 37 irlches long, aild a pastcboarc1 target, E, kneeling, 111917. These
comp0~~erkt.s are issued knocked down,
and are assemblctl on the range. The
height of this target is 5 feet, 5 inches;
width, 19.5 inches; weight, 17.2 pounds.

In setting up the target, the pi\rot stake
is driven into the ground at the point
inhere the target is to stand. The crosspiece is placed on the target rod, just
above ground lint, and fastened with two
nails, one on each side.
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,/GROUND

ROD

PIECE
LINE

-

“STAKE

BOBBING

TO LIMIT
MOVEMENT
0F TARGET

TARGET, Ml913

The two limit stakes arc then driven
into the ground far enough to the rear of
the target to permit molvement of the
target in an arc of 90”. The sash cord, or
operating line, is attachecl to the crosspiece and carried either under or o\‘er
ground to the position of the operator
behind the firing point.
:1 pasteboard
t;trget--E,
kneeling,
1119 17-is
then fastened to tho target
sta\ye with tfouble-p~)intctl tacks and the
target stave is nailed to the target rod.
\\-lien replacements of target are necessary, silhouette target, 13, kneeling, is
pasted on the original pasteboard target.

TARGETSAND TARGETMATERIALS(Continued)
PAPERAND PASTEBOARDTARGETS
Tn addition to the targets having spccial structural
features, as illustrated
in -.this section of the Small. -1rms I-olume, a
number of paper and pasteboard targets
are described below.
RIFLE TARGET
A-Recluirecl
preparatory
excrciscs in rifle
ship; (2) slow-fire practice,
manship at 200-300 yards:
tank gun subcaliber
target
200-300 yards; (4) 2.24 inch
tank gun subcaliber
target
500-600 yards.

for: (1)
marksmanrifle rnarks(3) 37 mm
practice at
(6 pounder)
practice at

1
I

c--

-

---

--..---8’,$

+ I,,”

-.-..

-~
-.

RIFLE TARGET
C---~<cqtlirvci for 8flO-1,000 yard slo\v-lirc I)ractictl, rifle marksmallship
wlrtl fisetl mac*hin~-gun aerial
groull(l target. Size 6 feet higll by 10 feet
wide. I’riIltcd
in black on 11ufT manila
target paper: packctl 25 in a roll, each roll
corn]~letcly
anti
securely
wrapped
in
paper, with labcbl pasted on outside of roll
suitably describing contents.
--._~--

--T-

Iz:
-

120?‘2 __--

-.~ --

I
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I,
li

I
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TARGET,

RIFLE.A,

1000

INCrl

RANGE

RIFLE TARGET

RIFLE TARGET

?IFLL

TARGET

‘ii

II

RIFLE TARGET

A

Printed in black on buff manila target
paper; measures 6 feet high by 1 feet wide.
Packed 50 in a roll, each roll wrapped
completely
and securely in paper and
labeled to indicate contents of roll.

RIFLE

TARGET

A,

1,000

INCH---He-

quircd for firing courses X, B, (:, L), with
the cal. .30, >I1903, and cal. .30, I!rl,
rifles on the 1,000 inch range. Printed in
black on buff manila target paper: 12
inches high by 8 >J$
I inches wicle. Packed
1,000 iu a Ijackage,
each package
wrapped
completely
and securely in leaper with
label, suitably describing contents, pasted
on outside of package.

442 e

A, 1,000

INCH

RIFLE TARGET
B-3Icnsurcs
6 feet by
6 feet; printed in black on huff manila
target paper. Packed 50 in a roll, each
roll wrapped completely
and securely in
paper and labeled to indicate contents.
Required for : ( 1) preparatory
cxcrcises in
rifle marksmanship;
(2) 500 yard slowfire rifle marksmanship;
(3) knowndistance instruction;
(-I) 5OOG600 yard
machine rifle marksmallship;
(5) 2.24
inch (6 pounder) tank subcaliber target
practice at 500-600 yards; (6) sighting
target for 2.24 inch (6 pounder) tank gun
marksmanship.
72.t

C

RIFLE TARGET
D-Required
for: (1)
rapicl-fire irlstruction and record practice,
rifle rnarksmal~ship, with Cal. .30, Ml903
and 311, rifles at 200-300 yards; (2) all
knowrl-clistance
range firing, automatic
rifle marksmanship;
(3) rapid-fire instruction aud record practice with automatic
rifle at 200-300-500 yards; (4) 200-300-600 yard rapid-fire automatic marksmanship; (5) recording target in exercises in
technique of fire; (6) 8,s screen with target
II iI1 rifle combat practice. ;12ade of buff
target paper, printvd in black; packed 50
in a roll, each roll lvrappect completely
and securely in paper and labeled to indicate contents.
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TARGETSAND TARGETMATERIAU(Continued)
RIFLE

TARGET

D,

‘i,ooo

INCH--Ii+

RIFLE TARGET

SB-A,

100 YARDS,

i11t41cw n iclv. I’ackc~tl 1,000 in a package,
tw.+ p!kagc
WlE’Id
CWIIl~>ld&
ZLIld
w~urc1.y in paper unri suitably labeled to
irldicate contents.

is I:<

incht.5 higIl 1,~ ISI .)
I ilichw wiclcb a~lcl is
r.c$ciliirtd lor iiihtriictiolt
ar~cl rc’cc)r(I l)t’wtiw, slow fire, with ml. .22 rifle 011 the
100 yard range.

quid
l’or firiug courses Li, B, (‘ aflcl 1)
on ihc 1,000 inch rmp
n-i th cd. JO,
hI 1903 and 1111,rifles. l’rintd
in l)lack on
buff manila t argct pper 12 iii&c5 square.
Packed 1,000 in a package, each pckagt~
wrapped completely ant1 sccurdy iu paper
with label pasted on outside indicating
contents.
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RIFLE TARGET D, 1,000

tNCH

--

RfFLE TARGET
SB-A-For
5O&lW 200
yard ranges. Printed in black on buff
manila paper, packed 500 in a package,
each package wrapped completely
and
securely in paper and labeled to indicate
contents.
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b,

I

I

TjliL

RIFLE TARGET

,
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~
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SE-A, 100 YARDS

RIFLE TARGET
SB-A-I-hc~rlired
for
instruction
practice, slow fire, with cd.
.22 rifle oil the 50 foot ralige and in competitions
betn-ecn tcarns of clifferent
organizatious.
Printed in black on buff
manila target Impr. 3Ieasllres 8 irlches
high by tif/j inches wide. Packed 1,000 in
a j,ackagc, cwh package wrappec~ COIIIpletcly and securely in paper :tntl labeled
to indicate contents.

SES-A- 2

RIFLE TARGET

SB-A-3

RIFLE TARGET
SB-B-5--Hec~uiccd
for
instructiori and rworcl practice, slow fire,
with cd. .22 rifle on the 50 foot range and
ill competitions
hctwccn teams of differSize 8 in&w high by
ent 0rganizatioIis.
S>$I inches wide. Printed in black on buff
manila target paper. Packed 1,000 in a
package, each package ~vrapped complctcly and securely in paper, with label
on outsick: of package describing contents.

RIFLE TARGET
SB-A, 50 YARDS,
is 13
inches square and is required for instruction and record practice with cal. .22 rifle
on the 50 yard range.
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50
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RIFLE TARGET

2.83

--
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SB-A, 50 YARDS

RIFLE TARGET
SB-A-3-l~equirctl
for
irlstruction iwd record practice, slow fire,
with the cal. .22 0:) the 50 foot ratlgc and
irl compc tit ions between teams of differellt
orgaik%&ms.
Printecl in black on
buff target paper; 8 inches high, 6>/2
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RIFLE TARGET
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TARGETS
AND TARGETMATERIALS(Continued)
RIFLE TARGET
SB-D-+---Printed
in
black on buff manila target paper. Size:
8 inches high by 6% inches wide. Kequired for instruction practice, rapid fire,
with cal. .22 rifle on the 50 foot, range.
Packed 1,000 in a package, each package
wrapped
completely
and securely
in
paper, with label on outsitlc of package
describing contents.

RIFLE TARGET
SB-D-fi’Iadc
in two
sizes for 50 yard and 100 yard ranges respectively. Printed in black on bufY manila
paper; packed 500 in a package. E=ach
package is wrapped completely
and securely
in paper, with label suitably
describing contents of package.

RIFLE

TARGET

S&D,

6%-

50 YARDS-Re-

quired for instruction practice, rapid fire,
with cal. .22 rifle on the 50 yard range.
Size: 13 inches square.
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U. S. RIFLE

TARGET,
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Ml,

--Required
for all type.5 of firing with the
Browning
automatic
rifle,
M 191882,
cal. 30, on the 1,000 inch range. Printed
in black on buf? manila target paper;
measures 3 feet high by 5 feet wide.
Packed 50 in a roll, each roll wrapped
completely
and securely in paper with
label pasted on outside, describing contents of package.
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U. 5. RIFLE TARGET

Ml,

1,DOO INCH

AUTOMATIC
RIFLE TARGET,
1,000
INCH, measures 3 feet high by 5 feet wide.
I

-

RIFLE TARGET

RIFLE TARGET

RIFLE TARGET

RIFLE TARGET
SB-D-s-For
instruction and record practice, rapid fire, with
cal. .22 rifle on the 50 foot range. Muasures 8 inches high by 6?4 inches wide.
Printed in black on buff manila target
paper. Packed 1,000 in a package, each
package wrapped completely and securely
in paper, with label pasted on outside of
package describing contents.

SB-D, 50 YARDS

W-D,

SB-D-2

100 YARDS-Re-

quired for instruction and record practice
on the 100 yard range. Size: approximately 15y8 inches square.

-2,

15.64 2.06

2

t
1

j

1

p

.
)

(

Printed on buff manila paper with black.
Used for all types of firing with the
Browning
automatic
rifle,
cal. .30,
M1918A1,
on the 1,000 inch range.
Packed 50 in a roll, each roll wrapped
completely and securely in paper; package labeled to indicate contents.

MACHINE
GUN TARGET
A---One
of a
group of six different designs. The first,
designated as A, is for preliminary
instruction
and record practice with the
’ cal. .30 light machine gun on the 1,000
inch ground course. It is printed in black
on buff manila target paper; it measures
3 feet high by 5 feet wide. Packed in rolls
of 50, each roll wrapped completely
in
paper and labeled on the outside to in/ dicate contents.
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TARGETS
AND TARGETMATERIALS(Continued)
RsFLE

TARGET,

GALLERY

M,

(OFFICIAL)

-3laclc
in two sizw for 50 foot, ancf 75
foot firing distmrw.
‘1’1~~;r)Ofoot target,
measures 10+/d inches high by X ilwhvs
wide; the 75 foot target, 12 inches high
by lOj~$ inches wide. ‘l’hcsc targets arc
required for SalionaI
Guard organizations, schools and colleges. 130th are
printed in black on buff manila t,arget,
paper; packed 500 in a package, each
package wrapped
completely
and securely in paper; package suitably labeled
to indicate contents.
10%
_.---

“I,.

T

o.*.crn...L.S.

y,

n
wu

COMPLETE

kyrbwt

M, YANK,
CUMPLETE-Required
for
machine-gun
target practice fired from
combat, armored and scout cars on field
ranges
and tank machine-gun target practice on 500 yartI ranges. The complete
target
consists of a 6 by 6 foot target
frame covered with a reirersed rifle paper
target, 13. On this are pasted three paper
silhouette targets, F:, kneeling, and three
silhouette
targets,
trapezoidal,
paper
standing
placed in line to represent
figures.

fol

f

4
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z..v.-~~.--~~
I,-P.->I-“.I-s.

M1913,

mounted pistol marksmanship
ancl for
artnort~cl car machill+gull
target, practice
at 300 to 500 yards. I~qm.wnts
a figure
about thca height of a soldier standing.
J!ctr tlic upper portioil of the target a
past.cboarcl target, E:, kneeling, is used ;

*.
-1,

I
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1
RIFLE TARGET, GALLERY

GROUND

TARGET,

(OFFICIAL)

FIXED

TARGET

GUN

AE-

RIAL-Required
for fixed-gun aerial gunnery practice wi ground targets. C’onsists
of a rifle paper target, C, mounted on a 6
by 10 foot target frame. ‘\Yoodcn supports
hold the target in an inclined position at
an angle of 60” from horizontal.

M (ARMORED
CAR)-lbquired
for instruction practice with the cal. .30 light
machine gun on the 1,000 inch range, car
course. Same size as A, made of the same
stock and packed in the same manner.
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GUN TARGET M (ARMORED

CAR)

~~~D~l~~~~~!I~~~i~~l~~lll~~

COMPLETE

for the lower portion, a pasteboard target,
trapezoiclal. These two sections are fastcned to an 84 inch target stave with
clouble-~)ointetl tacks. The two targets are
position4
on the stave with the olive
drab side to the front.

OVERHEAD
COLLECTIVE
-T’scd
for
squad mounted
pistol practice.
Constructcd as follows : eight pasteboard targets, E, kneeling, are suspended from a
flexible wire rope stretched between poles
sunk in the ground 90 feet apart and
about 20 feet high, the targets being
spaced 4:& feet between centers and
swung so their lower edges are about 10
feet from the ground.
One end of the wire rope is fastened to
a stake in the ground, the other end is led
down to a cleat. This is to permit quick
loosening of the IF-ire to lower the targets
to the ground for marking (jr for pasting
on proper silhouettes. Only the n-ire cable
and the pasteboard target, E, kneeling,
are issued; other materials being procurable locally.

UNCLASSIFIED
B

M, Ml913,

0
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TANK

TARGET

M, COMPLETE

1,000 INCH-Required
for instruction
and preliminary
practice with the cal. 22
and ctal. .X1 machine guns, and record
practice with the cal. ,30 machine gun, on
the 1,000 inch range. Printed in black on
buff manila target paper, 3 feet high by
5 feet wide; packed 50 in a roll, each roll
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1,000 INCH
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TARGETS
AND TARGETMATERIALS(Continued)
wrapped
complctcly
and securely
in
paper, with a label fastened on the outside of the roll, suitably describing the
contents.

100 to a roll, each roll wrapped complctcly
and securely in paper, the roll being
labeled with description of contents.

SB, 500 INCH-Required
for use with
the cal. .22 machine gun on the 500 inch
range. The target is 18 inches high by 30
inches wide; otherwise identical with the
1,000 inch target.

1
2
4
$
R

PISTOL TARGET
L--r1 6 foot square
target of buff manila target paper printed
in black. Required for the following: (1)
line of targets with firing point at 15 to
exercises, dis25 yards, for position
mounted pistol marksmanship;
(2) line of
targets with firing point at 25 yards, for
trigger
squeeze exercises, , dismounted
pistol marksmanship;
(3) line of targets
for slow and rapid fire exercises, dismounted pistol marksmanship.
Packed 50
in a roll, each roll wrapped completely
and securely in paper, with label describing contents of roll.

STATIONARY

PISTOL TARGET, 50 YARDS (STANDARD

AMERICAN)

TANK TARGET,
1,000 INCH-Required
for range practice on the 1,000 inch range
with the cal. .30 and cal. .50 machine
guns mounted
in tanks
(stationary}.
Printed in black on buff’ manila target
paper; measures 3 feet high by 5 feet wide.
Packed 50 in a roll, each roll wrapped
completely
and securely in paper and
labeled to indicate contents.

72 t 1%

TIWET,

PETOk

i
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s6
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7

holes. They are made of manila target.
paper, olivt> drab on both sides and supplied in three shapes; one used to repair
pasteboard
target E, kneeling,
packed
1,250 in a box; another to repair target I!,
prone, packed 2,500 in a box; a third to
repair
pasteboard
target,
trapezoidal,
packed 1,250 in a box.
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TARGETS,

in manipulation
exercises with anti-aircraft machine guns on the 1,000 inch
range. Represent the path followed by an
airplane in parallel, climbing
or diving
and maneuvering
ilight; 3 feet high by 5
feet wide; printed in black on buff manila
target paper. Packed 50 in a roll, each roll
wrapped
completely
and securely
in
paper, labeled suitably to indicate contents. R&&e in three types: target, stationary, AA, “A”; target, stationary, AA,
“B”; and target, stationary,
AA, “C.”

I& A

STATIONARY

TARGET,

AA, A

STATIONARY

TARGET, AA, B

STATIONARY

TARGET, AA, C

5.+‘/,c”

0
TANK

TARGET,

1,000 INCH

D

*

9

PISTOL TARGET, L

STANDARD
AMERICAN
- Used in
pistol target practice for competitions
only. Provided in two types, 25 yard and
50 yard. Both types are printed in black
on buff manila target paper, 28 inches
square.
On the 25 yard target, the 9 and 10
rings are black; on the 50 yard target the
8, 9 and 10 rings are black. This is the
only difference between the two. Packed

446

TRAPEZOIDAL
TARGET----RI
adc of
pasteboard,
G inch thick, one surface
being olive drab in color. Required as a
component
of target nf, h11913, complete, in which it is used in combination
with pasteboard
target E, kneeling, to
represent a standing figure of which the
trapezoid target forms the legs. Packed
50 in a package, each package wrapped
in waterproof
lining paper and securely
bound with cord.

SILHOUETTE
TARGETS-For
pasting
over appropriate
pasteboard targets that
have become badly perforated with bullet
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TARGETS
AND TARGETMATERIALS(Continued)

LANDSCAPE

TARGET, SERfES A

The difference in designation
is dcon n-hich a target
termined by the range
This type of target is for use on 1,000 is to be usccl.
inch rifle practice ranges. It consists of a
The target assemblies are shown in the
set of five landscape scenes. Each scene
two drawings herewith. The 6 by 6 foot
covers two sheets of machine-finished
combination sliding target, is iritended for
poster paper, an entire landscape reyuircroction on ranges of 200 to 600 yards.
ing ten sheets. The picture is of suf3cient
These targets are spxed 12 feet apart,
size so that all or nearly all its salient
center to center, gixving a clearance of 6
features arc recognizable at a distance of
feet between target frames.
1,000 inches.
The 6 by 10 foot combination
sliding
Th e paper sheets are mountccl on
targets are for ranges of ZOO-600 yards.
frames covered with target cloth tacked
These are spaced 15 feet, center to center,
to the edges of the frames. These frames
giving a clearance of 5 feet between target
are made of dressed lumber 1 by 2 inches,
frames. These clearances permit definite
with knee braces at the four corners. 13acl-1 target designation in firing.
frame measures 24 by 60 inches and may
be painted Or unpainted.
The individual frames are set in a vertical frame consisting of six 4 by .1 inch
posts of proper height placed upright in
the ground spaced 5 feet from center to
pieces of 2 by 4
center, with horizontal
inch lumber to support the panels which
are held in place by cleats and dowels to
permit easy removal.
Series A landscape target is printed
in black and its ten sheets are designated
A-l to A-10. Assembled, the complete
Taa2-r
wlr”
6X.0 FT FRAWf
mlX;tr
W,IH 6x6 Fr FRAm!
set forms a panoramic picture of a New
England landscape.
COMBINATION
SLIDING TARGET
On these and other targets using a cloth
foundation
for paper targets, the cloth
INSTALLATION
- ‘fn erecting the comand comes irk two widths
used is cotlon
bination siiding target, after the trench is
10 inches and 70 inches.
prepared and a foundation thus pro\vided
for the main sill and cross sill, a fastening
block and a fastening plate are attached
COMBINATIONSLIDING TARGET to the main sill Faith a x by 6 inch lag
screw inserted through a 26 inch hole
JYith this target, the standard rifle
marksmanship
installation consists of one drilled through the sill.
or more 6 by 6 foot or 6 by 10 foot comThe fastening block is nailed to the
bination sliding targets projecting
from
main sill with six lo-penny
nails. Two
the trench. All components arc identical
slide rod plates arc attached to the main
escepting the differences irt size of the
sill by 55 by 4% inch square head bolts,
two target
frames
used in these
washers and square nuts so that the
installations.
plates are on the same side of the main
sill as the fastening plate.
The height is approximately
16 feet.
\Yeiglit of the complete target is approxiThe main sill is placed in position so
mately 500 pounds. The target frames are that when facing the rear of the trench,
covered with 14 ounces of unbleached
the fastening plate is to the right of the
cotton sheeting.
center of the main sill.

TARGET,LANDSCAPE

l’hc two slide-rod plates are attached
to the upper face of the top beam with
four 2 6 by 49i inch square head bolts.
The four frame guides are attached with
eight flat-head ~vood screws so they are
equidistant from each encl of the top beam
and 5 feet, lo?< inches apart, center to
ten ter.
The pi~llcy plates and pulley bracket
asscmblics are attached to the timber
frame support posts, R’ith a : 6 by 5 inch
syuare head bolt in each upper & inch
hole in each post.
The short eycbolts of the stay rod assemblies are inserted throlrgh the lower
holes in the pulley plates and pulley
bracket assemblies, and secured to the
timber frame srrpport posts each with a
34 inch hexagon nrrt and plain washer.
The two cross sills are attached to the
timber frame support
posts with long
cyebolts on the stay rot1 assemblies, y8
inch hexagon

nut

ancl plain

washers.

The timber frame support braces arc
attached
to the timber frame support
posts with ?/8 by 7 inch square-head bolts,
plain washers and square nuts.
The lop beam is fitted to the timber
frame support, posts and the posts are
set in mortises in the main sill.
After this set-up, all nuts and bolts are
tightened until the timber frame support
assembly is rigid, lc~rel and plumb, braced
and secured to the foundation.
Two pieces of “14
> I inch linen sash cord,
each 12y2 feet long, are threaded through
the pulley bracket assemblies.

RANGE-rhe
6 by 6 foot target frame
is for ranges of 200 to 600 yards, inclusive.
Six frames are rcyuircd for each target
position: two for rifle paper target, *I;
two for rifle paper target, B; tw0 for rifle
paper
target, I>.

The 6 by 10 foot frame is for ranges
of 600 and 1,000 yards. Two are required
with each installation
for mounting riffe
paper target, C.
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TARGETS
AND TARGETMATERIAIS(Continued)
TARGET,ROLLING MACHINE-GUN
This target is instsllccl on the 1,000
inch machine-gun
range ant1 used
for
machine-gun practice. It may also be used
for 1,000 inch range automatic and machine rifle practice. It consists of one
truck, one car, one target beam, four target frames. The total weight is 756
5 feet;
pounds; height apyro?timately
length of beam 20 feet; width of track
4% feet; length of section of track 75
feet.
Target, less beam a11d t.arget frames,
can be used as the founrlation
for the
horizontal moving target in machine-gun
combat practice and for the track type
anti-tank target on the 1,000 inch range.
Principal parts are a rolling t,arget assembly, 75 feet of track (assembly), one
target beam assembly, two L-bolt assemblies, one wooden tackle block, 200 feet
of vz inch diameter manila rope and foul
machine-gun target frames (two right assemblies and two left assemblies). The
permanent
equipment,
which does root
include target frames and paper targets,
is issued knocked down and assembled at
the range.

I

I r-l--r--T--l

ROLLING

MACHINE-GUN

TARGET

INSTALLATION-In
installing
the
machine-gun
rolling target, the track is
laid on the range, on level ground, with
one end ablltting
against the bullet stop
and the other end extending toward the
firing point. The car is then placed upon
the track, with the wootlcu tackle block
attached to the cross rail of t.he track
nearest the bullet stop.
The rope is run through the tackle
block, one end being attached to the front
end of the car, the other end to the rear
end of the car, the double rope being
pulled out to the firing point.
The target beam is placed on the car
and run down as near to the bullet stop
as possible.
With the car in this position, a stake is
driven in the ground 1,000 irlchcs from
the target beam toward the firing point.
This stake marks the position of the gun
pintle of a machine gun in firing.

448

B

:I firilig ~)oi~~tis collstr~lctctl arourrcl the
stukc, the gr(“lIi<i Iwing raiwd :Lhout, I
foot abo~-c tlic level OF the track anal the
mound maclc large enough for the gun
ant1 its crew’.
‘1’1~~four machine-gun paper targets are
pasted on the mnchiuc-gtlri target frumcs
and the target frame asscml)lic~s are installccl on the rolling target by inserting
staves in openings in the target beam.
This target, less beam anal target frames,
can bc iiscd as lhe foundation
for the
horizontal moving target in machine-gun
combat practice and for the track type
anti-tank target on the 1,000 inch range.

TARGETSPOTTERS
‘I’argctt sl)ottcrs, to indicatcl tlic location
of shot hvlcs ill papc’r targets, consist of
carcll~oard disks of tliffercut
diameters
ancl ~ootlcn spindles, the disks anal spintllos bciilg issued wpara tely.
In the center of cacti tlisk is a 1’6 inch
hole into which is inswted the wooden
spinrlle mcasuriiig
3,?? inches long and
not, over E inch ilt cliameter. The disk is
-v\rhitc on the obv(~rsc sitlch; black on the
re\‘cr’w title. ‘l’lio cIifl-‘crciit usw of the
three sizes arc as follon~3:

KNEELINGAND PRONE TARGETS
KNEELING

TARGET

E-‘i’llis

is a paste-

board target representing a figure about
the height of a soldier in the kneeling
position.
It is fastenect with tfoublepointed tacks to a target stave 4555
in&s
long. The I)asteboartf target is attached to the stave \vith the olive drab
side to the front.
KNEELING
TARGET
E, Ml917, is made
of pi inch thick pasteboard, one surface
olive drab in color. It also rcpreswts
a
figure about the height of a sol(lier in the
kneeling position.
130th these targets are packed 50 to a
package, each package wappcd in waterproof lining paper and securely bound
with cord.
PRONE
TARGET
F-blade
of % inch
one surface olive drab in
pasteboard,
color. It rcprcsents a figure about the
height of a soldier in prone position. The
targets are packet1 50 to a package, each
package wrapped
in waterproof
lining
paper and securely bound with cord.

TARGET
F, M1917, also represents
a
figure aboul the height of a soldier in the
prone position. It is constructed by fastwing pastchoard target II‘, prone, to a 2.i
inch target stave with double-pointed
tacks. It is assembled with the olive drab
side to the front.

BALLOONTARGETMl
This balloon is required for anti-aircraft instruction practice.
It is made of rubber of high strength
and elasticity
and is iiifIatc(1 with hydrogcn. IYhen inff ated it assumes
sphcrical shape and is approximately
30 or -12
inches in diameter.
OFFICE CHIEF 8 OF ORDNANCE

sizr is used for
shot hc)lts on rifle paper targets,

3 INCH SPOTTER-This

spotting

A ant1 1).

Tn slow fire each shot is spotted as it
hits and ouly unc txrgct sputter per target
position is required wheu using paper
targets.
111 spotling rapid fire, 16 shots at a
time are spotted with the R’I 1 rifle and 10
shots lvith the 111903 rifle. TIcnce, for
rapid fire 16 spotters should be available
w1ic11 firing with 111 rifle; 10 spotters
\vhen firing wilh i\I1903 rifle.
5 INCH SPOTTER
- For use in
shot holes in rifle paper target,
only in slow fire, where each
spotted as it hits, only one target
per target position is required.

spotting
JF. Used
shot is
spotter

10 INCH SPOTTER--T;scd
for spotting
shot holes in rifle paper target, C. Only
one per t,arget position is required as this
spotter is used only for slow fire.

TARGETSTAVES
‘l’argct staves are made of $cL inch
wood; measure 3:~; inches wide and are
provided in three lengths: 24 inch, 45%
inch and 84 inch. One end of it is pointed.
The 24 inch length is for mounting the
pasteboard
target, P, prone; the 45%
inch size for mounting
the pasteboard
target, E, kneeling and is also a component of the machine-gun target frame
assembly.
‘I’hc $4 inch stave is a component of
Target, 1’21913, complete.

TARGETPASTERS
Pasters are wpplied
in three colors :
black, buf? and olive drab. They are 1
inch square and are supplied in perforated
sheets of 100, not gummed.
Black and buff pasters are used for
1 MARCH 1944
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TARGETSAND TARGETMATERIALS(Continued)
covering shot holes in black and buff
areas of paper targets; also for indicating
aiming points and for covering shot holes
in machine-gun
and automatic-rifle
targets. These are supplied in envelopes each
containing 100 sheets-10,000
pasters.
The olive drab target pasters are used
for covering shot holes in olive drab areas
of paper targets. They are supplied in
envelopes each containing 2,000 pasters.
For use in applying pasters a board,
heavily coated with paste, is provided.
Or1 it the pasters arc laid, fact up. The
pasters are easily slid ofi the pastecovered board anti applied to the target.

TARGETREPAIRCENTERS
l?or the repair of badly perforated paper
targets, repair centers arc provided for
rifle targets A, 13 and I), and for pistol
target, I,. These repair centers are quickly
applied to the damaged target with target
paste. The outer rings or spaces of these
repair centers arc in segments, to make it
easy to lay on the repair ccntcr to match
the rings in the appropriate paper target.
&pair centers are of buff manila target
paper. Each design is packed in rolls of
100, each roll wrapped complctcly
and
securely in paper and labeled t,o indicate
the contents of the package.
There are four designs of repair centers:
A-C-This
repair center is 2435 inches
high by 24 inches wide; the ring is shown

is identical
in segments. The bull’+eye
with the bull‘+eye
on the rifle paper
target, A.
B-C-This
repair center is 36% inches
high by 36 inches wide; 3-ring shown in
segments. Ijull’s-eye
identical
with the
bull’s-eye of rifle paper target, H.
D-C-This
center is 36 inches high by
3694 inches wide. It includes all the 4
space. The upper corners contain segments of the 3 space. The bllll’s-eye
is
identical with the bull’scyc
of rifle paper
target, I).
L-C-For
pistol paper target, I,. Includes the hull’s-eye and rings 9 to 5 with
segments of the 3 ring. Jlcasures 23$4
inches high by 24 inches wide.

RANGE FLAGSAND STREAMERS
To indicate that a small arms target
range is in use or to signal danger, streamers and flags of three types are provided.
STREAMER-This
is hoisted on the
mast at the announcement
of firing and
lowered at the “cease firing” command.
Streamers are made of scarlet woolen
bunting, measure 5 feet, 9$/g inches at the
halyard end, are 18 feet irt fly length and
3 feet wide at the fly end, the lower edge
tapering its full length.
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The halyard end of a streamer is bound
with olive-drab
webbing.
,4 I)-ring
is
sewed at each end of this binding,
DANGER

FLAG-The

danger

ffag

is

also made of scarlet woolen bunting. It
measures 21 inches wide and has 36 inches
fly. It is reinforced on one end with olivedrab webbing, 1 inch wide, with a Wring
sew~l on each end of the webbing.
For use in target pits where one danger
signal is required for each target, position,
this flag may be fastened to the target
staff 11, a component of target, II. This
staff is also used for inounting
ricochet
and range flags. It is made of wood, 1
inch by 1% inch by 9 feet, and is painted
olive drab. One end of this stall is slotted
to a depth of 40 inches and has equally
spaced transverse tapered holes.
Uanger flags are used in target pits to
signal misses and are displayed at all
times when targets arc not ready.
:Zriditional danger ffags are located on
the outer boundaries of the target range
as directed hy the commanding
oficer.
RANGE
FLAG--The
primary
use of
the range flag is on artillery ranges but
it is also used on small arms ranges. It is
made of white
drill ant1 measures 24
inches wide by 36 inches Ay length. I,ike
the danger flag it is reinforced at one end
with olive-drab webbing 1 inch wide, the
webbing being fitted with a 1 inch U-ring
sewed at each end.
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-STANDARD

SHELL,
HIGH-EXPLOSIVE
I
ROUND

FOR GUNS Ml,

AN-M2,

AND

BRITISH HISPANO-SUIZA

/A/

CARTRIDGE, H.E.I., 80 mm, MK. I, WITH FUZE, PERCUSSION, D.A., No. 253, MK. III /A/

k

7.19 MAX.

0

Primer,

0

Tetryl

A

SHELL,

HIGH-EXPLOSIVE

Percussion,
Charge

@

M36Al

or Comp.

“A”

INCENDI-

ARY, 20 mm, Mk. I-STANDARD-This
shell for the 20 mm automatic guns, Ml,
AN-M!& and British Hispano-Suiza
/A/,
was adopted from the British early in
1941 and standardized in August of that
year. There have been few changes except
in the redesign of the cartridge case and
primer.
The fuzed projectile remains essentially
the same, as may be recognized from the
adopted British nomenclature, Fuze, Percussion, D.A., No. 253, Mk. III /A/,
which signifies that the shell is used for
aircraft and has a delay action percussion
fuze. The shell is designed for fire from
aircraft guns against enemy aircraft, but
it may be used against ground targets.

(Alternate

M41 Al

Case, Cartridge,

@

charge)

ncendiary

01

Fuze, Percussion,

The complete round weighs 0.566 pound
and consists of a cartridge case, M21 Al,
weighing 0.205 pound, and measuring 4.34
inches in length; a percussion primer,
M36A1, weighing 0.003 pound, a propelling charge of Improved Military
Rifle
Powder weighing 0.072 pound, and the
loaded and fuzed shell. The cartridge case
is crimped to the fuzed and loaded projectile.
A substitute
standard
for the
cartridge case, M21A1, is the steel cartridge case, M21AlBI.
The project,ile is of the high-explosive
incendiary type. As fired, it weighs 0.286
pound and measures 3.23 inches in length
by 0.784 inch in diameter. The bursting
charge weighs 174.25 grains; 107.75 grains
are tetryl and the remaining 66.5 grains

D.A.,

No.

253,

Composition
Mk.

III /A/

are incendiary composition. The alternate
bursting charge consists of 100.3 grains
of composition
A and 66.5 grains of
incendiary composition.
The propelling charge is an IMR powder
formula of single-perforation
grains with
a web of 0.021 inch.
The standard muzzle velocity with this
propelling charge is 2,800 feet per second.
A cover is fixed to the base of the shell
by a continuous
resistance weld, and
serves as a seal to prevent gas or flash
from the propelling charge from entering
the shell and prematurely
detonating the
bursting charge. This may happen as the
shell is not forged or cast, but is turned
from steel bar stock which may have
fissures in its center.

CHARACTERISTICS
Caliber.
..............
..................................
Modelo~Gun
..................................................
Proi. Weight.
..........................
.................
Proi. Charge and Weight .................................
Percussion, D,A,, No.
Fuze ..........................
P rimer. ...................................................
Cartridge
Case. ..........................................

mm
1
.O.PSb lb.
.I 74.25 gr.*
153, Mk. lll /A/

VO7.75
grains of tetryl, 66.5 grains of incendiary composition. (Alternate
grains of Composition
“A”
and 66.5 grains of incendiary
composition.)
SThe steei cartridge case, MPl Al Bl, is substitute standard.
Ml,
AN-M4
and British Hirpano-Suiza /A/.

m

IJNCLASSIFIED

.40

M36Al
.M41 Al
loading:

Propelling
Muzzle

Velocity

and Weight.

.................

.IMR

powder,

Rated

0.072

..........................................

.4,800

......................................

.5,100

Capacity

......................................

.P.49

Max.

fb.

0.566 lb.

Range.

/VkXimUm

Chamber
t

Charge

CompleteRoundWeight....................................

Pressure p.s.i .....................................

f/s

yards
CU.

ins.

.48,000

100.3
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SHOT,ARMOR-PIERCING,
20 MM,
PROJECTILE,
BALL(PRACTICE),
20 MM-STANDARD
ROUNDS

FOR GUNS, Ml,

AN-M2,

I

AND

BRITISH HISPANO-SUIZA

CARTRIDGE, ARMOR-PIERCING,

7.19

“0A

Primer,

Percussion,

M36Ai

@

r

Case, Cartridge,

MPl

/A/

20

T

SHOT,

ARMOR-PIERCING,

20

mm,

M~s-STANDARD-The
complete round
weighs 0.64 pound and measures 7.19
inches in length and consists of the M2 1A 1

M7S

MAX.

Al

@

CARTRIDGE, (PRACTICE) 20

he armor-piercing,
shot, M75, and ball
(practice) are standard amprojectile
munition and are turned out of steel bar
stock instead of being forged or cast. The
propelling charges used with these cartridges are made from IMR powder of
single-perforated
grains with a 0.021 inch
web.

mm,

Tracer Composition

0

Shot, A. P., M75

mm

cartridge case, a 480 grain IMR powder
propelling charge, and the armor-piercing
shot, M75. The steel cartridge
case,
M21AlB1,
is substitute standard for the
brass cartridge case, M21Al.
The M36Al percussion primer weighs
0.003 pound and the cartridge case into
which it is inserted weighs 0.205 pound.
The M75 shot has no fuze or bursting
charge, but contains a tracer composition which is ignited by the propelling
charge and burns for 4 seconds. The body

of this shot weighs 0.363 pound and is of
monobloc construction.
PROJECTILE,

BALL

(PRACTICE),

20

-STANDARD-This
ball projectile
hmy;he same percussion primer, M36AL )
and the same cartridge case, M21A1, as
the A. P. Shot, M75. The steel cartridge
case, M21AIB1,
is substitute
standard )
Weight of the complete round is 0.556
pound. The ball projectile
weighs 0.276
pound and is propelled by 507 grains of
IMR powder. The projectile is hollow and
is sealed at the base by a closing disk,

CHARACTERISTICS
Shof, A.P.,
Caliber,.
Model.

Ml5

. , . . . . . + . . . . . . . . .PO mm
. . . . . . . . . . . + . . . . . . . British HispanoSuiza /A/
Proi. Weight.
. .. , . .. ..,
. . 0.363 lb.
Primer. . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . , . , M36Al
Cartridge
Propelling

Case. . . , . . . . . . .
Charge and Weight..

Complete
Round
Muzzle Velocity,
‘The steel cwtridge

5 f) 2

-D

. . MPl Al *
IMR powder,
480 grs.

Weight. . . . . . .0.64 lb.
. . . . . . . . . . . . .P,550 f/s
case, MPl Al Bl, Is substitute

Shof, A,P.,

Proi. Bull (Prac.)
PO mm
British HispanoSuira /A/
0.276 lb.
M36Al
MPl Al *
IMR powder,
507 grs.
0.556 lb.
2,850 f/s

. .
Maximum
Range. . . .
-.
.
^
Chamber Capacity.
... ,..
Rated Max. Pressure, p.s.i..
.
Armor Penetration
at PO”
Homogeneous
Plate
500 yards. . .
1,000 yards. . . . . . .
Face-Hard.
Plate
500 yards.. b . , . . . I . , .
1,000 yards., . . . . . . . . . .

6,300 yards
.%PB cu. ins.
.48,000

M75

Proi. Ball (Prac.)
5,300 yards
2.90 cu. ins.
48,000

.0.7 ins.
.0.5 ins.
.0.65 ins.
.0.4 ins.

standard.
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SHELL,
HIGH-EXPLOSIVE,
37
SHOT,ARMOR-PIERCING,
37 MM, M8ibsTANDARD
SHELL,
PRACTICE,
37 MM, MSAI-STANDARD
ROUNDS

FOR 37 mm AUTOMATK

GUN, M4 (AIRCRAFT)
COMPLETE ROUND, SHELL, H.E., 37 mm, MM

.
D

9 75 MAX.-

0
A

Primer,

Percussion,

M38Ai

@
0

@

Primer,

Percussion,

@

M38Ai

Shell,

Case, Cartridge,

III AP

OF use,

H. E., M54

Case, Cartridge,

4

Mk.

Mk.

Ill A9

0

0

Tracer,

Shell-Destroying

P. D., M56

Tracer

Composition

@

Shot, A. P., M80

COMPLETE ROUND, SHELL, PRACTICE, 37 mm, M55Al
‘I
2
s
l-h
b
,:
I
--_

0A

Primer,

0
D

Percussion,

T

he rapid strides in aircraft protection
made it necessary to develop an aircraft weapon that would fire projectiles
with greater explosive and armor-piercing
qualities than smaller caliber weapons.
As a result, the 37 mm automatic gun, M4,
was developed and standardized
for aircraft use.
The 37 mm automatic gun, M4, uses
the same high-explosive
(M54) and practice (M55Al)
projectiles as the 37 mm

-UNCLASS\FIED
e

@

MP3A3

Shell Practice,

M55A1

9.75

MAX.

.

Case, Cartridge,
@

Fure,

Dummy,

_ .--_-

Mk.

___~-

Ill AP

M50,

M50B1,

antiaircraft
gun, MlA2,
but different
cartridge cases are necessary due to the
larger chamber of the M4 gun.
However,
the over-all length of the
armor-piercing
projectiles, M51 and M74,
which are used in the M3A1, M5A1, and
M6 tank and antitank
guns, was too
great to permit their use in the M4 gun
and the 37 mm armor-piercing
shot, M80,
was developed and standardized.
SHELL,

H.E., 37

mm, M54--STANDARD

OT
MSOBB,

racer Composition
or M50B3

-This
shell uses the point detonating
fuze, M56. The complete round weighs
1.99 pounds; as fired, the projectile weighs
1.34 pounds. The 0.16 pound charge of
M2 powder is a Hercules NG formula of
single perforated grains with 0.030 inch
web and gives the projectile
the prescribed muzzle velocity of 2,000 feet per
second.
The M54 features the shell-destroying
tracer in addition to the point-detonating
(Continued

on next page)
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SHELL,HIGH-EXPLOSIVE,
37 MM,

M54

SHOT,ARMOR-PIERCING,
37 MM, AA80
SHELL,PRACTICE,
37 MM,

MSSAl

(Continued)
fuze. The tracer, which has a burning
time of three seconds, sets off an igniting
relay charge of 1.68 grains of Grade A-5
Army Black Powder which ignites a relay
pellet to detonate the charge and destroy
the shell before ground impact.
The bursting charge of tetryl weighs 0.10
pound, and the alternate Composition “A”
charge 0.105 pound. The tetryl loading
consists of a 200 grain tetryl pellet pressed
into the shell cavity under 9,000 to 10,000
p.s.i. pressure and the remainder of the
charge of two equal increments pressed
under approximately
9,000 p.s.i. pressure.
“A” bursting
charge
The Composition
is loaded in the same manner as the
tetryl charge, except that the relay pellet

with the Composition
“A” weighs 36
grains as against 23 grains for the pellet
used with the tetryl load.
SHOT,

A.P.,

37 mm, MSO-STANDARD

-The
weight of the complete round is
2.31 pounds; the weight of the A.P. shot
is 1.66 pounds. The propelling charge is
0.15 pound of M2 powder of a Hercules
NG formula with a single-perforated
grain
and a 0.030 inch web. The shot is a monobloc projectile with a tracer element of
three seconds burning time and has no
fuze or bursting charge.
SHELL,

PRACTICE,

37 mm,

M55Al-

STANDARD-This
shell is the high-explosive shell, M54, modified slightly for prac-

tice purposes. It contains a red tracer and
a dummy fuze, M50, M50B1, M50B2, or
M50B3. The M50 dummy fuze is made
from a plastic
composition
and the
M50B1, M50B2, and M50B3 fuzes are
made from low carbon steel machined to
give the same contour and weight as the
point-detonating
fuze, M56, used with
the M54 projectile.
As used in the automatic gun, M4, the
complete round weighs 1.99 pounds, and
as fired the shell weighs 1.34 pounds. The
0.16 pound charge of M2 powder is Hercules NG formula of single-perforated
grains with a 0.030 inch web and gives the
prescribed muzzle velocity of 2,000 feet
per second.

CHARACTERISTICS
Shell,

Shot, A.P.,

H.E., M54

Caliber. ....................................

.37 mm

37 mm

Model
of Gun ...............................
Proi. Weight .................................
.....................
Praj. Charge and Weight.
Fuze...-..-.~................................P.D.,MS
Primer. ......................................
Cartridge
Case. ...............................
.................
Propelling
Charge and Weight.
Complete
Round Weight ........................
Muzzle Velocity
1 , ............................
...........................
Chamber Capacity.
Rated Max, Pressure, p.s.i ......................
Armor Penetration
at 20”
Homogeneous
Plate
500 yards. ............................

.M4
.1.34 lb.
.Tetryl, 0.10 1b.t
6
M38Al
tt
Mk. III A!2
FNH powder, 0.16
I .99 lb.*
P,OOO f/s
.6.90 cu. ins.
,47,000

M4

1,000

ycrrds.............................

lb.

M5031,

M50B4,

or M50B3

0.15

lb.

FNH powder,
1.99 lb.
4,000 f/s
6.90 cu. ins.
P7,OOO

0.16

lb.

0.8 in.
0.4 in.

-

to this round

MSO,

M38AI**
Mk. Ill AS!

1.0 in.
0.6 in.

.-

.-

Ior osrembly

lb.

M38Al
tt
Mk. Ill A4
FNH powder,
2.31 lb.
1,895 f/s
8.34 cu. ins.
P7,OOO

M55Al

37 mm
M4
1.34 lb.
Empty
Dummy,

.-

Face-Hard.
Plate
............................
500 yards.
1,000 yards. , ............................
tComporition
“A”
0 165 lb
j-for M38BP, rubttituie
standard.
I .985 lb. with Camp. “A”
bursting charge.
*The M43A3
percussion primer h authorized
l rhausied.

1.66

Shell, Prac.,

MS0

until present stocks ato

UNCIASS!FIED
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4
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ROUND

FOR ANTITANK

GUN, M3Al;

I

TANK

GUNS, M5Al

AND M6

COMPLETE ROUND, SHOT, A.P.C., 37

@

Primer, Percussion,

@

M38Ai

I

Case, Cartridge,

0

Ml 6

mm,

Tracer

COMPLETE ROUND, SHOT, A.P.C., 37

@

Primer,

Percussion,

@

M38Al

D

uring World War I, slow-moving,
lightly
armored vehicles were extremely vulnerable to guns of 37 mm and
75 mm calibers. With increased mobility,
speed, and armor protection of tanks and
combat vehicles, these weapons became
limited in use.
The mobile antitank guns were developed to meet the new conditions. The
standardization
of the mobile 37 mm
antitank
gun, M3A1, together with the
tank guns, M5A1 and M6, with their
higher muzzle velocities, compensated for
the added protection which the increased
mobility
and thicker armor plate gave
tanks and combat vehicles.
SHOT,

ARMOR-PIERCING

Case, Cartridge,

MHB1

and

0

Ml5

Tracer

M51

The

mm,

round,

weighing

Composition

3.48

Shot, A.P.C.,

M51 Bl

Shot, A.P.C.,

M51B2

BP

M51

MSlBI-STANDARD-The

complete

Bl

Composition

shots, A.P.C., M51Bl and M51B2, consist of three components: body, cap, and
windshield. The windshield improves the
ballistics of the shell and the cap gives
better penetration
against face-hardened
armor plate. The sole difference between
the two shots lies in the armor-piercing
cap. The cap on the M51Bl shot comes to
a point; the cap on the M51B2 shot has a
rounded point. The shot includes neither
fuze nor bursting charge, but contains a
tracer elementwith a burning time of three
seconds. The regular wind shield is a thin
steel ogive 360” crimped onto the cap;
an alternate is the aluminous windshield.

CAP, 37mm,

f&t=--STANDARD

I

SHOT,
ARMOR~PIERCING
C ppm 37

@

pounds, consists of the Ml6 brass cartridge case, or the M16Bl
substitute
standard steel case; the M38Al primer;
either the M51Bl or the M51B2 A.P.C.
projectile; and a propelling charge of 0.53
pound of M2 powder or 0.57 pound of
M5 powder.
The M2 and M5 FNH powders are an
Hercules NG formula with 7-perforation
grains having a web of 0.04 inch. The
standard muzzle velocity with this charge
is 2900 feet per second in the M3Al and
M6 guns. In the shorter M5Al gun the
velocity is 2855 feet per second.
(Note: Target practice shot, M51A2,
is listed in the Table of Characteristics
below.)

CHARACTERISTICS
Shot, A.P.C.,
Shot, A.P.C.,
Caliber
Model

.......................
of Gun ...............

Proi. Weight .................
Primer ........................
Cartridge
Case. ...............
Propelling
Charge and Weight..
Complete
Round
Muzzle Velocity.

Weight .......
.............

*Or A43864 Substitute Standard.
“The steel cartridtae case, Ml 681,

M51B1
M5lB2

37 mm
.M~~dl~~5Al,

37 mm
M~$t&W

.1.92 Ib.
M38Al*
Ml 6**
. FNH powder,
0.53 lb.***
.3.48 lb.?
2,900 f//stf

1.92 lb.
M38Al
ttt
Ml 6”’
FNoH4;f;owder,

is substitute

standard

l **0.53 lb. of MS! powder, 0.57 lb. of MS powder.
lb. with M5 powder.
j-f!&855 f/s in M5Al gun.
$12,795 yds. in MA1
gun.
$tfThe MP3A3
oercussion primer is authorized

Shot, A.P.C.,
Shot, A.P.C.,

Shot, T.P., M5lAn
Maximum
Range. . . . . . . .
Chamber Capacity.
.... .
Rated Max. Pressure, p.s.i..
Armor Penetration
at 20’
Homogeneous
Plate
500 yards.. . . . . . . . .
1,000 yards.. . . . . . .
Face-Hard.
Plate
500 yards.. . . .
1,000 yards,. . . . . .

3.4; ib. *
2,600 f/s

for use in the M3A1,

M5A1,

. 12,850
. .19.35
.50,000

M5lBt
M5lB2

yards1
cu. ins.

. .2.4
. .2.1

ins.
ins.

. .2.1

ins.

Shot, T.P., M51An
19.35 cu. ins.
45,000

. .1.8 ins.

and M6 guns.

t3.52

‘v.’

for assembly

uNcLASSIF\ED

in this

round until

present stocks are exhausted.
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SHELL,
HIGH-EXPLOSIVE,
37 MM, M63- STANDARD
CANISTER,
37 MM, hi&-STANDARD
ROUNDS

FOR ANTITANK

GUN, M3Al;

TANK

GUNS, MAI

AND M6

“#,&+c&y~<;c;-B

*

*

-*

Y -

.’

-*
@

Primer, Percurricm,

@

M36Al

Case, Cclmidge,

@

Ml6

Shell,

H. E., M63

J

COMPLETE ROUND, CANISTER, 37 mm, M

--.“.
@

HIGH-EXPLOSIVE,

fl

1”.“--. . -- Primer,

mm,

Percurrfon,

MM-

STANDARD-This
d~rll hns suI~rncr~cti
the Mk. I1 high-explosive
shell, now rxwd
ammunition.
The
only as subcaliber
bursting charge is 0.085 pound of TST,
functioned by the brwc dctonat iirg ftsw,
M58. 1\*eights of the trtrt ricigc.*maw, )I 16,
arId propdling
churgc~ of YI I S pbW(Icr
arc O.!X<pc>unri rmi a.1 9 pol”l~l. rtq)C’<‘f ivcjy. ‘1%~ sted cart ricip’ cast’, ?!I 1GIi 1,
ig substit.utc standrml for wicirl the 1\13A 1,
Rl5Al

and

316

gum

i

14 53 MAX
@

M38Al

The cwnpktr
Iwrcwsiwr Iximcr
of ,l1 I lmwh
grxins ami U.027
CANISTER,

Case, Cartridge,

Ml6

r011rl{f ttws the >iW,! 1
awf a Irro~wlling chr1tp
with iiirq:lc~ lwrfomtiw
inch wclb.

37 mm,

W-STANDARD

- ~-(‘a niste, ,l12, RS the clc~+.gmtiort irnpliw, is lit 114~rttoh* thn IL can fihci wit11
rtl)I”C’SirHl\tc’ly 122 Icnil I~lls wtrkh tlrC
inihhltvl
in 11rt+in wnt ris.
‘l’lrt.~ cnnister is us‘iccl Ibrirnari1.V 115t:krik
nrmotncrlt qakitrst. lwrsor~wl. ‘t’hv stlwk

0

Canister

.. ..c

. ” _.-

MP

of cliwhwq
ruptures the CUSL”and the
curiidclr I~fk~w the gun with a muzzle
vclwi ty trf 2,5Oc) feet prbr sccorltl. The case
bursts witltin 100 fwt :iftthr disrhargth.
‘I’lrca wcsight of thrb wmpktc
round is
3.,+!1 poun~is of which 1.!I 1 ponds is the
r:tni*tc+r lo:ui. \\‘cip$t of thca propelling
clrarg:ca of F.YII jwuYic*r is 0.X2 pmd.
‘1‘11~~
I)rttlwllitrg ch:irg:c~ i< nn 11 I class
~bow~l~~rh:iviug :w S;‘i 10 ,5 formula, scvcn
Iwrf4trrrt iculs Iwr grain with ;L web of
O.t)l!) inch.

CHARACTERISTICS
Cafiber. . .
.
Model of Gun.

.

Shell, H.E., M&S

Canirftr,

37 mm
MJAI,
M5A1,
and M6
I.61 Ib.
TNT, 0.085 Ib.
B.D., M58
M38Al
t
Ml&’

37 mm
M”M”d,

Mr
Propelling
M5Al,

1.94 lb.
Proi. Weight.
1 Pi? balls
Proi. Charge and Weight’
Fuxe
M38Al
t
Primer...
Ml6’
Cartridge Case. . . .
- --_
..I
-+o M3884 wbatitute standard.
The rtsrt camidge Ca,,, ~1 Ml, is rvbstltut. rtandotd for us* in th* M3A 1, MSA’
guns for tmlning only.

uNClASS\fIED

5 0 6

kvm

Charge and Weight

tznd
Complete

Round Weight

She& H.E.# M63

Canitfer,

FNH powder,
0.49 Ib.
3-13 Ib.

FNoH5;;;dw

Mutxle Velocity

s?,600f/J**

Maximum
Range
Chomber Capacity.
Rated Max. Pre$sure, p.r.i.

9,500 yatds”‘*
19.19 cu. ins.
40,000

M!4

3.4; Ib. ’
4,500 f/s
f 9.35 cu. ins.

-. . ..-and 846

‘“9,565 f/r In M5Al uwn.
“9,4P5 yds. in MSAt gun,

‘e;I$&JG
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SHELL,
HIGH-EXPLOSIVE,
37 MM, MS&STANDARD
SHOT,ARMOR-BIERCING
CAPPED,
37 MM, M%STANDARD
SHELL,
PRACTICE,
37 MM, MUAl--STANDARD
ROUNDS

FOR AUTOMATIC

GWNS, MlA2

(ANTIAIRCRAFT)

AND

M9 (AIRCRAFT)

SHOT,ARMOR-PIERCING,
37 MM, M80-SUBSTITUTESTANDARD
ROUND

FOR 37 mm

AUTOMATIC

GUN, M9 (AIRCRAFT)
COMPLETE ROUND, SHELL, H.E.,
-7---Y---r*

---..

1.
@p

rimer, Percussion,

-__ -__

M38Al

@

.___
---.-.---~;L~8~

Case, Cartridge,

Ml 7

Q

mm, M54

37

MAX, --_
Tracer, Shell-Destroying

0

Shell,

H. E., M54

@

Fuze, P- D-r M56

COMPLETE ROUND, SHOT, A.P.C:., 37 mm, A&9

0
A

-. -Primer,

Percussion,

M38A1

I

@

12.81MAX. -.-

Case, Cartridge,

Ml 7

0

Tracer

Composition

Shot, A.P.C.,

MS9

COMPLETE ROUND, SHELL, PRACTICE, 37 mm, MS5Ai
0

0

Ld--

0

2\
L/.,-a,

‘-j.‘..’

-

0
. -~-

d7

0
0
3
. _,7. ,-~-~=~;~~=~~~~~~~

-

@

e
.---

I

7-rw:v+L=

---t2.81

Primer,

Percussion,

M38Al

@

Case, Cartridge,

Ml 7

0

MAX

]

Tracer Composition

@

Shell, Practice,

COMPLETE ROUND, SHOT, A.P., 37 mm,
?-i; -/_7s-iu.x-.-777-----,?-T--7r.-- --7--.->z-z:ruLz:xz---...;- rim-. i-r..

I

0

I_
@

II_--~.--__Primer,

Percussion,

M38Ai

__
@

Case, Cartridge,

12.81

Ml 7

M55Al

0

Fuze, Dummy,

M50

MBO

MAX. --OJ

racer Composition

0

Shot, A.P.,

M80

I

(Continued
*wJ
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SHELSHWbEXP’lOEIVE,37 lYih$ M54
SHOT,ARMUR-PIERCJ#G
CAPIW, 37 MM, M59
WEU, muma, 37 MM, MESA1
SHOT,ARMlRJWKttJG, 37 MM, tit80
(Continuad)
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CHARACTERISTICS
Caliber
Modal of Guns
Proi. Weight
;I$
Charpe and W*ight
Primer
Cartridge
Propelling

Care
Charge

and Woighc

Comp/cpvo Round

WeiQht

bAu1xla
Vdoccty
Mar.
Horir.
Ranps

Chamber Capacity
Rated Mar. Pf~ssure, p.r.i.
Armor Penrttation
at PO
Homogsnbous
Plots
SO0 yards
1,000 yards
fore-t-lard.
Plofa
So0 yardr
I ,000 yard*
* Allunora,
cwnf.? “A” 0 10s lb.
‘Alf~rrrolwr
M51W1, M’If%jf, and uSOf
*qh4 ~f44l ~~nfidft+
cam. Ml Mf, it Svbrtrtvt.

l qOI

508

~441 coti&+
g,aoo
i[r M

m

t~tr
if RM USES *+th M9
V pfur 330 a.0 h ourpr+d.

~~,,~,~~~~~~l~l~~

Shelf,
H.E., Mrt
33 mm

Shot,
A.P.C.,

MlA9ahm
1.34 lb,
Tvtql
.10 lb.
yiAy56

Ml

Shot,
A.P.C.,

MS9

M38Al
h417**
FNH pow&,
0 33 lb.
3 19 tb,
P,OSO f/r
5,790 ydt.
19 35 c.i.
30,000

Ml 7”
FNH
owdtr,
0.39 1k .'
P.68 lb.+
P,600 f/r
8,875 ydr.:
17.91 cu. ins.
30,000

M38Al
Ml7

fNt-4 powder,
0853 lb.
3.39 lb.
9,800 f/r
19.35

a,1

lor

IS*

in Ihr

Ml

;“I’
,; ! “‘?. ,i , 1 L :.,<

A#

.i’

2.i.

46,000

Shell,
Practice, M55AI
3”1 mm
MiAPaM9

Shot,
A.P., hd60
37 mm

1.34 lb.

ifif6

Oumnly MSO’
M38Al;f
M17"
FNH powder,
0.39 tb.7
P.68 lb.6
4,600 r/s
8,875 yds.:
17.91 c,i.
30,000

=
M38Al
Ml7
FNH powder,
0.54 lb.
3.15 lb.
3,050 f/r

lb.

19.35 c.i.
45,000

1 0 tnr.
0 4 Ins.

P P Ins.**

t .3 k-is.“*

3,l ins.‘*”
4.52 ins.“**

I 9 ins.
0 4 int.

1 9 iIll;**
1 Y ht.“*

2.6 ins.c’+*
a.0 ins,‘***

““‘F~J
9andor.d
oi+uah
pun.

Ms9

3Y mm
M9
t 91 lb.

37 mm
AP
'1 91 lb.

i

\

).QJQ f s b-4 v. PITI 350 n.p h. OirlPed.

dhAl wwdw
lndtcalsd
:e vu0 Ydl *4+c01
ronp*
?Weh Mg @’ M5 DO*dw
ryMg3o3
Qwcukon
Pllhvf

gvn

.I..
: 1 , i-. :-
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SHOT,
ARMOR-PIERCING,
Ma0 - SUBSTITUTE
STANDARD

CAPPED,

J~rt~lr~Ill~

trrr71

\l!J

1 fipli-I<xltlfr41\-f

nrti1

(J (Ci!J

tlJ(*

SHELL, PRACTICE,
374AM,
MssAlSTANDARD
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raw,
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c,f

SHELL,
H.E.-T (s.D.,~3)~ 40 MM, MK.II-STANDARD
SHELL,
H.E.-T (s.D.,NO.IZ), 40 MM, MK.~MITED STANDARD
SHOT,
ARMOR-PIERCING,
40 MM, M81&--STANDARD
ROUNDS

FOR 40 mm BOFORS GUN, Ml

(ANTIAIRCRAFT)

CARTRIDGE, W.E.-T (S.D., M3), 40 mm, MK. Ii

---__..,..._
-- . __.
.___
I_.._. 17.6 2 MAX.
@

Primer,

Percussion,

0D

M38Ai

@

Shell, H-E.,

Mk.

Case, Cartridge,

II

CARTRIDGE, l-LE.-T

@

.

-----

0C

M45

Fuze, P.D.,

Mk.

Tracer,

-.

____Ic

M3

27 (Navy)

(S.D., No. 12), 40 mm, MK. 11

z
z
2
ecu
&
i

@p

rimer, Percussion,

M38Al

@

Case, Cartridge,

@

Tracer and igniter

CARTRIDGE, A.P.-T,

I.

@

Primer, Percussion,

SHELL,
H.E.--T
(S.D.,
I[-STANDARD--This

M3),

M38Al

40

@

mm,

shell was developed and standardized as an improvement on the Mk. II, H.E. Shell. The only
difference between the two lies in the
shell-destroying
tracer. The newer shell
uses the recently developed tracer, 313,
which does not depend on set-back to
ignite the tracer composition, but is ignited directly by the burning propelling

ok.

MP5

Case, Cartridge,

MP5

Shell,

No.

I/L/

@

Fuze, P.D., Mk.

27 (Navy)

40 mm, M81 Al

0

Tracer

Composition

gases. Due to the difference
in tracer
construction, the shell contains a heavier
bursting charge than the limited standard
1i.E. blk. 11 shell. The complete round
componon ts are : cartridge case &I25 or
&125Bl, which is the substitute standard
steel case; percussion primer, XBAl,
Navy primer &Ik. 22, or the substitute
standard primer, M38B2; an FNII propelling charge; and the loaded and fuzed

uNcLASSIFlED
,m~

19, Mk.

~I~II~IIIIII~~~IIII~II~IIIIII~II~IIII~~~~~~~~~~~IIII~~~~~~~~~~~N~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~U~~~~~
0 FFI C E C HI EF
OF ORDNANCE

0

Shot, A.P.,

M81 Al

shell, Mk. II, II.E.-T
(SD, M3). Either
the Navy P.D. fuze, Mk. 27 or the P.D.
fuze, M71, is used with the round.
SHELL, H.E.--T
(SD., No. IP), Mt. IILIMITED
STANDARD--These
quick-fir-

ing, high-explosive
shells are used in the
40 mm Bofors antiaircraft
gun, Ml.
The P.D. fuze, M71, and the Navy
fuze, Mk. 27, are standard with these
(Continued

on next page)
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WE, M*k-T (S.D.,RIB),40 MM,MK. ti
##ELI+,M..-T

(Uk,

Mb. IZ), 40 MM, MK,

ti

ARMOR-PIIERUW,
iQ MM, i481ftt

SHUT,

IConFinucd)

*ht’h

‘i’ttc’

So.

2:sf,

I”.
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‘rlw

1).
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lh
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ttw
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thr

rrt1n

TTmlltWr
If.K

wt49ack

a primw

8.5

Slldl,

c1KTg;V tlf

ajyinst

a firing

ARMOR-PIERCING,

mm,
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i\ attadwri
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trX(Ver

inp tinw
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tlw
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crimplt

~ltlrll*
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shot weighs
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1.96
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CHARACTERfSflCS
shu,
(sm.,

Mh, il, H.E.-?
Ml)

htrbw
Modrl of Gun

4oFnm
b&a
(AA.),

hi.

W~iQhf

hi.

Chwp

8.061 tb.
TattyI, 0.09 ib.
Ew.P,* .oao lb,
P.O., ML. 97tt
M3SAf t
MP5
FNH powder, 0.72 Cb.
4.823 lb.

Friar
Ptimsr
Cmfidgs
B”r~pallkg

und Weight

cow
Chet~~

and Weight

C~mpl#ar Rovnd Weigh,
Murth
Vdoctry
Meximum
Ilong*

MI

P,S?O f//r

Chamb*r Coporitr
RQFd Mar. Pm@#tr, p.r.1,
Atmot Fh*rrarion
at PO

MWWqmoour

Sh+II,
H.EW

Mk,

II, CM.,

4Omm
Won
(AA.),
1.03 lb.
TNT, 0.15 fb.
Mk.

Ml

Shell,
SD.

Mh. II, H&-Y
No, 1s)

40 mm
Bofow (A.A.),
MI
1.95 fb.
TNT, 0.130 fb.
B.P.P., 0.005 Ib.

P.D., M71 t
M38Al
Me5

I/L/’

M38AI
MPP
FNH paw&r,
0.65 lb.
4.69 tb,
P,B?O f/r
He 10,850 yurdr
V, 7,625 yard,
38.91 cu. inr,
4omo

FNH

pa*&,

Shot, MIlAI,

0.65 lb,

4.71 fb.
Q,8?0 t/s
t-4. 10,850

4,870 t/r
9,47 5 yards

49.54 cu. int,
~,@JQ

4JJ,m

yards
V. 7,625 yards

0.65 lb.

4.79 lb.

30.13 cu. ins.

PLetrp

f xx o-Hatd. Platr
Jo0 yardc
1 ,ooo yordt

1.75 ins.

1.65 inr.

1.10

k5r+ D A , He
MYI
P n
Now

Ml

M38Al

M45
FNH powder,

4.05 int.

~fvr%
PI,
1 ~Athmofr
:AtwmeC
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40 mm
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STANDARD

SHOT,
ARMOR-PIERCING,
57
PROJECTILE,
A. P,C.,57 MM
ROUNDS

FOR GUN, 57 mm, Ml

(ANTITANK)

r-

CARTRIDGE, A.P.,-T,

0A

Primer, Percussion,

@

Case, Cartridge,

57 mm, M70

Ml Bl AP

I

0

Tracer Composition

0

Shot, A.P.,

D

MP3AP

CARTRIDGE, A.P.C.,-T,

M70

57 mm, M86

1

26.72 MAX.
@

Primer, Percussion,

@

Case, Cartridge,

57 mm, Ml0
-The
ammunition
for the 57 mm gun is issued
in complete rounds of the fixed type. The
round consists of a cartridge case, conSHOT,

ARMOR-PIERCING,

-SUBSTITUTE

STANDARD

Ml Bi A4
M93A9

@

fuze,

@

Proiectile,

taining a primer and propelling
charge,
firmly attached by crimping to a solid
projectile which has a built-in tracer.
The shot, M70, is particularly
suited
for firing against targets protected by

B. D., M7P
A.P.C.,

M84

homogeneous armor plate, especially in
view of the muzzle velocity
of 2,950
feet per second.
Thecomplete round weighs 12.82pounds
and is 23.22 inches long. The cartridge
(Continued

on

next

page)

CHARACTERISTICS
Shd,
Caliber..
... .. .........
Model
of Gun. . . . . . . . .
Proi. Weight..
.........
Proi. Charge and Weight.
Fuze....................Primer.. . . . . _ . . .
Cartridge
Case. .
Propelling
Charge
Weight..
.. . ..
Complete

Round

%toef cartrldgr
cam,
iAt 15” l levatlon.

A.P.,

M70

. -57 mm
. .Ml (Antitank)
. .&P8 lb.
. .-

. . . . . . . . .Ml Bl AP
. . . . . . , + .MP3AP*
and
. . . . . . . . .FNH powder,
9.61 lb.
Weight. . .l P.89 fb.
M93APB1,

II substltuh

Proiectile,

A.P.C.,

FNH
13.88

powder,

9.58

Shet, A.P.,

M86

57 mm
Ml (Antitank)
7.217 lb.
Explosive “D,”
0.076
Tetryl, 0.018 lb.
B.D., M74
MlBtA4
MP3AP*

Muzzle

lb.,

Velocity.

Maximum

Range.

Chamber

Capacity.

. . . . . . . .9,950

f/s

, . . . . . . .9,475

yards

. . . . . . .100.05

Pressure, p.s.i.. . . . . . . . . . . .44,000
Armor Penetration
at PO”
Homogeneous
Plate
500 yards+. , . . . . . . .3.9 ins.
l,OOOyards....~...,.P.9ins.
Face-Hard.
Plate
500 yards.. . . . . . . . .3.P ins.
1,000 yards.. . . . . . . . .P.4 ins.

lb.

lb.

Ml0

cu. ins.

Proiectile,
9,700

A.P.C.,

M86

f/r

13,555

yards

98.87 cu. ins.
44,000

3.3 ins.
4.9 ins.
3.4 ins.
3.1 ins.

rtandard.
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S&07, AMbOR-BERaNG,57 MM, ~%-WWfTW
lWM%‘l?U, A. Pwz
C, 57 MM, N(86-4TANDARD
calw,

?\rnj12,

I& tstafdanl

for

aft VWd~

c,f

57 mm ammuatiticrrt+ l‘t-rra csi.w i5 17.40
inchw It>rtg, and wsigtrrr :I.9 ~nrun~f++.“l’trr
hw i* #T&rnrul to rcfTiw thr !iI 113I,22
primer.

STANDAID

f~3.w. ‘I‘lw cho! itwlf
ib 6.41 inrhrx9
Irmg nrrr3 -sar.iylic 6 2% ~n~t~t14ls.Ttkr tr:wvr
rawly IA 0.5 Itrtrtt trt cltirnIt”1~T. ‘J’hc t r:N-Tr
charge C’fJnRtst.4
of qrprrA~atrly
73 gprtta
d ttd tnirt~r Prrrn/Alir,n
it) thrffk wfid
p~llrk4, M-t 41fl fry a 2+fl-gtnitr Iqbitct p&t.
hrh lrarvr am1 tgnitcT ctrargtc3 fire inm the

in‘rtrad r,f having a rounded nose, it has
on
art Rpprr,Ximalr 1 i inch width “wart”
t hc nc1w.

2’31~ wirtdshicitd is held to the cap and
thr cap to the body of the projectile by
XXI3 crimps;.
ThP sardndgc raw 31 %:l,lm 1, i% wtrThe base dttonating
fuze, 33172, operrrtittlfe *thrdard for t lw hartrr. rfbrtrdu. 3’hr.~ ~‘h~d In 8 cuj’ of &RF dhJhitj.
‘I-hr (‘natcs
on
tbc
itxrtia
principle
which
percww ic ma& 4 fdwl wlh tlrr wrtjr t.x- t6w trriwr ~~*wrnhiy vwi&* njqtrrkmukly
mits
thr
projwtilc
completely
to
pnetrrickr
r!rmcnsifrrrR
RI thr
trrrrw
r-akf'.
Ilfrw0 I jMaltlr~ and is rhiyn~rl
tcr
burn frrr
trate the armor plate before detonating
P\pPr,
thr
l,aw
crf tltr
ht(lrI
WtY'
in fflilttlr'r
lij~]yrrtxt?lr:rtr,l_y *#.l; .kfvwnfl.*.
the bur&ing rhargc.
and
rri&i
dy
0 3 fmtrrl
Irw
thrt
t t,c
Slcauuring 26.X inches in length, the
Iwata
ram+.
PROJECTILE,
ARMOR-PlERCING
cr>mplrtc round weighs 13.88 pounds; the
CAPPECI, %Imm, MM-STANDARD
‘I’hr
'I-0
&*@a' ?hP
whtt
the
rt"f{"i'"j
illtJdfD
A.J'.r'.
pnbjfwtil
L’, Slhci, rrrtri kw rfctc~f~af- prrjjwtile i&elf wighs 7.27 pounds.
velrwlty
rrf af'fmnirnntriy
2,950
fr*c*4 jwr
As with the :+.I’. 57 mm Sf70 round,
itrg
filZf.,
!iIX,
fi’tw 11~~~~1~1jwci
to mwt
wwnrl,
a rfuwp
rd 2.61
pc,lJllcls
rrf p?iIi
the
SI 1 ltll.l2
primer and the M23A2
tlw fl~~tfiarirl~
fcrr 30 .\.I’,(‘. rc)wd rrtflwmrtkclf=nki
pwclrr
i?l jtadmi
Jwwly
inlr,
Irm.ss cart ridge caw or the M23A2Bl steel
l:iir6it6# :I ~lIKtl-1~al,ifrsit~c~(~Iiqq+ similar
tfJ
the
CvIrl t1dgrfax-.
‘I”lw I~rrrfwllitr~ r*lt~tgkr
car! rif 3gc cast arc used.
75 mm,
Mlil.
wrl
:I",
Slr,2.
ie an M 1 dam fNIW&T hrcvinj( 311hi. 10.:5
A trwcr with 8 burning time of ap'I'hr
fhrftjr-rfilc
is himihr
in alJpccarancc
fWTJtJh,
PiPE’tt)-f,rtff,rafI6ttt
~tairiu
wncl rt
proximately
4.5 -seconds is built into the
to thv
77) Znln
3rktJ :j* .i.f'.(‘.
prr)jccliks
in
WdJ
fd
0.&#7
itI&.
'ThC
2.r,%
~Mt(fl&8
ftf
htly
of
the
fuzc.
that
it h&S 3 16lllf~t
WV*
ant1
3 cavity
to
ErNIi
ptwdcr
givr
th
jkmjw-1
ilr a ~~JZZ\C
writsir, ci twtkting rhargv. ‘I’hc b~.qb end
‘J’hc 0.094 pound of bursting charge
vclcwity rrf 2,JIH) fwl per .sry-ofkcj.
rtf thr cavity i.y thwacltuf few thv F,usc d+
rwsisff~ of 0.018 pound of tetryl to facili‘l’hr abet, A.P.. M7t1, totwikt,ri cd B w&cl
trmting fllW, 3Ii2. ‘I‘h cap rliflpr.9
frr,m
tate the detonation of 0.076 pound of
shot of hwdmt4 ~trrl with D trawr cavity
the
75 Mm
afkfi
3'
pnijtrtiic
cape
in that
Explosive
“II.”

GFF;;yFi’);] EF
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SHELL,
HIGH-EXPLOSIVE,
60 MM, M4 AZ-STAN
SHELL,
ILLUMINATING~
60 MM, M&--STANDARD
SHELL,
PRACTICE,
60 MM, M5t#t--STANDARD
PROIECTILT,
DRILL,60 MM, M69-STANDARD
ROUNDS

FOR MORTAR

M2

COMPLETE ROUND, SHELL, H.E., 60 mm, M49A2

0A

Primer,

Percussion,

M34

@

@

Holder,

Increment

Cartridge,

Ignition,

Propellant,

Ml Al

M5Al

0
@

Percussion,
@

@

M3P

Holder,

Increment

Cartridge,
Propellant,

M3

60 mm, Id83

MAX

14.28

Primer,

Propellant,

Fuze, P.D., M54

COMPLETE ROUND, SHELL, ILLUMINATING,

0A

increment,

Ignition,

M5Al

0
@

Ml Al

increment,

Propellant,

M4

Fuze, Time, M65

CHARACTERISTICS
................................
Caliber.
.........................
Model
of Mortar.
............................
Proi. Weight.
.................
Proi. Charge and Weight.
Fuze. .................................
Primer. ...............................
....................
Cartridge (Ignition).
..........
Propelling
Charge and Weight.
Complete
Round Weight .................
......................
Muzzle Velocity.
Maximum
Range .......................
Rated

Max.

Pressure,

p.s.i..

l Alkma~r,
FUZZ,P.D. MSPBl.
t535 f/r with M5PB1 /ux..
IRanges with M5PBl
fure, firing
45°0'--P,0i7
85'40"300

yds.

ydr.

...........,.

Shell, W.E., M49A2

Shell, Ill., A483

.60 mm
MIZ
.%90 fb.
.TNT, 0.34

60 mm
MP
3.70 fb.
Expelfing
Charge,
0.06 lb., black powder.
Time, M65
M3P
M5Al
(Wt. of 4), 0.018 lb.
3.72 lb.
390 f/S

lb.

. .P.D., M54*
. .M34
. . M5Al
. .(Wt. of 41, 0.094 lb.
. .P.94 lb.
. .518 f/st
. .45’ O’-1,985
yds.f
85” 30’-300
yds.
.6,000

6,000

Shell, Prac.,
60 mm

lvO50A2

Proiecfile,
60 mm

M4

MS!

4.90 lb.

9.90 lb.

Inert, 0.49 lb.,
B.P.P. 0.05 fb.
P.D., M5P*
M3P
M5Al
(Wt. of 4), 0.0!24 lb.
9.94 lb.
518 f/St
45” O’-1,985
yds.$
85” 30’-300
yds.

Drill,

MM

-

9.94 lb.
-

6,000

In 5th zone:

(Continued

on next page)
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SHELL,HIGH-EXPLOWE,60 MM, M49A2
SHELL,MJMINATING, 60 m, Ma3
SHELL,PRACME, 60 MM, MSOA2
PROJECME,DRILL,60 MM, M69
(Continued)

T

hc Mortar, 1212,fires prr,jwt,il~9 w(++irlg npprtixirnatctly
thrw trj four pw~rr~ls
and is ~ccurat,ct IIIJ 1.0 I ,!3X5 ynrd.(i lit

:L u~ll~l]Jhlrtlr~ h& ttrc- J’rlr~~‘rsc’of tjrc. CC&
J~~jJh:lrrt*lrc*tr~g f o kwl)
lfiv
pciw(kr
c]ry

45” clcvatiort.

:illrl

Ifr

tfJ

t hi*

A round wnsisfs of prujcct ihI, fuzcx,
propellant
charge
for zone ranging,
primer, and a cartridge loadctl with t)allistite cxj~losive.
The primer strikes a firing pin (or
anvil) at th(B basc~ uf the mortar tuh(L.
This action ignites th jwimc’r, srstting off
the charge in t hc ip,rition c:trtridgr* und
firing the j)ropcllant chargw at tac*ltr*rl
to
the
fin asscVnt,1y.
SHELL,
ARD-The

H.E.# 60 mmr M49AP--STAND-

cwmplcbtc rouml, wighing
2.94 pounds, consists of the firwd rtncl
finrrcd Shell, 11X., hr~4SA2, the J132 prcussiun primer, the h15A 1 ignition cartridge, and the hl:3 projwllan t incrcrncnt.
The shell body is manufnctlnwl
from
cithcr a steel cw+t,ing or for4$ng, A bursting charge of 0.&1 j~ound of flake ‘I’S’I‘
is bathad into Fhv shtli hotly in two 0, t?
pound incrcmcnts. l’hc first incwmcnt is
consolidated at 2,000 psi. prtssurC, and
the ~.ccond m&r 5,000 p.s.i, prcssurc.
Tbc gropclling
rhargc consists of a
Hercules XG formula powdtr in sheet
form Ilaving a single perforation. Several

dwtt4

:Arf’

dt'jJf'nI~s

!-f”\% 11 trlg!c*thcT

f:rr.=~lrf:ktc*

:tt

\hcdl.
f~fl

f:lr’llilbg

‘h’
t

hC

rtml

:iSUC*JllhhV~

thch

of

Ii11~IltJW
filnj!$'

(if'sid.

in

incrcanrcrjts
iJl<:r~mtbI~tS
12tJUr

cJf

the Sf3 ittcwnwtl
t \ wcip$ 0.024 Iwur~ci.
h&(‘h
SI 3 i~wr(wf7t
wt*ighs approxi-

rrmtdy 35 grains.
‘I‘hc: irwwrncnt jtrr~jw11atit hrrl(lt*r, 311,
is uwci to stt:wh t tw incn~mcnts twtswcn
th(* fills. ‘l’frt* h(~lci~r is a ring fit&l with
IJWt:t~
OICJ’S
(W~l
of dlidt
has
a IOOJ,
on
1hr cmrl. ‘I’hrB ~riop is ptlshwf through tlw
h~l(~ in !hcv incrrrrwnt, t ticwhy holrlirlg it
in

JJ~WC

Muwrl

t tw

fills,

SHELL, ILLUMINATING,
‘I’hixshcdl
STANDARD

60 mm, h&3-hs I~t(‘tt(i(‘siC(rl(‘fl

fi)r use in i~irlmirr:ttin~ IL Farp.1. J’J~I
fllnrtioning
of Ih(b t itncb fllw, JIGS, an
(~sp(~lling charge is ignited which starts
tlw fiar(* hlrrning:, slwrs :t tlntnltc~r of grins
h&ling t hc tail of 1ltv slrc4 to the lx+
awl t hrn c~xpt~1.st tic, flaw and j):lr:whn tct
:tsscmt)l,y from the Sh(*ll hotly. ‘i’hc C%j”*lling charge is 10.06pound of black powdr~r.
The MM shell is -4,7*4 inches longer
thnn the high-rxplfisivc,
SI*49A2, and the
rompkte round wighs 3.72 pounds. The
propelling
charge is a Ifcrculcs
SG

formrlla
rbf srv~ral
jwrforatcd
sheets
sewn tr,gcthcr. Thr chargr is assembled
in a wlloj,hanc+ bag which is attached between the fins by the incrrmcnt propellant holrfrt, Sf I .I I .‘l’h(~rnasimum pressure
i.5olztainrtt with j:N grains of this powder.
The range at the maximum setting (14
swvntls) of the time fuze, 1165, is 1,040
yards at 50” elevation.
SHELL, PRACYICE,
MSOAP-STANDand fuzcd, the projectile
ARD--hnclctf

wcigb 2.00 pounds, of which 0.~3.4pound
is tile wcigllt of tltt* chnrgc which includes
0.29 ptmtd of inert loading and 0.05
jwr~mf of black-j)owder
jwllct. Practice
shells are filled with sand to make their
lveight aj)j>roximatcly
the same as high(*xj)los;iVc~shells in or&r to obtain identical
ballistic prqwrties. The propelling charge
for this shell is a Ifcrcuirs SG formula,
in shrct form, perforated and with several
sfwcts SCWJI together. There is one hole in
tfw rniddlc of each shrrt, The increments
arc attached to the shell by the SllAl incrcmcnt propellant
holder after being
a.ssemtM in a cellophane bag. The maximum prtssurc is obtained with 168 grains
of this powder.
PROJECTILE,
STANDARD-----(&c

DRILL,

Table

60

mm,

M@--

of Character-

istics.)

UNCLASSflED
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PROJECTILE,
ARMOR~PlERClNG
CAPPED,
75
ROUND FOR GUNS, M1897A4,

Mt916,

I-STANDARD

M2, M3 (TANK), M4 (AIRCRAFT)

M1917,

SHELL,
SMOKE
(BASEEMISSION),
75 MM, M~%-~~B~TIT~TE
STANDARD
ROUND

FOR GUNS, M2 AND M3 (TANK)

COMPLETE ROUND, PROJECTILE, A.P.C., 75 mm, Mb1

kk26.29
@

MAX.
Primer,

Percussion,

M31 AP
(irj

@

Ch arge,

@

I@

Case, Cartridge,

Bursting

Ml8
Proiectile,

OF
A.P.C.,

ure, B.D., M66Al

M61

20.24 MAX.
Primer,

Percussion,

M31 AP

@

Case, Cartridge,

I
Ml 8

0

Flash Relay

Assembly

CHARACTERISTICS
Proi.
A.P.C.,
Caliber.
.............................
Model
of Guns. .......................
Proi. Weight.
.........................
Proi. Charge and Weight.
..............
Fuze .................................
Primer. ..............................
Cartridge
Case. ........................
Propelling
Charge and Weight.

..........

Complete
Round Weight ................
Muzzle Velocity.
.....................
Maximum
Range. .....................
Chamber Capacity.
....................
Rated Max. Pressure, p.t.i ...............
Armor Penetration
at PO”
Homogeneous
Plate
500 yards. .....................
1,000 yards. .....................
Face-Hard.
Pfate
500 yards. .....................
1,000 yards. .....................
%d

cartrIdge case, M8BI

Proi.
A.P.C.,

M6r

Mai

Proi.
A.P.C.,

Shell, Smoke
M61

.75 mm
Ml 897A4
.14.96 lb.
.Expl. “D”
0.144 lb.
.B.D.,M66Ai
.M31 AS!
Ml 8*
FNH powder,
4.16 lb.
.40.02
lb.
.P,OOO f/s
.13,870
ydr.
.88.05 cu. ins.
.38,000

75 mm
M3, M4
14.96 lb.
Expl. “D”
0.144 lb.
B.D., M66Al
M31 AP
Ml8*
FNH powder,
2.16 lb.
40.04 lb.
s!,o44 f/s
14,000 yds.
88.05 cu. ins.
38,000

75 mm
MP, Ml 916, Ml 917
14.96 lb.
Expl. “D’
0.144 lb.
B.D., M66Al
M31A4
Ml 8*
FNH powder,
8.16 lb.
40.09 lb.
1,986 f/s
13,600 yds.
88.05 cu. ins.
38,000

.P.8 ins.
.P.5 Ins.

8.9 ins,
2.6 ins.

4.6 ins.
4.3 ins.

.3.4 ins.
.3.0 ins.

3.4 ins.
3.1 ins.

3.1 ins.
2.7 ins,

Is substitute standard lor M1897A4,

M89
75 mm
MP, M3
6.61 lb.
H.E., 1.68

lb.

M31 AP
Ml 8*
FNH powder,
0.16 lb.
9.83 fb.
850 f/s**

8,000

MP, M3, guns.

lt%~~,:‘%$i%h
gubNCtAS.,IF,ED

(Continued

on next pegs)

PRO&~ ~R~~~
OLm, 75MM,M61
sME&SMOWE
(t&SE
l!5lR6mw),
7s#un,M89
IrROJECtlLE,
CAPPED,

rtjlrp

ARMOR~PtERClUO

tCmm,

MM-STAUt)ARD

+._‘b-

ptvjwt.iJcw~taimt
the Frsm, 12.1)., Mfb6A I,
whidl
cfrlsmal~
4%O”f34 jlrilnr~ trurrttr1g
“IS.” Gm7~f#~
raw+,
c&BKasp of r+hT
M IR, cr##tnunr
ths jwr”lMmru*
/zrrtrm,
.M31A2, ad a pmpdtmg
&argv
of %.tG
pmm&
of Is33
pcm~jr~f. ‘Jh t4CTl vrlttritigc
few

tww,
w

in

?U lkfF1,
lhc

52 fW7.

i4 n12hslrtufr
M

J!IlA,

$4 hr) ye

If}*
j”f

1I.I ;“i f~mrIUl&

crf f) cc&VIrrtr-It, &t&d wl’erl

hwf

R w.cls

pdrtfatrw~

grwtr
'f'rr

tlw

a kfZPf

t1tr4c

fbf

tkr

RtlTlwl-fmlrrr7ttg

jIPtp+fe

rap

fcr Md~J~~rx~J

crrt Uhf~

/%

MTPW~J P hXl~+t~ rap <jr= 1itfJ4ttifM pving
thr pjcr.fltf=
ax, r,~~t-rll
hlj?$t1 (If 1 t If
lfrr twa

,4l~f&nf
M

lf4f7,

lt1’2,

$13, mrl ?riB gurrsr, ‘DIP pwrrr~*i~m ~mtwx,
M31 HI As!, mH9 h- lmt-4 &%axI dfrrmfs
for
the lWlA2.
Kcight
4 ihr
mmpbtr
rowlrl
wf m.rr1 pmmJ~. ‘3’hc p~tjf-C.fAf*
wci&a
14 .s* fw~l~r~c~~si.
Thr

2.14%fw?mri*

trf 31 f dslns pmprfhg

*hrf-hi tr tmklsTI trl rt ‘f‘hr fwrth

< Fi:,'?"

<',a!;xr

rrwttwd

\_i I: <'fil'?<ANC‘E

JR

ICYr atrnp t)w w rric~dtirffi ilirr4y
to tlwrap.
'l'h~ t+ 1,. ~UW, ItlM.11.
w.d with this
frwjtT?I~r~ I’( an Inrftia
t,vpe fum ard hau
ri Ifirtttt-in
frwvr
w-hrch hwnrl
for apprrrXIftmfCl_V thrw wew~Cf,r.
WELL,
SMOKE
(BASE
EM&S#aW,
‘TV mm, Mw--&WSTWUI’E
STAHDAltD
‘J‘hrz 4~11, which hia.3 ‘twm mark suhrtttrftv
stsnrfard
icrr thr tank guns 112
ad 3f3, functwt~
in the same manner as
the MS% trmrwJ kdwsJ
untlcr the 176
nm.3 gml. 1II.
‘f3,t
[“I’[H Il11rg < hp.
II-d’+ &It Iti2
pdr~.
JJr+ri,rtlr\f;
frmmh,
with :i
*m&+
pidmflrctr
:rsrnI :I ur1) *ITA’ <if
II 1ll.T If14.h
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SHELL,
HIGH-EXPLOSIVE,
75 M
ROUND

FOR GUNS, M1897A4,

M1914,

M1917,

M2 M3, (TANK)

AND

FOR GUN, M4 (AIRCRAFT)

SHELL,
CHEMICAL
(W.P.),75MM,M64,WITHFUZE,
P.D.,M57-STANDARD
ROUND

FOR 75 MM GUNS, M1897,

M2, M3

COMPLETE ROUND, SHELL, H.E., 75 mm, M48

0A

Primer,

Percussion,

M31 AP

@

Case, Cartridge,

COMPLETE ROUND,

@

Primer,

Percussion,

M3t

AQ

@

0C

Ml 8

SHELL, CHEMICAL

Case, Cartridge,

0

Mt 8

TABLE
(SHELL,
GUN

PROPELLlNG
CHARGE

Ml 897A4.

. . . . . . . _ . . . .Super, t .93 lb.
Normal,
t .05 lb.
Reduced, 0.38 lb,
Mi916,
Mt917,
& MP.
.Super, 1.93 lb.
Normal,
1.05 lb.
Reduced, 0.38 lb.
M3, . , . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . .Super, t .93 lb.
Normal,
t .05 lb.
Reduced, 0.38 lb.
M4..
. . . . . . . . ..,.....
. . . .Super, 1.93 lb.

SHELL, HIGH-EXPLOSIVE,
75 mm, M48
-STANDARD-The
components
of a

complete round consist of : the loaded and
fuzed shell, the Ml8 cartridge case, containing
either the M22A3
or M31A2

MUZZLE
VELOCITY
1,950 f/s
1,500 f/s
950 f/s
1,889 f/s
1,468

fs

923 f/s
1,974 f/s
1,5t 8 f/o
960 f/s
1,974 f/s

Booster,

M40At

0

Fuze, P.D., M48AP

0D

Fuze, P.D., MS7

(W.P.), 75 mm, M64

Burster, M8

A

H. E., M48)
MA%IMUM
RANGE
13,953 yds.
11 ,195

yds.
6,960 yds.
t3,305 yds.
10,995 yds.
6,735 yds.

t4,OOO yds.
11,400

PRIMER

FUZE

yds.

7,900 yds.
14,000 yds.

P.D.,
P.D.,
P.D.,
P.D.,
P.D.,
P.D.,
P.D.,
P.D.,
P.D.,
P.D.,

M48A4
M48A4
M48AP
M48A2
M48AP
M48A4
M48A4
M48A!2
M48A4
M57

percussion primer and a propelling charge
of FNH powder. A steel cartridge case
M18Bl
is substitute
standard
for the
Ml8 case, however, the steel case is not
to be used in the M4 aircraft gun.

(.05
(.t 5
(.t 5
(.05
(.I 5
(.15
(.05
(.t 5
(.t 5

sec.) & T & SQ., M54
sec.) & T. & SO., M54
sec.) & T. & SQ., M54
sec.)
sec.)
sec.)
sec.)
sec.)
sec.)

M3t AP
M4PA3
MPPA3
M3t A2
MPPA3
MBA3
M31 AP
MPPA3
MP4A3
M3t A2

The shell contains 1.47 pounds of TNT
bursting charge or as an alternate,
1.36
pounds of 50-50 Amatol with 0.11 pound
of Cast TNT surrounding
the booster.
The fuze is screwed into the Booster,
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FNH
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SHELL,
HIGH-EXPLOSIVE,
75 MM,M48---STANDARD
SHELL,
CHEMICAL,
75 MM, M&kTANDARD
WiTH SMOKE

iF.S.i,

SMOKE

W.F.’

OR GAS, PERSISTENT 1Ii,)

FILLERS

SHELL,
HIGH~EXPLOSIVE,
ANTITANK,
75 MM, M66-STANDARD
ROUNDS FOR HOWITZERS, 75 mm, Ml,

Ml AI, M2 AND M3

COMPLETE ROUND, SHELL, H.E., 75 mm, M48
;I-
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-

.-.-
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_
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_

I
2
a

c

2
n

ir

t
I

^.
/+-.-

0A

Phwr,

L..-I.

2 I 50 MAX

.I

Percunion,

Ml 61 A9

Case, Cartridge,

@

@

Type I

@

Furs, Tima on$ SuprcXhitk,

MS Al,

MS4

Retainer,

@l eoo6t67, MPOAl

M3Al

COMPLETE ROUND, SHELL, CEIEMICAL, 75 mm, M64

N
Q
4
,

:‘.‘:g--.
.I
I
1!
!i’..i..+,
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,II?,- ;z-..-

-si,-

,.

I

0

1
..

I
#
rM ‘# N-3.,_I .A-*. .,.. .:-m p.

. i

-

Retainer,

M3Al
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SHELL,HIGH-EXPLOSIVE,
75 MM, M48
SHELL,CHEMICAL,75 MM, M64
SHELL,HIGH-EXPLOSIVE,
ANTITANK,75 MM,

111166

(Continued)
The following table gives the weights
of the complete round, the shell as fired,
and the chemical charge for each type
of shell:

The projectile
weighs 14.70 pounds.
The propelling
charge of FNH powder
weighs 0.92 pound, and the bursting charge
of TNT weighs 1.47 pounds.
The propelling
charge is an Ml class
powder. The formula is 85-X0-5 and the
grains have a single perforation
and a
web of 0.019 inch.

(W.P.)
Smoke
COMPLETE
ROUND.

lb.

18.46

lb.

18.93

ib.

.15.25

lb.

14.94

lb.

15.41

lb.

1.04 lb.

1.51

lb.

CHARGE,
CHEMICAL..

this four-zone charge chemical shell consists of the following:
point-detonating
fuze, M57; M8 burster; the MSAX, Type I,
cartridge case containing
the MlBlA2
percussion primer and the FNH powder
propelling
charge of 0.92 pound. The
burster contains 0.11 pound of tetryl. The
steel cartridge case, M5AIB1,
Type I, is
substitute standard. The formula of the
Ml class propelling
charge is 85-10-5
and the grains have a single perforation
and a web of 0.019 inch.

1.35

lb.

SHELL,
HIGH-E%PLOSIVE,
TANK, 75 mm, Ma&-STANDARD-This

projectile

(F.S.)
Smoke

. . .18.77

SHELL,
AS
FIRED. . . .

SHELL,
CHEMICAL,
75 mmr
M64~
STANDARD--The
complete
round for

W.1
Gas, Pers.

embodies

the “hollow

ANTI-

charge,”

TABLE A
CHARGE

FOURmZONE

l-Base
P-Base
3-Base
4-Base

1.. ..................
1, Incr. 2 .............
1, Incr. 2, 3 ...........
1, Incr. 2, 3, 4 .........

.0.37
.0.48
.0.62
.0.92

ANALYSIS
Muzzle
Velocity

ET:;:

Charge
ZONE
ZONE
ZONE
ZONE

or “Munroe,”
principle. It is a remarkable
armor-piercing
round and will penetrate
approximately
3yz inches of armor. A
bursting charge of 0.81 pound of SO/SO
Pentolite and 0.19 pound of lo/90 Pentolite is used.
The complete round consists of the
M66 projectile; the base-detonating
fuze,
M62; the cartridge case, MliAl, Type II,
which contains the percussion primer,
MlBlA2.
The steel cartridge
case,
M5AlB 1, Type II, is substitute standard.
The 0.41 pound of M2 class Hercules
NG formula propelling charge has a web
of 0.015 inch and a single-perforated
grain.

lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.

Efevation

F:E:*

700 f/s
810 f/s
950 f/s
1,250 f/s

4,190

43” 40’
43” 40’
43” 0’
43” 30’

yds.

5,360 yds.
6,930 yds.
9,610

yds.

CHARACTERISTICS
Shell, H.E”, M48
..................................
Caliber.
........................
Model
of Howitzers.
, ...........
Proi. Weight. ..................
...................
Proi. Charge and Weight.
Booster or Burster. ...........................
Fuze .......................................
Primer ....................................
Cartridge
Case. .............................
Propelling
Charge and Weight ................
...................
Complete
Round Weight.
...........................
Muzzle Velocity.
Maximum
Range. ..........................
.........................
Chamber Capacity.
Rated Max. Pressure, p.s.i ....................
$Consistr of 0.81
*Or, Fuse, PD.,
j-Steel cartridge
**For W. P. and
fiSteel cartridge

.75 mm
Ml, Ml Al, MP, and M3
.I 4.70 lb.
.TNT, 1.47 lb.
.MPOAI
T. and S.Q., M54*
.MlBlAP
M5A1,
Type It
.FNH powder, 0.92 lb.
.18.22 lb.
1,250 f/s
.9,610 yds.
.59.08 cu. ins.
.29,000

lb. of 50/50 Pentolite,
0.19 lb. of 1 O/90 Pentofite.
M48A4.
(.I 5 rec.)
case, M5Al
Bl, Type I, Is substitute standurd.
F. S. loaded shelf- 9620 yards for H. loaded shelf.
case, M5Al
Bl , fype II, is substitute standard.

UNCLASSIFIELJ

Shell, Gem.,

M64 (FS)

75 mm
Ml, Ml Al, MB, and M3
15.41 lb.
1.51 lb.
M8
P.D., M57
MIBlAP
M5A1,
Type It
FNH powder, 0.92 lb.
18.93 lb.
1,250 f/s
9,630 yds.**
59.08 cu. ins.
29,000

Shell, H.E., A.T.,

M66

75 mm
Ml, Ml Al,
13.27 lb.
1 .OO 1b.j

MP, and M3

B.D., M62
MlBfAP
M5A1,
Type lltt
FNH powder, 0.41
16.30 lb.
1,000 f//f
7,900 yds.
59.08 cu. ins.

26,000

lb.

SHELL,
HIGH-EXPLOSIVE,
3 INCH,hi42AbSTANDARD
ROUND FOR GUN, 3 INCH (ANTIAIRCRAFT),
M1917MII,
M1925M1,
M2 AND M4

M1917,

COMPLETE ROUND, HIGH-EXPLOSIVE,

@

Primer,

Percussion,

M28AP

@
0

Booster,

T

here are two general types of 3-inch
antiaircraft
guns: the M1918, Ml and
M3, provided with mobile mounts; and
the M1917, M1925M1, M2 and M4, designed for fixed mounts.

complete

round

Cartridge,

MM.

MPOAI

II MI

Q

@

Fuze, M. T., M43A5

used in antiaircraft
guns consists of the
loaded and fuzed projectile, the cartridge
case containing
a primer,
propelling
charge and distance wad. In general, two
types of service ammunition
are provided
for 3-inch antiaircraft
guns: high-explosive and shrapnel. The M3, Ml and
Ml918
antiaircraft
guns use also the
M62, A.P.C., and the M79, A.P., rounds
for anti-tank use.

As the fixed type of gun has a larger
powder chamber than the gun of the
mobile type, a larger cartridge case is required in the complete round. The cartridge case, Mk. I M2, has a volume of
293 cubic inches, and the cartridge case
Mk. II M2, used in the mobile type gun,
has a volume of 212 cubic inches. Because
of this difference, the rounds are not interchangeable between the two types of guns
even though the same projectiles
are
fired. The steel cartridge case, hfk, II
M2B1, is a substitute standard,
The

Case,

3 INCH, M42Al

Shrapnel now
Standard”
but is
for high-explosive
is exhausted.
It
target practice.
SHELL,

on hand is “Limited
available as substitute
shells until the supply
is used primarily
for

H.E., 3 INCH,

MaAl-STAND-

ARD-The
3 inch,M42Al,
was designed to
take the mechanical time fuze, M43A5,
without using an adapter as was neces-

of ammunition

Shell,

H.E. M42Al

sary with the Mk. IX shell. The base of
the M42AI was also strengthened for additional bore safety. The use of the M43A5
fuze without an adapter gives’s better ballistic outline to the M42Al shell.
The interior of the booster body is
threaded to take the mechanical
time
fuze, M43A5.
The complete
round weighs 26.76
pounds and the weight of the projectile
is 12.87 pounds. The shell contains ’ a
TNT bursting charge of 0.86 pound. The
weight of the NH propelling
charge is
4.56 pounds. The 21-second time fuze,
Mk. IIIA2,
is the approved substitute
standard for the M.T., M43A5 fuze.
The propelling
charge is an Ml class
powder
of an 87-10-3
formula.
The
grains have seven perforations and a web
of 0.032 inch.

CHARACTERISTICS
Caliber..
Model

. . ~.

..,. .

of Guns..

..

Proi. Weight.
Proi. Charge

Shell, H.E.,
M42Al
3 inch

. .*

*

. . . . . . . .I 2.65
and Weight.

Booster.

q. . . .

Fuze..

.

Primer..

,

Cartridge

Shell, H.E.,
M42Ag
’
. .3 inch

0.86

1b.O

. . . . . . . .M2OAl

..

. . , . . . .21 sec.,Mk.
.

Case.

.TNT,

lb.

...

M28AP

12.87

lb.

TNT,

0.86

M.T.,

Ib.Q

M43A5

M28A2

. , . . . . , . .f

‘Guns,Ml917,
M1917A~,M1917AP,M1927A3,M~917M1,
M1917MlAl,M1917MlAP,
Ml 917Ml A3, Ml 917Mll,
Ml 917MllA3,
M1925M1,
Ml 9P5Mi Al, MP and M4.
*Cartridge
case, Mk. I M4, is used For fixed type of guns: MI 917 Ml 925Ml
M4 M4 Steel
Cartridge
case, Mk. I MPBl , is substitute standard. Cartridge case,‘Mk.
II Me, is useb for Mobile
mounts: Ml 9t 8, Ml and M3. Steel cartridge case, Mk. II MPl31, is a substitute standard.
SOr 50@0 Amatol,
0.77 lb.; cast TNT, 0.08 lb.
I IRIPI

lvxxiFtl

Charge and
.... ..,...

Shell H.E.,
M4261

NH

NH

powder,

powder,

4.56

4.56 lb.

MBOAI
Ill A2

Propelling
Weight..

Shell, H.E.,
M42A1

Complete
Round Weight.
.26.34
Muzzle Velocity.
.. .
.2,800
Maximum
Range. . . . . . . . H.-l
V .Chamber Capacity,
. , . .284.50
Rated Max. Pressure, p.s.i.. 36,000

lb.
f/s
2,100

26.39 lb.
2,800 f/r
yds.

8,000 yds.
cu. ins.

H.-l
V.--l

4,600 yds.
0,500 yds.
284.50 cu. ins.

36,000

lb.

SHELL,
HIGH-EXPLOSIVE,
3 INCH,M42 I-STANDA
ROUND

FOR 3 INCH SEACOAST

GUNS, Ml902

AND

Ml903

COMPLETE ROUND, SHELL, H.E., 3 INCH, M42A1,

@

Primer,

Percussion,

M28A2

@

Case, Cartridge,
@

I

Mk.

0C

I M2

Fuze, P. D., M48A2

USED IN GUN, Ml903

Shell, H. E., M42Al

COMPLETE ROUND, SHELL, H.E., 3 INCH, M42A1,

@

Primer,

Percussion,

M28A2

@

Case, Cartridge,
@

Mk,

II M2

Fuze, P. D., M48A2

@

Booster,

MPOAl

(-05 sec.)

@
(.05

A

USED IN GUN, Ml902

Shell, H. E., M42Al

0

Booster,

M20Al

sec.)

mmunition for the two models of 3 inch
smaller cartridge case, Mk. II M2. The
seacoast guns, Ml902
and M1903,
steel cartridge
cast, Mk. II M2B1, is
is still known as 3 inch “I5 pounder”
substitute standard. The shells for these
ammunition
although
the older model
two guns are issued as fixed rounds,
projectiles of that weight arc no longer
and the ammunition
is not interchangestandard. Two types of ammunition were
able clue to the different cartridge cases
formerly provided for the 3 inch seacoast
used.
guns, but the high-explosive shell, M42A 1,
is the only standard item for issue and
SHELL, H.E., 3 INCH, M42Al--STANDmanufacture
since the armor-piercing
is the same projectile that is
ARD-This
and high-explosive
shells, Ml915
and
used with mechanical time fuze, M43A5,
Mk. I, became obsolete.
for 3 inch antiaircraft
guns. The comThe cartridge case, Mk. I n12, is replete round consists of the following: fuze,
quired for use with the %I1903 gun due
ED., M43AZ (.05 set ,) ; booster, M2OA I ;
to its larger powder chamber. The chamber
the Mk. IT M2 or Mk. II M2Bl
steel
volume is 284.50 cubic inches as compared
cartridge case with Ml902 gun, or Mk. I
with 203.50 cubic inches for the pV11902
. M2 or Mk. II M2Bl steel cartridge case
gun’s chamber.
The Ml902
takes the
containing the percussion primer, M2882,

and the NH powder propelling charge of
4.62 pounds in Ml902 gun and 4.87 pounds
in Ml903 gun. The bursting charge of
TNT weighs 0.86 pound, or, with the
alternate bursting charge of 50150 Amatol
and cast TNT booster surround, 0.85
pound. Loaded and fuzed, the projectile
weighs 12.87 pounds as fired.
The NH propelling
charge has an
87-10-3 formula and is an MI class powder. The grains have seven perforations
and a web size of 0.043 inch.
A distance w&d is used to hold the
propelling
charge firmly about the 300grain primer and to keep the charge at 3
uniform density. The wad is made of
cardboard, in cylindrical form with a disk
at each end, held in place by cord.

CHARACTERISTICS
S$;ldLE.,
Caliber. _ .
.... ... .
Model
of Guns.. . . . . . .
Proi. Weight.
... ... .
Proj. Charge and Weight..
Booster..
.... ... .
Fuse...................
Primer.. . . . . . , . .
-_ ~.-_- --

Sh%‘6li;‘.E.,

. . . .3 inch
3 inch
. . . . Ml902
Ml 903
. . . -12.87 lb.
12.87 lb.
. . TNT, 0.86 Ib.$
TNT, 0.86 lb.:
. . . .MPOAl
M2OAl
. P.D., M48AP
(.05 sec.) P.D., M48AZ
(.O5 sec.)
M28A2
M28A2

SOr 50/50 Amatol,
0.77 Jb.; cost TNT, 0.08 lb.
‘Steel cartridge
case, Mk. II MZl31, is substitute standard.
tSteel cartridge
case, Mk. I MPBl,
is substitute standard,
“‘At PO”P0” Elevation.
I iAlP

llCCtrYI~!-~

S$eIidLE.,
Lartrrdge
Case. . . . .
. . .Mk. II MI*
Propellingchargeand
WeightNH
powder, 4.62
Complete
Round Weight. . . .24.42 lb.
Muzzle Velocity.
, . . . . . . .2,800 f/s
Maximum
Range. . . . . . . .12,100
yds.**
Chamber Capacity.
..,.
.203.50
cu. ins.
Rated Max. Pressure, p.s.i., .36,000

Sh&lH,lLE,,

lb.

Mk. I MPt
NH powder, 4.87
26.39 lb.
2,800 f/s
12,100 yds.**
284.50 cu. ins.
36,000

0

lb.

SHELL,
HIGH-EXPLOSIVE,
3 INCH,

42Al-ST

ROUND FOR GUNS, 3 INCH, Ml91 8; Ml and M3 (ANTIAIRCRAFT);
M5 and MI (ANTITANK);
AND M6 (TANK)

COMPLETE ROUND, SHELL, H.E., 3 INCH, M42Al

-ia

-__I
@

Primer,

Percussion,

~._.
@

MPBAP
0

SHELL, H.E., 3 INCH, M4ZAl-STANDARD -The
high-explosive
ammunition

fired in the above antiaircraft
guns consists of the M&Al
round which varies
from its predecessor round, the Mk. IX
high-explosive
shell (now limited standard), in the following respect: the M42Al
shell’s one-piece construction, with inside
threading
of the nose, eliminates
the
necessity for an adapter which the Mk.
IX shell requires.
The round consists of the cartridge
case, -Wk. 11M2; the M28A2 percussion
primer; a propelling charge of 4.56 pounds

_-

Booster,

34.05 MAX, .-I--~

Case,

Cartridge,

MK.
@

MPOAI

--_/
flM2

Fuze, Mechanical

of NW powder; a distance wad; and the
loaded and fuzed projectile.
As fired, the shell weighs 12.87 pounds,
of which 0.86 pound is a TNT bursting
charge, or an 0.85 pound bursting charge
consisting of 0.77 pound SO/SO Amatol
and 0.08 pound Cast TNT booster surround. The complete round weighs 24.36
pounds.
The propelling charge uses an Ml class
powder of an 87-10-3 formula. The grains
have seven perforations
and a web of
0.043 inch.
The mechanical time fuze, M43A5, is

0
Time,

Shell,

H.E.

M42AI

M43A5

used in the M1918, Ml and M3 guns. The
point-detonating
fuze, M48A2 (.05 sec.),
is used in the Ml, M3, M5, M6 and M7
guns, and the I’. D. fuze lVI48A2 (-05 sec.)
in the Ml918 gun.
The mechanical
time fuze, M43A5,
used in this shell is driven by a pair of
weights which are acted upon by the
centrifugal
force set up by the rotation
of the shell in flight. The time ring is
graduated for 30 seconds maximum setting.
The steel cartridge case, Mk. II M2Bl,
is a substitute
standard for use in the
M1918, Ml, M3, M5, M6 and M7 guns.

CHARACTERISTICS
Shell, H.E., M42Al
Caliber. ........................
Model of Guns. .................
Proi. Weight.
...................
Proi. Charge and Weight,
.......
Booster. ...................
...
Fuze .......................
Primer. ........................
Cartridge
Case. .................
Propelling
Charge and Weight .....
Complete
Round Weight ..........
Muzzle Velocity.
...............
Maximum
Range ...............

.........

Chamber Capacity.
..............
Rated Max. Pressure, p.s.i .........

.........
.........

.........
........
.........
.........
.........
.........
.........
......
.........
.......
.........

t0r 50/50 Amatol
0.77 lb.1 Cost TNT 0.08 lb.
‘Steel cartridge case, ML. II MP81, is substitute standard

1 IRIPI

RPPlrlCn

Shell,

Ml, M3, MS, M6, M7
12.87 lb.
TNT, 0.86 1b.t
M2OAl
M.T., M43A5
M28A2
Mk. II MP*
NH powder, 4.56 lb.
24.36 lb.
2,800 f/s
Horiz., 14,780 yds.

203.50 cu. ins.
36,000

36,000

for use in Ml 918,

Ml.

M3.

MS, M6

H.E., M42Al

3 inch

3 inch
MI, M3
12.87 lb,
TNT, 0.86 1b.t
MPOAI
P.D., M48AP
(.05 sec.)
M28A2
Mk. if M2*
NH powder, 4.56 lb.
24.36 lb.
.2,800 f/s
Horiz., 14,780 yds.
Vert., 10,100 yds.
203.50 cu. ins.

and

M7 guns.

Shell, H.E., M42A1
3 inch
Ml918

12.87 lb.
TNT, 0.86 1b.t
MPOAl
M.T., M43A5
or P.D.,
M28AP
Mk. II M2’
NH powder, 4.56 lb.
24.36 lb.
2,600 f/s
Horiz., 13,500 yds.
Vert., 9,420 yds.
203.50 cu. ins.

36,000

M48A2(.15sec.)

PROJECTILE,
ARMOR-PIERCING
CAPPED,
3 INCH,
SHOT,ARMOR-PIERCING,
3 INCH,M79-SUBSTITUTE
STANDARD
ROUNDS FOR GUNS, M1918, M3 (ANTIAIRCRAFT);
M5 (ANTITANK);
M6 AND MT (TANK)

@

Primer,

Percussion,

MPBAP

@

Case, Cartridge,

uxe, B.D., M&&Al

cc

@

Mk.

II MP

Proiectile,

A.P.C.,

@

Distance

Wad

M&PA1

COMPLETE ROUND, SHOT, A.P., 3 tNCH, M79

@

Primer,

Percussion,

M98AP

@

Case, Cartridge,

Mk.

II M2

0

Distance

Wad

0

Projectile,

A.P.C.,

M79

I

D

ue to the additional
manufacturing
steps necessary in the production
of the three-piece M62Al projectile, the
easily made 3 inch monobloc projectile,

M79, was classified as substitute standard
for use in the 3 inch antitank guns, M3
and M5, and the 3 inch tank gun, M7.
As the M62A1 now is in full production,

the M79 shot will be manufactured
and
issued until the original procurement has
been completed.
Both rounds use a propelling charge of

CHARACTERISTICS
Proieciile,
M62Al
Caliber..
... ... . ..... ..
Model
of Guns.. . . . . . .
Projectile
Weight.
. . ...
FE; Charge and Weight.
... .. .... . .. ...... .

..
..
.
.
..

. +. .
....
..
..
.. ..

A.P.C.,

. . . . . . . . . . .3 inch
. .......
. . .M3, MS, M6, M7
. . . . . . . . , .I 5.43 lb.
. . . + . . . . . . . . .Expl. “D,” Ct.144 lb.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . B.D., M&&Al

Primer. . . I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . M28 A2
Cartridge Case.
....... .. ..
. . . . . . .Mk. ll M2*
Propelling
Charge and Weight..
. . . . . , . . . . . . . . NH powder, 4.62
Complete
Round Weight..
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .27.23 lb.
Muzzle Velocity.
. . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2,&00 f/s
Maximum
Range.
.. .......... ..
. . , . . . .I 6,100 yds.
.205.585
cu. ins,
Chamber Capacity.
Rated Max. Pressure,’ i:s:i:: : 1 : 1 : : : : 1 : : : : : : : : 1 .38,000
Armor Penetration
at 20”
Homogeneous
Plate
500 yards..
. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,...,..,
.43 ins.
1,000 yards. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . .3.9 ins.
Face-Hard.
Plate
500 yards. . . . . . . . ,.
. . . . . . . . . . . .4.5 ins.
. , . .4.0 ins.
1,000 yards.
. . ... .. .
~“Sbet cartridge case, Mk. II M4B1,
is substitute standard.

lb.

Projecfile,

A.PL,

M62Al
3 inch
Ml918
15.43 ib.
Ex I. “D ” 0.144
B.E., M86Al
M28A2
Mk. II MP*
NH powder, 4.62
27.23 lb.
2,400 f/s
15,300 yds.
205.585
CU. ins.
36,000

Z;?AmP*f

Shot, A.P.,
M79
3 inch
M3, MS,
15.0 lb.

M6,

3 inch
Ml918
15.0 lb,

M7

3 inch
All guns
24.50 lb.

lb.
Dummy,
M42Al
lb.

M28A2
Mk. II M2”
NH powder, 4.62
26.80 lb.
2,400 f/s
12,770 yds.
203.50 cu. ins.
38,000

lb.

M28AP
Mk. II MP*
NH powder, 4.62
26.80 lb.
2,400 f/s
11,000 yds.
203.50 cu. ins.
36,000

3.8 ins.
3.4 ins.

4.7 ins.
3.9 ins.

4.1 ins.
3.5 ins.

4.0 ins.
3.6 ins.

3.2 ins.
2.8 ins.

2.8 ins.
2.4 ins.
(Continued

UNCLASS1FlED

Proiectile,
Drill, Ml0

fb

24.50

lb.

--

on next

page)

~QJECTILE, ARMOR-PIERCING
CAPPED,3 INCH, M62Al
SHOT, ARMOR-PIERCING,3 INCH, M79
(Continued)
the same type and n’cight -I.62 pountls
Of NIJ 1)owtlClr. ‘1’ltc 31 1 class powdcr
Ustvl in tllc prqwlling
chaqy
hss an
87- 10-3 formula. ‘1’11~gr:Lills tiavc scow
perforatiows and a kv-cb of 0.0 13 inch. For
I’“wrlcr-bllrIlinff
uniformity
a clistancc
wad insures that the prolwlling
charge is
Confined around the primer.
PROJECTILE,
CAPPED,

3 INCli,

ARMOR-PIERCING
M6ZAI--STANDARD

-This
projectile is standard for issue to
usitlg forces with the 3 inch, 513, antiaircraft and 1’15 antitank
guns, and the
tank gun, R17. It also is used in the
Ml918, 811 and 3x6 gulls.
The projectile
measures 14.37 inches
overall
and consists of the projectile
body to which the armor-piercing
cap is
soldered or crimped. The windshield nose

is thrcac’xl
to the cap. Altcrnatc
wiridshi~~l~l-attacllm~Ilt mc:hods arc discussed
under Projectile, A.P.C., 75 mm, $161, as
both projcctilcs USC tlic same methods.
‘l’ho complete round consists of the
projectile which weighs 15.43 pounds as
fired and contains a bursting charge of
0+144 pour1tl
of ex~‘lo”ive ‘II,”
tl1e basethe Mk. II
detonating
fuze, M66Al;
Jr2 cartridge case, with a 212 cubic inch
voIurnc, which contains the MY2882 pcrcussion primer to detonate 4.62 pounds
of NH powder. The steel cartridge case,
Mk. II M21)11, is substitute standard for
USC in the n11918, Ml, $13, M5 and RI7
b'UllS.

SHOT,
ARMOR-PIERCING,
M79 -SUBSTITUTE
STANDARD

complete

UNCiASS';FIED

3

INCH,
-The

round for this shot is composed

of tho At’. Shot and the Mk. IF IN2
cartridge
case containing
the M28A2
percussion primer and a propelling charge
of *NH pow&r. The Mk. I1 M2BJ steel
cartridge cast is substitute standard.
The shot is manufactured
from WD4150 steel bar stock and is given a special
heat treatment
to improve
its armorpenetration
properties. Red tracer composition is pressed into a cavity in the
base of the shot. The burning time of the
tracer is 3 seconds.
A complete round of this shot measures
31.57 inches in length and weighs 26.8
pounds. The shot itself measures 9.22
inches in length and weighs 15 pounds.
PROJECTILE,

--(See

Table

DRILL,

Ml@--STANDARD

of Characteristics.)

SHELL,
HIGH-EXPLOSIVE,
3 INCH, 2AbSTANDARD
PROJECTILE,
ARMOR-PIERCING
CAPPED,
3 INCH,M62&STANDARD
SHELL,
SMOKE,3 INCH,M88--STAiwuw
SHOT,ARMOR-PIERCING,
3 INCH,M79-SUBSTITUTE
STANDARD
ROUNDS

FOR GUNS, 76 mm, Ml,

MlAl,

AND MlA2

COMPLETE ROUND, SHELL, H.E., 76 mm, M42Al

--__
ce;=
“I
D //
J/--l

iiID
zi
?32.25

h

@

Primer,

Percussion,

MAX.

M28A2
0

~-~

@
Fuze, P-D., M48AP

(.05

Case, Cartridge,

M26
@

sec.)

@
Shell,

J

Booster,

MPOAi

H-E., M42Al

COMPLETE ROUND, PROJECTILE, A.P.C., 76 mm, M&Al

0A

Primer,

Percussion,

M28AP

@

Case, Cartridge,

M24

OF

0

uze, B.D., M66Al

Projectile,

A.P.C.,

M62Al

COMPLETE ROUND, SHELL, SMOKE, 76 mm, M88

e28.56

@p

rimer,

Percussion,

M28AP

@

MAX.

Case, Cartridge,

M26

0

Relay

0

Pellets

Shell, Smoke,

M88

COMPLETE ROUND, SHOT, A.P., 76 mm, M79

@

Primer,

Percussion,

M28AP

@

Case, Cartridge,

M26

@

Shot, A.P.,

M79
(Continued

on next

page)

SHELL,
HIGH-EXPLOSIVE,
3 INCH, M42Al
PROJECTILE,
ARMOR-PIERCING
CAPPED,3 INCH, M62Al
SHELL,SMOKE,3 INCH, M88
SHOT, ARMOR-PIERCING,
3 INCH, M79
(Continued)

T

he three projcctiks
above are classiticd
as standard for use in the guns, 76 mm,
Ml, MIAI,
and MlA2. Three-inch shells
may be used since the gun is actually
76.2 mm, or 3 inches, in caliber. The
principal
difference between the 3 inch
and the 76 mm complete rounds is in the
capacity of the cartridge case. Due to
this, the rounds are not interchangeable
between the 3 inch and 76 mm guns.
SHELL,

H.E., 3 INCH,

M42Al--STAND-

ARD-This
round uses the M26 cartridge
case with a chamber capacity of 140.50
cubic inches. A complete round of this
ammunition
for the 76 mm gun consists
of the high-explosive
shell, M42A1, fuzed
with the P.D. fuze, M48A2 (.05 sec.);
the M26 cartridge case containing
the
percussion primer, M28A2; and the FNH
propelling charge.
With a propelling charge of 3.62 pounds
of FNH powder in the 76 mm gun the
shell attains a muzzle velocity of 2,700
feet per second; in the 3 inch gun the
shell, propelled by 4.56 pounds of NH
powder, attains a muzzle velocity
of

2,800 feet per second. Maximum
raugc
of the 76 mm gun is 14,650 yards; that
of the 3 inch gun is 14,780 yards at 42”
45’ elevation
when firing the M42Al
shell.
The 3.62 pounds of Ml powder for the
76 mm gun has an 87-10-3 formula. The
powder grains have seven perforations
and a 0.0395 inch web.
Weight of the bursting charge is OS136
pound of TNT, or an alternate charge of
0.85 pound, consisting
of 0.77 pound
SO/SO Amatol and 0.08 pound cast TNT
booster surround. The shell as fired weighs
12.87 pounds. Complete round weights
are 22.11 pounds for the 76 mm round,
and 24.61 pounds for the 3 inch round.
PROJECTILE,
CAPPED,
3 INCH,

maximum
range of 16,100 yards at 45”
elevation. The 3 inch round develops the
same muzzle velocity and maximum range.
The weight of the armor-piercing
cap
round is 15.43 pounds. The shot uses the
base-detonating
fuze, M66h1, to ignite
0.144 pound of explosive “D” bursting
charge. Complete round weights are 24.55
pounds for the 76 mm round, and 27.23
pounds for the 3 inch round.
The 3.62 pounds of 311 powder has an
87-10-3 formula. The grains have seven
perforations and a web of 0.0395 inch.
For description of projectile, see 3 inch
gun rounds.
Comparative
data on armor penetration at 20” for the 76 mm, 75 mm, and
3 inch armor-piercing
cap rounds follow:

ARMOR-PIERCING,
Ma2441

-This
round uses the M26 cartridge case
with a chamber capacity of 142.6 cubic
inches compared with the 203.5 cubic
inch chamber capacity of the Mk. II[ M2
cartridge case used with the 3 inch round.
The 76 mm round develops a muzzle
velocity of 2,600 feet per second and a

FaceHard.
Plate
4.5 ins.
3.5 ins.
4.5 ins.
FaceHard.
Plate
4.0 ins.

At 500
ydr.

-STANDARD

76 mm, Mb2
75 mm, M61
3 inch, M62

Proiectile*
Projectile
Projectile*

4.3 ins.
2.9 ins.
4.3 ins.

Projectiie*
Proiectile
Projectile*

!kfEi!om
3.8 ins.
2.6 ins.
3.8 ins.

At 1,000
yds.
76 mm, M62
75 mm, M61
3 inch, M62

3.1 ins.

4.0 ins.

CHARACTERlSTlCS
Shell, H.E., M42A1
Caliber.
....................
Model
of Guns. .............
Proi. Weight. ................
Proi. Charge and Weight.
.....
Booster. .....................
Fuze. .......................
Primer. .....................
Cartridge
Case. ............
Propelling
Charge and Weight,
Complete
Round Weight. .....
..........
Muzzle Velocity.
Maximum
Range. ........
....
....
Chamber Capacity.
Rated Max. Pressure, p.s.i ......
Armor Penetration
at 20”
Homogeneous
Pfate
500 yards. ............
1,000 yards. ............
Face-Hard.
Plate
500 yards. ...........
1,000 yards. ............
-~---

.76 mm
.Mi,
MlAl,
MiA2
.12.87 lb.
.TNT 086Ib**
.MI;A;
P.D., M48AQ
.M28A2
M26t
.FNH powder, 3.62
22.11 lb.
.2,700 f/s
.14,650
yds.
.140.50
cu. ins.
.43,000

Proj. A.P.C.,
76 mm
Ml, MlAl,
15.43 lb.
Expl. “D,”

MenAl
MIA2

Ml,

MlAl,

0.144

lb.

H.C.,

MlAP

3.13

24.55 lb.
2,600 f/s
16,100 yds.
142.6 cu. ins.

143.6

43,000

4,000

powder,

3.62

lb.

Shot, A-P.,
76 mm

M79

Ml, MiAl,
15.00 lb.

MlAP

ib.

M28AP
M26t
FNH powder,
13.43 lb.
900 f/s

M26t
FNH

M88

7.60 lb.

B.D., M66Al
M28AP
lb.

Shell, Smoke,
76 mm

2,000 yds.***
cu. ins.

0.219

lb.

M!Z8AP
M26t
FNH powder, 3.b2
24.24 lb.
2,600 f/s
12,770 yds.
143.66 cu. ins.

lb.

43,000

4.3 ins.
3.8 ins.

4.6 ins.
4.0 ins.

4.5 ins.
4.0 ins.

3.2 ins.
2.8 ins,

*Same Proiectile.
**Or 50/5d Amatol
0.77 lb. plus Cast TNT 0.08 lb.
***At
15’ Elevation.
tThe M46Bl
steei cartridge case is substitute standard.
(Continued
I mm

lv3xlF17

on next

page)

SHELL,HIGH-EXPLOSIVE,
3 lNcfl, M42Al
PROJECTILE,
ARMOR-PIERCING
CAPPED,3 INCH, M62Al
SHELL,SMOKE,3 INCH, M88
SHOT, ARMOR-PIERCING,3 INCH, M79
(Continued)
SHOT,
ARMOR-PIERCING,
M79 - SUBSTITUTE
STANDARD

3

INCH,

The
M79 Shot is authorized
as a substitute
standard for the M62Al Projectile
It is
a solid monobloc construction
shot containing
a built-in
tracer, which has a
burning time of 3 seconds. For a more
complete description
of shot see 3 inch
gun rounds.
A complete round consists of the 3179
A.P. Shot, the 3126 or M26Bl cartridge
case, containing
the M2SA2 percussion
primer and a propelling charge of FXII
powder.
The shot, weighs 15.0 pounds and when
assembled to form a complete round the
weight is 24.24 pounds. As fired the
-

round measures 29.76 inches in length.
The same charge and type of propellant
as used with the Projectile,
A.P.C.,
M62,41 is used.

3 INCH,
M88unfused, base-emission round differs completely from other
standard rounds fired in this gun. In
appearance the shell resembles a canister.
It was adapted from the British baseemission type shell and has the advantage
of emitting smoke from the base of the
projectile
toward the end of the shell’s
trajectory.
This effect is obtained by use of a set
of special composition
pellets which are
SHELL,

SMOKE,

STANDARD---This

UNCLASSIFIED
ha0

-

,,,,,,,.,.11111
.,..,. .

.,.......”

” ...” ..----

----

--

s

ignited when the shell is fired. They burn
for a specific length of time, enough to
insure that the II. C. smoke filler is
ignited, and allowed to escape through
the hole in the base of the shell, toward
the clld of its trajectory.
The advantage of this round is that it
uses no burster in the shell but disperses
the smoke cloud gradually,
forming a
more concentrated
“curtain”
than the
fuzcd smoke shells which produce the
“puff” type cloud.
The 0.219 pound of 312 powder is a
Ncrculcs KG formula. The web size is
0.015 inch and the grain has a single
perforation.

SHELL,
HIGH-EXPLOSIVE,
81 MM, M43&sTANDARD
SHELL,
HIGH-EXPLOSIVE,
81 MM, M56-STANDARD
SHELL,
CHEMICAL,
81 MM, MST-STANDARD
ROUNDS

FOR MORTAR,

81 mm, Ml,

AND MORTAR,

3 INCH, MK, IA2

COMPLETE ROUND, SHELL, H.E., 81 mm, M43AI

10115 MAX
@p

rimer, Percussion,

I

AA33

@

Ignition,

0C

M6

Fuze, P.D.,

M5P

COMPLETE ROUND, SHELL, H.E., 81 mm, M56

I

I

Cartridge,

-@

Primer,

Percussion,

Cartridge,

1

Ignition,

M6

@

COMPLETE ROUND, SHELL, CHEMICAL,

F-

-_@p

17.48 MAX.
@

M34

rimer, Percussion,

M34

S

._-~
@

ince the last war, vast, changes in design have been made in the old “Stokes”
mortar projectiles to improve their hallistics and functioning.
All the existing 3 inch and 81 mm
mortar shells have a fin assembly to give
greater stability to the shell in flight. L)ue
to the improved
stability,
the present
standard projectiles use a point-detonating
fuze, the M52 or M53, in place of the “all
ways” fuze that was necessary in \t’orld
War I shells.
The interior
of the fin assembly is
machined to take the ignition cartr’idgc
and is perforated by a number of holes
to permit the flame from the ignition
cartridge to flash through to the propclling increments which are clipped between

Cartridge,

-

-___-.. -

ignition,

17.48

MAX,

~
Burster, M1

the fins by the %l211I propellant increment
holder in the JL43hl high-explosive round.
On the 3156 and 3357 rounds the incremcnts arc placed around the cartridge
holder tube. The shells are loaded through
the muzzle of the mortar and ignition
occurs when
the primer strikes the fixed
firing pin in the base of the barrel.
Both the 81 mm and 3 inch mortars are
smoothbored. The 81 mm mortar, hill, is
the present standard for manufacture and
issue, and it has superseded the 3 inch
mortar, 311~. IA2. The ammunition
is the
same for both although a larger propelling
charge can bc used in the 81 mm mortar.
SHELL,
HIGH-EXPLOSIVE,
M43AlSTANDARD--This
high-explosive
shell

is intended

primarily

for

mm, M57

~
0

M6

81

use against

Fuze, P.D., M53

0D

-_I_-.
-Fuze, P.D., M5P

enemy personnel. As fired, the shell with
fuze, P.D., 3152, weighs 6.92 pounds.
Of this the TNT bursting charge weighs
1.22 pounds; an alternate charge consists
of 0.98 pound of 50/50 Limato and 0.19
pound Cast TXT booster surround. Another loading consists of 1.28 pounds of
trimonite.
The weight of six 3x1 increments of sheet powder propellant is 0.097
pound, The sheet powder used has a
Hercules NG formula.
Several of the
sheets are sewn together, each sheet having
one in the middle and
five perforations,
one in each corner, the web size being
0.008 inch. Each increment is contained
in a Cellophane bag which protects the
charge and insures dry powder. The complete round weighs 7.05 pounds.
(Continued

1lRiPl

AcCIEIlIn

on next page)

SHELL,HIGH-EXPLOSIVE,
81 MM, M43Al
SHELL,HIGH-EXPLOSIVE,
81 MM, 4456
SHELL,CHEMICAL,81 MM, M57
(Continued)

An alternate method of manufacture
is a one piccc shell body which dots away
with the adapter ncctlctl ivith the >143Al
round. This is the $1 KS;11 131 shell. ‘I’hc
shell body is produced by any of the
following
methods: forging, cupping of
specially rolled plates, welded 1.illgsit \Itlirlally, or casting. Firing data are givetl in
Table A.
SHELL,
HIGH-EXPLOSIVE,
tvi56STANDARD--The
M56 projectile
em-

bodies a relatively
large charge, 4.30
pounds of TXl’,
in relation to the total
weight, 10.62 pounds, of the shell as fired
with the fuzc, P.D., M53. It is clesigncd
primarily
for use against light emplacements. Alternate
bursting charges are:
3.89 pounds of 50150 Amatol and 0.20
pound of Cast TNT booster surround,
or 4.46 pounds of trimonite.‘l’hc
maximum
range is less than the R143Al. Ranges
are listed in Table B. The BI2 increment
powder used in this round comes in sheets
and is a Hercules NG formula. Several
sheets are sewn together and each sheet has
one perforation and a web of 0.008 inch.
(TABLE A) SHELL,
FUZE, P.D., M52

HIGH-EXP

. Cartridge
1: : 1: 1: . .Cartridae
2 . . . . . . .CartridgeI
3.. . _ . , . .Cartridge
4.. . , . . . .Cartridge
5*. . . . .Cartridge
6*, . . . . .Cartridge
*Not to be used in 3 inch mortar,
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone
Zone

(TABLE

B) SHELL,

+
+
+
+
+
+

1
2
3
4
5
6

Mk.

Incr.
Incr.
lncr.
Incr.
lncr.
Incr.

1. . . .
2.. . .
Zone 3. . . .
Zone 4*. .
*Not

to be used In 3 inch mortar,

1
2
3
4

Mk.

WITH

(TABLE

lncr.
Incr.
I ncr.
Incr.

C) SHELL,

sheet pow&r in 6 incrcmvnts of approximately 172 grains each. Only
four increments arc used in the 3 inch trench mortar,
due to the lower prcssuros allowed in this
mortar.
The sheet powcler used has a IIerculcs
NG formula. Scvcral of the sheets are
sewn together, each sheet having five
perforations,
one in the center and one
in each corner, the web size being 0.008
inch. The round is assembled with percussion primer, $133.
SHELL,
PRACTICE,
M43Al-STANDARID--O.c.kf.
12733 approvecl this round
as an alternative
LO the 11113 practice

round. The 11$3;11. practice shell uses a
black powder charge of 0.16 pound in
place of the 1.2211~.‘I’S?’ charge uscdinthe
high-explosive round, M43Al. In all other
respects the M43A 1 practice
shell is
identical
wit.h the high-explosive
shell,
M43AI.
The round is assembled with
percussion primer, 11233.
PROJECTILE,
DRILL,
M68-STAND.,
Table of Characteristics.)
ARD-(See

CHEMICAL,

Charge
Zone 1.. , .
.
Zonel....
Zone 3....
*
Zone 4*. . .
--.-_
. .*Not to be used in
.

ydr.
yds.
yds.
yds.
yds.
yds.
ydr.

IAP,

(TABLE

1

Cartridge
Cartridge
. Cartridge
Cartridge

+
+
+
+

.

3 inch mortar,

D) SHELL,

306 F/S
:A: ;g
583 F/S

~ZEurn

875
1,414
2,046
2,558

Incr.
Incr.
Incr.
Incr.

Y4:xs’

Elevation

808
1,374
1,916
2,431

M57 (WP)
Muzzle
Velocity

a
,a:!i:um

291
399
484
560

45"OO'
45"OO'
45" 00’
45” 00’

Maximum
Range

Vefocity
291 F/S
390 F/S
472 F/S
544 F/S

yds.
yds.
yds.
ydr.

45” 00’
45” 00’
45"OO'
45"OO'

IAP

CHEMICAL,

Elevation
yds.
yds.
yds.
yds.

1
2
3
4

Mk.

M56

Velocity
+
+
+
+

M44-

and fuzed, the
cast-iron shell of this round weighs 6.92
pounds~ the same as the high-explosive
shell, M43Al.
The charge used is 0.2
E-‘OUUd
of black powder. Fuze, I’.?)., 3152,
is used. A propelling
charge consists of

541
1,020.
1,500
2,042
2,517
2,963
3,288

ii;
FjZ
572 F/S

MIT-STANDARD

PRACTICE,

Maximum
Range

332 FI/S

HIGH-EXPLO&;;zy;

. . . .Cartridge
. . . .Cartridge
, . . Cartridge
. . .Cartridge

CHEMICAL,

SHELL,
TARGET
STANDARD-Loaded

M43Al

Muzzle
y3&$Y

Charge
Zone
Zone

‘LOSIVE,

SHELL,

-The
chemical ~1~11, 1157, with 1YI’ or
13 fillcbr, is used to make a smokth screen.
\\‘ht~ lhc ~11~11is clctonatetl, the burstcr
(~l~;trg(* fragn1cnt.s the shchll ht~(l~\;, scattcring th filler to form the smoke cloud. ‘fp~c
round use:, the .%arne incrcmcnt powder
as the >I.$ IlE!, shell.
As fired, the shell weighs 11.86 pounds
when FS fill~l, and 1 1.33 pounds when
l!l’ flllcd. Tl lc weights of t.hc chemical
charge arc 4.59 pounds with IS, and
4.06 pounds with Wl’ filler. The weight
of the tetryl burster charge is 0.08 pound.
Complete round weights arc as follows:
12 po~~~cls
when F$ filled, and I I .47
pounds when \VP filIed. Firing table data
for these shells are given in Tables C
and 11.

F/S
F/S
F/S
F/S

Elevation

833
409
1,952
2,466

yds.
yds.
yds.
yds.

45"OO'
45” 00’
45” 00’
45” 00’

IAP.

CHARACTERISTICS
Shelf,
H.E., M43A1
Caliber.
. .. . ...
_
.. .,.
. .
Model
of Mortars.
.. .
Proi. Weight. .
.
.I. : : : : : 1 : : : : :
Proi. Charge and Weight.
...
. .. .. .

i

.81 mm and 3 in.
Ml, Mk. IAP’”
.6.92 lb.1
.TNT, 1.22 lb.3

Burster . .
Fuze.......::::::::::::::::
Primer.
. . .. .
,
.
Ignition Cartridge.
.
Propelling
Charge and W&ht’

P&
M52’1T
.. ... .. . ..
. . . . . . . . .._ M6
Sheet pwdr.,
.. ... .
0.097 lb.
Complete
Round Weight..
..
..,...
,.... 7 . 05 lb.***
Muzzle Velocity.
,
.
. . . . . . . . . . 700 f/s
3,288 yds.
Maximum
range.
Rated Max. Pressure, pIs,/.: : : : . . . . . .._...
6,000

Shell,
H.E., M56

Shell,
Chem.,

81 mm and 3 in.
Ml, Mk. tA2””
10.62 Ib.tt
TNT, 4.30 lb.44

81 mm and 3 in.
Ml, Mk. IAP**
il.33
lb.??
Chem. (FS) 4.59 lb.
Chem. (WP) 4.06 lb.
Ml
.
P&
M52:T

PD., M53
M34
Mb
Ffake prop. pwdr.,
0.116 fb.
10.77 Ib.§$
583 f/s
2,558 yds.
6,000
***6.99

UNCLASSEFIED

?aie
prop. pwdr.,
0.116 lb.
11.59 lb.a’ll
560 f/s
2,466 yds.57
6,000

Shelf,
T.P., M44
81 mm and 3 in,
Ml, Mk. tAQ**
6.92 lb.
BP, 0.2 lb.
P.D
M52:i
M3$
M6
Sheet pwdr.,
0.097 lb.
7.05 lb.
700 f/s
3,288 yds.
6,000

Shelf,
Training,

M68
81 mm and 3 in.
Ml, Mk. IA2**

M34
M6
NG pwdr.,

120 grs.

172.8 f/s
310 yds.

lb. with Amatol
and TNT loading and 7.17 lb. with trimonite loading.
lb. with Amalol
ond TNT loading and 10.79 lb. with frimonite
loading.
$$lt),s6 lb. with Amatol
and TNT loading and 10.94 lb. with trimonite
loading.
$TAfternote
bursting charger: 3.89 lb., 50/50 Amatol and 0.90 lb. Cost TNT booster surround;
4.46 lb. of trimonite.
yT,For W. P. Chemical Shell,

*‘81 mm Mortar,
Ml, 3 inch Mortar,
Mk. IAP.
tfhe Shelf, Pmctice, M43A1,
not listed in above Iable, ditTerr only in the amount
of chargs:
0.16 lb. of block powder as against 1 .P4 lb. of TNT.
36.86 lb. with Amatol
and TNT loading and 7.02 lb. with trimonite
loading.
61 +I 7 lb. consisting of 0.98 lb. 50/50 Amotol
and 0.19 lb. Cart TNT or 1.48 lb. trimonite.
T;P.D., M5PB1, alternate
lure.

r qn -----__--

M57

~10.41

n

I
SHELL,
HIGH-EXPLOSIVE,
90 MM, M+SlANDARD
PROJECTILE,
ARMOR-PIERCING
CAPPED,
90 MM, M82-STANDARD
SHOT,ARMOR-PIERCING,
90 MM, M77-SUBSTITUTESTANDARD
ROUNDS

FOR GUNS, 90 mm, Ml,

Ml Al,

M2 AND M3 (ANTIAIRCRAFT)

COMPLETE ROUND, SHELL, H.E., 90 mm, M71

/l---7.444
@p

timer,

MAX.---d

Percussion,

@

M28A2

Case, Cartridge,

Ml 9

0

Booster,

0D

MPOAI

Fuze, M.T.,

M43A5

COMPLETE ROUND, A.P.C., 90 mm, hA82

I

@p

rimer, Percussion,

@

M28A2

Case, Cartridge,

Ml 9

OF

uze, B.D., Mb8

COMPLETE ROUND, SHOT, A.P., 90 mm, MY7

BP rimer,

Percussion,

M28A2

T

hese rounds use an NH propelling
charge of Ml class powder with a
formula of 87-10-3. The grains of this
powder have seven perforations
and a
web of 0.049 inch.

SHELL, HIGH-EXPLOSIVE,
PO mm, M71
-STANDARD-The90
mm high-explosive

shell, M71, was designed and standardized
I IhlPl

Acr2111lFn

@

Case, Cartridge,

Al 9

to replace the now obsolete 90 mm, M55,
when it was discovered that the latter
when manufactured
from high - sulfur,
high - manganese, free - machining steel
without a final heat treatment would not
stand up under the strain of firing.
The shell, M71, is of the streamlined
type with a tapered or boat-tailed
base.
This streamlining
is completed by a con-

0

Shot, A.P.,

M77

tinuation
of the projectile’s
radius of
ogive over the exterior surface of the
fuze, R’l.T., M43A5.
When used for antitank purposes, the
M71 shell is also furnished with the
P.D. fuze, MY4882
(.03
sec.). The Fuze,
P.D. M48A2 (.15 sec.) is used against
motor torpedo boats.
The bursting charge consists of 2.04

SHELL,HIGH-EXPLOSIVE,
90 MM,

M71

PROJECTILE,
ARMOR-PIERCING
CAPPED,90 MM,
SHOT, ARMOR-PIERCING,90 MM,

M82

M77

(Continued)

pounds of TNT in the shell which weighs
23.40 pounds as fired, and has an over-all
length of 16.34 inches. Alternate loadings
consist of 1.81 lbs. of 50/50 Amatol and
0.15 lb. of TNT booster surround, or
2.13 lbs. of Composition “B.”
A propelling charge of 7.31 pounds of
NH powder is used in the Ml9 cartridge
case. (See t under “Characteristics.“)
The
complete round weighs 42.04 pounds.
The booster, M20A1, in combination
with the mechanical time fuze, M43A5,
or with the P.D. fuze, M4882, provides
a bore-safe combination,
since the rotor
of the booster holds the detonator out of
line with the flash hole until the shell has
cleared the muzzle of the weapon.
The M28A2 percussion primer contains
300 grains of black powder and extends
well up into the cartridge case to insure
uniform ignition of the propelling charge.

SHOT,

PROJECTILE,
ARMOR-PIERCING,
CAPPED,90 mm, M82-STANDARD-This

M77 -

projectile
has been standardized
as the
companion
projectile
to the M7l. The
components of the complete round consist of the MS2 projectile,
loaded and
fuzed with the B.D. fuze, M68; the Ml9
cartridge
case containing
the M28A2
percussion primer; and a propelling charge
of 7.31 pounds.
Soldered to the nose of the body is a
mild steel armor-piercing
cap to which a
windshield assembly is screwed. The assembly consists of a windshield adapter
made from cold drawn seamless steel
tubing, and attached to it by brazing a
cold rolled steel windshield
ogive. An
alternate manufacture of windshield permits direct 360” crimping
to the cap.
The over-all length of the shot is 15.49
inches and as fired weighs 24.06 pounds.
The complete round weighs 42.75 pounds.

ARMOR

- PIERCING,

SUBSTITUTE

90 mm,

STANDARD

--The

M77 shot is substitute
standard
for
the M84 projectile.
It is a solid monobloc shot and does not contain a bursting charge or armor-piercing
cap. It
has a tracer plug which is screwed into
the body of the shot. The tracer consists
of 49 grains of red tracer composition and
20 grains of igniter composition.
A celluloid closing cup seals the tracer into the
plug. The tracer has a 3 second burning
time. A complete round consists of the
Shot, A.P., M77, it measures 32.75 inches
in length and weighs 42.04 pounds. The
shot measures 10 inches and weighs 23.4
pounds,
PROJECTILE,
STANDARD-(See

DRILL,

90

Table

mm,

Ml2-

of Character-

istics.)

CHARACTERISTICS
....................
Model of Gun ...............
................
Proi. Weight.
.....
Proj. Charge and Weight.
Booster .......................
Fuze ........................
Primer. .....................
Cartridge
Case, ...............
Propelling
Charge and Weight
Complete
Round Weight. ......
............
Muzzle Velocity.
Maximum
Range. .............
...........
Chamber Capacity.
Rated Max. Pressure, p.s.i ......
Armor Penetration
at 40”
Homogeneous
Plate
500 yards. ............
1,000 yards. ............
Face-Hard.
Plate
500 yards. ............
1,000 yards. ............
Caliber.

Shell, H.E., Ml1
.90 mm
.MI,
MIAI,
M2,and
M3
.23.40
Ib.$
.TNT, 2.04 Ib.$
MPOAl
.M.T.,
M43A5*
.M28A2
M19t
. . NH powder, 7.31 lb.
.42.04
lb. fi
.2,700 f/s
H-l 8,960 yds., V-l 3,170 yds.
.298.04
cu. ins.
.38,000

hoi., A.P.C.,
90 mm
MI,

MI AI,

Proi.,

M82

Drill,

Ml2

90 mm
MP,

and M3

MI,MlAl,MP,andM3

“D”,

0.31

MI,MIAI,MP,andM3

lb.

B.D., M&8
M28AP
M19f
NH powder, 7.31
44.75 lb.
2,670 f/s
13,540 yds.
312.185
cu. ins.

M44A2,

Dummy
M28A2
M19t
NH powder, 7.31
49.04 lb.
2700 f/s
12,790 yds.
312.185
cu. ins.

lb.
39.15

lb.

3 8,000

38,000

..-

5.12 ins.
4.8 ins,

5.6 ins.
4.8 ins.

..-

5.5 ins.

4.8 ins.
4.0 ins.

5.1 ins.

*Or P.D., Fuze, M48AP
(.05 sec.} for antitank
use; for anti-motor
torpedo boat use P.D.
Fuze, M48AP
(.15 sec.)
*The steel cartridge
case, Ml 9B1, is substitute standard.
$43.32 lb. with Amatol
and TNT loading
and 43.49 lb. with Composition
“8” loading,

M77

23.40 lb.

24.06 lb.
Expl.

SHOT, A.P.,
90 mm

§f’hTp.13
?i41.9b

lb. 01 Composition

lb. with Amatol

“B”

or 1.96 lb. consisting

and TNT loading

and 42.13

of 1.81 lb. 50/50

Amatol

lb. with Composition

“B”

lb.

and 0.15 lb.
loading,

SHELL,
HIGH-EXPLOSIVE,
105MM, M38/kTANDARD
ROUND

FOR GUN, 105 mm, M3 (ANTIAIRCRAFT)

I

COMPLETE ROUND, SHELL, H.E., 105 mm, M38Al

0A

Primer,

Percussion,

M28A2

@
0

T

he ammunition
used in the 105 mm
antiaircraft
gun is issued to the using
arms in complete rounds of the fixed type.
The round consists of a cartridge case,
containing a primer and propelling charge,
and a fuzed and loaded high-explosive
shell.
Owing to the availability
at the time
of the M2 mechanical time fuze, approximatcly 18,000 of the M38 high-explosive
shells were issued as complete rounds with
this fuze.When these shells were exhausted,
the M38 was modified and standardized
as the Xf38Al with the fuze, M.T., M43.
The modification
consisted of increasing
the ogive length of the shell to take the
M20hI
booster into which the M43
mechanical
time fuze was screwed. In
other respects the present M38A1
is
identical with the M38.
SHELL,

ARD-The

H.E., 105 mm, M38Al--STAND.

M38Al

is of the streamlined

Booster,

Case, Cartridge,

M6

MPOAI

@
uze, MT.,

OF

type with a tapered base and long ogive.
The radius of ogive is approximately
8.3
calibers. An inch below the rotating band,
the shell body tapers at a 6.75” angle for
approximately
two inches to the base.
The cone-shaped fuze, M-T.-M43A5,
completes the projectile’s streamlining. Thus,
the sharp nose and tapered base reduce
the air resistance and add greatly to the
ballistic efficiency of the shell in flight.
The M6 cartridge case as provided for
the IO5 mm anti-aircraft
gun has a volume
of 638 cubic inches. The 300-grain percussion primer, M28A2, is standard. As
fired the shell weighs 32.77 pounds and is
propelled by 10.56 pounds of FNH powder.
The bursting charge of TNT weighs 3.59
pounds. An alternate charge consists of
3.37 lb. of 50/50 Amatol and 0.15 lb. of
Cast TNT booster surround. Still another
bursting charge is 3.68 lb. of trimonite.
The weight of the complete round is
63.29 pounds.

Igniter

and Wad

M43A5

The Ml class propelling charge has an
85-10-5 formula and has seven perforations per grain, the web size being 0.039
inch.
SHELL,

PRACTICE,

M38Al-STAND-

ARD-This
shell is identical with the live
ammunition
of the same designation
except that it contains a practice loading
of 0.80 pound of black powder in a bag,
This charge is exploded by action of the
Fuze, M.T., M43A5,
and the booster,
M20A1, and is sufficient to rupture the
forward portion of the shell and produce
a cloud of white smoke. The practice shell
is inert loaded to give it a weight comparable to that of the live shell.
The M 1 class propelling charge has an
85-10-5 formula and has seven perforations per grain, the web size being 0.039
inch.
DRILL

-(See

PROJECTILES-STANDARD

Table of Characteristics.)

CHARACTERISTICS
Shell, H.E., M38Al
Caliber. ...........
.....................
Model of Gun. ..........................
Proi. Weight. ............................
Proi. Charge and Weight.
................
Booster. ..................................
Fuze ....................................
Primer. .................................
Cartridge
Case. ...........................
Propelting
Charge and Weight ...............
Complete
Round Weight. .................
Muzzle Vetocity.
........................
Maximum
Range. .........................

.105 mm
.M3 (AA)
.32.77 lb.*
*TNT, 3.59 1b.t
MOOAl
.M.T., M43A5
.M28AP
M6
FNH powder, 10.56 16.
.63.29 lb.1
.2,800 f/s
H-20,000
yds.
V-l 4,000 yds.
.600.22
cu. ins.
.36,000

Chamber Capacity.
.......................
Rated Max. Pressure, p.s.i., ................

.- -____

‘3!2,70 lb. with 50/50 Amatol
loading and 34.86 lb. with trlmonfte loading,
tAkernote
bursting charger: 3.31 lb. of SO/50 Amafol
with 0.15 lb. of Cart
round, or 3.68 lb. of trimonite.
$63.22 lb. with Amatol
bursting charge or 63.38 lb. with trimonlte charge.
-.

mm

TNT booster

Shell, Prac.,

M38Al

105 mm
M3 (AA)
32.85 Ib.
BP, 0.80 lb.
MPOAl
M.T., M43A5
MPIAP
M6
FNH powder, 10.56
63.37 Ib.
2,800 f/s
H-20,000
yds.
V-l 4,000 yds.
600.22 cu. ins.

36,000
SW-

Proj. Drill,

Ml1

hoi. Drill,
105 mm
M3 (AA)

105 mm
M3 (AA)

M.T.,

M44A2,

Dummy

T23,

Dummy

Ib.

63.55 Ib.

M8

SHELL,
HIGH-EXPLOSIVE,
105 MM, ~-STANDARD
SHELL,
HIGH-EXPLOSIVE,
ANTITANK,
105MM, M6hTANDARD
ROUNDS

FOR HOWITZERS,

105 mm, M2, M2Al,

M3 AND

M4

COMPLETE ROUND, SHELL, H.E., 105 mm, Ml
T

*,- ____~_---@

Primer, Percwion,

- - - -.
Ml Bl AP

- ---@

I.__--

___-----M3A1

Retainer,

0

I.__._ 31.09 MAX...I .- II....

“_-_ ---- - ..-~~ -______II

- -I --

Case, Cartridge, Ml 4, Type I

0

Booster,

MPOAl

0

be,

T. & S. Q., Ms~

COMPLETE ROUND, SHELL, H.E., A.T., 105 mm, M67
FOR M2, M2A1 AND M4 HOWITZERS

P---------- ----------.-.-l___--__
@

ZONE

T

Primer,

Percussion,

MPIAP

CHARGES 1 TO 5, IN Ml
FOR HbWITZER, M3

he 312 and hI2Al
howitzers
wcrc
developed to take the place of the 75
mm pack howitzers of \‘l’orld War T. To
provide an airborne weapon heavier and
more powerful
than existing
airborne
materic the 313 howitzer was standardized. As the N2 and >I2111 howitzers
proved so successfu1 on the howitzer
motor carriage a tank mount with the
105 mm howitzer
was developed. The
,214 howitzer was standardized for use in
the Medium Tanks, M4 and M493. ‘l’he
312, 312Al and M4 howitzers fire the
same complete rounds of ammunition,
5

34

PfP

*

31.05 MAX. -------@

Case, Cartridge, Ml 4, Type II

ROUND

0

CHARGE

FOR M67 H.E A.T., ROUND
FOR
HOVhTZEii, M3
r~-.._ -.t~,l~~I-:iliTTIly
1 ~~~~~r~x~AL.L~y.~

while the hIi3 howitzer uses diffcrcn t complctc rounds due to its shortened barrel.
The ammunition
11sec1in the 105 mm
howitzers, 1212, %I2Al and $14, is issued
in complete
rounds of the semi-fixed
type. The Ml shell round includes a
cartridge case containing
a primer and
propelling
charge, ctdsting
of a base
charge and six incremeni s. The projectile
may be easily removed from the cartridge case in order to adjust the propclling charge for the desired range.
The propelling charge for the 105 mm
howitzer rounds are in powder bags.

y~(&ASSLFIED

#I titttitIII Ill llllltllllttllllllllllllllllllltUtlliliUiiililllllttlllt~lllllilllll~Ui
0 FFI C E C HI E F A

Fuze, B.D., M6PAI

Instead of the old method of tying
the zone charges to screw eyes in the
base of the cartridge case, the bags are
held in the retainer,
M3A 1, which is
pushed down over the percussion primer,
MlI~lil2,
to prevent the bags from slipping forward.
In the case of the II.E., A.T., M67,
round, a long primer, the M28R2, is used.
The retainer is eliminated as this primer
is long enough to prevent the propelling
charge bag from shifting within the case.
The cartridge cases for the 105 mm
howitzers are 3114, Type I and Type II,
(Continued

0

F

0
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on next page)
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SHELL,HIGH-EXPLOWE, 105 MM, tdl
SHELL,HIGH-EXPLOSIVE,
ANTITANK, 105 MM,

Mb7

(Continued)

Jvhich diPr’cr otlly in the diamctral
taper
of the wall of the case.
In addition, the chcrnical and smoke
~hclls dcscribccl separa txly, the highexplosive
shcl1, 31 I, ant3 the higheXplosive antitank shell, h167, are authorized at the present time for use in the
105 mm howitzers, 312, M2Al
and 1114.
SHELL,

H.E., 105 mm, Ml-STANDARD

----The H.E., 105 mm, l\lrl, round for the
new howitzer,
1\f3, is identical
to the
round as fired in the howitzers, M2,l!+cI2Al
and M4, except that the zone charges
used are only 1 to 5 insteat of 1 to 7.
The 105 mm H.E. shell, A/II, is of
stream-lined
design with a long pointed
nose and tapered base. Either the point(. 15 see.), or
detonating
fuze, RiI48A2
the time and superquick
fuze, M54, is
authorized
for use with this shell. Both
fuzes are assembled with the M20Al
booster and are considcrcd bore-safe.
The shell as fired weighs 33 pounds
and contains a TNT bursting charge of
4.80 pounds. The complctc round weighs
42.07
pounds. The i\lT14, Type I, cwtridge
case is used and contains a loo-grain

percussion type primer, ~~ll~lb2.
The
steel cartridge case, Jf14B1, is substitute
standard.
The Puze, l’.I)., h14SA2 (.15
see.), is a selective point-detonating
fuze
which may be set for superquick action
or for a short delay action, The fuze,
T. & S. Q., M54, is a I)c’illt-clctonatirlg
combination
superquick
and 25-second
delay powder time-train
fuze.
The propelling
charge for the M2,
fi12h1 and Rf4 howitzers is the Ml class
powder, having an 85-10-5 formula with
seven perforations
per grain and a web
of 0.025 inch.
In the M3 howitzer the charge is the
Ml class powder, having an 85-10-5
formula
with single-perforation
grains
and a web of 0.014 inch,
Th c propelling
charge consists of a
base charge and six increments, the zone
ranges of which are tabulated below.
SHELL,
H.E.,
A-T.,
105 mm,M67howitzer
shell
S TA N 5 A R D--This

is
identical in design with the 75 mm highexplosive, antitank
howitzer shell, M66.
The complete round consists of the
cartridge case, 3114, Type II, containing

the h,T28A2 primer, a propelling
charge
of 1.50 pounds of PNII powder and the
loaded and fuzed projectile.
The steel
cartridge
case, M14B1,
is substitute
standard.
The complete
round weighs
36.95 pounds, of which the shell accounts
for 29.22 pounds.
The explosive charge is detonated on
impact
by the fuzc, base-detonating,
X162AI.
The charge consists of 2.93
pounds of Pentolite. Good penetration of
armor plate is obtained with this shell
due to the shaped-charge
or “Monroe”
principle
used. The shell will penetrate
about 495 inches of homogeneous armor
plate at any range.
In the 322, M2A1 and M4 howitzers
the propelling
charge is an Ml class
powder with a formula of X5-10-5 and
has seven perforations
per grain and a
web of 0.025 inch.
The charge for the It3 howitzer has an
Z-10-5
formula
and is an Ml class
powder with single-perforated
grains having a web of 0.014 inch.
PROJECTILE,
DROLL, Mi4-STANDARD-(See
Table of Characteristics.)

CHARACTERI$TICS
Shell, ME.,
A.T., MY
Caliber..

Models

of Howitzers

.
_
. .. .. .

proi. Weight
Proi. Charge and ‘i&h;
.’ .’ : I I I I I
. L. . . . . .
Booster.. . . . . .
Fuze.
.
Primer.......:‘:::I::::::::::::::::,~M1BlAI
Cartridge
Case. .
. . ..
Propelling
Charge and Weight . .

. . . ,105
.M2,
.. .

mm
MlAl,

: I I I : I : f;To ‘4b.8 lb.
. . . . .M2dAi
.P.D., M48A2*
.
. ..

Complete
Round Weight
..
Muzzle
Velocity.
+
.,
.. .
.
.
Maximum
Range. . . , . . . . , .
. .
Chamber capacity.
.
.
Rated Max. Pressure, p.s.i.. . .
, . .
__----901 CombinaGon T. 8 S.Q., M54.

105 mm
$$~A’,

M4

Petholite;
(.I 5 sec.)

Shell, H.E.,
A.T., k167
M4

2.93

B.D
M62Al
M2gA2

.Mf 4, Type l$
pFb47 ,gwdr.,

.

.4kO7 lb.
. .1,550 f/s
. . .I 2,205 yds.
. .153.80
cu. ins.
. . .30,000

lb.

105
M3

mm

z2?,,$

105 mm
KY22 lb.
Pentolite,
2.93

lb.

P.Dii,z;8A2*

iO5 mm
MB,MPAI,M4
lb.

-

(.15 sec.)

Ml 4, Type I$
iyy
,gwdr.,
36.95 lb.
1,250 f/s
8,590 yds.
153.80 cu. ins
26,000

40.36 lb.
1,020 f/s
8,295 yds.
153.80 cu. ins.
25,000

1,020 f/E
8,490 yds.
153.80 cu. ins,
PO,000

=
--

$EIther the inert 1 OO-grain primers, Ml Bf Al CJI Ml Ai, may be used.
bsreel cartridge
case, Mf 481, Type I, is substituk
standard,
$tSteel cartridge
case, Ml 481, Type II is subsMute standard.

----

,,,,

A
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CA-

SHELL,
CHEMICAL,
105MM, (H.S.), 6Q-STANDA
CHEMICAL,
105MM, ( F.s.),M60-SUBSTITUTE
STANDARD
SHELL,
ROUNDS

FOR HOWITZERS,

105 MM,

M2, M2A1,

M3 AND

M4

SHELL,
CHEMICAL,
10s MM, (w.P.), M60-SUBSTITUTE
STANDARD
ROUND

FOR HOWITZERS,

105 MM,

M2,

M2A1,

M3

AND

M4

SHELL,
SMOKE,
105MM, (B.E.),M84 ANDM84Bl-STANDARD
ROUND

I

FOR HOWITZERS,

105 MM,

M2, M2A1,

M3 AND

COMPLETE ROUND, SHELL, CHEMICAL,

IO5

it--------

M4

mm, h&O, FOR MI,

M2Al

AND

M4 HOWITZERS

.. - 4

31.08 MAX.

@

Primer,

0

Burster, M5

Percussion,

Ml Bi AP

@

Retainer,

M3Al

0

Case, Cartridge,

0

Booster,

MS?9

0

Fuse, PD.,

Ml4,

Type I

M57

COMPLETE ROUND, SMOKE SHELL (BASE EJECTION), 105 mm, M84,
FOR MI, MIA1 AND M4 HOWITZERS

-@

Primer,

Percussion,

MlBl

A2

(@

Retainer,

SHELL, CHEMICAL,
105 mm, (W.P.), Mb0
-SUBSTITUTE
STANDARD-This
shell is

authorized9forCuse in the 105 mm howitzer
and may be loaded with any of the three
following chemical fillers : F.S. (Smoke),
W.P. {Smoke) or N.S. (Persistent Gas).
The P.S. (Smoke) chemical shell is substitute
standard
for the M2,
M2A1
and XI4 howitzers,
the W.P. (Smoke)
loaded shell is substitute standard for the
312, M2A1, 313 and 3114 howitzers while
the 11-S. (Persistent Gas) is standard for
the 1112, M2Al and 314 howitzers.
The weights of the loaded and fuzed
projectiles
vary with the chemical fillers used, as the following
table indicates :

M3Al

Ck,gFal
g!$
. .

0

30.49 MAY,. ---

C ase, Cartridge,

Weight pf
Chem. Filler
4.61

lb.

%

1:. .

-

~~

Ml 4, Type

I

0

Proj. Weight
Loaded and Fuxed
34.86
;;.g

lb.
1;.
.

After loading, the M5 burster well tube
is pressed into place. This tube forms a
gas-tight seal at the shell’s nose. It has a
cavity through the center of the shell into
which the tetryl burster charge is placed
after the burster wcI1 tube has been
seated.
The Y.D.
fuze, M57,
with
booster, M22, is used. The M57 fuze is
similar to the P.D. fuze, M48A2, except
that it contains no delay element and
provides superquick action only.
The propelhng
charges for the M2,
M2Al and M4 howitzers arc contained in

UNCLASSIFIED

Expelling

Charge

0

Fuze, T. & S. Q., M54

scvcn-section powder bags which are held
in thccartridgecase
by theM31Al
retainer.
The propelling charge is an Ml class
powder having an 85-10-5 formula with
seven perforations
per grain and a web
of 0.025 inch. The round as fired in the
M3 howitzer is identical except that a
five-section
propelling
charge is used
instead of seven. Consequently the muzzle
velocity and powder pressures in the M3
howitzer are not so great as in the M2,
M2Al
and M-1. The Ml powder used
with the M3 howitzer
round has an
85-10-5 formula. The grains are single
perforated and have a web of 0.014 inch.
The maximum
ranges for the shell are
indicated in Tables A and 13.
(Continued

on next page)

Mb0
(F.S.), M60
(W.P.), Mb0

SHELL,CHEMICAL,105 MM, (H-S.),
SHELL,CHEMICAL,105 MM,
SHELL,CHEMICAL,105 MM,

SHELL,SMOKE,105MM, (B.E.),

M84

M84Bl

AND

(Continued)

CHARACTERISTICS
Shell, Chem.,
Smoke (F.S.),
Caliber.
Models

.. . . . .....
. . . . . . , .I05 mm
of Howitzers.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .E#..Al,

Proi. Weight.
Proj. Charge

Shell, Chem.,
Smoke (W.P,),

MO

IO5 mm
MP, MPAl,
M3
and M4
34.34 lb.
Smoke (W.P.), 4.10

M3

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . a . . . . .34.86 lb.
and Weight.
. . . I . . ++ . . . . . *Smoke (F.S.),

4.61

lb.

. . . . . MPP
........................
. . . . . Li&“ap’
.........................
Primer. ........................
.....
. . * . Ml 4, Type it
Cartridae
Case. .................
Propelting
Charge and Weight. . . . . I . . . . FNH pwdr., 2.94
Complete
Round Weight..
. . . . . . . . . . . 143.85 lb.
Muzzle Velocity.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.550 f/s
Maximum
Rang;. .....................
lb,31 9’ydo.
.153.80
cu. ins.
Chamber Capacity.
...................
Rated Max. Pressure, p.s.i ..............
.30,000

M60

MPP
P.D., MS7
MlBlA2
Ml4,
Type It
FNH pwdr., 2.94
43.35 lb.:
1,550 f/s**
12,281 ydr.tt
153.80 cu. ins.
30,0005

F;;eyrr.

lb.*

lb.

Shell, Chem.,
Gas (H.S.), M60

Shell, Chem., Smoke
(B.E.), M84 and M84Bl

105 mm
MI, M2Al

105 mm
MP, MPAI,
M3
and M4
32.81 lb.
(Smoke, 7.50 lb.)
(TNT, 0.14 lb.)

33.42 lb.
Gas (H.S.),

and M4
3.17

lb.

M22
Li%l”de
M14, Type It
FNH pwdr., 2.94
42.41 lb.

lb.

T. and S. Q., M54
MlBIAP
MI 4, Type It
FNH pwdr., 3.04 lb.*
41.84 lb.7
1,550 f/s”*
12,243 yds.$f
153.80 cu. ins.

lb.

1,550 f/s
12,243
153.80

yds.
cu. ins.

30,000

30,0005

l 1.33 lb. for M3 howitzer.
Kiteel cartridge case, Ml 4B1, Type
f41.71 lb. in M3 howitzer.
595,000 p.s.i. in MS howitzer.
1140.29 Ibs. in M3 howitzer.
**I ,040 f/r in M3 howitzer,
W8,197 vds. in M3 howitzer.
$48,946 yds. in M3 howitzer.

SMOKE
mm, MS4

I, is substitute

standard.

SHELL (BASE EJECTION),
AND
M84sl
-STANDARD-

105

This shell contains three chemical charges
with an aggregate weight of 7.50 pounds.
It is propelled by 3.04 pounds of FNH
powder-slightly
more than is used in
the M60 chemical shell.
The point-detonating
combination
superquick
and 25-second delay powder
time-train
fuze, M54,
detonates
the
expelling charge of 0.14 pound of TNT.
This amount
of expelling
charge is
sufficient to blow out the closing disk at
TABLE

Charge
:!

:
i

7
TABLE
Charge

A: (SHELL, CHEMICAL,

Powder
Base
Base
Base
Base
Base
Base
Base

Sect,
and
and
and
and
and
and

8: (SHELL,

105 mm, (H.S.),
------M.V.

Charge
No.
lncr.
Incr.
Incr.
Incr.
Incr.
incr.

1 . . . . es. . . . . . . . . . .
No. 2. . . . . . . . . . _ . . .
No. 2, 3.. . . . . . . . . , , ,
No. 2, 3,4. . . . . . , , . .
No, 2, 3, 4, 5. . . . . . . .
No. 2, 3‘4, 5, 6..
..
No. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7. . .

CHEMICAL,

105

M60)
MS, MIA1
(f/s)

1 . . 2. . . . . . . . . . . , . ,
and Incr.
No. No.
Base Sect.
No. 2, 3... (4.. . ,. .I .. . ., .. . , . ..
Base
Base and
and fncr.
Incr. No.

2

Base and Incr. No.
Base and Incr. No.

2, 3,
.
....
. :: ::
2, 3, 4, 5. 6.:
2, 3, 4, 5,6,
7.
5,
. .

and M4 Howitzers
Range (yds.)

----,
Elevation

3,789

43.5”

710
780
875

4,433
5,232
6,387
8,246

43.6”
43.4”
43.4”
43.2”
43.3”
43.7”

1,020
1,235
1,550

IO,1 38
12,243

650
710
780

M2Al

and M4 Howitzers
Range (yds.)
3,753

ifNCLASS!FIED

----,
Elevation
43.5”

5,1 a4
4,391

43.6”
43.4

6,344
8,197

43.4”
43.2”
43.3”
43.7”

875
1,020
1,235
1,550

8

CHEMICAL,

105 mmr (F.S.), M60)
M2, M2Ai and M4
,-Howitzers
-,
Elevafion
Range (yds.)
3,7I 7

43.5”

4,349

43.6”
43.4”

5,136
6,301
8,148
IO,1 14

12,319

43.4”

43.2”
43.3”
43.7”

MO)

-----MI,
M.&r. f/s

Powder

howitzer
is identical
except for a fivesection propelling charge. The Ml powder
has the same characteristics
as that used
with the M60 smoke shell in the M3
howitzer.
The M84 shell body is manufactured
from steel tubing and consequently
an
adapter is needed to receive the fuze. An
alternate
method of manufacture
is to
make the shell body from a forging. In
this case the ogive is continued so that
the fuze may be assembled to the shell
without the use of an adapter.
(SHELL,

650

mm, (W.P.),

:
:

7

the base of the shell and to eject the three
smoke canisters.
The propelling
charges for the M2,
M2Al and M4 howitzers are contained in
seven-section powder bags which are held
in the cartridge case by the M3Al retainer.
The propelling
charge is an Ml class
powder of 85-10-5 formula. The grains
have seven perforations
and a web of
0.025 inch.
As fired, the M84 shell weighs 32.87
pounds. The complete round weight is
41.84 pounds. The round fired in the M3

10,126
12,281

-M3 Howitzer
--\
Range (ydr.)
Elevation
43.5”
3,753
5,184
4,391

6,344
8,197

43.5”
43.2”

43.2”
43.0

STAND-

SHELL,
HIGH~EXPLOSIVE,
4.5 INCH,
ROUND

-AD

FOR FIELD GUN, 4.5 INCH, Ml
COMPLETE ROUND, H.E., 4.5 Inch, M65, LOADED

SHELL, H.E., 4.5 Inch, hi45

CHARGE, PROPELLING, M8
(Base and Increment)

21.-22.0

@p

rimer,

@

Percussion,

Obturator

228

Mk.

llA4

Spindle

SHELL,
HIGH-EXPLOSIVE,
4.5 INCH,
M65,
M&B1
and
M65B2-STANDARD

--These shells are classified as standard
ammunition
for the 4.5 inch field gun,
1x1, The separate loaded complctc round
consists of the loaded and fuzcd shell,
3165, M65Hl or Jfci5IS2, with either the
normal base-propelling
charge, 1\~I7,or the
supercharge,
lPI8, and the percussion
primer MK. II h3.
The percussion primer, 17 grains, Ilk.
IIA-1, is seated in the base of the obturator spindle and the propelling charge fits
against the face of the percussion primer
MK. II A-l spindle. The propelling charge,
AX17, measures 22.8 inches in length and
3.9 inches in diameter. The XI8 propelling
charge base section measures 16.1 inches
in length and 4.9 inches in diameter and
the increment
measures 6.7 inches in
length. The base anti inrrement together
measure 22.8 inches in length. The shell
is 22.8 inches in length and 4.49 inches in
diameter.
As fired the shell weighs 54.90 pounds

IN GUN

0

Charge,

Propelling,

(@

Base Plate

M7 {Normal

0
F

~I- -

MAX.

@

Charge)
Fuze, PD.,

and contains a bursting charge of 4.49
pounds of ‘l’ST. Assembled in the gun,
the complete round weighs 65.99 pounds
with the Jf8 base and increment charge.
The XI8 is the supercharge and consists
of a base section and increment. The total
weight of the charge is 11.013pounds. The
M7 charge is the normal charge and
weighs 7.4-l pounds. The base section of
the >I8 charge weighs 8.328 pounds. The
MS powder has an &?-lo--c5 formula with
a web of .054 and seven perforations. The
M7 powder has an 87-10-3 formula with a
web of .025 and seven perforations.
The
YLlY7charge and the M8 charge base section give a muzzle velocity of 1,820 feet
per second, and at 45” elevation, a maximum range of 16,650 yards. ‘l’hc Mti supercharge gives a muzzle velocity of 2.275
feet per scconcl and a range at 45” clevation, of 21,125 yards.
The RI7 normal charge will give more
accurate fire than the MS (base charge
alone) although each has the same range

M51 A3

(.15

Booster,

sec.) 01 M.T.,

MPI A2
M67Al

and muzzle velocity. Wowever, a higher
muzzle velocity was unobtainable
with
the M7 powder as it would exceed the
rated maximum pressure. IIence, the M8
powder was necessary and was made up
in base charge and increment so that it
could be used in place of the M7 if the M7
were not available.
The 11165, Ji65Ul and M65B2 shell are
identica.1 in appearance, weight and contour. IIowever, the M65 is made from a
steel casting and has a steel base plate.
The YI65B2 also has a steel base plate
but the shell is made from a steel forging.
The M65I32 is made from a steel forging,
but no base plate is used. It does have a
base cover, The base plate and cover both
serve the same purpose, preventing
gas
leakage
into the shell. The English
method is used with the M65 qnd N65Bl
and shells made with the base plate are
manlrfacturcd
in Canada. The base cover
type, M65I32, is American.

CHARACTERISTICS
Shell, H.E.,
M65, M6SB1,
M6SB2
Caliber. . . . . + I . . , . .4.5 inch
Model
of Gun..
.Ml
Proi. Weight..
.54.90 lb.
Proi, Charge and
.TNT, 4.49
Weight. . .
.MIl
A2
Booster. .
Fuze....
.
. . M.T.M67Al*
Primer. . . . . . . . . . .Mk. llA4
l

01 P. D. Fure,

M51 A3

lb.

Shell, H.E.,
“M6v4655gp5w

Sheil, H.E.,
Mix, M6501,

Shell, H.E.,
M65, M65B1,

Shell, H.E.,
M65, M65B1,

M65Bf

M65B2

4.5 inch
Ml
54.90 lb.

M65B2
4.5 inch
MI
54.90 lb.

TNT, 4.49
M21 A2
M.T.M67Al*
Mk. llA4

lb.

TNT, 4.49
M21 A2
M.T.M67Al*
Mk. 11A4

Propelling
Charge
and Weight
.

. .$I&:rH

pwdr.,
.

Corn e:;te+ Round
61.36 lb.
,
w?
Muzzle Velocity.
. . . 1,820 f/s
16,650 yds.
Maximum
Range.
531.00 cu. ins.
Chamber Capacity
Rated Max..Pressure,
p.s.i.. . . .
. . .40,000

lb.

(.I 5 sec.)

Shell, H.E.,
p&-,

M8, Base Sec.,
FNH pwdr.,
8.328 lb.

rt,
pwd;.,

BFq;eH(lnd
11.06

63.258 lb.
1,820 f/s
16,650 yds.
531.00 cu. ins.

65.96

lb.

24,000

40,000

lb.

2,275 f/s
21 ,125 yds.
531 .OO cu. ins.

~JNCLASSIFIED
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73-ST

SHELL,
HIGH-EXPLOSIVE,
120
ROUND

FOR

GUN,

120 MM,

I

Ml

(ANTIAIRCRAFT)

COMPLETE ROUND, H.E., 120 MM, M73, LOADED

SHELL, H,E., 120 MM, M73

124.06

SHELL,

@

_--~~--

MAX.

HIGH-EXPLOSIVE,

140 MM,

M73-STANDARD-This
shell is standard ammunition
for the 120 NM antiaircraft gun, firI.
The round consists of a loaded and
fuzcd projectile and a cartridge case containing the propelling charge and aprimer.
The standard closing plug, M2, which
replaces the cork plug, fill, is made of
palmatex. This plug
serves as a cushion
between the cartridge case and th-c shell
and prevents the loss of powder.
The round is separate-loaded,
but the
charge is in the cartridge
propelling
case iustead of in a bag. This was
adopted because a cartritlge
case and
fixed powder charge are desirable for

IN.GUN

4

Primer,

Percussion,

@

Igniter

Assembly

0

Case, Cartridge,

(Q

Plug, Closing,

@

Booster,

OF

we,

Ml 51 AS?

M24
MP

MPOAI

MT.,

M61Al

rapid-fire
antiaircraft
use; but a fixed
type round weighing 100 pounds was considered too unwieldy,

surround or 5.$2 lb. of trimonite.
With
the trimonite
loading a booster cavity
cup is used.

In firing, the projectile and the cartridge case are loaded into the chamber
and rammed home by the power rammer.
The shell as fired weighs 49.74 pounds
mechanical time
an d employs the M6lhf
fuze and 1220~11 booster. The shell contains a bursting charge of 5.26 pounds of
TXT. Cartridge Case, 3124, is used with
the II 1ISlA2 percussion primer, an ignitcr assembly and a propelling charge of
23.62 pounds
of NII powder. The complete round weighs 98.5 2 pounds. hlternate bursting charges are 4.80 lb. of 50,‘50
amatol with 0.19 lb. of cast TST booster

As the MlBlA2
primer does not insure
complete burning of the propelling charge,
an igniter is attached to the primer. The
igniter
contains 0.54 pound of black
powder.
The propelling charge is Ml powder of
an 87-10-3 formula with seven perforations per grain and a web of 0.068 inch.
The shell dcvclops a
of 3,100 feet per second
mum horizontal
range
and a maximum vertical
yards.

muzzle velocity
and has a maxiof 27,160 yards
range of 19,150

CHARACTERISTICS
Caliber.
Model

...................................
of Gun.

Proi. Weight.
Proi.

....................

.......

................

.............

Ml

.................

..............

Charge and Weight .............................
...................................................

49.74 lb.
.TNT, 5.26 lb.*
MPOAl

Booster.

Fuze ...............................................

.M-

Primer ................................................
‘Alternate loadings

4.80 fb. SO/50

Shell, H.E., M73

Shell, H.E., M73
. , , . . , . . 120 MM

Amatol

with 0.19 lb. Cast TNT booster

T=, ~1
..MjBlA

Al
2

. . . ..
. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . M24
Cartridge Case. , . . . . .
.................
.NH powder, 23.62 lb.
Propelling
Charge and Weight.
.98.41 lb.
Complete
Round Weight ...................................
3,100 f/s
.........................................
Muzzle Velocity.,
Maximum
Ra”ge
Horiz.-27,160
yds.
................................
Vert. -19,150
yds.
...................................
1,048 CU. ins.
Chamber Capacity
.....................
.38,000
Rated Max. Pressure, p.s.i. .............

or 5.44 lb,

Of trimonite.

tvm
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PROJECTILE,
ARMOR-PIERCING,
6 INCH,
SHELL,
HIGH-EXPLOSIVE,
6 INCH,MK.i&i--LIMITED STANDARD
ROUND

FOR 6 INCH

SEACOAST

GUNS, M1900A2,

M1903A2,

M1905A2

COMPLETE ROUND, PROJECTILE,A.P,, 6 INCH, MK. XXXIII, LOADED IN GUN,

Ml905

PROJECTILE,A.P., 6 INCH, MK. XXXIII

M3O

@

Primer,

@

Obturator

OB
0

Electric,

ag, Powder,

the only stanctsrcl combat ammunition
for the 6 inch seacoast guns, is a Savy
The projcctilc is idcntidesign projcctilc.
cd in design \>*ith the I’rojcctilc,
,I.l’.C.,
155 mm, 31112.

6

:I bursting

clxxrgc of 2.11’ pounds of
is CIctonatcd by t,he JIG0
the
~)Lzs~-c~et~rllulillg fuzcb. To improve
flight ch;lr:uktcktics
;1. ballistic
~intfshield is at t.;~ch(d to the I)rojcctile body.
‘II is \vinclshic~ltl is hcrc\lrc( 1 onto an
adapter which is soldcrcd and crlmyed
cyhsivc

u~GLASSIF~ED

“I)”

Type

M1905A2

@

Bag, Powder,

@

Bursting Charge

OF

PROJECTILE,
ARMOR
- PIERCING,
INCH, MK. X%%III-STANDARD--‘l‘hist

Single-Sect)on

Fuze, B.D., M60

COMPLETE ROUND, SHELL, H.E., 6 INCH, MK. IIAn, LOADED IN GUN,

SHELL, H.E., 6 INCH, MK. IIAP

Spindle

Single-Section

Type

uze, P. D., M51 A3

in five ~1:~s to the projectile body.
A single-section type powder bag contaim the propelling
charge-37
pounds
of LX11 powder. This charge gives the 105
pound projectile
a muzzle velocity
of
2,800 f,;S. ‘I%c propellant is an Ml class
pow&r, 87-10-3 formula. The web size

PROJECTILE,
ARMOR-PIERCING,
b INCH, MK. XXXlll
SHELL,HIGH-EXPLOStVE,
6 INCH, MK. llA2
is 0.068 inch and the grains have scvcn
The electric primer, 1430,
perforations.
is used to ignite the propelling charge.
The projectile
measures 27 inches in
length and the powder bag a maximum
of 42% inches by 696 inches in diameter.
SHELL,
HIGH-EXPLOSIVE,
6 INCH,
MK. llA2 - LIMITED
STANDARD-This

shell was developed by the redesign of
the MK. II high-explosive shell. The Mk.
II shell was manufactured
so that an
adapter was required to assemble the
Fuze, P.D., M47, to the shell, resulting
in a shell contour that was unsatisfactory
ballistically.
To rectify this the shell was
modified and was designated the Shell,
H.E., MK. IIAl. The modification
consisted of lengthening
the ogive so that
the P.D., fuze, M51A3, could be assembled directly to the shell without using
an adapter. With the new shell and fuze
contour the ballistic characteristics
were
improved.
A further modification,
this
time to the rotating band, resulted in the
MK. IIA2 shell.
The shell is manufactured
from steel
forging, and to insure that no gases leak
into the bursting charge the base of the
shell is protected by a steel base cover.

(Continued)

Two different bursting chnrges are permitted, 13.98 pounds of Grade I, Cast
TNT or 13.11 pounds of 50-50 Amatol
with 0.20 pound of Grade I, Cast TNT
surrounding the booster. Both type loadings require fuze well cups to prevent
broken pieces of the charge interfering
with the assembly of the Fuze, P.D.,
M51A3. The shell is shipped with an
eye-bolt
closing
plug and the fuze
assembled prior to firing.
The 89.53 pound shell is propelled by
32.5 pounds of NH powder. The propelling charge, contained in a single-section
type powder bag, is ignited by the M30
electric primer. The propellant is an Ml
ciass powder,
87-10-3
formula.
The
grains have seven perforations
and a
web of 0.055 inch.
Fuze, P.D., MFjXA3 is a selective superquick or delay (0.15 sec.) fuze.
The fuzed shell measures 25.22 inches
in length and the powder bag a maximum
of 4254 inches by 654 inches in diameter.
PROJECTILE,
TARGET
INCH, M911-STANDARD-This

PRACTICE,

6

projectile is used as a target practice shell to
simulate the 108 pound, M1911, A.P.

Shell and A.P. Shot. It weighs 108
pounds,
measures
approximately
the
same in length as the A.P. shell and shot
and has the same body contour. As a
result the T.P. projectile has the same
exterior
ballistic
characteristics
as the
simulated projectiles.
The projectile
is manufactured
from
cast iron and is hollow to give the desired
weight. The same propelling charge that
is used with the MK. IIA2 shell also is
used with this projectile.
PROJECTILE,
TARGET
PRACTICE,
6
INCH,
MK.
XXIX -STANDARD
---The

projectile is used, in target practice, to
simulate the MK. XXX111 projectile. It
is the same weight and has the same
exterior ballistic
characteristics
as the
MK. XXXIII.

IA1

PROJECTILES,
DUMMY,
6 INCH,
and MK. IIAl-STANDARD-These

MK.

dummy projectiles are used to teach the
gun crew handling
and loading techniques. The projectile has a built-up body.
Bronze is used for those portions of the
projectile body that might come in contact with the bore of the gun. This protects the gun tube from rough loading.

CHARACTERISTICS

... ...
and Weight.

Fuze. ..........
Primer. ........
Propelling
Charge

and Weight

Complete
Round Weight. ........
..............
Muzzle Velocity.
Maximum
Range. .............
Chamber Capacity.
.............
Rated Max. Pressure, p.r.i ........

l P,144 co. ins. In Ml905
t9,i!il¶l co. Ins. in Ml905

m

S$;.lli,H&,

;$v,W

Pr;i.i~U

Pr;i. f&II
1

Proi., T. P.
Mk. XXIX

6 inch
. , , Ml 900A2,
Ml 903AP,
Ml 905AE!
. *. 105 lb.
. . . .Expl. “D,”
2.17 lb.
. . . B.D., M60
. . . .M30, Elec.
....
Single-sec.,
NH
pwdr., 37.00 lb.

6 inch
Ml 900A4,
Ml 903AP,
Ml 905AP
89.53
TNT, 13.98

6 inch
Ml 900AP,

6 in’ch
M1900A4,

ki: z2AAtl
108 lb.

11 z3
85 lb.

6 inch
Ml 900AP,
Ml 903AP,
Ml 905A2
109 lb.

6 inch
Ml900AP,
Ml 903A2,
Ml 905AB
105 lb.

M51 A3
M30, Elec.
Single-sec.,
NH
pwdr., 34.50 lb.

M30, Elec.
Single-rec.,
NH
pwdr., 32.50 lb.

M30,

Elec.

M30, Elec.
Dummy, Mod.
1917, 29.00 lb.

M30, Elec.
Single-sec.,
y7Ho;ytr.,

lP4.06
lb.
4,770 f/s
20,995 yds.
4,082 cu. ins.*
38,000

140.50 lb.
2,600 f/s
17,000 yds.
2,077 cu. ins.t
38,000

85.00

lb.

131.00

14h.00 16.
2,800 f/s
47,150 yds.
2,082 cu. ins.*
38,000

. ..

Caliber..
.
Model
of

Proi. Weight.
Proj. Charge

Proi., A.P.
Mk. XXXlil

.14P.OO lb.
.P,800 f/s
.47,150
ydo.
.4,084 cu. ins.*
.38,000

’

lb.

lb.

gun.

gun.
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SHELL,
HIGH-EXPLOSIVE,
155MM, Kn--STAt+mA
ROUND

FOR GUNS, M1917,

Ml918M1,

Ml

AND

COMPLETE ROUND, H.E., 155

r’

COMPlETE

ROUND, H.E., 155 mm, MlOl,

LOADED

IN GUN, Ml Al

T-

@

Obturator

0

Charge,

“- --; _ .,?v-..Yr ,__ , . ‘T. -1-1I ‘:
I> 1
1 :
.

/
/

i<*

11 l:$ I, take

. . .._.I
-*-t, _- L .~,
-- .2-,-z.r-

, ^.

-27

],rt,jfhctilv%.

tIF

Ulrlt

I,c,;l(lir~C:

Percussion,

Mk.

llA4

Spindle
Propelling,

Base and Increment

55

..c~]lar;lfvi<

0

Booster,

@

Fuze, P.D., M5iA3

MAX---

he 155 mm gurus, II 1917, SI I9J~SI I,

iuatling

IN GUN, Ml91 8Ml

Primer,

I- -

ml

Ml 01, LOADED

@

_2

>I1

mm,

SHELL, H.E., 155 mm, Ml01

ii
6

T

MIA1

;iwo~tl-

pIishc(f in thwc c)j~(~r;~ti~~n<:i 1) iIlhc*rtirlg
the l)rc,jCTtilP in tllc gtlt,. ‘2)) itI*cTtirlg
the I,rcq)~~lliIiK
CIiargv
;~rlcI 1:j) ir~ccmrt irlg
the primer in thv tlrecc11 IIktTlI:~rlihrn
of

or M.T.,

the gun. Five general types of ammunition are provided : (1) higiz-explosive
shdl, (2) armor-piercing
slkot, (3) chemical shell, (4) target-practice
projectile
and (5) drill projectile,
The high-cxplosivc and chemical rounds
are issued unfused; the armor-piercing

M21 A2
(.I5

sec.)

M67Al

round is issued fuzed. An eye-bolt lifting
plug t.x :t..1;1
adapter plug iu shipped assembled in the fuze scat with unfuzed rounds.
This type of projectile is also issued unb(j.\;cd, and shipped with the rotating band
protected
by a rev grommet.
prol)clling
charges are shipyctl com(Continued

on next page)

CHARACTERISTICS
Shell,
MI01
Caliber
Models

of Guns

Proi. Weight
Proi. Charge
Booster

and Weight

fuza
Primer
Propelling

.
Charge

and Weight

complete
Round Weight
Muzzle Velocity
Maximum
Range
Chamber Capacity
Rated Max. Pressure, p.s,i.

H.E.,

155 mm
M1917,
Ml91 8Ml
94.70 lb.
TNT, 15.13 lb,
M21 A2
P.O., M5t A3 (.I 5 sec.)
or M.T., M67Al
Mk. llA4, 17 grs.
(Bose) NH pwdr.,
18.66 lb.
113.80 lb.
1,955 f/r
16,100 yds. at
35 30’ elev.
1,330 cu. ins.
31,500

Shell,

H.E.,

Shed! H.E.,

P$.i,~a wet,
.

155 mm
Ml, MlAl

155 mm
Ml,MlAI

155 mm
Ali

94.70 lb.
TNT, 15.13 lb.
Ml1 A2
P.O. M51 A3 (.I 5 sec.)
or d.T., M67Al
Mk. llA4, 17 grs.
(Base) NH pwdr.,
20.35 lb.
115.17 lb.
2,100 f/s
18,605 yds, at
45” elev.
1,640 cu. ins.
40,000

94.70 lb.
TNT, 15.13 lb.
MPl A2
P.O., M51 A3 (.I 5 sec.)
or M.T., M67Al
Mk, llA4, 17 grs.
(Base & lncr.) NH
pwdr., 30.74 lb.
125.48 lb.
2,800 f/s
25,715 yds. at
46” 49’ elev.
1,640 cu. ins.
40,000

95.33 lb.
Inert, 15.13 lb.
Mill AM2
P-D., M46 or
M47 inert
Mk. llA4,
17 grr.
(Base & Incr.) NH
pwdr., 24.15 lb.
I 21.53 lb.
2,410 f/s
17,900 ydr. at
35’ 15’ elev.

S&$

WE.,

Ml01

155 mm
M1917,
Ml 918Ml
94.70 lb.
TNT, 15.13 lb.
M21 A2
P.O., M5l A3 (-15 sec.)
or M.T., M67Al
Mk. lIA4, 17 grs.
(Base & Incr.) NH
pwdr., 24.45 lb.
119.48 lb.
2,410 f/s
20,100 yds. at
35 d 24’ elev.
1,330 cu. ins.
31,500

SHELL,HIGH-EXPLOSIVE,
155

in&

R/l101

plete with igniting charges in waterproof
fiber containers, one complete charge being
packed in each cartridge storage case.
Before discussing the present standard
item, Shell, H.E., MlOl, a comparative
tabulation
of the shell’s antecedents will
clarify the major points of difference and
modifications
which developed into the
present Ml01 shell as shown in TabJe A.
The high-explosive
shell, Mk. III, was
adapted from a French design and had a
sharp nose and tapered base to add to its
efficiency in ffight. The explosive charge
was about 15.2 pounds of TNT. Some
rounds were loaded with 50/50 or 80/20
amatol.
The Mk. IIIAf
high-explosive
shell is
a modification
of the Mk. III shell. The
modification consists of changing the ogival length to take the M51Al point-detonating fuze and the M21A2 booster.
This modification makes it possible to use
the bore-safe fuze, M51A1, instead of the
M46 or M47’ point-detonating
fuze. The
modification of the ogive and the use of a
better ballistic shape fuzc improve the
ballistic characteristics of the shell, as can
be seen in Table A.
SHELL,
HIGH-EXPLOSIVE,
155 mm,
MIOl-STANDARD-This
standard issue

and manufacture
round was developed
from the Mk. III high-explosive
round
(now classified as limited standard) and
from the Mk. IIIAl
high-explosive round
(now classified as substitute standard).
The Ml01 shell may be fired in either
the M1918Ml
guns or the new Ml and
MlAl guns. The shell is similar in appcarante and construction
to the Mk. IIIAl
high-explosive
shell. The M51A3 pointdetonating
fuze or M67Al
mechanical
time fuze is used with the M2lA2 booster.
The shell weighs 94.70 pounds as fired.
The weight of the TXT bursting charge is
15.13 pounds. This projectile is shipped
and &sued unfuzed;
the fuzes, with
booster attached, are shipped separately
in fiber containers.
When fired in the M1918J11 gun, with
the normal base-propelling
charge, the
complete round weighs 113.80
pounds.
The weight of the NH powder base-section

(Continued)

charge is 18.66 pounds, giving a muzzle velocity of 1,955 feet per second and a maxitium range of 16,100 yards at 35” 30’ elevation. \Vhcn fired with the base and
increment charge, the weight of the NH
powder charge is 24.45 pounds, giving a
muzzle velocity of 2,410 feet per second
and a maximum range of 20,100 yards at
35” 24’ elevation. The weight of the complete round then becomes 119.48 pounds.
When fired in the MlAl
gun, with the
normal base-section charge, the complete
round weighs 115.17 pounds. The weight
of the NH powder base-section is 20.35
pounds, giving a muzzle velocity of 2,100
feet per second and a maximum range of
18,605 yards at 45” elevation. When fired
with the base-increment charge, the weight
of the NII powder charge is 31.25 pounds,
giving a muzzle velocity of 2,800 feet per
second and a maximum range of 25,715
yards at 46” 49’ elevation. The weight of
the complete round then becomes 126.37
pounds.
The propelling charge for the 155 mm
gun, M1918M1, is nonhygroscopic smokeless powder. The cartridge bags containing the propelling charge are the “base
and increment type” consisting of a base
section and one increment section, permitting two zones of fire. The base section
has an 8 ounce black powder igniter pad
attached. Both base section and increment section are wrapped spirally with
strips of cartridge-bag
cloth to make the
bags firm and compact for handling.

The propelling charge for use in the new
155 mm guns, Ml and MlAl,
is similar
to the M1918Ml
propelling charge. The
base section of the charge used in the Ml
and MlAl
guns is 25.25 inches in length
and weighs approximately
20.35 pounds.
The increment section is 11.75 inches in
length and weighs approximatkly
10.90
pounds. The total length of the charge is
approximately
37 inches and the total
weight is 31.25 pounds. In addition to
being slightly longer and heavier than the
M1918Ml
propelling charge, the charges
for the Ml and MlAl
guns are larger in
diameter and can be used only in those
guns.
The base and increment charges are
made from class Ml powder with an
87-10-3 formula. Grains of this powder
have a web of 0.057 inch and seven perforations.
The projectile
measures 23.62 inches
in length.
PROJECTILE
(SPECIAL
TARGET),
MK.
Ill-STANDARD-This
shell consists of

an empty high-explosive
Mk. III shell
body, an inert adapter-booster,
and an
inert fuzc. The shell is shipped empty and
must be sand loaded to the proper weight
of 95.33 pounds before it is issued to using
troops. The complete round weighs 121.53
pounds.
PROJECTILE,
-STANDARD-(See

Primer..

.

(DRILL),

Table

Mk. IllAl
(Substitute

Standard)

.Mf917,
M1918Ml
.120.11
lb.
.95.33 lb.
$15.17 lb.

M1918MI
lb.
96.15 lb.
15.21 lb.

,I1 .OO lb.
.I,955
f/s
.14,900
yds. (35”

21 .OO lb.
1,955 f/s
15,500 yds. (35’

Ml917,
120.93

elev.)

.24.75 lb.
.2,410 f/s
.17,900
yds. (35” 15’ elev.)
.Mk. IllAM
.P.D., M46 or M47

. . . . . . . . . . .+. . . . . . . . . . . . .Mk.

MK.

of Charac-

teristics.)

TABLE
A
Mk. Ill
(Limited
Standard)
Model
of guns.. ........................
Weight of complete round. ...............
Weight of shell, as fired. .................
Weight of bursting charge (TNT). ..........
Weight of normal charge (NH powder,
base section). ........................
Muzzle velocity,
normal charge ..........
Maximum
range, normal charge. ..........
Weight of supercharge (NH powder,
base and increment).
..................
Muzzle velocity,
supercharge
.............
Maximum
range, supercharge.
............
Adapter
and booster. ....................
Fuze ...................................

DUMMY

llA4,17

grs.

38’ elev.)

24.75 lb.
2,410 f/s
19,100 yds. (35’ 22’ elev.)
M21 Al
PD., M51 Al, or
M.T., M67
Mk. llA4, 17 grs.

UNCLASSlS!ED
-
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PROJECTILE,
ARMOR-PIERCING,
155MM,
ROUND

FOR GUNS,

155

mm, M1917,

M1918M1,

Ml

AND

I-STANDARD
MlAl

COMPLETE ROUND, PROJECTILE, A.P., 155 mm, Ml 12BI,

LOADED

IN GUN, Ml91 8Ml

COMPLETE ROUND, PROJECTILE, A.P., 155 mm, Ml 12BI, LOADED

IN GUN, Ml Al

0A

Primer,

@

Obturator

0

Charge,

Percussion,

Mk.

llA4

Spindle
Propelling,

Base and Increment
0

PROJECTILE,

ARMOR-PIERCING,

155 mm, MllgRl-STANDARD-The
projectile measures 23.62 inches in length
over-all, and as fired weighs 100 pounds.
It contains 1.44 pounds of explosive “D”
bursting
charge which is detonated by
fuze, B.D., M60. In the M1918MI
gun,
the projectile is propelled by a base and
increment charge of 24.75 pounds of NH
powder. This provides a muzzle velocity
of 2,360 feet per second and a maximum

range of 19,200 yards at 35” 24’ elevation.
The complete round weighs 124.75 pounds.
When used in the Ml and MlAl
guns,
the larger base and increment charge of
31.25 pounds of NH powder is used to
propel the projectile. The complete round
then weighs 131.25 pounds.
The larger base and increment charge
provides a muzzle velocity of 2,745 feet
per second and a maximum
range of
24,075 yards.

Fute,

B.D., Mb0

The base and increment charge for the
Ml917 and 1918 guns measures 37 inches
in length and 5.8 inches in diameter,
while the base and increment charge for
the Ml and MlAl
guns is 37.4 inches
in length and 6.5 inches in diameter.
The base and increment charges are
made from class Ml powder with an
87-10-3 formula. Gra.ins of this powder
have a web of 0.057 inch and seven perforations.

CHARACTERISTICS
Proi., A.P., Mlf2Bi
I e155 mm

Caliber. . .
.........
Models
of Guns. . . . . . .
Proi. Weight.
.
....
Proi. Charge and Weight.
Fuze..................
Primer. . . . . . , . , . . . . .
Propelling
Charge and
Weight. . . , . . . . , . . . .

. .(Superchg.,

Complete

Incr.) NH
24.75 lb.
. . . 124.75 lb.

Round

Weight.

. . Ml917,
Ml918Ml
. . 100 lb.
+ eExpl. “D,” 1.44 lb.
. , . E&D., M60
. . . Mk. llA4, 17 grs.
Base and
powder,

Proi., A.P., Mll2Bl
155
Ml,
100
Expl.
B.D.,
Mk.

mm
MiAl
lb.
‘ID,”
M60
IlA4,

1.44

lb.

17 grs.

(Superchg.,
Base and
Incr.) NH powder,
31.25 lb.
131.25 lb.

Proi., A.P., Ml 1261
Muzzle Velocity.
. . . . , . , . . . . 2,360 f/s
Maximum
Range. . . . . . , . .19,200
yds.
Chamber Capacity.
. . . . . . . . .1,394 cu. ins.
Rated Max. Pressure, p.s.i.. . . .31,500
Armor Penetration
at 20” Obliquely
Homogeneous
Plate
500 yards.,
.
_ . . . . ,5.4 ins.
1,000 yards.
. . . . . . . . .5.1 ins.
Face-Hard.
Plate
500 yards. . . . . . . _ . . . .4.7 ins.
1,000 yards.. . . , , , , . . . .4.4 ins.

Proi., A.P., Mll2Bl
2,745 f/s
24,075 yds.
1,691 cu. ins.
40,000

6.8 ins.
6.5 ins.
5.8 ins.
5.6 ins.

SHELL,
CHEMICAL,
155MM, Ml04--STANDARD
ROUND FOR GUN, 155 mm, Ml917,

~~~

I

M1918M1,

Ml

AND MIA1

COMPLETE ROUND, SHELL, CHEMICAL,

SHELL, CHEMICAL,

IN GUN, Ml Al

I55 mm, M104, LOADED

155 mm, Ml04

@

Primer,

@

Obturator

@

Percussion,

Mk.

liA4

Spindle

Ch arge, Propelling,
Base and Increment

SHELL, CHEMICAL,,
155 mm, M104STANDARD-This
is a standard issueand
manufacture
round for use in the Ml
and MlAl
guns and consists of the
chemical shell, M104, with burster, M6,

0D

Burstet, Md

@

Fuse, P.D., M51 A3

In the Ml and MlAl
guns, the normal
base charge weighs 20.00 pounds and develops a muzzle velocity of 2,100 feet per
second with maximum
range of 18,605
yards at 45” elevation
when the HS

booster, M22, and fuze, Y.D., M51A3.
The shell measures 27.54 inches in length.
The 17 grain, percussion primer, Mk.
IIA4, is used to fire the normal or supercharge propelling charge of NH powder.

(Continued

on next

page)

CHARACTERISTICS
Shell, (FS)
Ml04
Caliber.
Models

i .. ... .
of Guns..

Proi.

Weight.

Proi.

Charge

Booster.

.

.

.

. . . . . . . . . . .99.73

& Weight.

..

mm

lb.

. .16.90 lb. Chem.,
0.59 lb. TNT

. .,.

Burster.

.....

. .. ..

Primer.

. . ... ... ..

Propelling
Complete

. .

P.D.,
. . Mb

. . . .Mk. ilA4,
17 gts.

Charge & Weight.
. .*
Round Weight. . . . .lP4.51
Velocity.

Maximum

Range..

Chamber

Capacity.

Rated Max.
-I_____

M51 A3

lb.

.

155 mm

155 mm

155 mm

155 mm

I55

mm

Ml91 7
Ml 918Ml

Ml,

Ml,

Ml,

MIA1

94.53

99.73

98.18

P.D.,

ME2
M51 A3

MIA1

M51 A3

P.D.,

MlAY

98.18

lb.

16.90 lb. Chem.,
0.36 lb. Tetryl

lb.

94.53

M51 A3

P.D.,

lb.

11.70 lb. Chem.,
0.36 lb. Tetryl

15.60 Jb. Chem.,
0.36 lb. Tetryl

MP4

MP4

MPO

P.D.,

M51 A3

P.D.,

M51 A3

M6

M6

M6

Mb

Mk. llA4,
17 gro.
*

Mk. llA4,
17 grs.
*

Mk. llA4,
17 grs.

Mk. IlA4,
17 grs.

Mk. llA4,
17 grs.

1 PP.96

119.31

§
130.51

0
148.96

§
lP5.31

1,330
31,500

lb.

lb.

lb.

lTll

4,330 cu. ins.

1,640

31,500

40,000

**With
normal charge,
2,410 f/s; max. range,
VWith
normal charge:
4,410 f/s; max. range,
ISWith normal charge:
2,800 f/s; max. range,
lilTWith
normal charge:
4,800 f/s; max. Mnge,

lb.

cu. ins.

M.V.,
40,496
M.V.,
20,447
M.V.,
95,940
M.V.,
P6,Ot

so
1,640

lb.

$

i§

(Till
cu. ins.

*Norma!
charge, base section, NH powder, PI.00 lb. Supercharge,
base and increment,
NH
powder,
94.75 lb.
tWith
normal charge: M.V.,
1,955 f/s; max. range, 16,100 yds. With supercharge:
M.V.,
9,410 f/s; max. range, 40,100 yds.
$With
normal
chargO: M.V.,
2,100 f/s; max. range, 18,605 yds. With supercharge:
M.V.,
~300 f/s, max. range, 95,715 yds.
$,Normaf charge, base sectron,
’
NH powder, PO.35 lb. Supercharge,
base and increment,
NH
powder,
31.45 lb.
-I-

lb.

11.70 lb. Chem.,
0.36 lb. Tetryl

Ml04

M6

. . . . . .*.*
. .31,500

lb.

15.68 lb. Chem.,
0.36 lb. Tetryl

. . . . . .I ,330 cu. ins.

Pressure, p.s.i..

Shell, (HS)
Ml04

Ml917
Ml918Ml

tt
ti

. . . . . . . , . . **

Shell, (WP)
Ml04

Shell, (HS)
Ml04

ME!

. . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . MPP

Fuze . . . , . . .

Muzzle

. . .I55

. . . . . . . . . .Ml917
Ml 918Ml

Shell, (FS)

Shell, (WP)
Ml04

:
1,640

cu. ins.

1955 f/s; max. range, 16,260
yds.
1955 f/s; max. range, 16,PPO
yds.
2,100 f/s; max. range, 18,701
yds.
4,100 f/s1 max. range, 18,733
5 yds.

cu. ins.

40,000

40,000
yds. With

supercharge:

M.V.,

yds.

suwrchwe:

M.V.,

ruwcharge:

M.V.,

supercharge:

M.V.,

With

yds. With
Yds. Wiih

SHE& CHEMICAL,155 MM,

Ml04 (Confinued)

loaded shell is used. IJsing the same shell
the base and increment supercharge weighs
31.25 pounds and develops a muzzle
velocity of 2,800 feet per second with a
maximum
range of 25,715 yards at 47”
elevation.
In the M1918Ml
gun, the normal base
charge of 21 pounds develops a muzzle
velocity of 1,955 feet per second and a
maximum
range, with the HS loaded
shell, of 16,100 yards at 35” 30’ elevation.
The supercharge weighs 24.75 pounds and
develops a muzzle velocity of 2,410 feet
per second and a maximum
range of
20,100 yards at 35” 14’ elevation.
The base and increment charge for the
Ml917 and Ml918Ml
guns is 37 inches
in length and 5.8 inches in diameter. The
charge for the Ml and MlAl
guns measures 37.4 inches in length and 6.5 inches
in diameter.
The base and increment
charges are made from class Ml powder
with an 87-10-3 formula. Grains of this
powder have a web of 0.057 inch and
seven perforations.
The shell may be loaded with either
WP (Smoke), FS (Smoke), or HS (Persistent Gas) filler. The chemical filler is
loaded into the shell and the burster well
tube is pressed into place, forming a gastight seal. At the time of loading the
chemical filler and assembling the burster
well tube into the shell, no explosive
charge is present. The explosive charge of
the burster is contained in a cardboard or
thin aluminum casing and is loaded into
the shell either at the depot or in the field
at the time of fuzing.

After the shell has been loaded and the
burster well tube assembled in place, a
bakelite cup is placed over the empty
burster cavity to prevent the entrance of
foreign matter and an eyelet lifting plug
screwed into the nose of the shell. The
tetryl bursting charge weighs 0.36 pound.
The weights of the shell, as fired in the
M1917, M1918M1, Ml and MIA1 guns,

Filler

Kind
wp
FS
I-IS

Gun

WP

Ml 917,
Ml 917,

lb.

15.68
16.90
11.70

are as follows:

Weight of Shell
Loaded and Fured

Weight

98.18
99.73
94.53

lb.
lb.

lb.
lb.
lb.

Complete round weights with base section charge and base and increment charge
follow:

Weight with
Base Section

Filler
FS

with the various loadings,

Weight with
Base & Incr. Chg.

Churge

Ml 918Ml

119.05

lb.

129.96

Ml 918Ml

1210.47 lb.

124.51

lb.

Ml 918Ml

115.07

119.31

lb.
lb.

lb.

lb.

HS

Ml 917,

WP

Ml

and Ml Af

118.40

lb.

128.96

FS

Ml

and MIA1

119.62

lb.

130.51

lb.

HS

Ml

and MIA1

II 4.49

lb.

195.31

lb.

The following data for .the limited standard, Mk. VIIAI,
may be compared with
those for the Ml04 standard round in the Ml917 and 1918Ml guns (the Mk. VIIAl
shell being the antecedent of the Ml04 shell).

Weight

of complete

Weight

of shell, as fired.

round.

Weight

of charge,

........ ..,., ..

.. .,.,. , .. ,.. .. .
....................
chemical.

Weight of normal charge (NH powder,
base section). .............................
Muzzle
Maximum

velocity,
range,

normal

charge.

...............

normal

charge.

...............

Weight of supercharge
base and increment),
Muzzle
Maximum

velocity,
range,

. 119.63
. .94.88
I 1.40

supercharge.

lb.

144.46

lb.

143.03

lb.

lb.

99.71

lb.

98.98

lb.

lb.

16.23

lb.

14.84

lb.

.Pl.OO

lb.

41 .OO lb.

.I,955

F/S

1,955

.I 5,500

(NH powder,
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . 94.75

supercharge.

WP

FS

HS

yds.
lb.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,410 F/S
. . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . PO,1 00 yds.

15,500

F/S
yds.

PI .OO lb.

1,955 F/S
15,500

yds.

24.75

lb.

94.75

lb.

4,410

F/S

2,410

F/S

40,496

yds.

90,247

yds.

SHELLHIGH-EXPLOSIVE
1
BOUND

‘FOR

HOWITZER,

155 m:,

Ml

SHELLHIGH-EXPLOSIVE
155 lMl/l i/b102-STANDARD
Jw&oR

HOWITZER,

155 ,A,

M1917,

Mlil7A1,

Ml918

COMPLETE ROUND, SHELL, H.E., 155 mm, MlO7,

LOADED

CHARGE,

SHELL, H.E., I55 mm, Ml07

@

Primer,

@

Obturator

Percussion,

Mk.

llA4

Spindle

COMPLETE ROUND,

CHARGE,

PROPELLING,

IN HOWITZER,

@

Charge,

Propelling,

0

Booster,

MPl

SHELL, H.E., 155

mm,

MI Al

@

M4At

PROPELLING,

Fuze, PD.,

Ml 02, LOADED

IN HOWITZER,

0A

Primer,

@

Obturator

0

Charge,

Propelling,

(@

Booster,

MPl

Percussion,

The 155 mm gun shells should not be
fired in the 1.55 mm howitzer, as these
projectiles would seat differently
in the
howitzer-thus
reducing
t,he chamber
space for the propelling charge and giving

M3

(.15 sec.),

M67Al

Ml91 8

Mk.

llA4

Spindle

Fuze, P.D.,

MPAl

AP
M51 A3

and Fuze, T. & S.Q.,

tandard
ammunition
for the Ml,
141917, RI1917A1, 2LJld 1$1918
howit,zers is issued with high explosive or
clrcrnical fillings and with an inert filling
for tlrifl purposes.
UNCLISSSIFIED

M51 A3

or Fuze, MT.,

A2

@

S

Ml

(-15 sec.),
M55Al

difFerent interior and exterior ballistics
The high-explosive
round 31102 WAS
developed from the Mk. I high-explosive
shell which is now classified as Limited
Standard. The Mk. I became the Mk.
(Continued

m

AL--

on next page)
_ -.

eA7

SHELL,HIGH-EXPLOSIVE,
155

Ml07

MM,

AND

Ml02

(Continued)

with seven perforations
per grain and a
web size of 0.034 inch.
The shell measures 27.54 inches in
length; the M3 propelling
charge is 16
inches
long
and
5
inches
in
diameter
and
SHELL,
HIGH-EXPLOSIVE,
155 mm,
the
M4Al
propelling
charge
is
21
inches
AAlW-STANDARD-This
round is used
in length and 5.8 inches in diameter.
in the howitzer, Ml, and has the same
The propelling
charges consist of the
general characteristics
as the Ml02 round.
base
charges
and
increments
for the variThe Ml07 shell takes the M21A2 booster ’
ous
zone
charges
as
used
in
the
howitzer,
and the fuze, P.D., M5lA3 (.15 sec.), or
Ml.
the fuze, M.T., M67Al. As fired <the shell
SHELL,
HIGH-EXPLOSIVE,
155 mm,
weighs 95.01 pounds. The weight of the
TNT
bursting
charge is 15.13 pounds.
MlO2-STANDARD-This
round has the
The complete round weighs 108.14 pounds
same general characteristics
as the high(with propelling charge, M4Al).
explosive shell, Mk. IAl. The Ml02 shell
The M3 propelling charge uses an Ml
takes the M21A2 booster and the fuze,
class powder, the grains of which have a P.D., M5lA3
(.15 sec.), or the fuze,
web of 0.015 inch and are single perfoT. & S.Q., M55Al.
The weight of the
rated. The formula for this powder and
shell as fired is 95.30 pounds. The weight
that for the M4Al charge is 85-10-5. The
of the complete round is 103.58 pounds
M4Al charge also uses Ml class powder
with the M2Al propelling charge.
IA1 when modified to take the M21Al
booster and fuze P.D., MSlAl,
or Fuze
T. & S.Q., M55Al.

TABLE
Sheil,

H.E., 155 mm, MlO2,

Charge
Zone
Charge
Section
Ml Al
Base 1
1
2

MIA1

3

Ml Al

4

MIA1

5

Ml Al

3
4

MPAl
M4Al

5

MPAl

6

MPAI

7

M4A1

Base
Incr.
Base
lncrs.
Base
Incrs.
&4
Base
fncrs.
4&5
Base
yn;re
.
Base
lncr.
Base
Incrs.
&6
Base
Incrs.
6&7

The propelling
charges consist of the
base charges and increments for the various zone charges as used in the howitzer,
Ml918 (Table A).

PROJECTILE,
DRILL,
MK. I-STANDARD-((See
Table of Characteristics.)

in Ml917,

TABLE
Ml917Al,

Ml918

Weight

M.V.

1.78
2.05

lb.
lb.

679 f/s
741 f/s

4,305
5,035

8.54

lb.

831 f/s

3.06

lb.

938 f/s

1
8, 3,

4.00

lb.

1,084

3
i

3.43
4.37

lb.
lb.

831 f/s
938 f/s

3
4 & 5
3
4,5,

5.37

lb.

1,084

7.87

lb.

8.09

lb.

3
4, 5,

The shell as fired is 27.54 inches in
length; the MlAl
propelling charge measures 11 inches in length and 5 inches in
diameter, while the M2Al charge is 11
inches in length and 6 inches in diameter.

A
Max.
Range

1
3
1
4 L 3
1
9, 3,

The M lA1 propelling
charge uses an
Ml class powder, the grains of which have
a web of 0.016 inch and are single perforated. The formula for this powder and
that for the M2Al charge is 85-10-5. The
M2Al charge also uses Ml class powder
with seven, perforations per grain and a
web size of 0.033 inch.

Howitzers

Shell, H.E., 155 mm, M107, in Ml Howitzer

Max.

Charge

Elev.

Zone

yds.

45” 5’
45” 0’

1
2

M3
M3

6,155

yds.

43”

30’

3

7,555

yds.

43”

30’

4

9,415

yds.

43”

30’

6,155
7,555

yds.

yds.

43”
43”

30’
30’

f/s

9,415

yds.

43”

30’

1,357

f/s

11,735

yds.

43”

45’

1,476

f/s

14,775

yds.

44”

15’

f/s

B

yds.

Charge

Section

Weight

M.V.

Range

Base
Base plus
Incr. 1

8.19
8.71

lb.
lb.

680 f/s
770 f/s

4,890
5,365

yds.
yds.

43” 51’
43” 41’

Elev.

M3

Base plus
Incr. 9

3.39

lb.

880 f/s

6,780

yds.

43”

33’

M3

Base plus
fncr. 3

4.35

lb.

1,020

f/s

8,620

yds.

43”

41’

M3

Base plus
Incr. 4

5.13

lb.

1,320

f/s

10,780

M4Al

Base 3

4.14

lb.

880 f/s

6,780

yds.

43”

Base 3
Incr. 4

5.30

lb.

1,020 f/s

8,640

yds.

43” 41’

M4Al

Base 3
Incr. 4 & 5

7.06

lb.

1,280

f/s

10,780

yds.

44”

M4Al

Base 3

9.88

lb.

1,520

f/s

13,435

yds.

44” 44’

1,850

f/s

16,355

yds.

45”

43” 41’

yds.

33’

16’

Incr. 4, 5,
&6
M4A1

Base 3
fncr. 4, 5,
6&7

13.86

lb.

17’

CHARACTERISTICS
Shell,

H.E.,

S&edd H.E.,

Ml07
Caliber..
Models

I . . I . . . . . . . . . . ,155
of Howitzers.
, 1 , Ml

mm

Prof. Weight.
. .....
. .95.01
lb.
Prof. Charge and Weight. .TNT, 15.13 lb.
Booster..
. . . . . . . . . . .MZl AZ
Fuze..................
.P.D., M51 A3
(15 sec.)
or M.T.,
M67Al
Primer.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .y7ki,A4,
*For other
lr;;n;ther

155

mm

Ml 917,
E;;;
;Al,

Proi.
i

155
All

mm

95.30 lb.
95.0
TNT, 15.13 lb. MPl AP
P.D., M51 A3
I.1 5 sec.)
or T. & S-Q.,
M55Al
Mk. llA4,
17 grs.

H.E.,

S$$

H.E.,

Proj.
Mk.

Propelling
Weight..

Charge and
. . . . . . . . . , , . . rw;tl,

FNH

PMwptl,

FNH

Drill,
I

:6fzc!t

.
13.2;
lb,

propelling
chp!ge weights !efer to zone range table under description
of round.
muzzle velocrtles and maxImum ranges refer to zone range table under description

UNCLASSIFIED

tf+dt

Drill,

ML

Complete
Muzzle

Round
Velocity.

Weight.

,108.14

. . . . . . .1,850

Maximum

Range.

. . . . . .16,355

Chamber

Capacity.

I . . . . .795

Rated Max. Pressure,
p.s.i.. . . . .
. . . . . . . .34,000

of

lb.*
lb.
f/s+
yds.t
cu. ins.

(Base

8.09 ‘ib. *
103.58
1,476
13,775

lb.
f//Et

121.50
-

yds.t

-

355 cu. ins.

-

30,000

-

lb.

SHELL,CHEMICAL,
1s~MM,,MllO--STANDARD
&WlJND

FOR HOWITZER,

Ml

COMPLETE ROUND, SHELL, CHEMICAL,

155 mm, Ml 10

SHELL, CHEMICAL,

27.54

MAX.

155 mm, Ml 10, LOADED

-

IN HOWITZER, Ml

@

Primer,

Percussion,

@

Obturator

0

Charge,

0

Burster, M6

@

Fuze, PD.,

Mk.

llA4

Spindle
Propelling,

M4Al

CHARGE, PROPELLING, M3

SHELL,
CHEMfCAL,
455 mm, k&10STANDARD-The
Ml10 chemical shell

uses the M6 burster and the fuze, P.D.,
m51A3
with the M21A2 booster.
The shell is loaded with HS (Persistent
Gas) filler. The chemical filler is loaded
into
the shell and the burster well tube
pressed into place, forming a gas-tight seal.
At the time of loading thechemical filler and
assembling
the burster well tube into the
shell, there is no explosive charge present.

The explosive charge of the burster is contained in a cardboard or thin aluminum
casing and is loaded into the shell at
the depot. or in the field at the time of
fuzing. After the shell has been loaded and
the burster well tube assembled in place,
a bakelite cup is placed over the empty
burster cavity to prevent the entrance of
foreign matter, and an eyebolt lifting plug
assembled in the nose of the shell. The
weight of the tetryl bursting charge is 0.36

M51 A3

pound; the weight of theloaded EIS shell
is 11.70 pounds.
Two propelling charges-M3
and M4A 1
-are
used in the Ml
howitzer.
The
weight, of the M3 charge is 5.31 pounds
the weight
of the
of FNH
powder;
M4Al
charge is 13.26 pounds of FNH
powder.
The shell measures 27.54 inches in
length. The M3 propelling charge has a
length of 16 inches and a diameter of 5
(Continued

on next page)

CHARACTERISTICS
Shelf, Chem.,
Ml10 (HS)
Caliber....................................................l55

pJodel

of Howitzer..

Shelf, Chem.,
Ml10 (HS)
mm

. . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . , . . . . . .Mi

Proi.
Weight.
. . . . . . . . -. . . , . . , . , . . , . . . I., . , , . . .
.94.21
ptoi.
Charge & Weight*.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . , . . . , . . . . . HS, 11.70
~ooster....................................................MllA2
primer
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..+.......+,
. . . . . . . s . . . . . . . . . . Mk,llA4,18grs.
~vze.................................................P.D.,M51A3
__-*Does
not lnclude 0.36 lb. of tefryf bursfing charge.
$M3,
fNH
powder, propelling charge, weighs 5.31
charge,
weighs 13.46 lb.

lb.;

M4A1,

UtaCbhSSEFtED

FNH

powder,

lb.
lb.

propelling

Propelling

Charge

Complete
Muzzle

Velocity

Maximum
Chamber
Rated

Round

& Weight.
Weight.

..............................

, ...............................

, . .f
Ib.$

.................................................

Range ...............................................
.....................................
Capacity.

Max.

, , ....
.107.34

Pressure,

p.s.i ....................................

9
..§
.795

cu. ins.
.34,000

IWith M4Al
propelling
charge.
$Charge, M3: muzzle velocity,
1,440 f/s; maximum
range, 10,814 yds. a? 43’ 41’ elevation.
Charge M4Al:
muzzle veto&y,
1,850 f/s; maximum range, 16,374 vds. at 45’ 17’ elevation.

SHELL,CHEMICAL,155 MM, ii110

(Continued)

inches, and the M4Al charge is 21 inches
in length and 5.8 inches in diameter.
The M3 propelling charge uses an Ml
class powder, the grains of which have a

Charge

seven perforations
per grain and a web
size of 0.034 inch.
The zone ranges for the M3 and M4Al
propelling charges are as follows :

web of 0.015 inch and are single perforated.
The formula for this powder and that for
the M4 charge is 85-10-5. The M4Al
charge also uses Ml class powder with

Section

Weight

M.V.

Max.
Range
4,327

yds.

43”

Elev.
51 t

1

M3

Base 1

2.19

lb.

680 f/s

2

M3

Base 1 plus
Incr. 2

2.71

lb.

770 f/s

5,423

yds.

43” 41’

3

M3

Base 1 plus
Incr. 2 and 3

3.39

lb.

880 f/s

6,829

yds.

43”

4

M3

Base 1 plus
Incr. 2, 3, und 4

4.35

lb.

1,020

f/S

8,666

yds.

43O 41’

5

M3

Base 1 plus
lncr. 2, 3,4 and 5

5.31

lb.

1,220

f/s

lo,81

2 yds.

43” 41’

33’

3

M4Al

Base 3

4.12

lb.

880 f/s

6,817

yds.

43”

33’

4

M4A3

Base 3
Incr. 4

5.30

lb.

1,020

f/s

8,654

yds.

43”

41 t

5

M4Al

Base 3
Incr. 4 & 5

7.06

lb.

1,220

f/s

10,800

yds.

44” 16’

6

M4Ai

Base 3
Incr. 4,5,

9.88

lb.

1,520

f/s

13,435

yds.

44” 44’

1,850

f/s

16,374

yds.

45”

7

M4Al

S 6

Base 3
Incr. 4, 5,6,

‘JFdClASWIED

13.26
& 7

lb.

Icy

17’

SHELL,
CHEMICAL,
1s~MM, (KS.),MlO5-LIMITEDSTANDARD
SHELL,
CHEMICAL,
1s~MM, (HA), MlW--STANDARD
SHELL,
CHEMICAL,
15s MM, (w.P.), MlO5-LIMITEDSTANDARD
ROUND

FOR HOWITZER,

M1917,

M1917Al

AND

COMPLETE ROUND, SHELL, CHEMICAL,

Ml918
155 mm, MI 05, LOADED

CHARGE, PROPELLING, Ml Al

T

he present standard
chemical shell,
M105, was developed from the Mk.
IIAl
limited
standard chemical round
now an issue only item.

chemical filler is loaded into the shell and
the burster well tube is pressed into place,
forming a gastight seal. The weight of the
tetryl bursting charge is 0.36 pound; the
weights of the various chemical charges
are: WP, 15.60 pounds; FS, 16.90 pounds;
HS, 11.70 pounds.
The MlAl
and the M2Al propelling
charges are used in the Ml918 howitzer.
The weight of the MlAl
charge is 3.06
pounds of FNH powder; the weight of the
M2Al
charge is 8.09 pounds of FNH
powder.
The shell measures 27.56 inches in
length and the propelling charge, MlAl,

SHELL,
CHEMICAL,
155 mm, (F.S.),
STANDARD;
(H.S.),
Ml05 - LIMITED
Ml05 -STANDARD;
(W.P.), Ml05 - This standard
LIMITED
STANDARD

round is used in the M1917, M1917Al and
Ml918 howitzers. It takes the M6 burster and the fuze, P.D., M51A3, with the
M2142 booster.
The shell is loaded with either WY
(Smoke), FS (Smoke) or HS (Persistent
Gas) fillers. As with the Ml10 shell, the

IN HOWITZER, Ml 918

@

Primer,

Percussion,

Mk.

@

Obturator

0

Charge,

0

Burster, Mb

0E

Fuze, P.D., M51 A3

llA4

Spindle
Propelling,

MPAl

measures 11 inches in length and 5 inches
in diameter. The M2Al propelling charge
is also 11 inches in length, but measures 6
inches in diameter.
The MlAl
propelling
charge uses an
M 1 class powder, the grains of which have
a web of 0.016 inch and are single perforated. The formula for this powder and
that for the M2Al charge is 85-10-5. The
M2Al charge also uses Ml class powder
with seven perforations
per grain and a
web size of 0.033 inch.
The zone ranges for the MlAl
and
&f2Al propelling charges are shown in the
table on the following page.

CHARACTERISTICS
Shell, Chem.,
Ml05 (W.P.)
Caliber.
Models

.. . . ...
of Howitzers.

Pro!. Weight.
Proq;q:!arge

. . , .l55 mm
. . + , Ml 917,
:;;;;A%

. . . . . . . . , .97.68 lb.
and Weight*:

sFi

l&60

bursting
charge,

Shell, Chem.,
Ml05 (H.S.)

155 mm
Ml 917,
;;;;
;A%

155 mm
Ml 917,
;;;;;A’,

99.23 lb.
lb.

Primer. : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : . Mk. llA4,
17 grs.
*Does not include 0.36 lb. of tetryl
TM1 Al,
FNH powder, propetlinQ
charge, weighs 8.09 lb.
fWlth MPAI
propelling
charge,

Shell, Chem.,
Ml05 (F.S.)

charge.
weighs

%216.;0

93.78 lb.
lb.

H&l~O

Mk. llA4,
17 grs.
3.06

lb.,

MPAI,

lb.

Mk. lIA4,
17 grs.
FNH

powder,

propelling

Shell, Chem.,
Ml05 (W.P.)
Fuze.....
Pro elling Charge and’
ce eight.. . . , . .
..
Complete
Round Weight.
Muzzle Velocity,
.. .
Maximum
Range, . . .
Chamber Capacity.
..
Rated Mux, Pressure,
p.s.1.. . . . . . . . .

Shell, Chem.,
Ml05 (F.S.)
P.D.,

M51 A3

. P.D., M51 A3
..
. .t
.105.77
lb.1
. .Q
. . .$
. . .355 cu. ins.

8,5 cu . ins .

I . . 30,000

30,000

iCharge Ml Al:
muzzle velocity,
yds.; (H-S.) 9,469 ydr.
Charge t&Al:
muzzle velocity,
yds.; (MS.) 12,773 ydr.

1,084
1,476

f/r1

maximum

f/s, maximum

t07.51

range:
range:

Ib.$

Shell, Chem,,
Ml05 (H.S.)
P.D., M51 A3
to1 37 lb.!
8

355 cu. ins.
30,000

(W. P.) 9,321

yds.1(F-S.)

9,227

(W. P.) 12,783

ydr.) U.S.)1

9,791

.-

2..

NELL, CHEMICAL,155 MM, (KS.), Ml05
kha’ege

Charge

Section

Weight

1

MlAl

Base 1

1.78

lb.

2

Ml Al

2.05

Max.

Range

Elev.

679 f/s

4,157

yds.

45” Y-

lb.

741 f/s

4,859

yds.

45” 0’

Ba:,B,’
rl .
3

Ml Al

Base 1
Incrs. 2 & 3

2.54

lb.

831 f/s

5,955

yds.

43” 30’

4

Ml Al

Base I
Incrs. 2, 3 & 4

3.06

lb.

938 f/s

7,330

yds.

43” 30’

5

Ml Al

Base I
Incrs. 2, 3, 4 & 5

4.00

lb.

1,082

9,227

yds.

43” 30’

3

MPAl

Base 3

3.63

lb.

831 f/s

6,023

yds.

43” 30’

4

M2Al

Base 3
Incr. 4

4.37

lb.

938 f/s

7,402

yds.

43” 30’

5

M2AI

Base 3
Incrs. 4 & 5

5.37

lb.

1,082

f/s

9,335

yds.

43” 30’

6

MPAl

Base 3
Incrs, 4, 5 & 6

7.27

lb.

1,357

f/s

11,739

yds.

43” 45’

7

M2Al

Base 3
Incrs. 4, 5, 6 & 7

8.09

lb.

1,476

f/s

12,791

yds.

44” 15’

f/s

SHELL,CHEMICAL,155 MM, (H.S.), Ml05

:h,*,\ge

--~

-______

Charge

Section

Weight

M.V.

Max.

Range

Elev.

1

Ml Al

Base 1

1.78

lb.

679 f/s

4,342

yds.

45” 5’

2

Ml Al

2.05

lb.

741 f/s

5,079

yds.

45” 0’

kY!l
3

Ml Al

Base 1
Incrs. 2 & 3

2.52

lb.

831 f/s

6,205

yds.

43” 30’

4

Ml Al

Base 1
Incrs. 2, 3 & 4

3.06

lb.

938 f/s

7,610

yds.

43” 30’

5

Ml Al

Base 1
Incrs. 2, 3, 4 & 5

4.00

lb.

1,082

9,462

yds.

43” 30’

3

MPAl

Base 3

3.63

lb.

831 f/s

6,188

yds.

43” 30’

4

M2Al

Base 3
Incr. 4

4.37

lb.

938 f/s

7,593

yds.

43” 30’

M2Al

Bass 3
Incrs. 4 & 5

5.37

lb.

1,084

f/s

9,435

yds.

43” 30’

M2Al

Base 3
Incrs. 4, 5 & 6

7.27

lb.

1,357

f/s

11,734

yds.

43” 45’

M2Al

Base 3
Incrs. 4, 5, 6 & 7

8.09

lb.

1,476

f/s

12,773

yds.

44” 15’

7

SHELL,CHEMKAL,155 MM, (W.P.),

f/s

Ml05

Charge

Section

Weight

M.V.

Max.

Range
-~

Elev.

1

Ml Al

Base 1

1.78

lb.

679 f/s

4,231

yds.

45” 5’

2

Ml Al

Base 1
hr. 2

2.05

lb.

741 f/s

4,947

yds.

45” 0’

3

Ml

2.52

lb.

831 f/s

6,055

ydr.

43” 30’

4

Ml Al

Base
Incrs.
Base
Incrs.

3.06

lb.

938 f/s

7,445

yds.

43” 30’

5

Ml Al

4.00

lb.

1,082

9,321

yds.

43” 30’

Al

1
2 & 3
1
2, 3 & 4

Base 1
Incrs..P,

f/s

3, 4 Ik 5

3

MPAl

Base 3

3.63

lb.

831 f/s

6,089

yds.

43” 30’

4

M2Al

13a:le:
n .

4.37

lb.

938 f/o

7,479

yds.

43” 30’

5

MPAl

Base 3
Incrs. 4 & 5

5.37

lb.

1,082

f/s

9,375

yds.

43” 30’

6

M2Al

Base 3
Incrs. 4, 5 & 6

7.27

lb.

1,357

f/s

I 1,737

yds.

43” 45’

7

M2Al

Base 3
Incrs. 4, 5,6

8.09

lb.

1,476

f/s

12,783

yds.

44” 15’

8t 7

UNCLASSIFIED

A

.

T

*

c

7-l

fi

, T

7 r\

1

1

SHELL,SM
ROUNDS

ll!iBl-STANDARD

JECTION),
155 MM,

FOR HOWITZERS,

M1917,

M1917Al

AND

Ml918

SHELL,SMOKE(BASE-EJECTION),
155MM, Ml16& M116WSTANDARD
ROUNDS

FOR HOWITZER,

Ml

COMPLETE ROUND, SHELL, SMOKE, 155 mm, Ml 15, LOADED

CHARGE, PROPELLING,

Ml Al

IN HOWITZER, MI 918

0A

Primer,

@

Obturator

0

Charge,

0

Base Plug

@

Canisters

0

Fuze, Time and Superquick,

Percussion,

0A

Primer,

@

Obturator

@

Charge,

@B

+55

SHELL,
SMOKE
mm, Ml15 AND

(BASE-EJECTION),
MllsBl-STANDARD

-These
standard rounds are used in the
m191’7, M1917Al
and Ml918 howitzers.
JLS fired, the MI.15 shell weighs 94.88

UNCLASSIFIED

pounds,

and the XI115Bl

Propelling,

M4Al

Percussion,

Mk.

llA4

Spindle
Propelling,

M4Al

ase Plug

0

Canisters

0

Fuze, Time and Superquick,

shell

M54

IN HOWITZER, Ml

weighs

94.14 pounds.

Upon functioning of the time and superquick fuze, IWi4, the black powder charge
is ignited, creating sufficient pressure to
1

llA4

Spindle

COMPLETE ROUND, SHELL, SMOKE, 155 mm, Ml 16, LOADED

CHARGE, PROPELLING, M3

Mk.

M54

shear the threads holding the base plug
and eject the three Ml canisters and M2
canister containing
the smoke filler. The
burning
of the powder gives sufficient
heat to ignite the smoke canisters before
(Continued
A.

on next page)

SHELL,SMOKE(BASE-EJECTION),155 MM,
ejection. They follow the trajectory of the
shell, usually falling so that the individual
smoke clouds merge as one large cloud.
The combined weight of the three smoke
canisters comprising
the Ml charge is
22.05 pounds. The weight of the M2
smoke canister,
a single unit, is 3.79
pounds.
The Ml15 and M115Bl
shells differ
only in the construction of the ogive section of the body. This section of the Ml15
is an adapter which is screwed into the
shell body. The M115Bl
shell is of one
piece construction.
The Ml15
complete
round weighs
103.08 pounds with the M2Al charge and
is fired with either the M2AI propelling
charge (base charge 3 plus increments 4,
5,6, and 7) weighing 8.25 pounds, or the
MlAl
propelling charge (base 1 plus increments 2, 3, 4 and 5) weighing 3.06
pounds.

Ml15 AND Ml16 (Continued)

The M2hl
propelling
charge uses an
Ml
class powder
with
an
8%10-s
formula,
The grains have seven perforations and a web of 0.033 inch. The
propelling charge, Ml Al, uses a powder
which has single-perforated
grains with a
web of 0.016 inch. The powder is an Ml
class with a formula of 85-10-5.
The projectile as fired is 27.19 inches
in length. The M2Al
propelling charge
measures 11 inches, maximum length, and
6 inches in diameter, The MlAl
charge
is 11 inches in length and 5 inches in
diameter.
SHELL,
SMOKE
155 mm, Ml16 AND

-This
round
Ml howitzer.
round except
weight of the

(BASE-EJECTION),
MlUBl-STANDARD

is standard for use in the
It is the same as the Ml15
for the rotating band. The
Ml16 shell as fired is 95.1

pounds; that of the IfI1 16Bl shell is 94.36
pounds, Th e complete
round weighs
108.36 pounds with the M4Al charge and
is fired by either the M&U
propelling
charge, weighing 1.3.26 pounds, or the M3
propelling charge, weighing 5.31 pounds.
The M3 propelling charge uses an Ml
class powder, the grains of which have a
web of 0.015 inch and are single perforated. The formula for this powder and
that for the M4hl charge is 85-10-5. The
M4A1 charge also uses Ml class powder
with seven perforations per grain and a
web size of 0.034 inch.
The projectile as fired is 27.19 inches
in length. The M4Al propelling
charge
measures 21 inches, maximum length, and
5.8 inches in diameter. The M3 charge is
16 inches in length and 5 inches in
diameter.

CHARACTERISTICS
&elk

Smoke,

Caliber. . , , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , , . 1 . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . 155 mm
Models

of Howitzers..

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _. . . . . . . . .~~~~~,

Proi. Weight.........................................94.8
Proi. Charge

& Weight.

8 lb.

..............................

Fure ................................................
Primer. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.. .
Propelling
Charge & Weight.
...............

...............

...............

...............

...............

Ml917A1,

.TNT,

0.28

lb.*

T. & S.Q., M54

,~...........

Mk.

llA4,

17 grs.

. . . . . . . . . . I . pP;“;.,

.............

.............
..............
.............
.............

103.08 lb.5
1,476 f/s**
12,405 yds.
360 cu. ins.
30,000

l H, C. Chemical filler, 25.84 tb.
Ml Al propelling charge, 3.06 lb.
charge, 5.31 lb.
I M3 propelling
597.89 lb, with Ml Al charge.
BlOO.41 lb. with M3 charge.

UNCLASS\FlED

S$$iB:moke,

Shzlk Smoke,
155
Ml

mm

95.10 lb.
TNT, 0.28 lb.*
T. & SD., M54
Mk. llA4, 17 grs.
NH pwdr.,
13.26 Ib.$
108.23 lb.7
1,850 f/stt
16,355 yds.
795 cu. ins.

32,000
l *1 ,082 f/s with Ml Al charge.
til,440
f/s with M3 charge.
1997.90 with Ml Al charge.
1899.67 with M3 charge.

155 mm
z:;;;,
M1917A1,
94.14
TNT,
T. &
Mk.
NH

lb.
0.28 lb.*
S.Q., M54
llA4, 17 grs.
pwdr.,
8.09 lb.?
102.23 lb.%

t,476 f/s**
12,405 yds.
360 cu. ins.
30,000

155 mm
Ml

94.36 lb.
TNT, 0.28 lb.”
T. & S.Q., M54
Mk. llA4,17
grs.
NH pwdr.,
13.26 lb.1
107.62 Ib.lTY
1,850 f/stt
16,355 yds.
795 cu. ins.

32,000

SHELL,
HIG
K. Mb-s
SHELL,
HIGH-EXPLOSIVE,
8 INCH,MlM-STANDARD
ROUNDS FOR HOWITZER, 8 INCH, Ml

I

COMPLETE ROUND, SHELL, H.E., 8 INCH, MK. lA1; LOADED

SHELL, H.E., 8 INCH, MK. IA1

IN HOWITZER, Ml

@

Primer,
Mk.

Percussion,

HA4

@

Obturator

0

Charge,

Propelling,

0

Booster,

MPl

OF

Spindle

uze, P.D.,
or M.T.,

I

COMPLETE ROUND, SHELL, H.E., 8 INCH, Mfo6,

LOADED

SHELL, H.E., 8 INCH, Mm6

@

Primer,

T

hc: Mk. I high-explosive
shell used in
the 8 inch guns was modified to take
either the point-detonating
fuzc, M51A3,
or the mechanical
time fuzc, M67A2.
This modification
was designated highexplosive shell, Mk. IAl, and is used in
the Ml howitzer.
The Ml propelling
charge (base and

UNCLASSIFIED

Percussion,

llA4

Obturator

@

Charge,

Propelling,

(f)

Booster,

MPl

Spindle

uze, P.D.,
or M.T.,

--

M67AP

@

OF
MAX.

A4
M51 A3

1N HOWITZER, Ml

Mk.

35.14

M4

Ml

A9
M51 A3

M67A9

-

increment
type) measures 21 inches in
length and 6.5 inches in diameter and the
M2 charge is 24 inches in length and 7.5
inches in diameter. The Ml or the M2
propelling
charges are used with all
rounds in the M1 howitzer.
The Ml
charge contains
an MI
class powder
weighing 13.19 pounds. The formula of
A

this powder is 55-10-5 and the grains
have a web of 0.015 inch and are single
pcrforatcd. The ,112 charge weighs 28.19
pounds and has the same class powder
and formula as the ,lIl charge. The grains
have seven perforations
and a web of
0.043 inch.
(Continued

on next page)

SHELL,HIGH-EXPLOSIVE,
8 INCH, MK. IA1 AND
The shell weighs 200 pounds
rzs fired
and contains a bursting charge of 30.08
pounds of TNT.
The complete round,
with Ml charge, weighs 213.19
pounds
and with the M2 charge, 228.19 pounds.
The zone ranges for the various weight
propelling
charges are as indicated
in
Table A.
SHELL,

H.E.,

8 INCH,

M106-STAND-

separate-loading
high-explosARD--The
ivc round is standard for use in the 8 inch
howitzer,
Ml.
The shell weighs 200
pounds as fired and contains a bursting
charge of 36.98 pounds of TNT.
The complete round weight, with Ml
propelling
charge, is 213.19 pounds, and
with the M2 charge, 228.19 pounds.
Either the fuze, P.D., M51A3, or the
M.T., 3167112, is used with the M21A2
booster. As with the Mk. IA1 round, the
Mk. IIA4 17 grain percussion primer is
seated in the base of the obturator
spincllc.
The zone ranges are as indicated in
Table B.
PROJECTILE,
STANDARD--See

DUMMY

(DRILL),

Table

MK. I-

of Character-

istics.)

Ml06

(Continued)
TABLE

Charge
Zone

H.E., 8 INCH,

MK. IA1
MCiX,

Charge
Ml
Ml

Ml
5

Ml

5
6

M2”
MP”

7

MP’
the present time range

Section

Weight

M.V.

Range

Base 1

4.41
5.77

lb.
lb.

795 f/s
873 f/s

5,h75
6,415

yds.
yds.

42” 55’
42” 55’

7.68

lb.

970 c/s

7,630

yds.

42” 48’

kzD
Base I,
Incr. 2 & 3
Base 1,
Incr. 2, 3, 4
Bose 1,
Incr. 2, 3, 4, 5
Base 5

Ml

*At

A-SHELL,

Base 5,
Incr. 6, 7
firings

Efev.

10.24

lb.

1,115

f/S

9,260 yds.

43” 0’

13.19

lb.

1,339

f/s

I 1 ,I 70 ydr.

43” 36’

16.50
21.72

lb.
lb.

-

28.19

lb.

-

have not been conducted.

TABLE

B-SHELL,

H.E., 8 INCH,

MK. IA1

Charge

Section

Weight

M.V.

Max.
Range

1
2

Ml
Ml

4.41
5.77

lb.
lb.

820 r/5
900 f/s

6,230
7,385

yds.
yds.

44”
44”

3

Ml

7.68

lb.

1,000

8,850

yds.

44”

4

Ml

5

Ml

5
6

MP
M2

7

MP

Base 1
ry,e lI
.
i;,e ; I
.
Base 1,
Incr. 2, 3, 4
Base 1,
Incr. 2, 3, 4, 5
Base 5
Base 5,
Incr. 6
Base 5,
Incr. 6, 7

zpn’ege

f/s

Elev.

10.24

lb.

1 ,I 50 f/s

10,705

yds.

44” 10’

13.19

lb.

1,380

f/s

12,975

yds.

44” 30’

16.50
21.72

lb.
lb.

1,380
1,640

f/s
f/s

12,975
15,390

yds.
yds.

44” 30’
44” 50’

28.19

lb.

1,950

f/s

18,510

yds.

44” 50’

XHARACTERISTICS
Shell, H.E,, Mk. IAI

. . .8

Caliber.
. . . ,.
Model
of Howitzer
.
Proi. Weight
..
Proj. Charge & Weight
Boosfel . . . . . . . . .
Fuze. .
..
..

.. .
.

Primer
. . .. . . . . . . . .
.
Propelling
Charge and Weight.

Complete
Muzzle
Maximum

Round
Velocity.
Range.

Weight..
.

..

.

.

.

.

1

.

.

I

.

I

..,..
.....
. ....
. ....

,

.
,.

.. ... ........ ..... ..

Chamber Capacity.
Rated Max. Pressure,

....
,. ,
.. ... .
... ,
.. ....
.

, .. .

. .... .
.
...
p.s.i.. . . . . . . .
.

... ....

inch

. . . Ml
. . . 200 lb.
. . TNT, 30.08 lb.
* . I M21 A2
+ I . P.D., M51 A3, or
M.T., M67AP
. . . Mk. IIA4,
17 grs.
. . Ml Chg., FNH
pwdr., 13.19 lb.
M2 Chg., FNH
pwdr., 28.19 lb.
213.19 lb. (with Ml Chg.)
228.19 lb. (with MI Chg.)
. . 1,339 f/s (with Ml Chg.)
A--

. , .11,170
--

yds. (with

.. .
.
, . . .1,757 cu. ins,
, , . . . . . . . 1 . . . . .33,000

UNCLASSIFIED

Ml

Chg.)

Shell, H.E., Ml06

Proi, Drill,

8 inch
Ml
200 lb.
TNT, 36.98 lb.
M21 A2
P.D., M51 A3, or
M.T., M67A2
Mk. llA4,
17 grs.
Ml Chg., FNH
pwdr., 13.19 lb.
M2 Chg., FNH
pwdr., 28.19 lb.
213.19 lb. (with Ml Chg.)
228.19 lb. (with M2 Chg.)
1,380 f/s (wifh Ml Chg.)
1,950 f/s (with MP Chg.)
12,975 yds. (with Ml Chg.)
18,510 yds. (with M2 Chg.)
1,527 cu. ins.
33,000

8 inch
MI
200 lb.

Mk. I

Mk. llA4,
18 grs.
Mk. I, Dummy,
11 .OO lb.

211 .OO lb.

lo%-STANDARD

SHELL,
H.E.,
ROUND

FOR 8 INCH GUNS, MK. VI, MOD.

3A2,

AND

8 INCH GUNS, Ml

PROJECTILE,
ARMOR-PIERCING,
8 INCH,MK.xx, MOD.l-STANDARD
ROUND FOR 8 INCH GUNS, MK. VI, MOD. 3A2, M1888,

COMPLETE ROUNRSHELL,

repelling,

Charge,

M9

(stacked

Ml888MI

H.E., 8 INCH, M103,

@

type)

Bursting

AND

Mt888Mll

LOADED

0C

Churge

COMPLETE ROUND, PROJECTILE, A.P., 8 INCH, MK. XX, MOD. 1, LOADED

PROJECTILE, A.P., 8 INCH, MK. XX, MOD.

SHELL,H.E.,S

INCH,MlOB-STANDARD

\M.-J’~ASS\F\ED

Fuze, P.D., M51 AP,

Mod.

3

IN GUN, MK. Vi, MOD. 3AP

1
@

Comb.

@

Obturator

@

Base and Increment

CD

-The
Shell, H.E., MlO3, is standard for
8 inch Guns, Mk. VI, Mod. 3A2, and Ml.
As fired the shell weighs 240 pounds and
contains
a bursting
charge of 20.9
pounds of cast TNT which is detonated
by a Fuze, P.D., M5lA2,
Mod. 3, or
Fuze, Mechanical,
Time, M67A1. The
shell is shipped fuzed with a Fuze, P.D.,
~~51A2, Mod. 3. When the Mechanical
Time
Fuze, M67A1, is used, it is neccssary that the false ogivc be removed and
replaced after the shell has been refuzed
with
.. -~ the mechanical time fuze.

IN GUN, Ml

For the 8 inch Gun, Ml, two types of
charges are provided
for use with the
Shell, H.E., M103. One is identified
as
the M9 (green bag) and the other as Ml0
(white bag). Both types are of the base
and increment type.
The powder in the M9 charge is in the
Ml class with an 87-10-3 formula. The
grains have seven perforations and a web
of .O695 inch. The complete
charge
weighs 76 pounds.
The powder in the Ml0 charge is also
in the Ml class with an 87-10-3 formula.

Primer,

Mk.

XV,

MI

Spindle

uze, B.D., Mk.

Charge

X

The grains have seven perforations
and
a web of .lOOO inch. The complete charge
weighs 106 pounds.
PROJECTILE,
A. P., 8 INCH, MK. XX,
MOD. %-STANDARD-This
projectile

was standardized
to replace the Ml911
armor-piercing
round when the latter was
made Limited Standard and an issue only
item.
Separate-loading
ammunition,
the Mk.
XX projectile,
is used in the 8 inch,
M1888, the M1888M1,
h11888MII
and
Mk. VI, Mod. 3A2, guns. As fired, the

SHELL,H.E., 8 INCH, Ml03
PROJECTILE,
ARMOR-PtERCING,
8 INCH, MK. XX, MOD. 1

(Continued)

The base and increment charge used
with this projectile in the Mk. VI, Mod.
3A2, gun is 57 inches in length, and 9.25
inches in diameter. The powder in this
charge is in the Ml class with an 87-10-3
formula. The grains have seven perforaCons and a web of 0.1 inch.
The stacked type, two-section propclling charge of NH powder used with this
projectile in the Ml888 series guns weighs
85.62 pounds. This charge measures 48.5

projectile
weighs 261.8 pounds and contains a bursting charge of 3.4 pounds of
explosive “D” which is detonated by the
fuze, B.D., Mk. X.
The supercharge (base and increment)
of 108 pounds of NH powder is fired by
the 1M30 electric primer. The normal base
section weighs 74.251 pounds. The complete round, including supercharge, weighs
369.8 pounds as fired in the Mk. VI, Mod.
M3A2, gun.

inches in length, and 8.75 inches in
diameter.
The Ml class powder used in these
charges has an 87-10-3 formula. The
grains have seven perforations and a web
size of OS092 inch.
PROJECTILE,
STANDARD-&c

TARGET,

8 INCH,

M109-

description
of shell,
8 inch, Mk. I, round for

high-explosive,
M 1888 guns.

CHARACTERISTICS
Proi., A.P.,
Mk. XX
Caliber.

. . . . . . . . . . .8 inch

Models

Proi.

of Guns..

Weight..

. . . Mk. VI,
Mad. 3A2
. . . . .261.8

lb,

Proi. Charge and
Weight.
. . . . . . . . .Expl.

‘ID,”

. . . . . . . . . . . B.D.,

Mk.

Fuze..

..

Primer.

. . . . . . . . . . . .M30,

3.4 lb.
X

Elec.

Propelling
Charge
and Weight,
. . . . .Normal
Chg.,
NH pwdr.,
74.251 lb.
COII#;;~

Rqund
. . . . . . . . . 336.05 lb.

Proi., A.P.,
Mk. XX

Proj., A.P.,
Mk. XX

Proi,,
Ml09

8 inch

8 inch

Mk. VI,
Mod. 3A2

Ml 888,
Ml888M1,
Ml 888Mll

261.8 lb.

261.8 lb.

Expl.

“D,”

B.D., Mk.

3.4 lb
X

Expl.

“D,”

B.D.,

Mk.

3.4 lb.
X

Target,

Shell, H.E., Ml03

Shell, H.E., Ml03

8 inch

8 inch

8 inch

Mk. VI,
Mod. 3A2

Ml

Mk. VI,
Mod. 3A2

260.0 lb.

240 lb.

240 lb.

-

TNT,

-

P.D., M51 AP, Mod.
3, or M.T., M67Af

P.D., MS1 A2, Mod.
3, or MT.,
M67Al

Mk.

Comb.

M30, Elec.

M30,

Superchg.,
‘;‘oHs rg.,
.
.

Two-Sec.,
NH pwdr..
85h’Ib.
’

Base & lncr.,
NH owdr..
107.b lb. ’

369.8 lb.

345.80 lb.

367.00 lb.

Elec.

Comb.

Mk.

XV,

Ml

M9

20.9

lb.

TNT,

llA4
Base Sec.,

54.896 lb.*

20.9

lb.

Mk.

XV,

Ml

Base Sec.,

74.251 lb.8

y31p ,Bba;e Sec.,
.
m
315 lb. (M9

Chg.)

346 lb. (Ml 0 Chg.)

314.24
Sec.)

lb. (with

Base

348.00 lb. {with Base
Sec. 8t 2 Incr.)
Muzzle

Maximum

Velocity.

Range.

. . .P,lOO

. .22,180

f/s

yds. at

45” 5’ Elev.

Chamber

Capacity+.

.5,362.94

cu. ins.

Rated Max. Pressure,
p.s.i.. . . . . . . . . . . .38,000

2,750 f/s

2,450 f/s

2,750 f/s

2,100 f/s
(M9 Base Sec.)1
2,100 f/s
(Ml 0 Base Sec.)**

2,150 f/s
(Base Sec.)
2,840 f/s
(Base Sec. & Incr.)

32,980 yds. at
47” 55’ Elev.

23,917

32,980 yds. at
47” 55’ Elev,

22,775 yds.

23,200 yds.

CM9 Base SecJit
30,315 yds.
.
(Ml0
Base Sec.)@

(Base Sec.)
(Base & Incr.)
5,188

yds.

5,362.94 cu. ins.

3,627.OO cu. ins.

5,362.94 cu. ins.

5,156

3 8,000

38,000

38,000

38,000

*76.013
lb. with M9 Base Sec. B increment.
tlO4.1
lb. with Ml0 3ase Sec. & increment.
$108.000
lb. with Base and I increment.
14,600 f/s with k-49 Base Sec. CL increment,
“2,850
f/s with Ml0 Base Sec. & increment.
tt30,315
ydr. with MP Base Sec. & increment.
8835,630 yds. with Ml0
Base Sec. & increment.

UNCLASS!FIED

cu. ins.

35,630

38,000

yds.

cu. ins.

SIVE,8 INCH,MK.I-STANDA

s hEL1,HIGHR-UND

FOR 8-INCH GUNS, M1888, Ml888MI,

M1888Mll

COMPLETE ROUND, SHELL, H.E.,

SHELL, H.E.;

8

8

INCH, MK. I, LOADED IN GUN,

INCH, btK. I

Ml888

@

Primer,

Electric,

@

Obturator

@

Stacked

Spindle
Type,

Propelling
@

Booster,

OF

SHELL,

HIGH-E%PLOSIVE,

8

INCH,

WK.
l-STANDARD-The
Mk. I round
is
used in the M1888, M1888MI
and
MI 1888MII
guns. As fired, the shell weighs
200
pounds and contains a bursting charge
of 2 9.6 pounds of TNT which is detonated
by
the fuze, P-D., M46, or P.D., M47,
wii~h
the Mk. IIA booster.
‘The
two section, stacked propelling
charge
of 85.6 pounds of smokeless nitroc&Iulose
powder is fired by the M30 electric
primer. (Guns in emplacements fitted
with
electrical
equipment
are provided
with
friction primer for emergency use.)
rhe
complete round, including two section
propelling
charge, weighs 285.6
pounds.
The
propelling charge uses an Ml class
p0wder
the grains of which have a web
of 0,.076 inch ard seven perforations. The
f,raula
is 87-10-3.
The
propelling
charge measures 49
iDcfieS
in length and 8.25 inches in

323 pounds and contains a bursting charge
of 5.1 pounds of explosive “D,” detonated
by the fuze, B.D., Mk. V.
The projectile is 33 inches in length.
The armor-piercing
cap is soldered to the
nose of the shot and the windshield is
threaded to the armor-piercing
cap.
The propelling charge is a single-section type powder bag containing
82.38
pounds of smokeless powder and is fired
by the M30 electric primer. The complete
round weighs 405.43 pounds.
The charge develops a muzzle velocity
of 2,200 feet per second and a maximum
range of 17,000 yards at 19” 34’ elevation.
PROJECTILE,

TARGET,

-STANDARD-This

8 INCH,

target

Ml09

projectile

-STANDARD---This
shot is standardiGed
for target-practice
use, although the
~1911
armor-piercing
rounds are now
Lgeited
Standard for issue only. The 8
irYcb,
R.E. Shell, h!lk. I, may also be used
a target projectile when specially aufur
tBOrized
and in such cases it is sand loaded
a assembled with an inert fuze.
a*The
Ml91 1 separate-loading
projectile
tised

zg

888MII

in

the

~1888,

hf1888~1

and

guns. AS fired the shot weighs
~~~~~-~SS~~~~~

!&Section

Charge
Mk.

IIA

we, PD., M46

standardized for use in the following 8 inch
guns: M1888, M1888M1, M1888MII
and
Mk. VI, Mod. 3A2. It is made of cast iron
and weighs 260 pounds. Propelling charges
and primers are of two types and the
weights of the charges vary as follows:
85.6 pounds of smokeless powder in a twosection bag, fired by the M30 electric
primer
when used with the M1888,
M1888MI
and M1888MII
guns; 107
pounds of smokeless powder in a base and
increment charge, fired by the Mk. XVMI
Navy electric primer, when used with the
Mk. VI, Mod. 3A2, gun.
PROJECTILE,
STANDARD-(See

is

DUMMY,

DRILL,

Table

MK.

I-

of Character-

istics.)

CHARACTERlSTlCS
S&lli

”

H.E.,

diameter.

p~~~~~~~~~,TARGET,8 INCH,~1911

M30

Caliber..
Models

. . . *. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .8 inch
. . . . . . . , , . , . . . . . . . . .Ei ATOM,

Of Guns..

Proi.,
Target,
Ml911

Proi.,
pfyt,

Pro’.,
Dri cI,
Mt. I

8 inch
Ml 888
Ml 888Ml

8 inch
Ml 888
Ml 888Ml

%81rM”
:;pll.b”D,”

~~81t8Mi’
’

8 inch
Ml 888
Ml 888Ml
Ml 888Mll
PO0 lb.

Ml 888Mll

$.

pazd+;;i
m

~;~$h; ....... .. .. .. .. ’. .. *. *. .. .. -fit’b.
.

99.6 lb.
. . , . , , . , . . , . . . . . . , . . _. . . . . . . . .P.D., M46
or M47
Primer. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .M~o,
Elec.
Propelling
Charge and Weight. . . . . . . . Two-Sec.,
Smokeless,
85.6 lb.
Complete
Round Weight..
. . . , . . . . . . . .P85.6 lb.
Muzzle
Velocity..
. . . . , . , . , q . . , . , . . . .P,600 F/S
Maximum
Range. . , . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . .P1,300
yds.
Chamber Capacity..
I.. . . . . . _. . . . . . . . .zL6tzs
Fuze..

B:D.,

Rated Maximum

M30, Elec.
Single-Sec.,
Smokeless,
84.38 lb.
405.43 lb.
4,200 F/S
17,000 yds.
3,571.7
cu. ins.
38,000

Pressure,

p.r.i..

. . . . . . . .~S’,OO~

I&k.

V

M30
Elec.
Two-$ec.,
Smokeless,
85.6 lb.
345.6 ib.
4,450 F/S
;5,,;6
yds.
cl. ins.
38,000

Single-See.,
Dummy,
80.0 lb.
480.0 lb.

SHELL,
HIGH-EXPLOSIVE,
MO MM, MK.IllAl-STAND
ROUND

FOR HOWITZER,

240 mm, M1918Ml

SHELL,
HIGH-EXPLOSIVE,
240 MM, Ml~$-=-STANDARD
ROUND

FOR HOWITZER,

240

MM,

Ml

COMPLETE ROUND, SHELL, H.E., 240 mm, MK. IllAl,

0
A

@

Primer,

Percussion,

Obturator

Mk.

HA4

0

Spindle

0

Charge,
Booster,

LOADED

Propelling,

Mk.

IN HOWITZER, 240 mm, Ml91 8Ml

0
E

I

M67A1,

or

P.D., M51 A3

MS!1 A4

COMPLETE ROUND, SHELL, H.E., 240 mm, MI 14, LOADED

Fure, M.T.,

1N HOWITZER, 240 mm, Ml

SHELL, H.E., 240 mm, Ml 14

0

Primer,

@

Obturator

0

Charge,

A

@
OF

Percussion,

Mk.

IIA4

Spindle
Propelling

(Stacked

Type)

Booster,

M41A4

uze, M.T.,

M67A1

or P.D., M51 A3

T

he projectiles

provided for use in the
Mf918MI
and Ml
are of three types : high-explosive-for
use against personnel and structures; target-practice-sand
loaded; and dummy
-for drill purposes.
The high-explosive
and practice projectiles are issued unfuzed, an eyebolt lifting plug or an adapter plug being assembled in the fuze seat. To re
!JNCL/-‘&$~+~
the
240 mm howitzers,

high-explosive
shell for firing, it is necessary to remove the rope grommet which
protects the rotating band and the plug
in the nose of the shell, before inserting a
fuze. In the case of the practice shell, the
inert adapter-booster
must be removed
and the shell loaded to weight with sand.
The Mk. IIIAl
is a modification of the
Mk. III to permit assembly of either the
point-detonating
fuze, M51A3,
or the

mechanical time fuze, M67A1, instead 0~
the point-detonating
fuzes, M46 or M43_
The use of these bore-safe fuzes of bet+
baIlistic shape increased the range ana
safety in firing.
SHELL, H.E., 240 mm, MK, IIIAl~
STANDARD-This
high-explosive
shell
has a fairly sharp nose, the radius of th,
ogive being approximately
4% calibers.
(Continued

on next paash

K. IllAl
The

inches in length and 9.025 inches in diameter. The Ml class powder for this charge
has an 87-10-3 formula and grains that
have seven perforations.
The web size of
the grains is 0.051 inch.
The complete round weights vary from
352.41 pounds to 380.81 pounds, depending upon the zone charges used. (Note:
the Table of Characteristics
lists only the
maximum
zone charge with pertinent
data.) See Table A for zone ranges.

shell has a boat-tail base, tapered at
an angle of 7 O. The combination of sharp
nose and tapered base adds to the efficiency
of the shell in flight. The explosive
charge
is 49.79 pounds of TNT.
As

fired the shell weighs 345 pounds
measures 37.9 inches in length. The
complete
round weighs 380.81 pounds.

and

The

propelling
charge is NH powder.
igniter pad is used, containing 5 ounces of black powder and placed
to the rear of the charge.

A base-pad

SHELL, H.E., 240 mm, Mll4-STANDARD-This
high-explosive
round is used
in the Ml howitzer.
4s fired the shell
weighs 360 pounds and with the maximum propelling charge, 78.25 pounds of
NH powder (4 sections), the complete
round weighs 438.78 pounds.
Either the fuze, P.D., M51A3, or the

The
section,

charges used are of the multialiquot
part type (illustrated)
and contain 35.81 pounds of powder.
They
are composed of four l/5 equal
weight
sections, and two l/l0
equal
weight
sections.
The

Mk.

I propelling

charge is

20.75

TABLE

A
Max.
Range

Elev.

615 f/s

3,594

ydr.

43”

39’

25.9

FNH-NH

770 f/s

5,464

yds.

43”

15’

32.2

sec.

lb.

FNH-NH

910 f/s

7,368

yds.

43”

24’

38.2

sec.

yds.

wt.

R:ter

M.V.

FNH-NH

lb.

14.31

Zone
P

.P

7.16

3

.3

10.74

4

.4

AND MI14 (Continued)

lb.

sec.

5

.5

17.90

lb.

FNH-NH

1,045

f/s

9,316

43”

45’

42.6

sec.

6

.6

21.48

lb.

FNH-NH

1 ,180

f/s

11,300

yds.

44”

PO’

47.6

sec.

7

.7

25.06

lb.

FNH-NH

1,310

f/S

12,657

yds.

44”

49’

51.1

sec.

8

.a

28.64

lb.

FNH-NH

1,435

f/s

13,905

yds.

45”

5’

54.3

sec.

fuze, M.T., M67A1, is used to detonate
the TNT bursting charge of 54.06 pounds.
The Ml class of powder used in this
charge has an 87-10-3 formula and grains
with seven perforations.
The projectile as fired measures 41.74
inches in length.
The Table of Characteristics
lists only
the maximum zone charge with pertinent
data. The table of zone ranges which follows gives data for the four sections of
propelling charge :
Muzzle
Velocity
1,500
1,740
2,020
2,300

Range

f/s
f/s
f/s
f/s

15,175
17,995
21,560
25,255

yds.
yds.
yds.

yds.

PROJECTILE,
TARGET, PRACTICE, MK.
III-STANDARD-When
specially authorized, the Mk. III shell, sand loaded, may
be used. The projectile
is made up by
using the empty body of the shell, Mk.
III, which, although listed as standard,
is now an issue only item and no longer
manufactured.
The shell is shipped empty
and later sand loaded to the proper weight
prior to issue to the using troops. All components of this projectile are inert.

PROJECTILE,

9

.9

32.22

lb.

FNH-NH

1,570

f/s

15,168

yds.

45”

15’

57.4

sec.

STANDARD-(See

10

1 .oo

35.81

lb.

FNH-NH

1,700

f/s

16,390

yds.

45”

10’

60.0

sec.

istics.)

DUMMY, DRILL, MK. ITable of Character-

CHARACTERISTICS
~;“;l~ifv

Caliber ............................................
Models
of Howitzers.
.................................
Proi.
Weight.
.......................................
proi.
Charge & Weight.
..............................
Booster
............................................
FU~~................................................P.D.,M~~A
primer
propelling

............................................
Charge

& Weight.

..........................

Complete
Round Weight ..............................
Muzzle
Velocity.
...................................
udximum
Range. ...................................
chamber
Capacity.
..................................
Rated
Max. Pressure, p.s.i .............................

1INClBSSIFIED

.
.24O mm

Ml91 8Mf
.345 lb.
.TNT, 49.79
.MPlAP

lb.

3
or M.T., M67Al
..Mk.
llA4
17 grs.
FNH-NH,
35.81 lb.
(Zone 10)
.380.81
lb.
.I,700
f/s
.16,390
yds.
.1,790.0
cu. ins,
,32,000

S$;eJk H.E.,

Proi. T.P.,
Mk. ill

240 mm
Ml
360 lb.
TNT, 54.06 lb.
M21 A2
P.D., M51 A3
or M.T., M67Al
Mk. llA4
17 grs.
FNH-NH,
78.75 lb.
(4 sections)
438.78 lb.
2,300 f/s
25,255 yds.
4,430.O cu. ins.
36,000

240 mm
All How.
345 lb.
Inert

Proi., Drill,
Mk. I

Dummy,

240 mm
All How.
356 lb.

Dummy
Mk. llA4
17 grs.
FNH-NH,
35.81 lb.
(Zone 10)
380.81
lb.
1,700 f/s
16,390
yds.
1,790.O cu. ins.
32,000

Dummy,
lb.
392.00

36.00

lb.

SHELL,
HIGH-EXPLOSIVE,
12 INCH,
ROUND

FOR SEACOAST

GUNS,

12 INCH, M1895,

Ml 895Ml

PROJECTILE,
ARMOR-PIERCING,
12 INCH,MK.XVI-STANDARD
ROUND

FOR SEACOAST

GUNS,

12 INCH, M1888,

M1888MI,

M1888Ml1,

M1895,

M1895M1,

AND Ml900

~~

COMPLETE ROUND, SHELL, H.E., 12 INCH, MK. X, LOADED
I------

1NkSEACOAST

SHELL, H.E., 12 INCH, MK. X

0A

Primer,

@

Obturator

0

Charge,

GUN, Ml 895

Ele’ctric,

M3O

Spindle
Propelling

(Base and

Increment)
0

Booster,

OF

COMPLETE ROUND, PROJECTILE, A.P., 12 INCH, MK. XVI, LOADED

PROJECTILE, A.P., 12 INCH, MK. XVI

Mk.

uze, P.D., M46,

~-

T

he 12 inch separate loading ammunition is used in the 12 inch seacoast guns
M1888, M1888M1,
M1888Mf1,
M1895,
M1895MI
and M1900.
Four types of projectiles
have been
standardized for use in those guns: highexplosive,
armor-piercing
shot, targetpractice
projectile
and dummy
drill
projectiIe.

UNCLASSIFIED

I

5LMM.

SHELL,
HIGH-EXPLOSIVE,
MK. X-STANDARD-This

12

INCH,

round is used
in the M1895, M1895MI guns and represents the only issue and manufacture highexplosive round which is standard today
for use in guns on railway mounts for
firing against land targets.
The Mk. X shell is a modification
of
the now limited standard Mk. VI for use

or M47

IN SEACOAST GUN, Ml900

0A

Primer,

@

Obturator

@

Charge,

Electric,

4 Section

I-

IIA

0D

M30

Spindle
Propelling,
Stacked

Fuze, B.D., Mk.

Type
X

in seacoast guns of the MI895 series. It
is 12 pounds heavier than its predecessor
and there are 31.88 pounds more of bursting charge. The Mk. X shell has a hollow
windshield over the point-detonating
M46
or M47 fuzes to improve ballistic qualities. The shape of this shell and increased
weight improves its ballistic characteristics. This gives the Mk. X shell an ad(Continued

on next page)

SHEll, HIGH-EXPLOSIVE,
12 INCH, MK. X
PROJECME,ARMOR-PIERCING,
12 INCH MK. XVI
(Continued)

vantage in range of 2,300 yards over the
Mk. VI at maximum range.
The electric primer, M30, is seated in
the base of the obturator spindle and the
propelling
charge fits against the face of
the spindle.
The base and increment
propelling
charge measures 71.5 inches in len’gth, and
12.625 inches in diameter. Powder used
in this charge is in the Ml class with an
87-10-3
formula.
The grains have 7
perforations.
The shell as fired is 51.08 inches in
length and weighs 712 pounds. It contains a bursting charge of 118.28 pounds
of TNT. The maximum propelling charge
consists of a base and increment charge
of NC powder which weighs 300 pounds.
This gives a muzzle velocity
of 2,600
feet per second and a maximum
range
of 30,000 yards at 37” 57’ elevation.
The minimum base charge of NC powder
weighs 225 pounds. As illustrated,
the
complete round weighs 1,012 pounds.
PRO JECTlLE, ARMORmPIERCING,
12
INCH,
MK. XVl-STANDARD-This
round is used in the M1888, M1888M1,
M1888MI1,
M1895, M1895MI
and the
Ml900 seacoast guns.
The

Mk.

I armor-piercing

shell, now

classified as limited standard and used
in the Ml888 and Ml895 series of seacoast guns, is the predecessor projectile
from which the Mk. XVI armor-piercing
projectile was developed. The Mk. XVI
projectile is 75 pounds heavier than the
Mk. I armor-piercing
shell and the projectile contains 21.14 pounds less of explosive “D” bursting charge.
Data on the types of propelling charge
and their weights follow:
M1888, *sshA,
‘88Mll, ‘95, ‘95MI
Type.

. . . . . . . . .NH

Sections.
Weight.

NH

powder

. . . . . . . . .Stacked,
.. .

Ml900
powder

Stacked,

4

4

334 lb.

. . . . . .268 lb.

The four-section propelling charge used
with the Ml888 series guns and the Ml895
series guns uses an Ml class powder with
a formula of 87-10-3. The grains of this
powder have seven perforations
and a
web of 0.138 inch. The propelling charge
used with the Ml900 gun has the same
powder characteristics
as above except
that the web size is 0.170 inch.
The projectile is 51 inches in length.
PROJECTILES,
TARGET,
PRACTICE,
MK. XV, MK. XXI-STANDARD
-There
are three standard issue and manufacture rounds for target practice use.
M1911,

The Ml911 cast-iron projectile,
weighing 1,070 pounds, is used in the Ml888
series of guns, in the Ml895 series and
in the Ml900 gun. The Mk. XV cast-iron
projectile,
weighing 900 pounds, is used
in the Ml895 gun. The Mk. XXI castiron projectile,
weighing 975 pounds, is
used in the Ml888 and Ml895 guns.
All target-practice
rounds are fired by
four-section
NH powder charges weighing 270 pounds. The exception
is when
the Ml911 projectile is fired in the Ml900
gun, in which case the four-section charge
weighs 334 pounds.
When specially authorized, a sand-filled
common steel shell (the Mk. VI or the
Mk. X) may be used for target practice
with railway mount if suitable cast-iron
projectiles are not provided.
All target-practice
projectiles
are
shipped empty and later sand ioaded to
the proper weight prior to issue to the
using troops. All components
(loading,
fuzes) of these projectiles
are inert.
Advantages of using the inert-loaded practice rounds are in the saving of the highexplosive filler normally used, and in the
safety of the gun crew during training.
PROJECTILE,
STANDARD-@
istics.)

DUMMY,
ee Table

DRILL, M6of Character-

CHARACTERISTICS
S$.llkH.E.,
I
Caliber.
Model

Proi.
Proi.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 inch
of Guns. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ml 895
Ml 895Ml

Weight.
Charge

, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .712 lb.
and Weight..
. . . . . .TNT, 118.28
lb.
Booster.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Mk. IIA
Fuse.,
,.....,... ......,
, . .P.D., M46
or M47
Primer..
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .M30,
Elec.
Propelling
Charge and Weight.
+ . NC pwdr.,
300 lb.
Complete
Round Weight.
. , . , . .l ,012 lb.
)ul&e
Velocity
. . . . . . . . .2,600 F/S
..
. . .30,000
yds.
Maximum
Range. . .
Chamber
Capacity.
.
.
.l 1,810 cu. ins.
Rated Maximum
Pressure, p.s.i.. .38,000

+334

lb. NH powder in Ml900
gun.
t3,404
lb. in Ml900
gun.
$9,975 f/s in Ml895
and Ml895Ml
guns.
$9,975 f/s in Ml 895 and Ml 895Ml
guns.
+*y 1,900 cu. ins. in MI 895 and Ml 895Mi
guns.
t+li
,900 in Ml 888 series. 16,300 in Ml 900.
$$2,235

f/s in Ml 888 series.

~~ia;pvipm~
.

Proi., A.P.,
Mk. XVI

Ml911

12 inch
Ml 888
Ml 888Ml
Ml 888Mll
Ml 895
Ml 895Ml
975 lb.
Expl. “D,”
22.2 lb.

12 inch
Ml 900

12 inch
All guns

12 inch
Ml 895
Ml 895Ml

12
Ml
Ml
Ml
Ml

inch
888
888Ml
888Mll
895

975 lb.
Expl. “D,”
22.2 lb.

1,070

900

975

lb.

B.D., Mk.

X

M30, Elec.
NH pwdr.,
268 lb.
1,243 lb.
2,260 F/St
30,100 yds.
11,840 cu. ins.**
38,000

B.D., Mk.

Proi., T.P.,

lb.

Proi., T.P.,
Mk. %V

lb.

Pro’.,
Dri II, M6
I2 inch
All guns

975

lb.

X

M30, Elec.
NH pwdr.,
334 lb.
1,309 lb.
2,275 F/S
30,100 yds.
16,300 cu. ins.
38,000

M30, Elec.
NH pwdr.,
270 lb.
1,338 1b.t
2,850 F/S$:
27,000
yds.
11,840
cu. ins.‘rt
38,000

M30, Elec.
NH pwdr.,
268 lb.
1 ,168 lb.
2,325 F/S
29,200
yds.
11,728 cu. ins.
38,000

M30, Elec.
NH pwdr.,
268 lb.
1,243 lb.
2,260 F/S6
33,100 yds.
11,840 cu. ins.**
38,000

M30,
-

Elec.

el-STANDARD

PROJECTILE,
ARMOR-PIERCING,
16 INCH,

PROJECTILE,
TARGET
PRACTICE,
16 INCH,Mlo8-STANDARD
ROUNDS

FOR

16 INCH

SEACOAST

GUN, MK,

IIMl

(NAVY)

PROJECTILE,
TARGET
PRACTICE,
16 INCH,MIOO-STANDARD
ROUND

FOR

16 INCH

SEACOAST

GUNS, Ml919

AND

MK.

IIMl

(NAVY)

COMPLETE ROUND, PROJECTILE, A.P., 16 INCH, MK. XII, MOD. 1,
LOADED IN CANNON, 14 INCH, MK. Wdl (NAVY)

PROJECTILE, A.P., 16 INCH, MK. XII, MOD. 1

64.31

t-

0

f the projectiles that have been made
for 16 inch cannon only one is now
standard for issue and manufacture-the
16 inch, Mk. XII, Mod. 1. The Mk. V, the
Mk. II, Mod. 2, and the Mk. IX, 16 inch,
projectiles
are limited standard and are
only for issue until present stocks are
exhausted.

Obturator

0B

Propelling

0C

1

MAX.

@)

The Mk. XII, Mod. 1 projectile is used
in the 16 inch cannon, Mk. II, Mod. I
(Navy), and is of Navy design.
PROJECTILE,
A.P.,
MOD. I-STANDARD-The

16 INCH,

MK.

X11,

projectile
has an armor-piercing
cap that is crimped
and soldered to the body. A windshield

(stacked

spindle
charge
type)

Fuze, B.D., Mk.

X

is welded to the cap to improve ballistic
shape.
An explosive “D” bursting charge of
34.18 pounds is detonated by the Mk. X
base-detonating
fuze. The volume of the
bursting charge cavity with plug and fuze
in place is 644.27 cu. ins.
To insure against the propelling charge
(Continued

on next page)

CHARACTERISTICS
Proi., A.P.
Mk. XII, dad. I
Caliber. ....................
Models of Guns. ............
...............
Proi. Weight.
.........
Charge and Weight.

..

Fuze .......................
Primer. .....................
Propelling

Charge

and Weight.

Complete
Round Weight.
...........
Muzzle Velocity.
Range. ....................

.....

Chamber Capacity + .
..
..
Rated Maximum
Pressure, p.s.i.
*I ,900 f/s and 24,910

yds. at 47’

1 laInI

48’ elevation

fic\c?ilII~!7

. . . . . . . . 16 inch
. . . . . . . Mk. IlMl
(Navy)
. . . . 1 . . . . 2,240 lb.
. . . . . . . . . Expl. “D,”
34.18 lb.
. . . . . . . I. B.D., Mk. X
. . . . . . . . * Mk. XV, Mod. I
Comb.
. . I I . . . . &-sec., NH pwdr.,
675 lb.
. . . . I , . 2,915 lb.
. 1 . . 5 . 2,650 f/s*
. . . . q45,155 yds. at
47” 20’ elev.*
. . . . . . 129,525 cu. ins.
... .
. . 38,000
with

2/s powder

charge.

Proi., T.P.,
Ml00

Ml00

inert

16 inch
Mk. IfMl
2,100 lb.
Inert

16 inch
Ml919
2,100 lb.
Inert

Mk. XV, Mod. I
Comb.
6-sec., NH pwdr.,
675 lb.
2,915 lb.
2,650 f/s*
45,155 yds. at
47” 20’ elev.”
29,525 cu. ins.
38,000

Mk. XV, Mod. I
Comb.
&-sec., NH pwdr.,
709 lb.
2,809 lb.
*
2,750 f/s
44,680 yds. at
50” 56’ elev.
30,000 cu. ins.
38,000

Proj., T.P.,
M’I08
16 inch
Mk. IIMl (Navy)
2,240 lb.

(Navy)

Proi.,

T.P.,

Mk. XV, Mod. I
Comb.
4-sec., NH pwdr.,
a70 lb.
2,970 lb.
2,750 f/s
44,680 yds. at
50” 56’ elev.
40,900 cu. ins.
38,000

Proi., D rifl,
MS
16 inch
Mk. 1IMl (Navy)
2,240 lb.

Mk. XV, Mod.
Comb.
&-sec., Dummy,
720 lb.
2,960 lb.

I

PROJECTILE,
ARMOR-PIERCiMG,
16 ItdCH,MK. XII, MOD. 1

Mt08
INCfl, Ml00

PROJECTILE,
TARGETPRACTICE,
16 MH,
PCZOJECTILE,
TARGETPRACTICE,16
(Continued)

flame entering
the cavity
and prematurely
igniting the bursting charge, the
plug is screwed down against a rubber
gasket.
As a further protection
a lead
disc
is placed over the base of the assembled projectile and held in place by a
copper base plate.
As fired the projectile measures 64.31
inches in length.
The Mk. XV, Mod. 1 combination percussion and electric primer is used to ignite
the six-section powder bag. The Ml class
powder used in this charge has an 87-10-3
formula.
The grains have seven pcrforations and a web of 0.195 inch. The sixsection stacked type powder bag is 109.5
irIches long, 16 inches in diameter, and
weighs 675 pounds. The complete round
as fired weighs 2,915 pounds.
PROJECTILE,
T.P., 16 INCH, MlosSTANDARD-This
target-practice
projectile is tired in the 16 inch cannon, Mk.
II, Mod. 1, and is an issue and manufac-

UNCLASS1FIED

ture item. The projectile
is made from
cast iron and is the same length and
weight as the Mk. XII, Mod. 1. The projectile has a cavity but the only purpose
it serves is to insure the same weight as
the Bik. XII, &Iod. 1 projectile. The cavity is closed by a base plug.
The same propelling charge used with
the Mk. XII, Mod. 1, projectile is used
with this target practice projectile.
PROJECTILE,
STANDARD-Made

T.P.,

16 INCH,

of

Mtoo-

cast iron and
weighing 2,100 pounds, this target practice projectile
is used with both the
Mk. TT, b1od. 1 and the Nl919,
16 inch
cannon,
This projectile, like the J’flOS, is inert,
the only purpose of the cavity being to
govern weight. The projectile
is 57.04
inches long,
When used in the Mk. II, Mod. 1 cannon, a six-section stacked type propelling
charge weighing 709 pounds is used, The

I%11 powder used in this charge is Ml
class powder with an S7-10-3 formula.
The grains have seven perforations and a
web of 0.195 inch. The powder bags are
109.5 inches long and 16 inches in
diameter.
In the Ml919 cannon a four-section
stacked type propelling
charge is used.
The charge weighs 870 pounds and is
123.5 inches long and 16.25 inches in
diameter. The 541 class powder used in
this charge has an 87-10-3 formula. The
grains have seven perforations and a web
of 0,206 inch.
The ;14k. XV’, Arod, 1 combination
percussion and electric primer is used to ignite the propeIling charges in both cannon.
The complete round as fired weighs
2,809 pounds in the ,131k.II, Mod. 1 cannon and 2,970 pounds in the ,1L19 19 cannon,
PROJECTILE,
STANDARD-(See

istics.)
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Fuze lock plates
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T

he assembly of bombs in clusters permits a large number of small bombs
to be carried in stations designed for
larger bombs. In operations, the release
of bombs from cluster assemblies is equivalent to salvo bombing.

CLUSTER, FRAGMENTATION
BOMB,
Ml-LIMITED
STANDARD-The
cluster
consists of an adapter, six 20 pound
fragmentation
bombs, M41, tie wires to
hold the bombs in place, a cartridge, M6,
a firing mechanism and an arming wire
assembly.
For suspension in bomb racks two lugs
are provided, As the bombs are assembled
into the clusters without
vane locks,
two fuze lock plates are used to prevent
the arming vanes from rotating until the
bombs are released from the cluster. Upon
dropping the cluster, the arming wire is
pulled free and a firing pin is free to be
shot forward by a s &nn-. The firing pin

U~~~~SS~FlE~

cluster,

hits the primer of cartridge, M6, which
contains a black powder charge. The
explosion of this black powder drives a
plunger forward
through
the adapter
tube, cutting the tie wires and releasing
the bombs.
The cluster measures 46% inches in
length and weighs 125 pounds. The bombs
used in this cluster are described in another section of this Catalogue.
CLUSTER, FRAGMENTATION
BOMB,
MlAl-LIMITED
STANDARD
8, ANMIA1 -STANDARD---It
consists of an
six 20 pound fragmentation
adapter,
bombs, AN-M41, two holding straps, and
strap clamps.
For suspension in bomb racks, three
lugs are provided. Two fuze lock plates
prevent the vanes from rotating until the
bombs are released, Upon releasing the
cluster, the arming wire is pulled free
and releases the strap clamps which
hold the straps in place. This allows the
A

@
0E
0

Ml

Ml

Fuxe lock plater
Adapter,

cluster,

AN-Ml

A4

Bombs,

Flag.,

40 lb., AN-M41,

Bombs,

Prac.,

PO lb,, M48

Clamps,

strap

or

Straps, holding
Arming

wire assembly

straps to fly loose under pressure of the
retaining spring, thus releasing the bombs.
The cluster measures 46.6 inches in
length, and weighs approximately
125
pounds.
Bombs used in this cluster are described elsewhere.
CLUSTER,
PRACTICE
BOMB,
MeSTANDARD-This
cluster
is
identical
with the Ml
fragmentation
bomb cluster except that six practice
bombs, M48, are used instead of six fragmentation bombs, 3I41. These bombs are
also described elsewhere in this Catalogue.
LIMITED

CLUSTER, PRACTICE BOMB, M!zAlLIMITED STANDARD-The
cluster for
the fragmentation
bomb, AN-M41,
is
identical with this except that the &f2Al
cluster uses either six practice bombs,
M48, or six inert-loaded
fragmentation
bombs, AN-M41. The bombs are described
in another section of this Catalogue.

CLUSTER,
FRAGMENTATION
BOMB,M3(100 LB.SIZE)-LIMITED
STANDARD
(6 BOMBS,

FRAGMENTATION,

30 LB., M5)

CLUSTER,
FRAGMENTATION
BOMB,AN-M4(100 LB.SIZE)-STANDARD
(3 BOMBS,

FRAGMENTATION,

23 LB., AN-M40)

CLUSTER,
PRACTICE
BOMB,M5 (100 LB.SIZE)-STANDARD
(3 BOMBS,

PRACTICE,

23 LB., M71)

ADAPTER,
CLUSTER,
MlikSTANDARD
CLUSTER, FRAGMENTATION

.
.

.-

‘I

80M8,

M3

T

0

I
I

--a-

~
@
0

_.-_ .--...--__
@

Tie wires

Wire,

arming,

52, MAX

Bombs, frag.,

assembly

@

_ _~-

30 lb., M5
Cartridge,

0

CLUSTER, FRAGMENTATION

Adapter,
@

M7

cluster,

Mechanism,

MP

firing,

Ml

BOMB, AN-M4

I I

I
11-31.
@

Bomb

arming

-

MAX.
@

wire assembly
@

CLUSTER,
M3-LIMITED

I

1 ’

0

Strap clamps

FRAGMENTATION
STANDARD-The

Discharge

BOMB,

M3 chster operates similarly to Ml and &‘I 2 clusters except. that a delay cartridge is used.
As no vane locks are used when the
bombs are assembled in the cluster, two

springs

Cluster arming

0
wire assembly

Holding

fuze lock plates are provided to secure
the arming vanes of the fuzes until the
bombs fall clear of the cluster.
When the cluster is released, the arming wire is pulled loose and allows the
firing pin to strike the primer of the M7

UNCLASSIFIED

IN-

WI Ia

I

___-- I___~-0

straps
@

I

Adapter,

cluster,

i

Bombs, hag.,

43 lb., AN-M40

AN-M3

cartridge. This cartridge has a 5-second
delay in order to permit the cluster to fall
free of the airplane before the tie wires
are cut and the bombs released.
The cluster weighs approximately
190
pounds and is 52 inches in length.
(Continued

on next

page)

CLUSTER,FRAGMENTAl’lONBOMB, M3

(100LB.SIZE)
CLUSTER,FRAGMENTATION
BOMB, AN-M4 (100LB. SIZE)
CLUSTER,PRACTICEBOMB, M5 (100 LB. SIZE)
ADAPTER,CWSTER,Ml 2

(Continued)

CLUSTER, PRACTICE BOMB, M5

@

0
D

Discharge
Holding

mechanism

strap clamps

CLUSTER,

FRAGMENTATION
BOMB,
-The adapter, cluster, AN-M3, used in this cluster is similar
to the AN-MlA2
cluster adapter. However, as these clusters are used with the
parachute fragmentation
bomb the fuze
arming wires are assembled to each bomb.
Also provided for in this cluster is a spring
discharging mechanism to throw the bombs
clear of the cIuster before the parachute
opens. This is designed to prevent the
parachutes from tangling with the cluster
or with one another. The regular covers
on the parachute assemblies are replaced
by loose-fitting covers that fall off when
the bombs leave the cluster. For suspension in bomb racks three suspension lugs
are provided.
AN-M4-STANDARD

The cluster arming wire is assembled
so that when the cluster is released from
the airplane the strap clamps are released,
allowing the holding straps to fly free.
This

releases the discharging mechanclear of the
cluster and the covers fall from the
parachute containers, allowing the para-

ism, the bombs are thrown

UNCLASSIFIED

@
@

Holding
Arming

straps

@

Bombs,

wire assembly

chutes to open and withdraw
arming wires.

@

the fuze

The cluster measures 31 inches
length and weighs 87.2 pounds.

in

CLUSTER,
PRACTICE
BOMB, MsSTANDARD-This
practice bomb cluster
was standardized to provide a cluster for
the 23 pound practice bomb, M71. It is
similar to the AN-M4
cluster for the
AN-M40 fragmentation
bombs.
When the cluster is dropped from the
airpIane, the arming wire is pulled from
the cluster adapter release mechanisms.
This releases the holding strap clamps
which allows the holding straps to fly free.
The front and rear discharge springs then
fling the bombs clear of the falling cluster.
The cluster measures 31 inches in
length and weigh 76 pounds.
ADAP’fER,
CLUSTER, Ml!&-STAND*
ARD-In
order to increase the load
carrying capacity of aircraft, a system of
hooks and cables was adopted by the
A

practice,

Adapter,

23 lb., M71
cluster,

AN-M3

Army Air Forces for clustering
100 lb.
demolition
bombs, 100 lb. M47AI
or
M47A2 chemical
bombs, 115 lb. M70
chemical bombs and Ml, AN-MlAl,
or
AN-M4 fragmentation bomb clusters. The
same system can also be used with the 260
lb. fragmentation
bomb, M81.
The cluster adapter consists of a hook
that can withstand a pull of 2,000 pounds
without
distortion,
and a flexible steel
cable loop also of 2,000 pound strength.
A National Telephone Supply Co. “Nicopress” sleeve is used to join the ends of
the cable, forming the loop.
in the
Clustering
is - accomplished
following manner: one bomb is suspended
from the airplane in the usual way except
that the loop of an Ml2 adapter is placed
over each suspension lug of the bomb
before it is secured to the shackle. The
second bomb is attached to the first by
means of the adapter hooks which are
fastened to the lugs of the second bomb.
As these bomb assemblies are not issued
as clusters, only the metal parts involved
have been standardized.

BOMB,FRAGMENTATION,
23 LB,,AN- 40--STANDARD
BOMB,FRAGMENTATION,
20 LB.,AN-M&--STANDARD
BOMB,FRAGMENTATION,
23 LB.,M72-STANDARD
BOMB,FRAGMENTATION,
260 LB.,M8kTANDARD

T

he fragmentation
type bombs are used
mainly against enemy personnel and
such light materiel
targets as motor
t.ransports and airplanes on the ground
or in flight. They are particularly
effective
against this type of target because of the
great number of small fragments traveling
When intended for
at high velocities.
low-flying
bombing attacks the bombs
are fitted with a parachute assembly to
retard the speed of descent in order to
allow the airplane to get out of the
danger space of the bomb fragments. For
bombing
altitudes
outside the danger
space the bombs are equipped with a fin
stabilizer assembly.
Due to their light weight a great many
can be carried in an airplane, and a large
target area can be effectively swept by
fragments.

BOMB,

FRAGMENTATION,

BOMB, FRAGMENTATION,

@

Fure,

bomb,

23

bomb as dropped measures 29.5 inches
in length and 4.37 inches in diameter.
Weights of various components are:
Bomb, loaded and fuzed
(AN-M120).
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .24.6 lb.
Charge, bursting, TNT. . . . . . . . . 2.7 lb.
Body, bomb
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -14.9 lb.
Assembly, parachute. , . . , . , . . . 5.9 lb.
Fuze, bomb nose, AM-M104
. . . .1.15 Ib.
Fuze, bomb nose, AN-Ml20
. . . . 1.1 lb.

LB.,

AN-M&-STANDARD--This
bomb, for
use on low-flying
bombing missions, is
equipped with a parachute assembly and
the bomb nose fuze, AN-Ml04
or ANM120. The fuze is of the arming-pin type
in which the primer-detonator
and booster
are integral parts. The fuze has a delayarming element which is initiated
when
the arming-pin is ejected.
The AN-Ml20
fuze is a mechanical
time type of delay arming fuze set for
a 2.5 second delay.
The body of the bomb is made from a
closely wound helix of bar steel over an
inner steel sleeve. The bar steel produces
fragments of more uniform size.
For suspension in horizontal positions
a lug is provided on the side of the bomb.
The percentage of TNT bursting charge
to the weight of the bomb is 11.0%. The

AN-Ml04

@

Wire,

BOMB,
FRAGMENTATION,
AN-M41-STANDARD-This

PO LB:,

bomb
1s
issued and manufactured
for both Army
and Navy. It is used on bombing missions
where it is not possible to get down to
an altitude
low enough for use of the
AN-M40 parachute bomb. The body of
this bomb is identical with that of the
AN-M40 body, but instead of the para-

23 LB., AN-M40

arming,

assembly

OA

ssembly,

parachute

unit

TION, 20 LB., ANM41:
,

@

-J
m
z

-- 21.8

0A Fuze, bomb, AN-Ml 10Al
UNCLASSIFIED

~--___-@

Wire,

arming,

ar,embly

-____I rl
OA

ssembly,

fin

BOMB, FRAGMENTATION,
23 LB., AN-M40; BOMB, FRAGMENTATION,
20 LB,, AN-M41;
BOMB, FRAGMENTATION,
23 LB., M72; BOMB, FRAGMENTATION,
260 LB., MS1(Continued)
BOMB, FRAGMENTATION,

I

c@

Fuze, bomb,

AN-MI

04

@

29.75

MAX.

Wire,

arming,

43.70
@

Fuze, bomb nose, AN-Ml03

chute assembly of the AN-M40
bomb a
fin stabilizer assembly is used.
For suspension in airplanes in either
vertical or horizontal
position two suspension lugs are provided-one
on the
side and one at the tail.
On dropping the bomb the arming wire
pulls free from the AN-MllOAl
fuze,
which is of the arming vane mechanical
arming type. Removal of the arming wire
permits the arming vane to rotate in the
airstream
and release the safety block
under the striker. The fuze is then armed
and set to detonate on impact.
The AN-M41 is now used for practice
as well as in combat. It replaces the 20
lb. practice bomb, M48, which has been
reclassified
to the limited
standard
category.
The length of the bomb loaded and
fuzed is 21.8 inches; the distance across
the fins is 5.13 inches.
The percentage
of TNT
bursting
charge to the weight of the bomb is 13.
Weights of the various components are:
Bomb, loaded and fuzed . . . . . . . .19.8 lb.
Charge, bursting, TNT. . . . . . . . . 2.7 lb.
Body, bomb
. . , . , . , . . . . . . . . . .14.9 lb,

I ihW1 ACCKIF17

@

wi re, arming,

P3 LB., M72

-

-~

assembly

,\y-/!

~~
OA

rsembly,

parachute

unit

MAX.
assembly

Assembly, fin
Fuze, bomb nose; ‘.&&ii&:

1.6 lb.
: 1.02 lb.

BOMB, FRAGMENTATION,
93 LB.,
M7P-STANDARD-This
bomb is identical with the AN-M40 bomb except that
the parachute assembly is so made that
the bomb can be suspended in vertical
racks.
The same fuzes, AN-Ml04
or ANM120, are used. Weights of the various
components are :
Bomb, loaded and fuzed
(AN-M104)
. . . , . . . . . . . . . . . .24.6 lb.
Charge, bursting, TNT. . . . . _ . . . 2.7 lb.
Body, bomb
.14.9 lb.
Assembly, par&l&&
,’ : : : : : : : : : . 5.8 lb.
Fuze, bomb nose, AN-Ml04
+. . 1.15 lb.
Fuze, bomb nose, AN-Ml20
. . , . 1.1 lb.
BOMB, FRAGMENTATION,
MO LB.,
Mu-STANDARD-The
M81 fragmentation bomb, used against heavily resistant and concentrated
targets such as
light armored motor vehicles, PT boats,
and landing barges, is similar in structure
to the 20 lb. AN-M41 bomb. The case
which is 1%” thick consists of a closely
wound helix of bar steel over an inner

steel cylinder;
the ends of the case are
forged.
There is an alternate
construction
which calls for a longer tube. The wire is
wound the full length of the tube, and
then the case is forged at the ends forming
the nose and tail of the bomb. Fuze
adapters are welded in at both ends,
This heavy ease reduces the vulnerability of the explosive charge to enemy
small arms fire. The bomb has a box type
fin assembly and a standard double and
single suspension lug. It is also equipped
with an AN-Ml03
nose fuze and an
AN-MlOOA2 non-delay tail fuze.
The overall length is 43.75 inches and
the diameter,
8% inches. The M81 is
loaded with composition
B; alternate
loadings are Ednatol and TNT.
It can
be released from an altitude of 25,000 feet
with satisfactory functioning,
Weights of the various components are:
Bomb, loaded and fuzed . . . . . I ,263.4 lb.
Charge, bursting, Camp. B . . . . .36.6 lb.
Body, bomb
. .214.5 lb.
Fuze, bomb n&e,’ A’P;T:M i& ’ . .
4 lb.
Fuze, bomb tail, AN-MlOOA2
_ : ‘2170 lb.

3()A&-sTANDARD

BOMB,GENERAL
PURPOSE,
100 LB.!

BOMB, G.P., 1oo LB., AN-MmAl-STANDARD

I.
@

38.46. MAX

Fuze, bomb

nose, Ml03
0

or AN-MI03

Primer-detonator,

@
Ml 4

T

he general purpose bomb is used for
destruction
or demolition
of materiel
targets, the destructive effect being produced by the blast of the detonation. If
the detonation occurs above the ground,
additional
damage will be caused by
fragments of the bomb.
When the fuzes are set for instantaneous
action, the bomb is particularly
effective
against targets that can be destroyed by
the blast of the explosion. A short delay
setting will make
the bomb effective
when mining effect or the penetration of
a target before detonation is desired.
The 100 pound general purpose bomb
is effective against railroad equipment
and trackage, railroad terminals, etc.
BOMB,

G.

P.,

loo

LB.,

AN4tboAl-

STANDARD-The
standard
complete
round assembly requires: Bomb, G. P.,
100 pound, AN-M30AI,
unfuzed; Fuze,
bomb nose, 111103 or AN-MlO3;
Fuze,
bomb tail, AK-RIIiOOAl
or AN-MlOOA2;
and Wire, arming,
assembly, pc. mk.
82-3-234
FB.
Fuzed, the bomb measures 38.46 inches
in length and 11 inches across the fins.
1;70

v.

Booster,
@

auxiliary,

Fuze, bomb

Ml04
tail,

AN-MlOOAl

0

Wire,

arming,

The center of gravity is 14 inches from
the nose.
For suspension on dive bombers a
single suspension lug is provided. Two
suspension lugs, approximately
14 inches
apart, are provided for use in horizontal
bomb-racks.
The explosive filler weighs 54.2 pounds,
of which 42.3 pounds is cast 50-50 amatol,
and 11 pounds is cast TNT surrounding
the fuzes. The remaining weight is in the
auxiliary booster and the adapter-booster.
Of the total weight of the bomb, the
explosive filler is 54.2%. An alternate
loading of TNT consists of 56.8 pounds
of TNT.
The bomb tail fuzes, AN-MlOOAl
and
AN-MlOOA2,
are arming vane types with
mechanical-delay
arming.
The M 14
primer-detonator
used in this fuze is made
with four different delays. Normally
the
0.025 second delay comes assembled to the
fuze,and this can be replacedwith
the 0.01
second, 0.1 second, or non-delay as desired.
The bomb nose fuzes, Ml03
and
AN-3x103, are selective, instantaneous or
short delay arming vane types. The fuze
can be set for either superquick or 0.1
second delay.

UNCLASSIFIED
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m

assembly

or AN-MlOOAP

0
@

Adapter-booster,

Ml OPAl

Fin assembly

For delays not obtainable
with the
AN-MlOOA2
fuze, the bomb tail fuze,
M112A1, is used. This fuze gives delays
of from 8 to 15 or from 4 to 5 seconds
using either the Ml6 or M16Al primerdetonator.
Similar to the 1X112Al fuze, the Ml15
tail fuze is used to give delays of from 8
to 15 or from 4 to 5 seconds. The main
difference
between
the Mll2Al
and
Ml15 fuzes is in the arming mechanism.
The M112Al
arms directly
while the
Ml 15 has a gear train in the arming
mechanism to increase the air travel
required for arming.
Fuze, M123, also may be used. {See
page 574.)
The components of the bomb weigh as
follows :
Bomb, as dropped (SO-50
amatol) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .107.80 lb.
Bomb, as dropped (TNT). . . . _111.30 lb.
Filler, explosive (50-50
amatol) . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54.20 lb.
(includes aux. booster and surround)
Fuze, bomb nose, AN-Ml03.
. 4.00 lb.
2.70 lb.
Fuze, bomb tail, AN-MlOOA2..
Fuze, bomb tail, Ml12Al..
. . . . 2.30 Ib.
Fuze, bomb tail, M115. . . . . . . . 2.70 lb.
Fin, assembly. . . . . . +. . +. . . . . 3::; f:.
.
Wire, arming, assembly . . . . . .

BOMBS,GENEAL PURPOSE
250 LB.,AN-M57A1,
ANDsoo LB.,AN-M64k--STANDMtD
BOMB, G.P., 250 LB., ANM57Al

@

Fure, bomb

@

nose, AN-MI03

0E

Primer-detonator,

Boaster,

auxiliary,

0

F

Ml 4

-STANDARD

Ml04

0

Wire,

Fuze, bomb

tail,

AN-MlOOA4

arming,

assembly

($

Adapter

@

Fin assembly

booster,

tail, MlOPAl

BOMB, G,P., 500 LB., AN-M64Al-STANDARD

OFwe,

bomb nose, AN-Ml
op

BOMB,

G.

P.,

03

rimer-detonator,

@

Booster,

Ml 4

250 LB., AN-M!nAl-

STANDARD-This
bomb is particularly
effective
when used against
railroad
equipment
and trackage, railroad terminals and similarly constructed buildings, ammunition dumps and seacraft such
as submarines, transports, destroyers, etc.
The complete round requires: Bomb,
G. f., 250 pound, AN-M57A1,
unfuzed
and without fin assembly; Fin assembly;
Fuze, bomb nose, AN -MlO3;
Fuze,
bomb tail, AN-MlOOA2;
Wire, arming,
assembly, pc. mk. 82-3-234 FB, Forty-

UNCLASSIFIED

auxiliary,

Ml 04
OF

0

uze, bomb

Wire,
tail,

AN-Ml

arming,

assembly

01 AP

nine per cent of the weight of the bomb
is in the explosive filler. An average filler
load consists of 22.5 pounds of cast TNT
surrounding the fuzes, and 98.4 pounds
of cast 50-50 amatol bursting
charge.
An alternative loading is 124.9 pounds of
cast TNT.
The bomb is 47.8 inches long and 14.9
inches across the fins. The center of
gravity is 17.7 inches from the nose. The
two suspension lugs are 14 inches apart.
The nose fuze, AN-M103, is an arming
vane type with selective instantaneous or

m

0
@

Adapter

booster,

tail, Ml 15Al

Fin assembly

FUZE, HYDROSTATIC,
AN-Mk. 430 (TAIL)

BOMBS, GENERALPURPOSE,256LB., AN-M57A1,AND 500 LB., AN-M64Al (Continued)
short-delay
action, and may be set for
superquick or 0.1 second delay. The tail
fuze, AN-M100142, is of the arming vane
type with mechanical delay arming. By
using the 0.025 second, the 0.01 second,
the 0.1 second or the non-delay primerdetonator, M14, a great variation in the
delay element may be obtained.
For special purposes where longer
delay is needed, the tail fuze, M112AI, is
used. This fuze gives delay elements of
from 4 to 5 seconds or from 8 to 15
seconds depending
upon which of the
Ml6
primer-detonators
is used. This
long delay time enables the bomb to be
used against seacraft by “skip” bombing
tactics. As an alternate to the Ml12Al
fuze, the Ml15 fuze may be used.
Fuze, h/I123, also may be used.
The bomb
components
weights are as follows:

and

their

Bomb, as dropped. . . . . , . . . .252.00
Filler, explosive (approximately) . . +. * . , . , . . . . . . . .122.50
Fuze, bomb nose, AN-Ml03
. .4.00
Fuze, bomb tail, AN-MlOOA2
.2.70
Fuze, bomb tail, M112AI , 1 . .2.30
Fuze, bomb tail, Ml15 . . , . . . .2.70
Adapter-booster,
M102AI (tai1)1.37
Fin assembly . . . , . . . . . . . . . .6.00
Wire, arming, assembly. . 1 . . . . . .08

lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.

BOMB,

G.

P., 500 LB.,

AN-M64Al-

STANDARD-Since
this bomb is heavier
t.han the 250 pound general purpose
bomb, it can be used against such larger
and more massive targets as steel railroad bridges, underground railroads, and
against such seacraft as light cruisers,
concrete docks, etc.
The compIete round assembly includes :
Bomb, G. I’., 500 pound, AN-M64A1,
unfuzed and without fin assembly; Fin
assembly; Fuze, bomb nose, AN-M103;
Fuze, bomb tail, AN-MlOlA2;
or Fuze,
hydrostatic,
AN-Mk.
230 (tail), or fuze,
bomb tail, Ml13Al;
and Wire, arming
assembly, pc, mk. 82-3-234 HB.
The bomb is cylindrical
and has box
fins. It is 59.16 inches long and 18.94 inches
across the fins. The center of gravity is
22.6 inches from the nose.
517, of the weight is in
Approximately
the explosive filler. This includes 24.4
pounds of cast TlNT around the fuzes
and a bursting charge of 236 pounds of
cast 50-50 amatol. An alternate filler is
260 pounds of cast TNT.
For suspension in horizontal
bomb
racks, two lugs are provided, 14 inches
apart, on each bomb. For use on dive
bombers
the Ml
trunnion
band
is
provided.
The nose fuze, AN-M103, is the same
as that used with the 250 pound G. P,
Bomb, AN-M57Al.
Bomb tail fuze, ANnflOlA2,
has the same characteristics as

the AN-MlOOA2
f uze used in the 250
pound bomb except that the arming
stem
on the 11IlOlA2 fuze is 3 inches
longer in order that the arming vane will
be properly positioned in the airstream.
The hydrostatic
fuze, AN-Ilk.
230, is
used when the bomb is to be employed
against floating
targets.
This fuzc can be
set to function at various depths and is
very effective against ships or submarines,
As with the 250 pound general purpose
bomb, the tail fuze, M113A1, with from
4 to 5 seconds or from 8 to 15 seconds
delay elements is substituted
for the
fuze, AN-MlOIA2,
when the bomb is to
be used in “skip” bombing tactics. As an
alternate
to the M113Al
fuze, the
Ml16 fuze may be used.
Fuze, M124,

also may be used,

The bomb components and weights
are as follows:
Bomb, as dropped (with
M10L42 fuze) . . . . . . , . .512.00 lb.
Bomb, as dropped (with Mk.
230 fuze). . . . . . . . . . , . . . .522.00 lb.
Explosive filler. +. . . . . . . . .262.00 lb.
Fuze, bomb nose, AN-31103 . I .4.00 lb.
Fuze, bomb tail, AN-MlOlA2
.2.90 lb,
Fuze, bomb tail, M113Al
. . . .2.50 lb.
Fuze, bomb tail, Ml16 _. . . . -2.90 lb.
Fuze, hydrostatic, AN-Mk.
230 (tail) . . . . . . , . . . . . . .14.50 lb.
Adapter-booster,
MI 15A1 (tai1)3.36 lb.
Fin assembly. . . f . I . . . . . . . . .12.30 lb.
Wire, arming, assembly.
. . , . . . .10 lb.

FUZES, BOMB TAIL, M123, M124, Ml25
Fuze, M123, for Bomb, G.P.,
for Bomb, G.P.,

100 lb., AN-M30Al
250 lb., AN-M57Al

Fuze, M124, for Bomb, G.P.,
for Bomb, S.A.P.,

500 lb., AN-M64AI
500 lb., AN-M58A2

Fuze, M125, for Bomb, G.P.,
1,000 lb., AN-M65Al
for Bomb, G.P.,
2,000 lb., AN-M66Al
for Bomb, S.A.P., 1,000 lb., AN-M69AI
The M123, M124, and Ml25 Fuzes are of the long-delay type:
1, 2, 6, 12, 24, 36, 72 and 144 hours. The delay is marked on
each. These fuzes differ only in the length of the arming stems.
The variation is similar to that of the AN-M100A2, AN-MlOlA2
and AN-M 102A2 Fuzes.

The M123, M124, and Ml25 Fuzes also have a “booby-trap”
arrangement
for instantaneous
detonation
when the fuze is
withdrawn by the enemy. Extreme care must be used in handling th ese f uzcs and all precautions, shown on the tags attached
to each, should be followed carefully,

UNCLASSIFIED
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BOMB, G.P., i ,000 LB,, AN-M65Al

BOMB, G.P., 2,000 LB., AN-M66Al
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1

he large general purpose bombs are
used against reinforced concrete bridges,
dams, steel railroad bridges, piers, apTxoach spans, such scacraft as heavy
cruisers, etc.
BOMB, G. P., 1,000 LB., AN-M65AlSTANDARD--;i
complete round assem-

bly includes: Bomb, G. I’., 1,000 po~td,
iQC-M65Al,
unfuzed, and without
fin
assembly;
Fin assembly;
Fuze, bomb
lose,
AS-M103;
Fuze, bomb tail, AS%102A2,
or Fuzc, hydrostatic,
AiS-XIk.
230 (tail) ; Wire, arming, assembly, pc.
plk. 32-3-234ZA

LINCLASSIFIED

I

-STANDAu

AN-M65Al

AND

AN-M66

@

he,

bomb nose, AN-Ml03

@

Booster, auxiliary,

0

Wire, arming, assembly

0

Primerdetonator,

Ml4

@

Adapter-booster,

Ml 15Al

@

Fuze, bomb tail, ANMl04A4,
0.1 sec. delay

@

Fin assembly

Ml 04

(tail)

-STANDARD

92.33

MAX.

---

~~--_____..

The bomb is made of steel with
cylindrical
body and box-type fins. It is
69.5 inches long and 25.4 inches across
the fins. The center of gravity
is 26
inches from the nose. Two suspension
lugs, 14 inches apart, are provided for
suspension in horizontal racks.
The csplosive
filler consists of 459
pounds of cast 50-50 amatol, and 39.6
pounds of cast TST
surrounding
the
fuzc boosters. An alternative
filler is
547.1 pounds of cast TST. Still another
loading is 571.4 pounds of Composition
“13.”

_.. -

1
FUZE, TAlh

t4~~t?tSTATIC,
.
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BOMBS, GENERALPURPOSE

I,QOO
LB.,AN-M65Al AND z,oooLB., ANmM66Al
(Continued)
The nose fuze, AX’-11103, has selective,
instantaneous
or short-delay arming a.nd
is of the arming vane type. Settiugs of
either 0.1 second delay or superquick
may be made.
The tail fuze, AN-JIlO2h2,
with the
primer-detonator,
JPlf, is used. This fuze
is of the arming vane type.
When the bombs are dropped on water
targets, the hydrostatic
fuze, ‘%X-Jlk.
230, is used. This fuze may be set to
function at various depths.
Like the 250 pound and 500 pound
general purpose bombs, the 1,000 pound
and 2,000 pound bombs may be equipped
with special purpose tail fuzes.
When assembled with the tail fuzc,
M114A1, and JZ16 primer-detonator
with
from 4 or 5 seconds delay or from S to 11
seconds delay, these bombs are used
primarily for “skip” bombing tactics.
The &I112AI, JI113A1, and Z’dll-i-11
fuzes differ in the length of the arming
vane stems. Stems of different lengths are
required to set the vanes
properly
in
relation to the airstream. The >I 117 fuze
may be used as an alternate
to the
M114Al.
Fuze, SIl25, also may be used. (See
page 574.)
Bomb components and their weights
are as follows:
Bomb, as dropped (Amatol
50-50 loading) 1 . . . . . . . . . . 997.00 lb.
Bomb, as dropped (cast
TNT loading) . . . . _ . . . . . 1,OOSOOlb,

Bomb, as dropped (Composition “B” loading).
_ .1,038.40
Explosive filling (Amatol
50-50) . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . 530.00
Explosive filling {cast TNT) , 547.10
Esplosive filling (Composition “B”) f . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 571.40
Fuze, bomb nose, AN-MlO3.
4.00
Fuze, bomb tail,
AN--1I 102.42 . , . . . , . . . . . .
3.20
Fuzc, bomb tail, M114Al . . .
2.80
Fuze, bomb t,ail, M117. . . . . ,
3.20
Adapter-booster
,I11 15AI
(AN-JI102112 fuze).
....
3.36
Fuze, hydrostatic,
AN-MB.
230 (tail} . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
14.50
Adapter-booster,
M115Al
(AN-Ilk.
230 fuze). . . . . . .
2.16
Fin assembly. . . . . . . . . . . .
21.50
\Vire, arming, assembly. . . . ,
.lO
BOMB, G. P., 2,000 LB., ANM66AlSTANDARD--The
complete round

lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.
lb,
lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.

assembly includes : Bomb, G. P., 2,000
pound, -AX-31662~1, unfuzed and without fin assembly; Fin assembly; Fuze,
bomb nose, AN-31103; Fuze, bomb tail,
AN-M102A2,
0.1 second delay, or Fuze,
tail, hydrostatic,
AN-Mk.
230; Wire,
arming, assembly, pc. mk. 82-3-234 AB.
The 2,000 pound general purpose bomb
is cylindrical in shape with box-type fins.
It is 92.83 inches long and 31.6 inches
across the fins. The center of gravity is
33.5 inches from the nose.
The explosive filfcr is 1,014 pounds of
cast 50-50 amatol and 45.2 pounds of

LlNCLASS!FIED

cast TNT surrounding the fuze boosters.
The filler is 52% of the total weight of the
bomb. An alternate filler is 1,095.O pounds
of cast TNT. A second alternate filling
consists of 1,141.5 pounds of Composition
“B.”
Fuzes used are those described under
the 1,000 pound general purpose bomb,
AN-M6511.1.
Fuze, RI125, also may be used. (See
page 574.)
Bomb components and their weights
are as follows:
Bomb, as dropped (50-50
amatol loading) . . . . . . . . . .2,052.00 lb.
Bomb, as dropped (Cast
TNT). . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . .2,096.90 lb.
Bomb, as dropped (Composition “B”) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2,145.50 lb.
Explosive filler (50-50
amatol) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . +l,OGl.OO lb.
Explosive filler (Cast TNT). .1,095.90 lb,
Explosive filler {Composition
93”> . . . . . . . , . . . , . , , . . ,1,144.50 lb.
Fuze, bomb nose, AN-M103.
4.00 lb.
Fuze, bomb tail,
AN-M102A2
. . . ... .. ....
3.20 lb.
Fuze, bomb tail, Ml1491 . . .
2.80 lb.
Fuze, bomb tail, 31117. . , . . .
3.20 lb.
Adapter-booster,
Ml15
lAN-3I102h2
fuze) . . . . . .
3.36 lb.
FUZC, tail, hydrostatic,
hN-Mk.
230. . . . . . . . . . . .
14.50 lb.
Adapter-booster,
IMI 15Al
(AN-Mk.
230). . . . . . . . e.
2.16 lb.
Fin assembly . . . . . . . . . . . +. . 38.60 lb.
Wire, arming, assembly. . . . .
.13 lb.

BOMB,LIGH SE,4,000 LB, ANBOMB,DEPTH,
AIRCRAFT,
350 LB.,AN-MK.
47-STANDARD
BOMB, L.C., 4,000 LB., AN-M56Al

117.25

MAX,

@

Fuze, bomb nose, AN44103

0

Booster, auxiliary,

@

Wire, arming, assembly

0

Adapter-booster,

0

Fuze, bomb tail, AN-MlOPA’Z,
non-delay

OL

BOMB,

-STANDARD

ugs, surpenslon

L. C., 4,000 LB.,

AH-MsttAl-

STANDARD-This
is one of the heaviest
bombs
manufactured,
and is known as
the “block buster.” Its large explosive
charge and thin wall case make it effective against buildings and naval targets.
Xt depends upon its blast effect for the
amount
of damage. The fact that very
little metal, in relation to the total weight,
5s used places the bomb in the light case
class with the explosive filler approximating 777? of the total weight.
A complete round assembly includes:
Bomb,
light case, 4,000 pounds, ANXI56A1, unfuzed and without fin assembly;
Fin assembly;
Fuze, bomb nose,
AN-MlO3;
Fuze, bomb tail, AN-M102AZ, non-delay; Wire, arming, assembly,
pc. mk. 82-3-234 UA; Booster, auxiliary,
TvIlll,
pc. mk. 82-3-307 A.

6% ap, rear
@ Fin lock nut

Ml 11
Ml OQAI (tail)

0

Fin assembly

The nose fuze, AN-M103,
is a selective instantaneous or short-delay arming
vane type fuze. Settings of superquick or
0.1 second delay may be made.

filler and the fuze threads protected by
closing plugs. The fuzes are inserted in the
field and the fin assembly is attached and
locked to the bomb with the fin lock nut.

Fuze, bomb tail, AN-M102A2,
nondelay, is an arming vane type fuze.

The
weights

The bursting
charge is amatol and
weighs approximately
3,205 pounds. Surrounding the fuzes is approximately
28.6
pounds of cast TNT, with the auxiliary
booster weighing 4.39 pounds. An alternative filling is 3,350 pounds of cast TNT.
The fuzed bomb measures 117.25 inches
in length and 47.62 inches across the fhs.
The center of gravity is 48 inches from
the nose, The two suspension lugs are
located 30 inches apart,
The bomb is shipped with the explosive

UNCLASSIFIED

and

bomb
components
are as follows:

Bomb, as dropped, . .
.4,232.00
108.00
Fin assembly. . , . . . . . .
Adapter-booster,
?cllOZ
1.37
(tail). +. . . . . . . , . . . , . . .
4.39
Booster, auxiliary,
>I1 11 . .
4.00
Fuze, bomb nose, ,CV-X103
Fuze, bomb tail, AN-AllOZ3.15
A2. . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . , . .
.14
Wire, arming, assembly, . V
Explosive
(50-50 amatol)
boosters
incl. auxiliary
and surrounds. . . . . . . .3,238.00
4.

B
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lb.
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lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.

lb.
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BOMB, wif

CASE,4,000 LB., ANM56Al

BOMB, DEPTH,AIRCRAFT,350 kB.,

AN-MK.47

(Continued)

BOMB, DEPTH, AIRCRAFT, 350 LB., AN-MK.

47

CM
I
yc--

--

@

---

Fuze, bomb nose, AN-Ml03

!JNCL,ISSSIFIED

- 53.10

@

MAX.

FULB, hydrostatic, AN-ML.

---

234

@

Fin assembly

-STANDARD
BOMB,SEMI-ARMBRIPIERCING,
500 LB.,A
BOMB,SEMI-ARMOR-PIERCING,
1,000LB.,AN=MS;9&-STANDARD
BOMB, S.A.P., 500 LB., AN-M58A%!-STANDARD

-.

r

BOMB, S.A.P., 1,000 LB., AN-M59Al-STANDARD

LY

~-

70.37MAX

cmi-annor-piercilzg
bmnbs
cff cctive against armor
forced concrctc and similar
gets. They hare a heavy-case
of special steel and are of
shape nith cylindrical body
fins. The nose adapter is
with a steel plug.
s

BOMB,

S.A.P.,

500 LB.,

arc
highly
plate, reinresistant tarconstruction
conventional
and box-type
usually filled

AN-M58A2-

STANDARD-Components
of a complete round assembly are: Bomb, S.A.P.,
500 pounds, AN-M58A2,
~rd'uzcc~
and
without
fin assembly;
Fin assembly;
Fuze, bomb tail, AX-31 lOlA2;
iTire,
arming, assembly, pc. mk. 82-3-234 J’A.
The bomb measures 57.8 inches in
length and 16.18 inches across the fins.
The suspension lugs are approximately
14 inches apart, and the center of gravity
is 23.5 inches from the nose.
The tail fuze, AX-XElOl.42,
has mechanical
delay arming and is of the
arming vane type. With the Ml4 primerdetonator,
delays of 0.025 second, 0.01
second, 0.1 second, or non-delay may be
obtained.
-4lternate tail fuzes, Ml13Al
or M116,
are to be used to give longer delays of 4

--*

i

to 5 secords
or 8 to 15 seconds, according
to the primer-detonator
used. These
primer-detonators
are 1X16 and XlCihl.
FUZC, X1124, also may be used. (See
page 574 .)
filler consists of 139
The explosive
pounds of cast 50-50 amatol and 5.5
pounds of cast TNT around the fuze. The
explosive filler is 3Oyh of the total weight
of the bomb. An alternative
filling is
150.5 poullds
of TXI’.
Components and weights are :
Bomb, as dropped. . . . . . . . . . .499.50 lb.
Explosive filler
..
. . . . . . .134.50 lb.
Fuze, bomb tail, ,1N-~11011%2. 2.90 lb.
Euzc, bomb tail, KI113;11,. , , . 2.50 lb.
Fuze, bomb tail, 1fll6 . . . , 2.90 lb.
Adapter-booster,
N102A1 (tail)
1.37 lb.
Fin assembly . . . . . , . . . . . . ll.LIO lb.
Wire, arming, assembly . . . . . . 0.06 lb.
BOMB,

S.A.P.,

1,000 LB.,

AN-M59Al-

STANDARD-L~
complete round assembly includes: Bomb, S.A.P., 1,000 pounds,
AN-hl59h1,
unfuzed and without fin assembly; Fin assembly; Fuzc, bomb tail,
AN-11102A2;
\\‘ire, arming,
assembly,
pc. mk. 82-3-234 VA.
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@

Nose

plug

0B

Wire,

arming,

@

Booster,

0

Adapter-booster,

@

Fuze, bomb

@

Primer-detonator,

@

Fin assembly

assembly

auxiliary,

Ml 04
Ml 04Al

tail,

AN-Ml

(tail)
01 AP

Ml 4

@

Nose

plug

@

Wire,

arming,

0

Booster,

0

Adapter-booster,

Ml 02Al

Q

Primer-detonator,

Ml 4

@

Fuze, bomb

@

Fin assembly

assembly

auxiliary,

tail,

Ml04

AN-Ml01

(tail)

AS!

The bomb is 70.4 inches long and
20.72 inches across the fins. The center
of gravity is 28.6 inches from the nose,
The explosive filler is 292.25 pounds of
cast 50-50 amatol and 10.7 pounds of
cast TNT. The filler comprises 31% of
the bomb weight. An alternate filler is
311.6 pounds of cast TNT.
The fuze, bomb tail, AN-31102-42, has
characteristics
identical
with the ANMlOOA2 fuze except that the vane stem
is 7 inches longer to permit proper placement of the arming vane in the airstream.
Two alternate tail fuzes are the %X114Al
and 31117.
Fuze, 11125, also may be used. (See
page 574.)
The following are the bomb components
and weights :
Bomb, as dropped. . . . , . . . . . . .987.50 lb.
Esplosive filler . . . . . . . . . . . , ,303.25 lb.
3.20 lb.
Fuze, bomb tail, AX-Ml02A2.
Fin assembly. . . . . . . . . , . . . . . 17.00 lb.
1.37 Ib.
Adapter-booster,
JX102Al (tail)
Arming wire assembly. . . . . . . . 0.06 lb.
Fuze, bomb tail, >1114Al. . . . . 2.50 lb.
Fuze, bomb tail, IZI17. . . . . +. 3.20 lb,
C\..

1

h”
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BOMB,ARMOR-PIERCING,
1,000LB.,A

K. %-STANDARD
I-STANDARD
BOMB,ARMOR-PIERCING,
1,600LB.,AN-MK.
BOMB, ARMOR-PIERCING,

1,ooo LB., AN-MK.

33

AN-MK. 33 AND
AN-MK. 1

---___I----

\. ._l--

--------d-d

75 00 MAX

BOMB, ARMOR-PIERCING,

---p--83.50

BOMB,
AN-MK.

ARMOR-PIERCING,
33-STANDARD-The

1,000 LB.,
complete

round assembly of this bomb consists of:
Bomb, A. P,, 1,000 lb., AN-Mk.
33,
without fuze and fin assembly;
Fin assembly;
Fuze, bomb tail, AN-Mk. 228;
Arming wire assembly;
Base plug assembly.
The bomb is 73 inches long and 16.6
inches across the fins. The center of
gravity is 29.65 inches from the nose.
The armor-piercing
qualities
of this
bomb are derived from the heavy weight,
the thick steel pointed nose section, and
the special high-stress steel from which
the bomb is manufactured.
For suspension in Navy airplanes two
lugs are provided on the side of the bomb,
14 inches apart. When used in Army
airplanes the lugs are 30 inches apart.
For use in British
airplanes a single
suspension is provided at the center of
gravity at a point 180” from the Navy
and Army suspension lugs. A hoisting
lug is provided for loading the bomb into
the airplane. All lugs are bolted to the
kzrdbd and may be removed
if not
.
Two loadings of bursting charge are

1,600 LB., AN-MK.

ARMOR-PIERCING,
1 -STANDARD-A

3,600

LB.,

complete
round assembly for this bomb consists of
the following :
Bomb, A. P., 1,600 pound, AN-Mk.
1,
unfuzed and without tail assembly;
Fin assembly;
Fuze, bomb tail, AN-Mk. 228;
Wire, arming, assembly;
Auxiliary boosters.

rJNClASSlFlED

Auxifhry

boortrr

@

FUXO, bomb tail,
AN-MI<. 498

0

Fin assembly

1

MAX.-

used: Explosive
“D” and TNT. When
loaded with 140 pounds of Explosive
“D,”
the bomb weighs 1,008 pounds;
when 144 pounds of TNT are used the
bomb weighs 1,012 pounds. The Explosive “D” filler is 14.1 percent of the
weight of the bomb, and the TNT filler is
14.5 percent.
The AN-MB. 228 tail bomb fuze is an
arming vane t.ype fuze with a delay element to permit penetration
of armor
plate before detonation.
Weight of the bomb components are
as follows :
Bomb (as dropped, Explosive
“D” loaded) . . . . . . . . . . . .1,008 Ib.
Bomb (asdroppcd,TNTloaded)
1,012 lb.
Explosive “D” filler. , . . . . . , . . , 140 lb.
TNT filler . . . . . . , , . . . . , . . . , . 1 144 lb.
Metal parts, . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . 868 lb.
BOMB,
AN-MK.

@

This bomb is used by the United States
Army and Navy and by the British Air
Forces. The suspension lugs may be
positioned so as to permit securing the
bomb in any racks, inside or outside the
plane, used by those services.
The bomb measures 83.5 inches in
length and 14.65 inches across the fins.
The center of gravity
is 33.58 inches
from the nose.
Loaded with Explosive “D,” the bomb
weighs 1,601 pounds, the 216 pounds of
explosive being 13.5 percent of the bomb
weight. The alternate TlNT loading of
228 pounds gives a bomb weight of 1,613
pounds of which the TNT is 14.1 percent.
The fixed delay fuze, AK-Mk.
228,
Mod. 1, has an 0.08 second delay after
impact, making this bomb highly effective against heavily armored warships.
The bomb will penetrate 6.5 inches of
homogeneous armor plate set at 35”.
Weights are as follows:
Bomb, loaded (Explosive
“D”} and fuzed . . . . . . 1,601 .OOlb.
Bomb, loaded (TNT) and
fuzed . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,613.OO Ib.
Explosive “D” charge . . . . . 216.00 lb.
TNT [alternate) charge. . . . 228.00 lb.

(H), 100LB.,hi47 -STANDARD
BOMB,GAS, SISTENT
BOMB,INCENDIARY
LIQUID,
100LB.I ~47A2-STANDARD
BOMB,SMOKE
(WP),100LB, M47&-STANDARD
BOMB,GAS,PERSISTENT
(H), 115LB.,M7bSTANDARD
8OMB, GAS, PERSISTENT (H), 100 LB., M47An
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MAX.

0C

Arming wire assembly

Burster, M4

@

Burster weil ussembly

BOMB, GAS, PERSISTENT (H), 115 LB., M70
Q

49.4

I @

Fuze, bomb nose, AN-Ml

1 OAl

C

hemical bombs are of two classes:
those for nonpersistent gases (smoke),
and those for persistent gases (H).
Since wide diffusion of the nonpersistent gases is not desired, a small burster
which merely splits the case is used with
chemical charges of that type. A larger
burster is used with persistent fillers since
the tactical
employment
of that gas
requires its diffusion over as wide an
area
possible.
Use of an instantaneous
fuze permits
the bomb to function upon impact with
the ground without burying itself.

as

UNCLASSIFIED

@

-

MAX.

Arming wire assembly

BOMB, GAS, PERSISTENT
AmAst-STANDARD-The

0

(H),

Burster, Ml0

100 LB.,

complete
round assembly of this bomb includes :
Bomb, gas, persistent
(H), 100 pound,
M47A2, unfuzed and without
burster;
Fuze, bomb nose, AN-Ml26
or ANM126AI;
Burster assembly, M4; Wire,
arming, assembly, pc. mk. 82-3-234 KC.
The bomb is shipped loaded and filled
and the burster assembly and fuze are inserted in the field.
This bomb does not follow the shape of
most of the bombs made today in that,
although it is cylindrical
in shape and
4

@

Burster wall assembly

has box fins, the nose is blunt and spherical in shape. It is 48.92 inches long and
10%~ inches across the fins. The center
of gravity is 18.5 inches from the nose.
Constructed
of sheet metal, the bomb
is of welded construction
with the fins
welded to the body. Because of the
light-weight
metal used, 70% of the
bomb weight is persistent gas (H).
The AN-Ml26
(Substitute
Standard)
and AN-M126Al
(Standard)
fuzes are
used with this bomb. The AN-Ml26
fuze is
made of aluminum and weighs 0.68 pound.
The AN-M126Al
fuze is of all-steel con-

BOMB, GAS, PERSISTENT
(H), to0 LB., M47A2
BOMB, INCENDIARYLIQUID, 100 LB., M47A2
BOMB, SMOKE(WP), loo LB., M47A2
BOMB, GAS, PERStSTENT
(H), 115 LB., M70
(Continued)

struction and weighs 1. IO pounds. These
fuzes are screwccl into the burster tube
instead of being held in place by tn*o steel
balls under spring ~)re~sure, the retaining
Illetllod used 011the old nose fuze, ?mx3,
vvhich they replace.
The bomb
components
and their
weights are as follo1v-s:
Bomb, as dropped. . , . . . . . .9S.O0 lb.
. 0.68 lb.
Fllze, bomb nose, AS-Sll26
Fuze, bomb nose, ;Wi11126:il. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.10 lb.
Burster, M-1. . , . . . . . . . . . . 2:10 lb.
Burster well assembly. . . . . . . 3.30 lb.
Charge, gas (II). . . . , , , . .GS.SO lb.
Arming wire assembly. . . . +. . 0.02 lb.

does not weigh 100 pounds as the nomenclaturc indicates but only 68 pounds.
and their
The born b corn ponents
meigtltsare as follows:

80MB,
INCENDIARY
M4fA9--STANDARD-

100 pound, iUA7A2, unfuzed and without burster; Fuzc, bomb nose, AN-M 126
or AX-M126:11,
Burster assembly, N4;
Wire, arming, assembly, pc. mk. 82-3-

LIQUID,
100 LB.,
-A c o rn p 1 e t e

round assembly of this bomb includes:
Bomb, incendiary
liquid,
100 pound,
M47A2, unfuzed arid
Ii-ithout burster;
Fuze, bomb nose, iiS-Jll26
or .1Shl1~26~~1; Burster assembly, 317; \Vire,
arming, assembly, pc. mk. 82-3-23.2 KC.
The bomb is shipped empty and the
incendiary liquid, a gasoline and rubber
is added in the field. The
solution,
burster contains 1 pound of black poivder,
the amount required to burst the bomb
and spread the incendiary
liquid over
a large area.
The shape and size of this bomb are
the same as the 1147-12 persistent gas
bomb. The same fuzes are used. The
incendiary
liquid weighs 39 pounds or
57y, of the weight of the bomb. &cause
of the light weight of the liquid the bomb

LlNC!.ASS!FlED

Bomb, as dropped. +. . . . . . . . .68.00
Fuze, bomb nose, AN-Ml26
. 0.68
Fuze, bomb nose, ANR1126.M. . . . _. . . . . . . . . . . . 1.10
Burster, M7..
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.00
Ijurster well assembly. . . . . . . 3.50
Charge, incendiary fiquid . _ . .39.00
Arming wire assembly.
I _ . . . 0.02

lb.
lb.
lb.
lb,
lb.
lb.
lb.

BOMB, SMOKE
(WP), 100 LB., M47A2
-STANDARD-The
complete round assembly
includes : Bomb, smoke (\VI’),

234 KC.
This bomb is also similar in shape and
size to the 100 poun<l persistent gas bomb,
M47A2, using the same fuzes ant1 burster.
The difference is in the smoke charge
(VVP). The charge weighs 100 pounds and
is 77.2% of the weight of the bomb.
The bomb components
weights are as follows:

and

their

Bomb, as droppecl. _. . .
.129.50 lb.
FUZC, bomb nose, AN-31126 . 0.68 lb.
Fuze, bomb nose,
AN-M126Al.
_ . _ . . . . , +. . 1.10 lb.
Burster, 314. . . . . . . . . . . . , . 2./10 lb.
Burster well assembly . +. . . . 3.50 lb.
Charge, smoke (\VP) . . , . 100.00 lb.
Arming wire assembly. . . . . 0.02 lb.

BOMB, GAS, PERSISTENT (H), 115 LB.,
MAO-STANDARD--‘l’ho
complete
round

assembly includes: Ilomb, gas, persistent
(II), 115 pound, 3170, unfueed, without
burstcr, and without, fin assembly; Fuze,
bomb nose, r\N-~1llOXl;
Uurster
assembly, R’I10; Fin assembly; \Virc, arming, assembly, pc. mk. 82-.:3--233 KC.
This bomb differs from the other
chemical bombs in that the hody is made
from steel tubing and has a separate fin
assembly. It measures 49.4 inches in
length and 11 inches across the fins.
The center of gravity is 19 inches from
the nose. Two lugs, 14 inches apart, are
provided for double suspension and a
single lug is located at the center of
gravity for single suspension.
The bomb is shipped loaded and with
closing plugs to seal the bomb and to protect the fuze threads. The burster and
fuze are inserted and the fin assembly is
attached in the field.
In comparison
with other chemical
bombs the percentage of chemical filler to
the weight of the bomb is small--only
48.17$ of the total weight.
The bomb
components
and their
weights are as follows:
Bomb, as dropped. . . . . . . . . .126.00 lb.
Fuze, bomb nose,
AN-MllOAl.
. . . . . , . . . . . 1.02 lb.
Burster, $110.. . . . . . _ . . . . . . 2.32 lb.
Hurstcr well assembly. . . . . . 3.66 lb.
Charge, gas, persistent (R) _ 60.60 lb.
Fin assembly . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.50 lb.
.02 lb.
Arming wire assembly. . . . . .

BOMBS,
P

I

>I 31

(

Dl’ Ie

I

ANmMKe
&--STANDARD
3 LB.,AN-MK.23; 4*22LBmf
BOMBS,
PRACTICE
(MINIATURE),
LB., AN-MK.
I, Mod.11 3 LB., AN-MK.93)
41/2LB.,AN-MK.43-STANDARD-rrhese

3

BOMBS, PRACTICE (MINIATURE), AN-MK.
AN-MK. 23, and AN-MK. 43

three miniature practice bombs are identical in shape and appearance. They measure 8.25 inches in length and 2.5 inches
across the fins.
All three of the bombs have the same
firing pin assembly. The firing pin assembly is held in the bomb by a cotter pin.
Each of these bombs also has the Mk. IV
signal which ignites when it slams down
against the firing pin upon the bomb striking the target. This fires the primer which
in turn ignites the signal.
The difference in weights of these three
bombs and the difference in designation is
due to the composition of the bombs.

The 3 pound, AN-Mk.

5, Model 1,

miniature practice bomb is made from a
cast-zinc base alloy. A.S.T.M.,
designation B86-33T alloy XXIII,
95 percent by

weight being zinc.
Cast iron is used in the 3 pound,
AN-ML. 23, bomb, and a lead alloy in

/

I---@

Signal,

8.25

Mk. IV

@

BOMB, PRACTICE (PARACHUTE),

Fuze, bomb,

BOMB,
PRACTICE
LB., M3t - LIMITED

nose, Ml

(PARACHUTE),
STANDARD-The

04,

17

complete round assembly consists of the
following components :
Bomb, practice, 17 lb., M37 (without
parachute and case assembly, fuze and
smoke charge) ;
Parachute and case assembly for 17 lb.

!INc\ASSlh:tED

practice

@A

rming

wire

Firing

pin ussembly

the cast-iron and the lead-alloy bombs.
Weights of the bombs, with and without the signal, Mk. IV, are as follows:
With

~~~~~* &Mod*
1 * s* * * * * * *i*g
.*,.I*.........
. !k*
AN-MK: ~3. . . . . . . . . . . . . .4.50 ib:

A shortage of zinc used in the Mk. 5,
the

0

Body

the 4% pound, AN-Mk. 43, bomb. The
composition of this alloy is 90 percent to
88 percent lead A.S.T.M.,
common, and
1‘2 percent to 10 percent antimony, by
weight.
Model 1, bomb necessitated

------B

MAX.

design of

BOMB,PRACTICE
(PARACHUTE),
17 LB*,M~~+IM~D
,

69

5, Mod. 1;

Without
2.56 lb.
2.87 Ib.

4.37 lb.

STANDARD

17 LB., M37

@

practice bomb, M37 (arming wire is attached to parachute and case assembly).
This bomb is similar to the 23 lb., M40,
fragmentation
bomb. It permits safe handling by inexperienced personnel un t il they
become trained in the .handling and use
of the bomb.
Either the bomb body or the para-

Body

0
D

Parachute

chute and case assembly may be used
repeatedly until either component becomes
unserviceable whereupon the part can be
replaced.
For suspension in vertical racks, suspension wires with an S-hook are provided;
for horizontal suspension, a lug is used on
the side of the bomb,

BOMBS,
PRACTICE,
23 LB.,M71ANDM73-STANDARD
/
BOMB, PRACTICE, 23 LB., M71

@

Closing

plug

@

Horizontal

suspension

lug

@

Arming

cord

0

Parachute

assembly

unit

0

S-hook

(vertical

suspension)

BOMB, PRACTICE, 23 LB., M73

__l---_w
@

-- 26.7
Closing

plug

@

Horizontal

suspension

BOMBS,
PRACTICE,
f3 LI., M71 AND
M73--STANDARD-Due
to the fact that
the 17 pound practice bomb, M37, could
be used only in aircraft where vertical
suspension was available (and therefore
could not be used for clustering),
the
3171 and h1[73 practice bombs were
standardized.

The M7l

practice

bomb as standard-

lug

0

Arming

MAX
cord

- --u

.--

op

arachute

assembly

ized is used with the hf5 practice bomb
cluster, and the 3173 practice bomb is
provided
with an S-hook for vertical
suspension.
The body of both these bombs is the
same as that used with the 23 pound,
AN-M40,
practice bomb. The parachute
assembly for the 3171 bomb is the same
as that used with the AN-M40
bomb;

unit

@

S-hook

(vertical

suspension)

whereas, the parachute assembly for the
M73 bomb is the same as that used with
the X72 bomb.
The bodies of the bombs are not loaded
and, instead of a fuze, a closing plug is
used.
Both bombs measure 26.7 inches ir,
length, 3.64 inches in diameter, and both
weigh 21 .O pounds.

AZ-STANDARD
BOMB,PRACTICE,
100&
BOMB,PRACTICE,
TARGET,
100LB,,M75-SUBSTITUTE
STANDARD
I

BOMB, PRACTICE, 100 LB., M38A2

------- ~~~
@

47.5
@

Inert loading

Arming wire assembly

BOMB, PRACTICE, TARGET, 100 LB., M75

@

BOMB,

PRACTICE,

lo0

LB,,

Fuze, bomb nose, Ml06

M38AP-

STANDARD-This
bomb is designed for
general practice purposes in order to
minimize
so far as possible danger to
personnel and materiel.
The complete
round assembly includes : Bomb, practice,
100 pound, M38A2,
without
spotting
charge; Charge, spotting, assembly, M3;
Wire, arming, assembly, pc. mk. 82-3-213
D for bombing when snow covers the
ground. The bomb is made of sheet metal,
and the box fins are welded to it. The
conical nose is also welded to the body of
the bomb.
The bomb is loaded with 80 pounds of
sand, and the spotting charge assembly,

Spotting charge assembly, M3

0

Fin assembly

9

-48.62

0A

MAX

MAX.--------@ Burster,M4

0C

M3, is then inserted. This assembly consists of a fuze, primer, initial igniting
charge, igniting charge, and a spotting
charge. The charge itself is a 2.3-pound
mixture of hexachlorethane,
magnesium
powder, anthracene, and black powder.
When the bomb is dropped, the arming
wire is pulled out and the firing pin is
free to strike the primer of a blank loaded
2%gage shotgun shell when the bomb
hits the target.
The bomb measures 47.5 inches in
length and lO*% inches across the fins.
The center of gravity is 18 inches from
the nose.

Fin assembly

BOMB,
PRACTICE,
M75-SUBSTITUTE

TARGET,

loo

LB.,

STANDARD-The
practice bomb, M75, has been adopted
by the Army Air Forces for laying out
targets on snow covered terrain. A modification of the chemical bomb, M47A2, it
has a sheet metal cylindrical
body and
box type fins. An Ml08 fuze is used with
this bomb, but the striker plate of the
fuze was enlarged SO that functioning
of
the bomb might be obtained on or near
the surface of the snow.
The bomb is loaded with 72 pounds of
red iron oxide, and contains an M4
burster. It is 48.62 inches long, 8 inches
in diameter, and weighs 101.3 pounds*

HAND
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Practice

TYPES
1. FRAGMENTATION

HAND

GRENADES

a high-ex-

plosive

containing

charge

which

in

a metallic

is shattered

body

HAND

GRENADES

a high-explosive

charge in

a paper body, designed for demolition
or lethal shock effect.
3. CHEMICAL

HAND

GRENADES

a chemical

agent

produces a toxic or irritant
screening smoke, incendiary
any combination
4. PRACTICE
containing

which

effect, a
action or

of these actions.

HAND

GRENADES

The

to give an indicating

whether

the igniting

type fuze functions.

or chemicals.

The fuze is the device which causes the
to function.

grenade

fuzes

chemical

hand grenade fuzes) are Time

and

(including

Automatic

types.

fragmentation

agent.

grenades

(trinitrotoluene)

The

filler

blank ammunition

is either

TNT

is used in loading

for small arms weapons.

CHARACTERISTICS OF FILLERS
EC powder is less powerful
is exploded

than TNT

by a.11ignit,ing

rather than a detonating

agent. Grenades

loaded with EC powder

are issued fuzed

and ready for use. They are not susceptible to mass detonation.

A

The standard filler for offensive
ades is pressed TNT.

gren-

“time”

Grenades is a function
Warfare Service.

of the

! INCIasS\FlED

fuze

ring

attached

withdrawn
lever

determines

leaves the hand, provided
has been removed

safety feature

and the safety

lever

safety

against

foreign

bodies,

and

end of the safety

lever

extends

and follows the contour

of the

grenade.

This lever provides

a

the neces-

the fuze action
toward

A grenade

should

be held

with

the

safety lever pressed close to the grenade

of the grenade

starting

to be

the safety pin

by eliminating

sity of manually

it

hooks over a lip in the fuze body. The
other

as soon as the grenade

enables

easily. One end of the
it

downward

an “automatic”

which

pin with &

a cotter

covers the top of the fuze body,

sealing

fuze func-

the

body

by

thrower

the palm

of the hand.

The

must take every precaution

after

the safety pin, not to release

withdrawing

his grip on the safety lever,

target.
When

Hand grenade fuzes are either detonating or igniting

types.

A detonating

the striker
striker.

the action

grenade

of the

hinge

no longer

the

the

is thrown,

by the release of

spring and the impact

When

the lever,

fuze is used when shock

is necessary to initiate

striker

rotates

pin and strikes

of the

by

restrained
about

a primer

a

in the

upper part of the fuze body.

filler,

Igniting

fuzes are used when the filler

is one which

requires

heat

initiation.

This type of fuze will ignite the filler as
though it had been lighted by a match,
All

detonating

grenade

fuzes

and
have

consists primarily
into

the

safety lever is detached

FUZE CLASSIFICATION

a threaded

Fillers in chemical grenades consist of
.
various chemical mixtures and solutions.
The manufacturing,
storage and issue of

of the

The safety device is

which contain

form and appearance.

Chemical
Chemical

cup

OPERATION

Grenades

explosive

and usually

iI1 the

the final action of the fuze will
be one of detonation or ignition.

not upon percussion or impact.

in

or EC Blank Fire Smoke-

less Powder. The latter

most

hand

fires the grenade after a lapse of time and

a gas, a smoke-producing

an incendiary

All standard

before the grenade is thrown

The filler in a grenade may be a poweror

compound

FUZES

grenade

prior to throwing.
HAND
GRENADES
5. TRAINING
used in training troops; do not con-

ful explosive,

puff of smoke when

held close to the body

grenades.

tain explosives

grenade body when the fuze is assembled.

amount of black powder and are designed

tion automatically

a reduced charge; simulate

fragmentation

a small

TIME AND AUTOMATIC

2. OFFENSIVE

containing

contain

by the explosion

of the charge.

containing

Grenades

the

igniting

portion

is a center-fire

to a shotgun shell primer.
the primer
which

same general

in the lM6A3

in a lead tube.
from

fuzes

compressed
time varies

4.0 to 5.0 seconds.

The fuze assembly
to permit

body,

insertion

a safety

lever

The delay charge ignites a black Powder
igniting

charge

in the MlOA3

a tet,ryl detonator

hold the lever in place, and a deep cup

The

which is crimped

assembly

a safety pin to

to the lower portion
and extends

inside

of
the

fuze and

in the M6A3 fuze* The

or detonator

a striker,

A

and MlOA3
column

charge.

the fuze body

The flame from

The burning

igniter

which restrains

type similar

charge ignites a delay charge

consists of a powder

hand

of a fuze body, having

the grenade

The primer

total

initiates
burning

the fi11er
time

Of the

is the same as the fuze, namely

from 4.0 to 5.0 sec.
--.

.

Cal

IENADES:
HAND,FRAGMENTATION,
MK.IIAI-STANDARD
GRENADE,

GRENADE, HAND,

FRAGMENTATION,

MK. 1IAl

TION,

HAND,

MK.

IIAi

FRAGMENTA-

-STANDARD

-

The

body of this grenade is made of cast-iron
and is about

the size of a large lemon,

The

surface

outside

is deeply

serrated

horizontally
and vertically
to assist in
producing uniform fragments when the
grenade explodes. The bursting charge is
0.74 ounce of EC Blank Fire Powder
initiated by the MlOA3 igniting fuze.

0A
0I3
0

Tin-foil

disk

Primer

@

Safety

@

Cast-iron

0

Fuze body

Metal

lever
body

powder

cap

or detonator
@

Powder

train

0

Striker

spring

0

Striker

0

Charge

@

Pull ring

Q

Safety

pin

AND,OFFENSIVE,
MK.IOAI--LIMITED
STANDARD
GRENADE, HAND,

GRENADE,
IllAl-LIMITED

OFFENSIVE, MK. IllAl

1

GRENADE,t-iAND
CFFENWE,
MK~P
;;:;:::1
^ ‘1”
LOT

MK.

grenade consists of a sheet-metal top,
threaded to receive the detonating fuze,
M6A3, and a body of laminated cartridge
paper which contains the high-explosive
TNT charge. This grenade is for demolition. It may be used in the open more
safely than the fragmentation
grenade
because thereis no marked fragmentation.
The grenade bodies and fuzes are shipped
separately.
The loaded and fuzed Mk.
IIIAI
grenade weighs 14 ounces, 6.83
ounces of which is the TNT charge.

k L,

L
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HAND,
OFFENSIVE,
STANDARD-This

0

Powder

train

@

Safety

lever

OF

@)

Detonator

0

Primer

op

@

Striker

0J

@

Moisture

@

Striker

cap
spring

uze body

A

ressed TNT
Paper body

filler

HAND,

TIC

aII-STANDARD
GRENADE,

GRENADE, HAND,

PRACTICE, MK. II

MK.

II-

/

,, (-1
: i-

PRACTICE,

is a stmdard practice

grenade and is equipped with the ignitirig fuzc, M 10113. The grenade is loaded
with a small charge of black powder in
a cloth bag.

cFq\
g-T+!iQ
-.i17-r
--\ ‘!Ai
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HAND,

STANDARD-This
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)k,
‘\,

---d-3

<;;,

:i
1, 4 ,’ ‘\,‘,
1i-J cII -f \ 2
[ r-,/-------------j.L\_,i !\’
”
\-iL
k- $ llj
r
-\>r-- --- I 1 1 i/
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;;s (: jb
\
Y r- .xt;)
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@

Tin-foil

disk

@

Striker

spring

0

Fuze body

0

Primer

0

Striker

0

Safety

lever

0

Cast-iron

@

Powder

body

0

Black

0

Filling

hole plug

@

Metal

powder

cap or detonator

HAND,

TRAINiNG,

train

charge

powder

in paper

tube

HAND,TRAINING,
MK.(AI-STANDARD
GRENADE,

GRENADE, HAND, TRAINING,

MK. IA1

MK.

grenade is the
current standard for practice and training. It consists of a one piece cast-iron
body in the shape of a Mk. II fuzed fragmentation
grenade and a removable
safety pin and ring. It is inert. The grenade weighs 22 ounces, 1 ounce more than
the Mk. II.

lAl-STANDARD-This

@

One piece

@

Inert load

@

Pull ring

0

Safety

cast-iron

body

pin

CHARACTERISTICS
Typeand

Use.. . . . . . . . , . _ . . . . .
Fuze..........
. II.I..........
Weight Loaded and Fuzed . , . . .
Charge and Weight. . . s . . , , , . . .
Bursting Radius.. . . . , . . . . . , . . . ,
Delay Time.. . . . . . . , . . . . . . , .

. *.
.. .
. *.
...

.a.._*_.,......

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

1

.

*

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,.*..**...*.*..

.

.

.

..#

*

.*..,...

..,............

UNCLASSIFIED

..a.

.

.

.

.

MK. II

MK. IA1

Offensive;
casualty
MbA3,
detonating
14.0 oz.
TNT, 6.83 oz.

Practice
Ml OA3, igniting
40.5 ox.
Black pwdr.

Dummy,

4-5 sec.

4-S sec.

MR. IlAl

Mk.

Frag.; casuaIty
Ml OA3, igniting
Pi .o oz.
EC smokeless pwdr.,
30 yds.
4-5 sec.

0.74 oz.

IllAl

ZOZ.

training

-

.~“^~.~“,~.~~.~~,(j~“,~~X,~I~U*Um~-LI,,~,.~I~~.~_,,”
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”
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RIFLE
GRENADES
GRENADE,
ANTITANK,
M9Al; GRENADE,
ANTITANK,
PRACTICE,
MllA2;
RIFLE,
FRAGMENTATION,
ADAPTER,
GRENADE-PROJECTION,
Ml; GRENADE,
IMPACT,Ml7--STANDARD
Rifle grenades are designed to be fired
from the U. S. rifle and carbine by a
launcher which the soldier attaches to
the muzzle. A special blank cartridge,
issued with the grenade, must be used.
The Mk. HA1 fragmentation
hand
grenade, with 5 seconds delay fuze, can
be fired from the rifle or carbine by the
Ml grenade-projection
adapter.

Rifle grenades are divided into two
grugeneral classes : (1) high-explosive
nades, containing an explosive charge, and
(2) practice grenades, designed for training or practice.
GRENADE,
STANDARD

ANTITANK,

GRENADE, ANTITANK,

M9Al

-.----.I

I-“-

- = - = = - ’ ‘-

0
-rl-x-x-d.1

I 1 . . . . . a..

i

I.

“y.$p---

0

r*--

-.,-rl

ayd.4

-.e--.-~..:-:*:+~
..__--_~_-

--

--

@

Stabilizer

fin

@

Booster

i^-

@

@

Hollow

Pentolite

‘(
I
:,
-;

.I . . . .

I
.-

.
dB2.

: ;@*Zf;

..~~I_I~~

y--

a--*
I.

MsAl-

-‘The
antitank
grenade,
M9111, has a shectt steel body and tail
assembly and weighs 1.23 pounds. The

-- ll.l8’dAX.
stabilizer

tube

1

,’

0
@

charge

I _ _ - _ . _. _* **j

Firing pin

Sheet metal

0

body

Detonator
@I

ogive

body is filled with 4 ounces of Pentolite
using the “1~0110~ charge” principle. The
tail contains the impact fuze and the
stabilizing
fin is spot welded on a
stabilizer tube screwed to the head. The
impact fuze consists of a firing pin held
by a spring in flight. When shipped, the
firing pin is retained by a safety pin.
When the grenade strikes a target the
to activate
the
pin moves forward
detonator and explode the charge. The
h0110~
or shaped charge of this grenade
has remarkable armor-penetrating
qualities, The bI9Al anti-tank rifle grenade
supersedes the grenade, A.T., M9.
GRENADE,
ANTITANK,
MliAl-STANDARD-This

loaded dummy grenade similar in shape
and weight to the antitank
grenade,
M9Al. This practice grenade superseded
the Ml1 and JIllAl
practice grenades.
Tlw J’lllA2
differs from the M9Al in
that the fin is replaceable. Extra fins are
shipped with each grenade in the event
the original one is bent or wears out.
GRENADE,
TION,
IMPACT

GRENADE, ANTITANK,

@

Stabilizer

I

fin

@

GRENADE,

Hollow

stabilizer

@

RIFLE, FRAGMENTATION,

Cast iron body

0

Ogive

iMPACT, Ml 7

9.775 MAX.

@) Stabilizer

r;on

@

Stabilizer

tube

@

Firing pin

Q

Booster

UNCLASSIFIED
D C”mqy--
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P WT CL’

@
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RIFLE,
FRAGMENTA- Ml7 - This grenade

consists of a fin stabilizer assembly with
impact type fuze similar to that used
for Grenade, AT, M9Al. The head consists
of a blk. 11X1 hand grenade fuze body
which is screwed in the fuze adapter on
the stabilizer assembly. The Ml7 grenade
is used in a manner identical with that of
the Adapter,
Grenade-Projection,
-Ml,
however, it offers a unit ready for firing
without assembly in the field as is required for the Ml adapter.

PRACTICE, Ml 1 A2

tube

PRACTICE,

is an inert-

Bursting charge

,? ‘2

ADAPTER,
GRENADE-PROJECTION,
@-STANDARD---The
grenade-projec-

tion adapter, Jf 1: was designed to permit
the projection of the Xlk. IIAl fragmentation grenade from the rifle. It has a fin
assembly similar to that of the M9Al
grenade. The head of the fin assembly has
four claws which clip around and hold the
body of the 3Ik. IIAl
fragmentation
grenade with the S-second time fuze. One
of the claws has an arming clip which
holds the safety lever of the &Ik. IIAl
grenade. Upon setback the arming clip
releases the safety lever of the Mk. IIAl
fragmentation
grenade and the fuze explodes the grenade after 5 seconds. The
adapter with Jlk. IIAl
fragmentation
grenade is fired from the same launcher
used to. launch the M9Al and other rifle
grenades,

r-Y D I7 hT X hT 0 T2 ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,ni,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,~,,,,~~,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,“~,,,,,,,,,,,,*~,,,,~“,,,,,,,,,,~,,,,“,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
. \ . _ - - -

2-36 INCHH.E.A.T.ROCKET
M6Al-LIMITED
STANDARD

BOOSTER

DETONATOR

FIRING PIN SPRING

MOTOR

SPACER

PROPELLANT

fGNlTER

TRAP

_.<
Sk-&L

ALUMINUM

DISC

ALUMINUM

CUP

FlRING PIN

NOZZLE

SAFETY PIN

AND FIN ASSEMBLY
_:.

i.

1.

.

_”
i

’

2.36

‘I’he

2.36 inch H.E.A.T. Rocket, MGAl,
shaped-charge
loading is fired from a
bazooka-type
launcher at ground targets.
‘he
rocket
is effective against the armor
ta-te
of tanks and armored vehicles. After
emetration
it has the effect of throwing
white hot metal spray.
This
round is a modification
of the
-igi
ma1 M6 rocket, now obsolete. Changes
made as follows : improved ignition,
.ere
Lvolving
removal
of the contact ring
Qthe ogive, reduced powder charge,
nd
crxserted obturator disc.
the
practice
round, inert loaded to
BIlforrn
to the live round, is the 2.36
LCh Practice
Rocket, NIi’Al.

-ith

UNCLASSIFIED

INCH H.E.A.T.

.

ROCKET, M6Al

CHARACTERISTICS
.
.
.600 yd.
Range.
.. .
Dispersion.
. ..
.
. . . . . . . .8.5 milr
.265 f/s
Velocity.
Service temperature
limits.
. . . , . . I .O” to 120” F.
Burning time:
At 0” F.. . , . . . . . . . , . . , . . .
At 120” F.. . .
.. .
.0.03
.
Type of stabilization..
Length, overall..
Weight of round, loaded..
Fuze..
.
.B.D.-simple

...
sec.
.
...
...

Motor assembly:
.
. ...
Diameter,
outside.
Length.
.. .
Weight(lesspropellant).
.1.82 lb.
Material.
WD 1025 or WD Xl

. .0.08 sec.
(estimoted)
. Fixed fins
.21.6 in.
.
.3.4 lb.
impact type

. . .I.25 in.
. . . .8.32 in.
w/fuzeand
fins
025 CD. steel

Propellant..

Type

.0.136 lb. solvent extruded double
base powder, 0.375
in. O.D. by
0.08 in. I.D. by 4.15 in. long
of loading.
. . Five sticks held by pulpit trap
and cardboard
spacer

Sh~~,~~~~b~y,‘,

.

.

.4.36 in.
Length
. . . . . . . . .‘.‘.‘.‘_‘_‘_‘_‘_’ I_‘_‘_ 8.8 in.
Filler.. . . . . . .
...
. . . . . . Pentolite
Weight, filler.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.0.5 lb.
. . .
. . . . .1.57 lb.
Weight, total. .
Type of ignition.
: . . .Electric squib in aluminum
case, centered in motor
launchers.
. . . . . . . . . . .Ml Al, M9, M9Al
Packaging
. .
. .Packed futed, one per fiber
container,
20 containers per
wooden
box

2.36 INCHH.E.A.T.ROCKET
M6A2-LIMITED
STANDARD

-”I”;&
i

SHXL

INSULATED

(WITH CONTACT RING)

TBQQSTER

RLUMiNUM

.-

FIRING PIN SPRlNG

c UP

:;$
AND FIN ASSEMBLY ;c$
. ; ‘,ii.
-2
.-5;

NOZZLE

BAND

MOTCR

PRr3PELLANT

-

c-----’

‘i:

w
f
7
l-l
DISC

DETQNATGR

SAFETY PiN

FIRING PIN

SPACER

IGNITER
’

2.36 INCH

The 2.36 inch 1I.E.A.T. Rocket, MGA2,
with shaped-charge loading is fired from
a Bazooka-type
launcher at ground targets. The rocket is effective against the
armor plate of tanks and armored vehicles.
After penetration
it has the effect of
throwing a white hot metal spray.
This round is a modification
of the
original M6 rocket, now obsolete. Except
that the contact ring was not removed
from the ogive, the changes are the same
as for the M6Al. This modification
was
performed
in a Theater of Operations,
and the designation -MGA2 was applied
to distinguish it from the MGAl modification performed at arsenals in the Zone
of the Interior.
The practice round, inert loaded to
conform to the live round, is the 2.36
inch Practice Rocket, M7A2.

H.E.A.T.

ROCKET, MA2

CHARACTERISTICS
Range.

....

...............

Dispersion.
Velocity.

..................
................

Service

temperature

Burning

time:

At 0” F.

overall..
of round,

UNCLASSIFIED

.....

.O” to 120”

0.03

.

.0.08

,

F.

Fixed
I

Propellant..

in,

3.4 lb.
B.D.-simple

impact

0.08
Type

of loading.

Material.

in. I.D.

extruded

double

0.345

in. O.D.

by 4.15

in. long

Five sticks held by pulpit
and cardboard
spacer

Caliber.

. ..
.

type

,

Filler
Weight,

filler

Weight,

total.

Type

of ignition.

.
.

by
trap

.
(lesspropellant)
WDIOPS

I .82lb.

1.25

in.

Launchers

.8.32

in.

Packaging.

w/fuzeandfins

or WD X1025

C.D. steel

.2.36

in.

.8.8

in.

.Pgntolite
.

0.5 lb.
. . . .1.57

.
..

.Electric
.Ml,

MlAl,

Packed
container,
wooden

lb.

squib in aluminum

case, centered

outside.

Length..
Weight

lb. solvent

base powder,

assembly:

Diameter,

.0.136

Length

fins

21.6

loaded

..

sec.

sec. (estimated)

of stabilization..

.

mils

Shell assembly:

Length,

Motor

limits

.

Weight
Fuze

yd.

.8.5

265 f/s

..

At 1200 F. .
Type

,600

fuzed,

in mbtor
M9,

M9Al

one per fiber

20 containers
box

per

2.36 INCHH.E.A.T.
ROCKET
ii/&&-STANDARD
1

.
I.

.

:.

.

2

ffi

\

‘s

’ i UMINUM

BQOSTER

DISC

ALUMINUM

,.- -<,
I
/

FIRING PIN

CHARACTERISTICS
Range ............................
Dispersion..
..........................
..........................
Velocity.

,600 yd.
,6mils
.265 f/s

SPACER

0” to 120”

*........

Service temperature limits

F.

Burning time:
AtO”F
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..O.OSsec.
Type

120”

F.. . . . . . . . . . .0.03

of stabilization.

Length,

overall..

. .

of round,

loaded..

Fuze.................

ring shroud

.

.
.

,..

Motor assembly:
Diameter,
outside. . . . .
Length..
.
.
.

fin

.19.4

in.

L.. , . . .3.4

lb.

B.D.-simple

.

impact

type

. .0.136

lb. solvent

extruded

m

double

in. O.D.
in. long

. .Five sticks held by pulpit
and cardboard
spacer

trcsp

by

.2.36 in.
.8.8 in.
.Pentolite
.0.5 tb.
.1.64 lb.

Caliber ...........................
Length ............................
Filler ............................
Weight,
Weight,

filler.
total.

.I .25 in.
8.32 in.

.

base powder,
0.375
0.08 in. I.D. by 4.15

UNCLASSIFIED

of loading.

Type of ignition.
.

Weight(fesspropellant).
.I .74lb.w/fuzeandfins
Material.
. WD X41 30 or WD 8630 steel tubing
Propellant.

Type

Shell assembly:

sec. (estimated)

, . . . .Fixed

Weight

NOZZLE AND FIN ASSEMBLY .. .
: .i
;: I
.”

ROCKET, MA3

2.36 INCH H.E.A.T

At

TRAP

PROPELLANT

SAFETY PIN

DETONATOR

The 2.36 inch H.E.A.T. Rocket, M6A3,
with shaped-charge is fired from a Bazookatype launcher at ground targets. The
rocket is effective against the armor plate
of tanks and armored vehicles. After
penetration
it has the effect of throwing
a white hot metal spray.
This round is the same as the MGAl
rocket except for a hemispherical
ogive
and cylindrical
fins.
The practice round, inert loaded to
conform to the live round, is the 2.36
inch Practice Rocket, M7A3.

/,
i.

FIRING PIN SPRING

‘SHELL

IGNITER

MOTOR

CUP

......................
....................

. . . Electric squib in aluminum
case, centered in motor
. Ml Al,

M9,

M9Al

Launchers.

..

Packaging.

. .Packed
fuzed, one per fiber container, 20 containers
per wooden
box or one per fiber container,
IO
oontainers

per wooden

box

-

~=INCH WPSMOKE
ROCKET
MlO--STANDARD

WASHER

SHELL

FlRlNG PIN SPRING

DETONATOR

BURSTER

MOTOR

The 2.36-Inch WI’ Smoke Rocket Ml0
(formerly the ?‘2W2) is a \\‘P filled shell
with the M&i3 rockel: motor. It embodies
a special burstcr assembly not present in
the ‘I’20 and ‘I’26NI rockets and supersedes and cancels these two former developmental
rockets. The rocket is used
for laying down smoke screens and as
an effective casualty producing weapon
against
enemy personnel
in foxholes,
trenches, pillboxes, etc.

SAFETY PIN

FIRING PIN

2.36~INCH

PROPELLANT

SPACER

WP SMOKE

“_---~

_-

TRAP

AND FIN ASSEMBLY

ROCKET Ml0

CHARACTERISTICS
Range.
.. .
..
.
600 yd.
4 mils
Dispersion,
.
265 f/s
Velocity
Service temperature
limits
.
.O” to 120” F.
Burning time:
0.08 sec.
At 0” F.
’ 0.03 sec. (estimated)
At 120” F. .’ : : : : : :
Type of stabilization..
Fixed ring shroud fin
Length, overall
.17.1 in.
. .3.4 lb,
Weight of round, loaded.
Fuze
B.D.-simple
impact type
Motor assembly:
.. . .
. .I .25 in.
Diameter,
outside.
.8.32 in.
Length
Weight(less
pro’&lic&tj’
‘i ,?4 I’d. wjf;reand
fins
Material.
WD X41 30 or WD 8630 steel tubing

UNCLASSIFIED
--

NOZZLE

IGNITER

_. --_ --

-..---

A

-

Propellant

.0.136 lb. solvent extruded double
base powder,
0.375 in. 0-D.
by
0.08 in. I.D. by 4.15 in. long
Type of loading.
Five sticks held by pulpit trap
and cardboard
spacer
Sh;~lp6i~mbly:
.
.2.36 in.
5.9 in.
.
Length.
.
Filler.
id!:
Weight,
filler.
Weight, total.
1
: : 1. : : Il.64
lb:
Type of ignition.
. .Electric squib in aluminum
case, centered in motor
Launchers.
_.
MI Al, MP, M9Al
Packaging
:
. Packed fuzed, one per fiber
container,
12 containers
per
wooden box

3.254~~~ A.A.TARGET
ROCKET
MZ-LIMITE

NOSE

MOTOR

MOTOR EXTENSION

D

SEALING CUP

IGNITER AND PROPELLANT ON TRAP

3.25~INCH

The 3.25-Inch AA. Target Rocket MZ
Gs designed to simulate low flybg aircraft
~XI the training of antiaircraft
gun crews.
rI’he
large fins act as a target.
This rocket has not been fired for
specific
data on range and dispersion.

CHARACTERISTICS
Ro
nge . . . . . . . . .
Dispersion
. .. . . .
, . ...
velocity..
Service
temperature
limits

.1,700

yd. (estimated)
No data
. . . .530 f/s (estimated)
.
.30” to 120” F.

A.A.

TARGET

ROCKET M2

Burning time:
2; f:gFF.
. . . . .0.!25 sec. (estimated)
0 .. . .
.
0.10 sec. (estimated)
Type of stabilization.
.
. ..
Fixed fins
Length, overall..
. .
.
. .
.59.1 in.
Weight of round, loaded.
..
..
.35.f lb.
Fuze, . . . .
.
. No fuze
Motor assembly:
Diameter,
outside..
.3.25 in.
Length
.25.25 in.
Weight (less propellant).
.
.8.44 lb.
Material.
WD 1010 to WD 1025‘steel
tubing
Propellant
3.2 lb. solvent extruded
double
base powder, 0.875 in. O.D. by
0.281 in. I.D. by 5 in, long

UNCLASSIFIED

Type of loading
18 sticks strung on a &wire cage
Shell assembly:
Caliber
.
.3.25 in.
Length
1. ‘_‘. : ’ 1’. : I ’ ’ : .. : ‘. 1: ‘. ‘. .4.1 in.
Filler.
.
.Solid cast nose except for 11/s in.
axial hole
Weight, filler.
..
,
. None
Weight, total.
.
.. ..
.5.83 lb.
Type of ignition..
Electric squib contained
in
cardboard
cartridge
in nose.
Ignition
aided by auxiliary
igniter bag tied to cage
Launchers.
. ,. ..
.Target Rocket Projector Ml
Packaging.
Either two or three rounds per
wooden box

3.25INCH A.A. TARGET
ROCKET
M2AkTANDARD

‘NC3SE
\

MOTOR

MOTOR EXTENSION

lGNlTER AND PROPELLANT ON TRAP

3.25~INCH

The

3.25Inch
.4..1. ‘l’arget Rocket
is itlentical
lo the
512
Target
Rocket
except for LL flare attachment
w11ich burns from 20 to 30 seconds. The
flare is ignited by the ignition cartridge
when tile rocket is launched.
ThiS rocket has not been fire4 for specific
c1at.a on range and dispersion.
A12Al

CHARACTERISTICS
Range, .
Dispersion.

1,700
.

yd. (estimated)
No data

I

FiNS

A.A. TARGET ROCKET M2Al

Velocity
.5 30 f/s (estimated)
Service temperature
limits.
.30” to 1 PO” F.
Burning time:
At 30” F..
.0.25 sec. (estimated)
At 120” F..
.
1: 1’ .O.l sec. (estimoted)
Type of stabilization
Fixed fins
Length, overall.,
‘,’ _‘_. .‘.’
59.9 in.
‘W;ght
of round, loaded.
. .36.3 lb. (estimated)
Motor as;em.~l/l
. ..
.
. .
No fuze
Diameter,
outside..
. ..... .
.3.25 in.
Length..
.
. . ...
.25.25 in.
Weight (less propellant).
.
..
.8.44 lb.
Material.
WD 1010 to WD 1025 steel tubing
Propellant..
.3.2 lb. sofvent extruded double
base powder 0.875 in. O.D. by
0.281 in. I.D. by 5 in. long

UNCLASSIFIED

SEALING CUP

Type of loading.
Shell assembly:
Caliber.
Length......
Filler

Eighteen sticks strung on a
6-wire cage

.3.25 in.
.._.
.7.5 in. w/flare
.Solid cast nose except for 11/s in.
axial hole
Weight, filler
.
.None
Weight,
total.
7 lb. w/flare (estimated)
Type of ignition.
Electric
squib contained
in
cardboard
cartridge
in nose.
Ignition
aided by auxiliary
igniter bag tied to cage
Launchers.
Target Rocket Proiector Ml
Packaging.
. ..
. Probably
similclr to MO

4-5 INCHH.E.ROCKET
R((~--L~~ITED
STANDARD
@?$Q-:
jJi
<+.z
z&
_, ” *.7.“’
1=_
.I.‘-..:T.
_>.c-._
_c
i
.._.
AUXILIARY

ZE .
%.,~I7
$-&&‘~

PROPELLANT

AUXILIARY

.‘C :>y.y&g
i ^I
-

,.i.&L
i 3%
,*+j%g
.a$.:,
iiS It>
I x/-5&
/ I 3”
,- tj
. _.

IGNITER

MOTOR

BOOSTER

SHELL

. *

.

iii AP
*- 1

IGNITER

4.5 INCH H.E. ROCKET, M8

The

4.5 inch H.E. Rocket, M8, is used
attacking
lightly
fortified
ground
for
targets
and against personnel from aircraft
or ground launchers.
The
practice round, inert loaded to
coxxform
to the live round, is the 4.5 inch
Practice
Rocket, R19.

CHARACTERISTICS
Range..

.,.. ... . . ,., .

.4,000 yd.

Dispersion..
... ..
.
. . . . . , . .I 5 mils
Ve
Becity:
.
. .850 f/s
Full
charge..
..
. ...
_ ,760 f/s
Reduced
charge.
. .
..
Service
temperature
limits:
20” to 90” F.-Full
Charge
50” to 130” F.-Reduced
Charge
Burning time:
2:
yiiFF.
.
. . . .0.3 sec. (estimated)
. . . . . . . . 0.12 sec. (estimated)
m...

Type of stabilization.

. Folding fins opened by
acceleration
Length, overall..
.
.31 .I in. w,/,o/u;;
Weight of round, loaded.
... .
Fuze. . . P.D. M4, M4A1,
M4A2,
selectiv;
Sd
or delay, P.D. T4

Shell assembly:
Caliber..
..
.. .
Length..
.
.. .
Filler.
Weight, filler.. . . .
Weight, total.
. .

Motor assembly:
Diameter,
outside .
.. ...
4.5 in.
Length.
. .
.
Weight (less propelia’ntj
: : : : : : : : : :l”:dz
;E’
Material.
WD 1025 welded steel ;ubing

Type of ignition.

Propellant:
Full charge.

. .4.65 lb. solvent extruded double
vse
powder
7/s in. O.D.
by
x2 in. I.D. by 5 in. long
.4.2 lb. solvent extruded
Reduced charge..
double base powder ‘$8
in. O.D. by & in. I.D.
by 5 in. long
Type of loading:

Launchers...MlO

P

k
ac aging..

.

. ...
. . .
....
.....
...

...
..
.,,
...
.14.5

. . . . . . $4.5 in.
..
.7.5 in.
. . , . . . . , . .TNT
.
. .4.3 lb.
lb. to 15.25 lb.

. Cardboard
igniter cartridge
containing
electric
squib
and backed by plastic cup
pressed into motor venturi.
Two auxiliary
ignition bags
tied to wire cage

Ml2
M14,T27,TP’IEl,T31,
T33 f34 T& T38 T46, T46E1,
T57: T58; Tbd, Tbi

T47,

. .Packed unfuzed, one per fiber
container,
two containers
per
wooden
box. One fuze and
one auxiliary
booster per fiber
container
or metal can, 15
containers
or cans per metal
box

Full charge
.30 sticks strung on IO-wire cage
Reduced charge 27 sticks strung on 1 O-wire cage
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4.5 INCHH.E.ROCKET
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4.5 INCH H.E. ROCKET,

The 4.5 inch H.E. Rocket, M8A1, is
used for attacking lightly fortified ground
targets
and against personnel from aircraft or ground launchers.
This rocket differs from the MS by an
increased
thickness at the threaded end
of the rocket motor, use of a rocket motor
steel with greater yield point strength,
and coarser threads remachined
in the
base of the rocket shell..
The practice round, inert loaded to
conform to the live round, is the 4.5 inch
Practice Rocket, M9Al.

CHARACTERISTICS
Range.
. . .
....,..... ,.
.........................
Dispersion
............................
velocity

Service

temperature

, , . . -10”

to +I 05” F.

Burning time:
At -10”
F . . . . . . . . . *. . . . . , . . . . . .0.3 sec.
At +105”
F.. . . . . . . . _. . . . . . . . .0.13 sec.
Type of stabilization.

, , . .Foiding
fins opened
acceleration

Length,

overall..

. . . . . . . . . . . .3’l.5

Weight

of round,

loaded.

Fuze. . . . P.D. M4,
or delay;

by

in. w/o fuze
38.8 lb.

M4A1,
M4A2,
P.D. T4

selective

Type

of ignition.

SQ

. .4.65 lb. solvent extruded
double
base powder,
7/8 in. O.D. by &
in. I.D. by 5 in. long
Type
of loading . .30 sticks strung on 1 O-wire case
..

UNCUWFIED

Shell assembly:
Caliber. . . . . . . . . . _ . .
Length.,
..
. .. .. . ,.
Fitter, . . . . . . . . .
Weight,
Biter..
...
Weight, total.,
..
....

.* ... ....

Motor assembi y:
Diameter,
outside. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4.5 in.
23.49 in.
Length...........................
.13.2 lb.
~ig~,ta~less
propellant).
.
.
a ’ . . . . . . WD 1025 to WD 1030 welded
steel tubing
Propellant.

.4,08_0 yd.
15 mils
,840 f/s

limits.

M8Al

Launchers.

Packaging.

..
.
.
..

.....
.. .
.,.
....
. .15.7

. . . .4.5 in.
. . , . .7.5 in.
..,
. TNT
. . . . 4.3 lb.
to 16.1 lb.

. .Cartridge
igniter
containing
electric squib backed by plastic
cup is pressed
into venturi.
ignition aided by two auxiliary
bags tied to cage

. . MlO,
M12,
M14,
T27, TP’IEI,
T31, T33, T34, T36, T38, T46,
T46E1, T47, T57, T58, T60, T61
unfuzed,
one per fiber or
. . Packed
metal container,
two containers
per
wooden
box. One fuze and one
auxiliary
booster
per fiber container or metal can, 15 containers
or cans per metal box

4-5 INCHH.E,ROCKET
M8k!-LIMITED STANDARD
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4.5 INCH H.E. ROCKET, M8A2

?I’he 4.5 inch H.E. Rocket, M8A2, is
u se cl for attacking lightly fortified ground
tzxrgets
and against pcrsonncl from aircrzxf
t or ground launchers.
I’his
rocket represents a change from
kIxe
3IBAl as the strength of the rocket
sh 4311 was increased at the base to prevent
deflection
of the metal under pressure of
the
burning propcllcnt gases. The length
the rocket shell and rocket motor
of
tl~r~+d
engagement is greater than in the
&$ SAl
rocket.
The
practice round, inert loaded to
~0x1
form
to the live round, is the 4.5 inch
practice
Rocket, 319A2.

CHARACTERISTfCS
Range
..........................
Di
SPerSion
....................
velocity
.......................

Service

temperature

Type

.

-10”

to +I OS” F.
.0.3
0.13

of stabilization

Length,

overall..

Weight

of round,

Fuze

Folding fins opened by
acceleration
30.5 in. w/o fuze
loaded.

P.D. M4,
or delay;

sec.
sec.

Shell assembly:
Caliber
.
.
Length..
Filler . .
Weight,
filler
Weight, total
Type

of ignition.

M4A1,
M4A2,
P.D. T4

selective

.

SQ

Launchers

Packaging

4.65 lb. solvent extruded double base
powder, 7/s in. O.D. by :pL in. I.D. by
5 in. long

Type of loading

.
... ...
..
.
. .

38.2 lb.

Motor assembly:
Diameter,
outside
4.5 in.
Length
23.49 in.
13.2 lb.
Weight (less propellant)
Material.
WD 1025 to WD 1030 steelboth welded and seamless tubing used
Propellant

4,000 yd.
.f5 mils
,840 f/s

limits.

Burning time:
At -10”
F.. . .
At +105”
F.. .

30 sticks strung on a 1 O-wire cage

I, i

A

-

---.-l_---

.

.4.5 in.
.7.4 in.
.TNT
.4.3 lb.
i 5.f ib: to 16.1 lb.

Cartridge
igniter containing
electric
squib backed
by
plastic
cup pressed
into
venturi.
Ignition
aided
by
two auxiliary
bclgs tied to
cage

MIO, M12, M14, T27, T27E1, T31,
T33, T34, T36, T38, T46, T46E1,
T47, T57, T58, T60, T61
Packed unfuzed, one per fiber or
metal container,
two containers per
wooden
box. One fuze and one
auxiliary
booster per fiber container
or metal can, 15 containers
or cans
per metal box.
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4.5

The 4.5 inch 1I.E. Rocket, M8A3, is
used
for attacking lightly fortified ground
targets
and against personnel from aircraft
or ground launchers.
This rocket is a modification
of the
BX8A2
rocket by the addition of a locking
burr
to each fin blade to assist in rigidly
maintaining
the fm in full open position
during
flight.
The practice round, inert loaded to conform
to th e 1ive round, is the 4.5 inch
Fractice
Rocket, M9A3.

CHARACTERISTICS
Range..
.... ... . .
. . . . . . . . .4,000 yd.
. . . . . . . . . . . .I5 mils
0 ispersion..
.
velocity..
, ..
..
..
. ,840 f/s

Service temperature
limits, . . . . -10”
to $105”
F.
Burning time:
At -10”
f.. _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .0.3 sec.
At 105” F.. . . . r . . . . . . . . . . . . . .O.f3 sec.
Type of stabilization.
. .Folding Fins opened by
acceleratiop
Length, overall..
. . . . . I . . . . , .30.5 in. w/o fuze
Weight of round, loaded.
.
, , . . ,38.2 lb.
Fuze....
.P.D. M4, M4A1,
M4A2,
selective SQ
or delay; P.D. T4
Motor assembly:
Diameter,
outside. . .
.. .
.
, . .4.5 in.
Length. . . . . . . . . . . .
..
. .23.49 in,
Weight (less propellant).
Materiol.
. . . . . WD 1025 to’WD’ib&%l~
Both welded and seamless tubing used
Propellant.
.4.45 lb. solvent extruded double
bare powder, 7/s in. O.D. by &
in. I.D. bv 5 in. lona
Type of loading.
Thirty sticks strung on I O-wire
cage

INCLASSIF1ED
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INCH H.E. ROCKET, M8A3

Shell assembly:
Caliber.,
... .. ....
Length..
........
Filler.. . . . . . . . . .
Weight,
filler.. . . . .
Weight, total..
..
Type

of ignition.

Launchers.

Packaging..

.
.
.
.
.

...... ... .. .
...
....
.
...
. ....
. ....
.
...
.
. .15.7 lb. to

.4.5 in.
. .7.4 in.
. . , .TNT
. .4.3 fb.
16.1 lb.

. . Cartridge
igniter
containing electric
squib
backed
by plastic
cup. Assembly
pressed into venturi.
Ignition aided by two auxiliary
bogs tied to cage
, . . MID, Ml 2, Ml 4, T27, T27E1,
T27E2,
T31, T33, l-34, T36,
T38, T46, T46E1,
T47, T57,
T58, T60, T61
. .Packed unfuzed, one per fiber or
metal container,
two containers
per wooden
box. One fuze and
one auxiliary
booster
per fiber
container
or metal can, 15 containers or cons per metal box

s
2-36 INCHROCKET
LAUNCHER
IVMA~-~IMITED

2.36 INCH ROCKET LAUNCHER,

The

2.36 inch Rocket Launcher, 3!LlAl,
km own as the “Bazooka,” is an electrically
operated
shoulder weapon. It is employed
against
tanks, armored vehicles, pillboxes,
and emplacements.
The launcher
is operated
normally by two men although
can
be handled by one man in an
it
emergency.
‘X’his
launcher has a flash deflector to
pr-otect
the operator
from unburned

MlAl-LEFT

SIDE

powder as the rocket leaves the tube. One
dry cell firing battery and one spare battery are kept in the wooden stock.

CHARACTERISTICS
Weight,
.13.3 lb.
- . total. . . . . . . . . . , . . .
Rails or tubes:
Length..
, . . , , . . . , . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . ,54.5 in.
Number and arrangement.
. . . .Single tube with
stock and trigger
Composition.
. . , . . .Smooth bore stee! tube

. . . . Fired from shoulder in standing,
kneeling,
or prone position
Elevation.
. , . , . . . . . . . . . . , , . 1 . . .6y operator
Traverse. . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . By operator
Weapon
must be
Rate of fire.. . . , .Not specified.
sighted before firing each round
firing mechanism.
, . . . . . . . .Etectric trigger switch
Fire control equipment.
. . Front stud sights provide
for ranges of 100, 900,
and
300
yds.
Intermediate or greater range
must be estimated.
Rear
sight is a peep sight.
Mounting.

TRIGGER GUARD
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2.36 INCH

U?U.ASS’:I:\ED
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ROCKET LAUNCHER,

MlAl-RIGHT

SIDE

2.36 INCHROCKET
LAUNCHER
d&4VllTED STANDARD

THE 2.36

INCH

ROCKET LAUNCHER,

M9, HAS A TUBE THAT MAY

BE UNCOUPLED

INTO TWO PIECES

The 2.36 inch Rocket Launcher, MQ, is an electrically operated
shoulder weapon. It is similar to the MlAl
launcher except for
improved sighting, a tube that may be uncoupled into two
pieces, and a magneto-operated
instead of a battery-operated
electric firing circuit.

CHARACTERISTICS
Weight,

totol..

..

. . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . , , . . . . . . . , . . . . . . .I6

lb.

Rails or tubes:
Length....................................................60in.
Number

and arrangement.

..

.Single tube may be uncoupled into two
314nch
lengths. Stock and trigger assembly attached to rear section

Composition.

. .. .

Mounting.

. Fired from shoulder

Elevation.

.. .. ... ...

.

Traverse.
Rate of fire
Firing

mechanism.

Fire control
2.36 INCH ROCKET LAUNCHER,

M9

l.lNCbASS!FlEZ)

.4.

. .

eqoipment

.

kneeling,

bore steel tube
or prone position

..

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . By operator

.

. . . . . . .

. Not specified.
each round
.Pressing

. . . . . . . . .Smooth
in standing,

Weapon

trigger

. . . . . By operator

must be sighted

generates

before

firing

current to fire the rocket

Horizontal
bar sight with range
from 0 to 700 yd.

adjustments

2.36 INCHROCKET
LAUNCHER
M9AI--STANDA
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2.36 INCH ROCKET LAUNCHER,

2.36

INCH ROCKET LAUNCHER,

M9Al-RIGHT

M9AI-LEFT

SIDE VIEW

SIDE VIEW

The 2.36 inch Rocket Launcher, MQhl, is an electrically
operated
shoulder weapon. It is the same as the 119
1 auncher
except for a modified tube coupling better fitted
to
withstand rough usage.

CHARACTERISTICS
weight,
total..
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . I , , , . , , .16 lb.
RaLlsn;tpbes:
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 in.
Number
and arrangement.
. . .Single tube may be uncoupled
into
two 31-inch
lengths.
Stock
and
trigger
assembly
attached
to rear
section
Composition,.
..., ..
.
.Smooth bore steel tube
NOUnting.
..
Fired from shoulder in standing, kneeling,
or prone
position
E f evation
... . . . . ,. . .. . . , . . . . . . . . . .
..
By operator
rraverse.
. ..
..,. ...
.
By operator
pateof
fire.. . Not specified. Weapon
must be sighted before firing
each round
Fis-ing
mechanism..
, . . Pressing trigger generates current to fire rocket
f= ire
control equipment,
. . Horizontal
bar sight with range adjustments
from 0 to 700 yd.
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ROCKETTARGET
PROJECTOR
Ml-STANDARD

ROCKET TARGET

1I

.

> _ *..- I.
I \ SII..... ‘_ . .
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PROJECTOR,

Ml,

IN FIRING

POSlTlON
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The Rocket Target Projector,
Ml, is
used to launch the 3.25 inch rocket target.
The rails are mounted on a two-wheel
carriage and are lowered into traveling
position for towing. The mobility
of this
launcher permits firing courses to be set
up quickly.

_ ..

CHARACTERISTICS
Weight, total..
.
.
Rail or tubes:
.
Length..
. _.
Number and arrangement.

P

Q’
,*

‘i>n.

ROCKET TARGET

PROJECTOR.

I lRlP1

Accl~lFn

Ml.

IN TRAVELING

i
. c””

POSlTlON
A

.

I.6
> if:>.s,~ :

.. .

.

750 lb.

. .
. . . . ,139
~;~;$‘,~,;;Is

ir.

w
et in launching
Steel tubing
..
Composition.
. .
Mounting.
. Rails mounted on two-wheel
carriage with pneumatic tires
.. .
. . . . . .o” to 60”
Elevation.
. .
By moving carriage
Traverse.
..
.One to two rounds per minute
Rate of fire.
.
(estimated).
Rate of fire of
secondary
importance.
After
loading
personnel
take cover
at maximum distance permitted
by firing cable
Electric current supplied by dry
Firing mechanism
cells in reel and battery box.
Cable on reel permits remote
firing
Fire control equipment.
Direct and indirect laying]
sighting and leveling
devices provided

4.5 INCH3-m

A.C.ROCKET
LAUNCHER
MWSTANDARD

4.5 INCH &TUBE

A.C. ROCKET LAUNCHER,

The 4.5 inch 3-Tube A.C. Rocket
Launcher,
MlO, is a cluster of three
plastic tubes used for firing rockets from
aircraft.
One cluster is mounted under
each wing of fighter aircraft, The cluster
snay be jettisoned after the rockets are
launched.
The fin-stabilized
4.5 inch
rockets M8, &I8hl, M8X2, M8A3, ‘1’22
and T4l may be launched from this
cluster.

MlO, MOUNTED

UNDER WING

OF FIGHTER PLANE

CHARACTERISTICS
Weight,

total.

..... ,.. . .. .. . . . .

. .82 lb.

Rail or tubes:
Length.
_.
__ _. .
.120 in,
Number and arrangement.
.
.3-tube cluster
Composition..
...
.
.
.Plastic
Mounting,
. . . . .Clusters mounted on special
brackets installed on underside of aircraft wings
Elevation.

. .4” adjustment
possible. Clusters harmonized with aircraft machine guns

Traverse,
Rate of fire

. . . 1 .By changing
. .6 rounds released
set for salvo

Firing mechanism.
Fire control

direction

of plane

in 0.6 sec. when

*Selective single round or ripple
fire electric firing mechanism

equipment.

. . NO special equipment.
Clusters harmonized before takeoff
by use of
boresight
equipment
and quadrant of plane
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4.5 INCHROCKET
LAUNCHER
Ml%--STANDARD

4.5 INCH
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ROCKET LAUNCHER,

M13,

1s AN

EXPENDABLE

PACKING

CRATE TYPE FOR FIRING

SINGLE ROUND
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The 4.5 inch Rocket Launcher, Ml2,
is an expendable packing
crate type of launcher that is loaded and shipped complete
with one %!B or M8Al Rocket with a special igniter. In firing
position the launcher is slung under the tripod which accompanies the packed launcher crate.

CHARACTERISTICS
Weight,total..

. . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . _. .PP lb.

Rails or tubes:
Length............................,...............,.
.
Number and arrangement..
....
.. I.. .. . .. . ,... .. ,.I
.‘. Sj$2uFL
Composition.
..,I,..,.. .......
. .Plastic
Mounting
...l.....I...........
:::::::::::::::::::l::‘:::..Tripod
Elevation.
Traverse.

4.5 lNCH ROCKET LAUNCHER,

Ml2

+. . . . . . . I . . , . . . . , . . . . . . . . . , I , . , , . . . . .
.. .. ..., . .a

. . . ,. .,,...

. . . . . , Fixed

. . . . . . . . .By moving

tripod

Rate of fire. . . . . . . . . . , .
. . . . , . .Discarded
after firing one round
Firing mechanism.
. . , Battery packed with launcher furnishes electric current,
Ten-cap exploder
may be used for salvo release of
several rockets at the same time
Fire control equipment.
. . . . . . . .Folding peep sight and front stud sight

4.5 INCHS-TUBE
A.C.ROCKET
LAUNCHER
MbsTA

4.5

The 4.5 inch 3-Tube A.C. Rocket
sauncher,
M14,
is a cluster of three steel
tubes
used for firing rockets from aircraft.
One cl us.t er is mounted under each
wing
of fighter aircraft. The cluster maybe
jettisoned
after the rockets are launched,
This launcher is the same as the 4.5
irlch
Ml0 launcher except for steel instead
of plastic tubes. This launcher
Xm ay be used for fin-stabilized or spin-stabi1 J zed rockets (after slight modification).

INCH

3-TUBE

A.C.

ROCKET

LAUNCHER,

Ml4

CHARACTERISTICS
Weight,

total..

.

.

210 lb.

Rails or tubes:
Length..
. ..
,120 in.
Number and arrangement
3-tube cluster
Composition
.Steel
Mounting.
. Clusters mounted on special brackets
installed
on underside
of aircraft
wing
Elevation.

4” adjustment
possible. Clusters harmonized
with aircraft machine guns

Traverse
Rate of fire.

. By changing
6 rounds released
set for salvo

Firing mechanism.
Fire control

direction

of plane

in 0.6 sec. when

.Selective single round or ripple
fire electric firing mechanism

equipment

No special equipment.
Clusters harmonized
before takeoff by use of
boresight
equipment
and quadrant of plane

4.5 INCHS-TUBE
AIRCRAFT
ROCKET
LAUNCHER
MIS-STANDARD

The 4.5 inch 3-tube Aircraft Rocket
Launcher, M15, is a cluster of three magnesium tubes used for firing rockets from
aircraft. One cluster is mounted under each
wing on an aircraft. The cluster may be
jettisoned after the rockets are launched.
This launcher is identical to the Ml 0
Aircraft
Launcher except that it is constructed with magnesium tubing instead
of plastic tubing.

CHARACTERISTICS

4.5 INCH 3-TUBE AtRCRAFT

ROCKET LAUNCHER,

82 lb. (estimated)
Weight, total.
..
Rails or tubes:
.
Length. . .
Number and arrbnie&nt
. .. ‘. Yh;&t~b~‘E~;
Composition
.
. ,
.Magnesium
Mounting.
Clusters mounted on special brackets
installed
on the underside
of aircraft wings
Elevation,
4” adjustment
possible.
Clusters harmonized
with aircraft machine guns
By changing direction of piane
Traverse.
Rate of fire. .‘.:&‘rounds
released in 0.6 sec. when
set for salvo
single round 01
Firing mechanism.
. Selective
ripple
fire efectric
firing
mechanism
Fire control equipment.
. No special
fire control
equipment.
Clusters harmonized
before
takeoff
by use of boresight equipment and quadrant
of
plane

Ml5
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MINES
LAND MINES--zlll
combat typw of
lancl mines consist of a charge of high
explosive and a de\-ice for detonating
this charge under proper conditions.
In gcncral, land mints arc of the trap
type, relying on unsuspected action of the
enemy for initiation.
illost typ!s arc
simple and consist only of a contamer of
high cxplosivc and a firing mechanism to
detonate the charge. Others are of complicated
dc-sign such as the bounding
a shell approxmine, which projects
imately five feet above ground where it
explodes, Land mines are intended for
antitank
or anti-personnel
use. Anti-

tank mines
arc classified
as high-exploor dummy types. ,1ntisivc, practicr,
personnel mint3 arc classifird as highexplosive or practice types.
METALLIC

ANTI

TANK

MINES-

,111. antitank
mine contains a relatively
large charge of explosive and is concealed
or placed where it may be driven over
and exploded by a \rehicle. The metallic
antitank mines consist of the mint body
filled with explosive
(with a booster
charge ins&cd
in the 3llAl
and hlf4
mines), the spider, arid the fuze.
The mine body is a squat cylindrical

container of thin steel, filled with TNT
or other high explosive. The bottom is
plain ancl attached to the sides of the
mint hotly is a carrying handle which
may be folded back when not in use.
The top extends beyond the side and
the cdgc is berit to form a grooved flange
to which the spider is attached.
The
spider hooks fit into two slots cut in the
flange. In the top is a capped filling hole,
and in the center is an opening for the
fuzc cup. When shipped the spider is
nested in the bottom of the mine body
and when assembled its hub rests on the
striker head of the fuze.

MINE,ANTITANK,
HIGH-EXPLOSIVE,
MlAl-STANDARD
MINE,
ANTITANK,
HIGH-EXPLOSIVE, M1A+-STANDARD--Tkle
nli.F’il

i\llL1l.

mine is the present standard high-explodcsive antitank
mine. As originally
signed, it was the Ml high-explosive
antitank mine which, due to its fuzc conwas found to be dangerous
struction,
when shipped or stored.
The original design of the 311 mine
called for shipping the fuze, nit11 the
booster as an integral part, ant1 the mine
body in the same box. This mctl!od
proved dangerous as blo\~s on shippmg
crates could detonate the fuzc, booster
and explosive charge of the mine.
As a solution, the fuze was modificti so
that the firing mechanism was separate
from the booster and the only esplosivc
element rcmainirlg in the fuze was the
detonator. The booster now is a~semblctl
in the fuze well cavity in the mine body.
The detonator fits into the hole in the
booster charge when the fuze is assembled
to the mine. The modified fuze was
Mine, :htiLark,
designated
as Fuze,

The same method of packing is retained
lvitli the fuze separated from the mine.
If the modified fuzc is set off accidentally,
the explosion of the detonator
is not
suflicient to ignite the explosive charge
of the mint.
The RTlA2 luze employs a more powcrful detonator than the 1llhl
fuze, but
is identical in all other respects. The fuze
consists of a striker assembly and a body
which contains the detonator. To insure
safety in shipping and handling, a safety
fork with a cord attached to aid in its
removal, is fit ted over the collar between
the striker head and the top of the fuzc
body, This safety fork is removed only
\vlirn it is dcsircrl to arm the fuzc. The
firing mtchanisrn
contained within the
striker asscrnbly is restrained from firing
by a thin aluminum collar placed immccliatcly bc4ow t hc striker hcacl, and by two
shear pins, ~\-l~cn in the armed conchtion.
On the outer head of the striking asscmhly

ii1 lA2

IL has
fuzc.

since been replaced by the

MINE. ANTITANK,
@

Spider

(@

Mine

@

High-explosive

OF

uze body

13ursting charge (C‘sst TST)
Fuzt, Mirle, AIltitallk, hllA2..

HIGH-EXPLOSIVE,

. . . . . . . 5.83 lb
. . . . . . . 1.11 Ib

M-i Al

body

0

Shear pins

0

Striker

assembly

@

Firing

pin

@

Safety

0

Primer-detonator

0J

Booster

@

Safety

filler

z
1
m
2

balls

fork
__ _.- ----- ~~

v

is a ‘L-inch head which protrudes approximately 54 inch beyond the body of the
fuze.
The n,2iL\2 fuze firing pin normally is
held away from the detonator by two
steel balls. \Vhcn pressure is applied to
the fuze head, it moves downward, shearing the pins and aligning grooves into
which the two steel balls move. The
firing mechanism spring then is free to
throw the firing pin forward, striking
the primer of the detonator which sets
off the explosive charge. A pressure of
approximately
500 pounds on the striker
head will function the firing mechanism.
IIowever, when the fuze is inserted and
the spider attached, a pressure of 250
pounds, at any point, on the spider i:
sufficient to activate the fuze, as a result
of the lever action afforded by the spider,
The assembled mine is 8.2 inches in
diameter and 3.25 inches high.
The \veights of the components are:
&line, complete assemldy (Ca5t TNT). . . .10.67 lb

_.___
m-8.2

MAX.

~~~
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MINE,ANTITANK,
HIGH-EXPLOSIVE,
M$--SUBSTITUTE
STANDARD
MINE,ANTITANK,
PRACTICE,
Ml-STANDARD
MINE,ANTITANK,
PRACTICE,
MM-STANDARD
MINE,
ANTITANK,
SIVE, M4, SUBSTITUTE

supports the firing pin when the fuze is
not under pressure and userts no force on
it. The spider rests on the striker washer
at the top of the fuze and any loads on the
washer are transmitted harmlessly to the
fuze body by the safety fork which is
removed when the mine is armed.
The spider of the armed mine moves
downward under pressure of a tank or
other load and the striker washer crushes

HIGH-EXPLOSTANDARD-

This substitute standard mine is simrlar
in appcarancc to the T\Tl;il mine. The
detonator, however, is incorporated within the fuze body and no cavity is required
in the booster. The shear pins and cocked
firing pin of the MlA2 fuze are climinatcd
in the 314 mine by the use of a cricket or
UeIleville-type
spring. This spring merely

the thin aluminum cover of the fuze. The
striker is prevented from moving late$Y
by the striker guide so it moves strarght
downward,
centering
and depressmg
the firing pin guide cup.
The spherical portion of the striker is
so designed that off-center loads on the
washer do not result in binding the
striker in its guide or in deflecting the
firing pin. FYhen the cricket. spring
reaches the point of snap it droves the
firing pin into the detonator. The force of
detonation
ruptures the bottom of the
fuze body. The detonator blast is directed
into the booster, ignition of which explodes the bursting charge of the mine.
The mine is shipped with the booster
assembled in the body and held in place
by fingers on the outer booster cup, in
the same manner as the MlA2 booster
is held into the Ml Al Mine.
MINE,

A--- .-. -._-_@

0B
@

- ---

8.2

@

Firing pin assembly

@

Smoke

Fuze, mine, antitank,

@

Safety

0

Smoke,

practice,

0

Detonator

@

Black

Spider

Ml

Sh ear pins

fork

MINE, ANTITANK,

charge

escape holes

0

Steel filler ring

@

Mine

J

powder

charge

body

PRACTICE, Ml Bl

ANTITANK,

PRACTICE,

M?,

STANDARD-This
mine is identrcal m
appearance to the MlAl
and M4 mines
with the exception of five one-inch holes
equally spaced around the body. The
fuze also is the same as the Ml antitank
fuze except that a smoke-puff charge is
used instead of a booster. The charge
produces smoke which escapes from the
mine through the holes. It consists of 60
grains of Army black powder which
ignites 100 grains of red phosphorous.
A steel filler ring is inserted in the mine
body so that the b!lIl will equal the weight
of the RllAl
and $14 mines. Holes are
drilled in this ring to match the holes in
the millc body.
The complete assembly weighs 10.67
pounds and is 8.2 inches in diameter, 4.25
inches high.
Components
of the complete
round
w&h as follows :
MinZ, rompl~k :wrrubly .............
.10.67 lb.
Fuze, Mine, hntitank, Ml, Practice. .... .0.75 lb.
Metal parts assewbIy .................
.9.92 lb.
MINE, ANTITANK,
PRACTICE,
MlBl,

/+-@)
@F

0

__..

Spider
uze, mine, antitank,
practice,

C

- -

Ml

Shear pins

-

8.2 MAX

D

0

Firing

pin assembly

@

Smoke

@

Safety

fork

0

Mine

@

Detonator

Q

Inert sand loading

0

Black

powder

UNCLASSIFIED

charge

charge
body

STANDARD-The
five smoke holes are
cut into the top of the MlBl
practice
mine, instead of on the side as in the Ml
mint, permitting
the smoke to escape
more readily. Both mines use the same
fuze and the same smoke charge. However, instead of a steel filler ring inserted
when the mint is manufactured,
and
shipped with it, the MlBl
mine is sand
loaded in the field to save shipping weight.
The complete round components weigh
as follows :
Minr, complete mwrnbly. . , . . . . ,
Fuze, Mine, .4ntitank, Practice, Ml, : : : 1..10.67
0.75 lb.
lb
Metal parts assembly.. . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . 4.26 lb:
Sand loading.. . . . . +. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . 5.66 lb.

MINE, ANTITANK,
@

Closure

plate

@)

Booster

pellet

0C

NON-METALLIC,

HIGH-EXPLOSIVE,

M5

Fuze, chemical,
mine,

A.T.,

0I3

Pressure pin

@

Fuze

0

Sleeve

@

Bursting

@

Compression

@

Body

0

Top

@)

Rubber

0

Base

@)

Bottom

NM.,

M5

odapter
firing device
charge
ring

jacket
diaphragm
L-I
----10.0

jacket

MINE,
ANTITANK,
HIGH-EXPLOSIVE,

NON-METALLIC,
M-STANDARD-

TThis
mine is manufactured
without
xxxat.erials which would betray its presence
to
an enemy using an electro-magnetic
mine
detector.
The mine body consists of a china or
glass
bowl (I) containing 5.4 pounds of
TNT,
or an alternate
filling
of 5.7
pcxmcls
of Tctrytol,
and a china or glass
plate
(L).
These coml,oncnts
are separated by
a cushion of rubber (II) or similar
material.
There is a threaded opening in
tile
top of tl w mine for the fuze ((3) anal
ix> the bottom a bakclite plug which may
be
removed for the attachment
of a
device
to prevent removal of the emplaced
mine by enemy pcrsonne1. The
emginecr
firing &vices,
in conjunction
with
the li. S. Army special blasting 121,
crype
“A,” may be attached to the bo t torn
Of thcsc mines to prevent their removal.
However
these de\+ces are matle of
sagnetic
materials atic their use defeats
%;3rre yurpose of this nun-rnsgnetic
mint.
The RL5 mine
may be buried without
fear
of stones or clirt jamming the firing
mechanism.
It is waterproof ant1 may be
fx+3talled
under lvatcr or in swampy
ground.
The high-eq)losive
antitank fuzc, M5,
&so
is constructccl without metal parts.
qbe
fuze consists of a cylintlrical
plastic
body
(Q) attached to a threadetl plug (N).
sfl
aclclition to the safety cap (V), thcrc
ss
a safety ring around the fuzc body
(against
the flange of the plug) which

v

-STANDARD

ETALLIC,
HIGH-EXPL

MINE, ANTITA

MAX.

FUZE, CHEMICAL,
@
OF
8

I-----

---

MINE, A.T., N.M., M5
- -~

Plug
uze detonator
Booster

pellet

CQ Body

0R

Ampule

@

Primer

OA

mpule

@)

Piston

@

Safety

mixture

C E

C 131 E’$

OS

m
ni

housing

Cap

I’revents the fuze from baling scrcwcd into
functioning position in tlic mine.
\1’hcn the rriiile is laid, the safety cap
(V) is removed from the fuze and the
fuze is iwcrted
in the mille. Pressure 011
top of the mine forces the fuze onto a
plastic pressure pin (I)), which in turn
forces a piston (I‘) into a glass ampule.
This ampule contuil1s a solution of concentratetl sulfuric acid and an antifreeze.
Breaking the ampule rel~~cs the acicl
and I>erniits it to react. with a surrounding primer mixture (S), which fires a~~1
OFFI

I

cx$otlcs the clctonator (0) an(f a booster
(I’). An auxiliary
boostt>r of tetryl (13)
scaled in the mine borly with the cast
TST,
transmits
the detonation
to the
mine filler.
The mine
is IO inches irk diameter,
5.2
illchcs high,
ant1
when
assc~nblccl, weighs
ts
of this mine
15 ~,uurlds. compcm~n
weigh as folloxs :
Mint, asscnil~ltd (C’ast TM’ lwtled) . . . 15.0 lb.
At inr, nsserr~lh~ (‘I‘ctrJ’tol lourled)
. . 13.3 lb.
TS’T Lurbtilig clmrgc.
... .
. . , . . . :.$ ;i;.
l’ctrylol bursting cl~arge
Fuzc, Chemicai, hline, A.T.,’ ?!,.%i.; &ii’ 1: : ;;2 lb:

0 F 0 R D N AN C E ‘Il/lllll~llltitl!il/tlllllllltlll~llllltllll~llll~lllllll!lllllltlilllllllll~~l~lllllllllll
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MINE,ANTI-PERSONNEL,
M2AlBl-LIMITED
STANDARD
MS-STANDARD
MINE,ANTI-PERSONNEL,
persollneI mines depend upon some enemy
ANTI-PERSONNEL

-

MINE, ANTI-PERSONNEL,
(-To-1
,
Tf-ifj$
“i

M2A1 B1

J!P

.---.- \\.--5,
1
I
0,

I.. ..,\I,,
, .,, I,,i II\. .. . *. ‘ , I

Shell
Proiector

0

Explosive

@

Booster

0

Igniting

@

Propelling

0I
0J
3,78

MA%.-----

Combination

firing

@

U. S. Army

special

Q

Blasting

device,
blasting

charge

Release

Mi
cap, type “A”

cap wells

TSTburstingcharge

charge

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..0.341b.

MINE,
ANTI-PERSONNEL,
M3is a fragmentation
STANDARD-This

trap-type
land mine, intended for use
against personnel. The complete round
consists of the mine, a hollow cast-iron
block containing
TNT and mint fuze,
313. It has an effective radius of 10 yards
when exploded on the ground, an even
greater radius when used several feet
above ground and slightly
less when
buried. Fragments may be thrown more
than 100 yards and suitable protection
should bc provided for friendly troops
within that radius.
The fuzcd mine is 8.68 inches long and
3.5 inches square. The cast-iron casing
(F) is filled with 0.9 pound of flaked TNT
(1)). Cal) wells (C) closed by plastic plugs
are located under holes in two opposite
sides and one end of the casing. The fuze
may be inserted in any one of these holes.
The filling hole is closed with a metal
disk (E).
The I”uz~, Mine, Anti-Personnel,
M3,
consists of a special U. S. Army blasting
cap, Type “A,” crimped to the combination firing device, Ml. The firing device
contains a spring-loaded firing pin and a
primer. AS with the M2 mine, the ~13
may
be fiml by cord OT wire connected
to the r&me I)~II or by pressure applied
to the pressure cap. Wire is fur&hed
to
cmnect
the pull ring to the tripping
device. ‘l%c pressures needed to fire the
mine are the same as required by the M2
nlillc; 20 t.0 40 pOLllIdS pressure
on the
cap, or three to six pounds tension on the
release plug.

ring

Pressure cap

M3

0

Explosive

0

Filling

@j

Body

charge

hole plug

UNCbASSIHtu
-

M2AlR+action
of

Projector body. . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . .3.60 lb.
Fuzc, M2, assembly . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .0.25 Ib.

- - .-.-n..

5QA

ANTI-PERSONNEL,
STANDARD--Tire

Mint, Anti-Personnel, M2AlB1,
complctc assembly. . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . .7.16 lb.
Shell, loaded and fuzed. ,
.
. . .2.84 lb.

relay

-

MINE, ANTI-PERSONNEL,

@

body

uze, MP

OF

*

this mine is similar to the M2A3 antipersonnel mine and the same shell and
fuze are used in both mines. However
the 31281131
has a one-piece projector
bo(jy in place of the M2Al mine body.
‘r’fit: body of the M2AlBl
is made
entirely of cast-iron instead of the stamped
steel base plate, steel pipe and steel tube
This design simplifies
body of the X2hl.
The assembled round
mass production.
mcasurcs approximately
8% inches in
height and 33 inches across the base.
The complete round assembly components weigh :

cap

0

anti

action for initiation. As enmy personnel
in the open l~c-i]lhave unrestricted vision,
it is important
that fdl advantage be
taken of every opportunity
to conceal
mints of this type.
MINE,
LIMITED

0A
0E3

MINES----All

~~~~I~III~II:I,;II~!~!~~;~IIII~:~~I~III~~~~~~~!I
'II!I/I~~~~!IIII~~~II!!~I'I~~I~~III~~~~I~I
l//I~~~III n c ETP c r- *J Tc c &

AP

Aht-.,,

I I-h-

IVIINE,ANTI-PERSONNEL,
2A3--STANDARD
ANTI-PERSONNEL,

M2A3--STAND=

dRD--This
mirle is similar to a small
Xnortar. It projects a shell about six feet
izrto the air, l>lastiilg fragments among
X3rany of the personnel in the vicinity.
Its eBeclive radius is about tjrirty feet.
?l?he projcctilu is the GOmm mortar shell,
lM49AZ.
It iveighs approximately
three
~3ounds, of which twelve per cent is the
high explosive bursting charge of TNT.
‘P‘he shell igniting relay is set off by a
+WL~ element of pressed black powder
xT;hich is ignited by the propelling cluwge.
Z)etonation
of the shell is delayed until it
3~s attained an cffectivc height which
Varies

between

two

feet

and

scvcn

Anti-l’ersomd,

nsseulbIy.

M2h3,

.

.. .

$3Ml, londccl
.....
Tlul’
burstilig
.
J3opehg
charge. .
3?uze, $12, asseu~bly . . .
ChitrgC.

M2A3

feet.

The mine is fired by a pull wire or pres-sure dovice. Firing of the primer ignites
a 20 grain charge of black powder which
propels
the shell into the air and at the
the fuzc &lay element.
same time ipitcs
The fuze consists of a simple firing
mechanism
containing a sprirlg-activatccl
firing-pin.
It may bc fired by a trip wire
connected
to the release pin, or by
pressure
applied to the pressure cap. A
pressure of from 20 to 40 pounds on the
or t,ension of from three to six
cap,
pounds
on the relcasc pin will cause
release of the firing pin and detonation
of the mine. Icngths of wire arc packed
with
the mine in order to conncct it to
the pull ring and to prvcluce tripping
c&3ices. For cffcctive camouflage, some of
the
wire is lustrcless oli~rc~ drab; the
remainder
is sand-colored,
The mine is shippc’tl Ivith the fuw, 112,
disassembled.
\Ylicii asscinhlecl, tlic milie
measures 8.2,5 inches in height. and 4.04
ixrches across the l~usc plate.
\\‘eights
of the components
are as
f ~,llOWS:
j$liiic,

MINE, ANTI-PERSONNEL,

cc,rup]et(>

.

.

.j.Ol

.
.
.
... .

.2.1:! lb.
U.;Id 11).
.0.003 lb.
. ,023 lb.

lb.

UNClASSIFlED

t

-4.04

MAX. _i

@I

CUP

0

@

Shell

OB

0

Tube

0

Explosive

0

Booster

0

Igniting

E

0
0J
0K
I

charge

relay

Q

Propelling

charge

ase plate
Igniter
Firing

device

Pressure cap
Release

ring

TORPEDO,
BANGALORE,
MlAl-STANDARD
TORPEDO, BANGALORE,

Ml Al A roembly with Connecting Sleeve

LOADING

I-

60.1875 MAX.
@

Detonator well assembly

CONNECTING

TORPEDO,

ASSEMBLY

BANGALORE,

MIA1

-

STANDARD-The
Bangalore torpedo is
a tube filled with high explosive and used
primarily for blasting an opening through
wire entanglements and for clearing mine
fields. The MlAl
Bangalore torpedo consists of a steel tube, 5 feet long and 2%
inches in diameter, flanged and capped at
each end.
The torpedo is loaded with four inches

@

TNT loading

@

SLEEVE

of TNT at both ends of the tube and the
mid-section is filled with 80-20 amatol.
The complete charge weighs about 9
pounds. Each end of the tube contains a
threaded recess to accommodate a blasting
cap. A nose sleeve fits on the end of the
torpedo and connecting sleeves are provided for assembling torpedoes in multiple lengths. This torpedo also may be
used as an anti-personnel
mine or as a
demolition charge.

UNCLASSIFIED

Amatol loading

NOSE SLEEVE

Standard Corps of Engineers special
blasting caps, either electric or fuzed,
may be used to detonate the torpedo.
The nose sleeve is held in place by a single
clip, It aids while moving the torpedo
through or around obstacles. The connetting sleeve is a short tube which has
six spring clamps. When assembling two
torpedo tubes with a sleeve, each tube is
held by three spring clamps.

PYROTECHNICS
J3 July 1919, a special bonrd of of3ccrs
was co~~ven~l to stucf.y types of inCc33diary
signal and illu&n&ng
comPOsitions
used bv the various armies
cJU ring n’orld JYar”T, so that the Ordnance
ra epartmcnt
could s&et the most efficient
aQes
for future use and also ticvelop new
alld
improved models.
The Board attackctl
the many probLc~s
of modification
and adaptation
by
SP-st recognizing that there was a need for
3 i litary pyrotechnics
to produce 8 brill rant
light for illumination
and colored
1’ xg.a-atI s and smokes for signal purposes.
made
in
siLl-3ce
rapid strides had been
ax7 iation during
\Vorld JYar I, the Hoard
fUM,her
rccognizcd
that it would bc
equally
important
to stress the tlcvclopment
of pyrotechnics
rcleasctl or fired
from
aircraft as those which are ground
Projected.

8

REQUIREMENTS-pyrotechnics
were
cl e vclopcd for signaling bctwocn aircraft,
grc~und
troops and from ground to air
SXXCI air to ground units. Illuminants
also

were rcquirctf
for reconnaissance,
observation, bombartlmc~nt,
night photography
and landing
of airplanes
and
parachute troops.
--According
to use,
CLASSIFICATION
pyrotechnics
are classified as aircraft
types and ground types. These clsssifications arc further broken down into
illuminants
which provide light for an
apprcciablc
time (flares) ; an instantan~ous flash for night photography
(photoflash bombs) ; signals which
produce
lights or smokes of various colors and
arrangements
for the conveyance
of
messages; and rnarinc markers (slicks),
Fl’hen any of the foregoing are provided
with parachutes
they arc known
as
“parachute
types.”
PYROTECHNIC

COMPOSITIONS--The

chemical compounds used in pyrotechnics
produce illuminations
which range in
intensity Prom the “dark fire” used as an
clement of blinker signals to the brilliant
flash of photoflash
bombs.
Standard

compositions
consist in general of perchlorates and nitrates to provide oxygen
for burning: aluminum or magnesium for
fuel; salts of barium, copper or strontium
for color; and agents such as asphalt and
paraifin for binding and waterproofing.
Pyrotechnics
are functioned
by an
igniter train. Ignition
is started by a
primer
mixture
and inter&cd
by a
“first-fire”
composition
which ignites the
illuminating
compound.
IDENTIFICATION-h
addition to the
ammunition
lot number and data card
which accompany each pyrotechnic itexn,
it. is identified by painting and marking,
The marking
includes all information
necessary for handling, storage and use of
the item. In addition to standard markings, aircraft signals are distinguished by
the color and embossing on the identification top (outer wad). Standard ground
signals are distinguished
either by the
color and embossing qn the fin or by the
color and embossing on the identification
top.

FLARE,AIRCRAFT,
PARACHUTE,
AN-M26--STANDARD
AIRCRAFT,
F EARE,
N=M26-STANDARD--?‘his

PARACHUTE,

flare, des I f;med to provide illumination
for night
b,oxllbardmcnt,
is a parachute-supl>ortcd
type
Jvith a shaded candle which burns
vvith
a ycllo~~ish light 3 to 3.5 minutes.
‘L’Exc
minimum
candlepower
is 800,000.
‘rb
e same fart with :L sccondury pyrotechnic
composition
which procluccs a
c~ndlepon~er
of 545,000 is usc~l for traintMIlt1
011 the
ing
purposes. It 11% t1 hluc
,Utsidc
to distinguish it from the 800,000
cft~x &po\vcr
model.
A

FLARE, AIRCRAFT, PARACHUTE,

The hII
mechanical
time fuzc
permits use of the AN-1126 parachute
flare in high altitude
bombardment
because the fuze may bc set to function
at a pretletcrminetl
number of scco~lds
af tcr

rekasc.

parachrrtc
retards
the rate of fall
to I 1.6 ft>ct per second.
The flare shoultl be released from
horizontal racks in a plait
flying at any
speed
up
to
300
milts per hour. It is
cylindrical
in shape, with rounded nose
and firlncbd tail and measures
50 inches
‘1’1~~

long by 8 inches body diameter.
It
weighs 52.5 pounds as dropped. Two
suspension lugs arc used, the rear lug
being located at center of gravity.
A
shipping
cover with handle attached
closes the tail end of the body and is
sealed by a strip of tape.
The flare may be released safe or
armed. If released safe, it may function
on impact. If released armed, the fall
withdraws
the arming wire from the
fuze, permitting
the vane to rotate to arm
the fuze and at the same time ejecting

AN-M26

,“$&
/ ‘74 ;I- ‘b

I
rcICD

- ____I_-.
_____

--_I
uze, Flare,

M.T.,

MIII,

MIIIAI,

or MIIIAP

Arming

wire assembly

~- --~-__ _--..zzL
_____ : ---

Flare assembly

@

- ~~----

---i - i
- ----w:,*,*,

Parachute

1 MARCH

assembly

1944
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FLARE,AIRCRAFT,PARACHUTE,
AN4l26 (Conf~nu=‘)
rotates to arm the fuze 3 or 4 seconds
after release.
At the time set, the fuze functions to
push out the cover releasing cup. This
.
releases the detachable cover to which
the
_~~ sleeve shrouds are attached, ge:mitting the sleeve and cover assembly
to separate from the flare and pull out
the parachute by the pull-out cord.
The opening parachute retards the fall
of the flare sharply breaking the parachute pull-out cord, allowing the sleeve
assembly to fall separately. The ignition
wires are pulled through *the igniting
mixture
starting the +igmtlon tram of
igniter, quickmatch, primer, fifst c:e, and
candle, which reaches full lgmtlon m
approximately 6 seconds. This retarding
also pulls the flare assembly out of the
case which drops free and as the candle
ignites it expels the rib retainer which
allows the rib springs to open the shade.

its shrouds. A short length of cord attached to the shrouds removes the lock
of the cover releasing cup.
When the flare has dropped the combined length of the hangwire, tear-wire,
tear-wire cord, sleeve and shrouds, its
weight breaks the tear-wire and all.ows
the flare to drop, It is stabilized in flight
by its fins and sleeve. The arming vane

the arming pin, thus starting the time
mechanism.
When the flare has dropped the length
of the hangwire, the latter breaks the
seal wire and pulls out the hangwire
container which drops free. ;l/fcanwhile
the tear-wire attached to the hangwire
puils out the tear-wire cord and this in
turn pulls out the stabilizing sleeve and

CHARACTERlSTlCS

,
...,,................................
cotor.

Yellow-tinted
5 to 6t
.i95
*ii66

Delay Time (seconds .. . ......................
Burning Time (secon a I) .......................
Rate of Fail (f/s). ...........................
.....................
Candlepower
(thousands).
..................
Hluminant Weight (pounds).
Complete Weight (pounds). ...................
Length (inches). .............................
Diameter (inches), ...........................

tAha hzr

Flare, Aircraft,
Parachute,
M9Al
White

light

light

‘6:
L

.I4
.5504.5

kncttonlng.

.8 for case (13.5

9.1 I
15.05
9.06

incl. fins)

FLARE,
AIRCRAFT,
PARACHUTE,
M9AhTANDARD
FLARE,
AIRCRAFT,
M9Al-STANDARD-‘l’his

PARACHUTE,

flare was developed to satisfy the requirement for a
small parachute flare for reconnaissance
purposes. The complete round is supplied
in cartridge form for protection from the
M2 pyrotechnic pistol.
The flare consists of an extruded aluminum case (alternate material : steel), reduced in size at the base to fit in the
detachable barrel. The expelling cup contains a black powder expelling charge and
is attached to the inner wall of the base.
The fuze train is housed in a metal flanged

I

FLARE, AIRCRAFT, PARACWTE,

@

Closing
@

cap

@

Spacer,

flare case

The flare cartridge
has an over-all
length of 15.05 inches and a diameter of
2.06 inches. When the flare is discharged,
the fuze burns for 2.5 seconds before
igniting the propelling charge which in
turn ignites the flare, expelling flare and
parachute from the case.
The flare burns with a white light of
60,000 candlepower for one minute while
dropping at an average rate of 7 feet per
second. It is projected approximately
80
feet from the plane (2.5 seconds) before
the delay train burns through it to ignite
the expelling charge.

tube secured to the base of the flare case.
The outward end of the case is exposed to
the flame of the propelling charge which
is housed in the breech of the detachable
barrel.
The opposite end of the fuze is contained in the candle case. This case is
glued in the candle case cover which is
closed at the upper end by the candle
case cap. The cap provides a means of attaching the parachute wire.Gas check disks
protect the silk parachute from the flame
of the expelling charge. The upper end of
the flare case is provided with aclosing cap.

Parachute
0

assembly

@

Black powder

propelling

M9Al

Gas check disks
charge

@

@

Candle

Primer percussion,

assembly

M27

BOMB,PHOTOFLASH,
M46--STANDARD
WITH FUZE, FLARE, MECHANICAL
BOMB,

pHoTOFlASH,

Ma--STAND-

ARD-This
bomb was dcsigncd to provide
a light of high intensity,
500,000,00~
candlcpowcr,
and short duration for highaltitude night photography. Strict class%
cation would list the R/146 photoflash
bomb as a “pyrotechnic,”
but because of

knn

ubwYN--IED

-

TIME, Ml11
its explosive effect it is designated as a
“bomb.”
It is cylindrically
shaped and measures
48.4 inches in length by 8.0 inches in body
diameter. Its lveight as released is 51.9
pounds of which 25.0 pounds is the
photographic

flash-light

llinY”,,,,lllf,““Rl,“~~~~~~~~,,~”,~””””~~”~~~~~~~~~~“~~~~”
r-%Clx n c fl UT l? c &

powder

charge.

It is issued unfuzed with fins and suspension bands assembled.
In most respects the M46 bomb is
similar to the limited standard M23Al
bomb except that it is adapted for a time
fuze permitting
its use in high-altitude
photography,
which is not possible with
the outmoded M23 and M23Al bombs.
(Continued

r\ n ,-. h n . 7 _ . . A -

~.““1”11~1..l.,,l”.......,,...~...”.~.”......”..“”
..I.I..

on next

page)
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hAM,

PHOTOFLASH,
AM6

@

Fuze, Flare, MT.,

(Continued)

Ml 11, Ml 11 Al

The complete round consists of the
Omb,-- Photoflash, M46, unfuzed, adapted
~OZ
Nose
k’uze,
11-1111; Fuze, Flare,
mechanical
Time, Ml 11, MI IlRl
or
nilt 11 lA2 sealed ; Arming Wire assembly,
piece
mark 82-3-234GB.
The estimated burning time and the
candlepower
values are as follows:

or Ml 11 A2

@

Ilfuminant assembly

Co’or ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ;’ ’ ’ ’ . ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ . . White light
~~~~~~~~ ~S~C’$$
, . . . . . .._.

Rateof
‘Determined

. . . . . . . . . . 0.25

Fall(f/s)..

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Free
(thousands).
. . . . . . . . . . .500,000

Candlepower

X~Ml,oOO,@OO_II_
~OO,OOO,OOO

by setting

of MT.

Fuze,

Mill,

M111A1,

AIRCRAFT,
SINGLE
TO AN-M45-STANDARD-

STAR,

These
three single-star signals are standarc3
items f or issue and manufacture and
have
supplanted the now limited standard
sixlgle-star
signals, mar34
to AN-M36.

arming pin, and finally through the inner
holes of the vane stop. The delay time
between release from the rack or launching tube until the bomb functions can

The standard
signals, AN-M43
to
AK-M45,
are assembled in shotgun-type
cartridges
measuring
1.537 inches in
diameter and 3.58 inches in length. The
shells are made of cartridge paper with a
brass base. The signals are used for com-

SIGNALS, AIRCRAFT, SINGLE STAR, AN-M43
@

Top closure

@

Spacer

@

Wad

cgj

111uminant

@

Cartridge

0

Cushioning

wad

@

Propelling

charge

@I

Percussion

primer

0

Brass base

I

. . . . . . . . . . . . _. . . . . . . . . . .p5.0

or MillAP.

SIGNALS,AIRCRAFT,
SINGLE
STAR,ANSIGNALS,
H I 4443

“‘~~&$~~~ghy

Complete Weight
(pounds).
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . + . _ . . . . . -51.9
Length (inches).
,.+ ..,.,.
..___..........
48.39
Diameter (inches). . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . .8.0

,o.% second

After the sealing tape and the shipping
cover
are removed, the arming
wire is
threaded
through the forward suspension
lug;,
then into the inner hole of the fuze

b

rming wire assembly

CHARACTERISTICS

s

Maximurn
candlepower. .............
Average
candlepower. ...............
Total
burning time, ................

@A

be set, by loosening the thumbscrew on
the M111, MlllAl,
or MIllA
fuze and
rotating the head until the desired number
of seconds, is indicated by the marker.

44,AN-M45-~N”munication
between aircraft or aircraft
and ground.
They are fired from the breech-loading
pyrotechnic
projector,
M8, or the sixround pyrotechnic discharger, M5.
These signals are the same as the

TO AN-M&

disks
spacer

~

r
2
F

paper

shell

k
Ln
z

I
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SiGNAtS, AIRCRAFT,SINGLESTAR,AN-M43,AN-M44,AN-M45 (Continued)
double-star types except that each cartridge produces a single star.
The propelling
charge consists of 35
ains of A-3 Army Black Powder. The
f urning propelling charge ignites a quickmatch at the instant of expelling the
star assembly from the cartridge. The
quickmatch

in

turn

ignites

a

primer

charge of Army
Black Powder which
fires the first-fire
composition
(rapid
identification
is marie possible by a ?/z
inch band, the color of the signal, the
printed nomenclature
on the cartridge
body and the printing on the identifiestion top).

CHARACTERISTICS
AN-M43
Color..
Delay

. . . . . .I . . . . . .

. .,

Red
.O

Time* (seconds).

Burning

Time (seconds).

Rate of Faljf.
Candlepower

,....

.,
._

Weight

----*Between
+,”
,,irI ~,,release

(oz.)

Green

0

0

. .7-l 3

7-l 3

7-l 3

.,

.Free

Free

Free

95

15

LOO

1.87

30
2.85
5.14

.,.............
. .

AN-M41

Yellow

. .
.. . . .. ..

(thousands).

,,,uminonf Weisht (oz )
Complete

.

AN-M44

.., ..

4.17

.A.30

and full function.

SIGNAL,
AIRCRAFT,
REDSTAR,PARACHUTE,
Mll-STANDARD
SIGNAL, AIRCRAFT, RED STAR, PARACHUTE, Ml1

t-w-- .^__~~_.

.--_ .~~---I__

-_-7.69 MAX,_

.-_---

~

----_j

I

SIGNAL,
PARACHUTE,

0A

Top identification

@

ltluminanf

@

@

Parachute

0D

Barrel

@J Primer,

AIRCRAFT,
RED
Mu-STANDARD-‘rllis

assembly

STAR,

item is the only remaining standard parachute aircraft signal for issue and manufacture since the hl 14, red star, clastcr;
&II& white star, blinker; and illI& green
star,
blinker,
signals were classific~
limited standard.
Tllc Ml1 sigual is nuthorizcd for firing
from a grourlclr~d pln~e as a rlistrcss signal to a rescuiiig plane or rrscuing party.
It is fiirc*cl from the RI:! or AlS pyrotrchnit pistol arlrl burns fur approxinuttt~ly
30 seconds with a ret1 light of 20,000
candlepower.
The signal is 7,fYJ inches long by 1.5f.j
inches in diameter. It wighs 0.6 OUIICCS.
The signal is contained in a signal

with an cspclling charge. The signal case
is in turn contained iu a barrel with a propclliug charge. 1\‘hcn the pistol is fired,
the 3 I grains of black powder propellant
l)rojwt the signal case to a height of 150
feet and at the same time ignite a fuze in
the case. After 2.5 seconds, the fuze ignitcs the expelling charge in the case. This
expels the signal and ignites the pyrotechnic composition.
Tlw candle assembly is of the same gcncwl tlrsign as that of the candle assembly
for tilt! 1\~9~11par;tcllutp flare cxq)t that,
the flaw charge is a red color composition.
In the parachute assembly, a protector
is used to prcvcnt the parachute from
crushing on setback due to the shock of
discharge. The closing wad is to retain

case
~&~LASSIFIED

xn3

-

Expelling

UBt~lllilltiDlllltiil~ulltulnllllluulll~ll~ulut~ltllillil~tllllllllllll~l~ui~
n F FT f- F

P MT FF

nr:

1-7 I? l-l N A N f’ ?-T

charge
percussion,

MP7

parachute and candle assembly in the
signal case after it has been projected
from the barrel. The identification
top
retains the signal case in the barrel.

CHARACTERISTICS
Sbal,
Aircraft,
Parachute,
Mil

Color.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ., , . . . . . . . ...Rd
Delay

Time* (seconds).

. . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . ..4.5

Burning Time (seconds).. . . . . . - . . . . . . , . . . . .30
Rate of Fallt UN.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . &6-o
Candlepower
(thousands).
, . . . ..I.........
PO
hminant

Weight (oz.) . . . . . . _. , . , . . . , . , . .g,6
(OZ.). , . . , . . . . . . , . . . , . . ..9,6

ComPlete
*Between

Weight

release and full functjon,

tin r,lll cr,r,

IU~~[~~~UUIII~IIII~II~III~III~IIII~~~~~~~IIIII~IIIIII~~IIIIIIIII~I~~II~~~II,~I
_

SIGNALS,AIRCRAFT,
DOUBLE
STAR-STANDARD
AN-M37 TOAN-M42ANDAN-M53TO A
SIGNALS, AIRCRAFT, DOUBLE STAR, AN-M37

WITHTRACER

TO AN-M42

0A Spacer

disks

EDCartridge

paper

0C

disk

Retaining

shell

0D Wad

ti

SIGNALS,
AH-M37

3.85~.I0

AIRCRAFT,
DOUBLE
TO
AN=M42-STANDARD

STAR,

-These
signals are standard items for
issue
and manufacture
and have supplanted
the now limited standard double
star
signals, AN-M%
to hN-i14SS, used
with
the pyrotechnic pistol, R12.
This type signal is asscmblcd in a
cylindrical
paper shell; crimped to the
shell
is a. metal or plastic head containing
a primer. The cartridges are 1.537 inches
gn
diameter and 3.85 inches in length.
The
AN-M37 to AN-3142 series is used
for
signaling bctwccn aircraft or aircraft
and
ground troops. They are designed for
-SC
in the breech-loading
pyrotechnic
pistol,
M8, the six-round discharger, $15,
the
British pistol, or the projcclor,
319.
Ignition of the propelling charge pro-j ects two freely falling stars of the same
0r
different colors. These stars which are

4

MAX

contained in sheet aluminum cups have a
.
.P
?7.
1
burning time orF Irom
/ to 1L1
16 sc’conus.
Color and intensity of the illuminants are
as follows :
. . . ‘35,000 cnnrllqxm~~ minimum
Red. . .
.

1

Green . .
Yellow.

.

.20,000 cnndhpowr minimum
. 1 . 12,000 caridlepowcr minimum

Without illuminant or propelling charge
the unfilled case weighs 1.6 ounces; the
grade A4 i\rmy black powder propellant,
0.03 ounce; the So. 4 percussion primer,
0.03 ounce; the spacer disks, 0.06 ounce;
and the closing wad, 0.06 ounce.
The cartridges are marked by >g-inch
bands, the color of the bands indicating
the colors of the stms, starting & inch
from the top of the shell and by markings
011 the identification
tou such as “RElIILEII” to corrcspord w<th the color of the
illuminant.
Re&lar
commercial
lacquer
enamels are usctf for marking.

0

Brass base

0

Propelling

0

Primer

charge

SIGNALS,
AIRCRAFT,
TRACER,
DOUBLE
STAR, AN-Mss
TO AN-M5aSTANDARD--‘&s
series of signals has

been adopted by both the hrmy and
Kavy. ~13 they are similar in size and
contour to the AS-If37
series, these
newer signals may be launched from the
same projectors.
‘I’hey function in much the same manller as the AN-31.37 series, except that a
tracer has been added. There also is a
small powder charge inserted between
containers of the pyrotechnic
compositions to provide sufficient separation of
the stars after the signal has been projectecl from the pistol. The tracer burning
time is from 3 to .1.75 seconds; that of the
stars from 3 to 4.5 seconds. Xfasimum
lcrlgth of each signal is 3.85 inches, and
the diameter is 1.545 inches.
(Continued

on next

page)

CHARACTERISTICS
ANdvt37
colors
.. ..... .... ,. ,., ,.. ...
pelay
Time* (seconds).
. ...I ..t..
Burning
Time (seconds).
.. I.,I. .. ...
pclte
of Fallt (f/s). .
,.... .. .. . ,.
Candlepower
(thousands)
.. .
. .
a E 1 wminanf
Weight (ounces). . . . . .
cpmplete
Weight (ounces).
.. ...
&$&G
yl fi

relears
atlll ah.

and Ml

. . Red-Red
. .O
. -7-l 3
.Free
. .25-25

3.32
. .5.6

AN-M38

AN-M39

AN-Mm

AN-M41

AN-M42

Yellow-Yellow
0
7-13
Free
12-12
3.32
5.6

Green-Green
0
7-l 3
Free
PO-20
5.00
4.8

Red-Yellow
0
7-l 3
Free
25-12
3.32
5.6

Red-Green
0
7-13
Free
25-20
3.91
6.2

Green-Yellow
0
7-l 3
Free
PO-1 9
3.91
6.4

function,

UNCLASSIFIED
#B?

UliiilliUllliiUlillli~lluu~~u~l~llliitilUiliUllllUllllllllllllllllllll~~l~lllllllllllll~llll~~ll~l~llt~tllll~llull
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SIGNALS,GROUND,PARACHUTE
AND SIGNALS,GROUND,CtUSTER(Continued)
quickmatch threaded through the central
hole in each star and brought back alongside the group. The ends of the quickmatch are tied together with a cord
facilitating
assembly and ignition. Each
star burns approximately
5 to 7 seconds
with a minimum candlepower of 18,000.
Identification
of these signals is made
by the embossed identification
top and
the printed nomenclature on the body of
the signal.
SIGNAL,
PARACHUTE,

GROUND,
M17Al

WHITE
STAR,
-STANDARD
-

The M17Al
parachute signal measures
10.40 inches over-all
and has a maximum fin diameter of 1.88 inches. When
assembled it weighs 16.71 ounces. It is
supplied with an M3 or AN-M6 blank
cartridge which is shipped in the packing
boxes containing
the signals, The base

of the stabilizer tube is closeci by a cork
to protect the proptllling charge contained
in the body of the signal.
At the base of the signal body is a housing which contains a propelling charge;
17 grains (1 .I1 grams) of smokeless
powder. A circular time train groove
hctwcen the propelling
charge chamber
and the expelling charge cavity is loaded
with pressed black powder. The end of
the star assembly containing the first fire
composition is seated on a wad which
cushions the assembly against the shock
green star
of discharge. The Ml981
parachute signal and the M21Al amber
star parachute signal do not require a first
fire composition charge. The illuminant
star assembly is attached to the parachute
by braided wire cable. A chipboard disk
between the illuminant assembly and the
parachute prevents the flash of the expelM17A1

Type of Signal ....................
Color. ...........................
Delay Time (seconds) ..............
Burning Time (seconds) .............
Projection Height (feet) ............
Rate of Fall (f/s). .................
Minimum
Candlepower
(thousands).
llluminant Weight (ounces). .........
Complete Weight (ounces). .........
Length (inches). ...................
Fin Diameter (inches). ..............

. , . *. . . . . .Parachute
. . . . . . . . White
. . . . . . . 1 1 I 5.5
, . . . . . .._.._ PO to 30
.. .,.
600
, . . . . . . .7
. . . . . . . 20
. . . . . . . 2.55
. . . . . . . 16.71
. . . . . . . 10.40
*<.a... 1.88

..

. ..

.

.

I

ling pcllct from damaging the parachute.
A ‘kebond disk is fitGtI“on
fop of the
parachute beneath the pressed metal cap
which retains parachute and illuminant
assembly in the signal body.
IJpon firing, gas pressure generated by
the blank cartridge ruptures the retaining
disk, which seals the propellant
in the
case, a.nd ignites the propelling
charge.
The signal then is discharged from the
rifle launcher and sets of? the time train
which burns for approximately
5.5 seconds, and then ignites the expelling
charge.
The expelling charge forces the illuminant assembly out of the signal body by
pushing off the closing cover, and simultaneously ignites the stars. These signals
can be identified by the embossed identification
top and the printed
nomenclature upon the signal body.

M19A1

M21Al

M51Al

MlaAl

M20A1

Ma2A1

Ms2Al

Parachute
Green

Parachute
Amber

Cluster
White

Cluster
Green

Cluster
Amber

Cluster
Red

5.5

5.5
PO to 30

Parachute
Red
5.5
20 to 30

5.5
5 to 7

5.5
5 to 7

5.5
5 to 7

5.5
5 to 7

7
20
2.00

Free
18”

20

to

30

7
5
2.50
l&.36
10.40
1.88

7
4

Free

Free

Free

2*
3.50
16.96
10.14

35”
3.75
17.49
10.14
1.88

15.98

16.36

17.49

7”
4.00
17.49

10.40
1.88

10.40
1.88

10.14
1.88

10.14
1.88

2.12

4.00

1.88

*For eclch of the five star assemblies.

SIGNAL,
GROUND,
HIGHBURST
RANGING,
M27-- STANDARD
WNAL,

GROUND, HIGH BURST RANGING,

M27
@

TOP

@

Closing

disk

@

Body

0

Smoke

0

Time train

op

repelling

charge
ring assembly
charge

@

Primer

@

Breech cap assembly

3.82 MAX.

CHARACTERISTICS
Designation
Signal, Ground,
High Burst Ranging,
Signal, Drift,
Night, AN-Mk.
Night, AN&k,
Signal, Drift,
Day, AN-Mk.

M27

4
5, Mod.

1

I

Upon

Rate
of Fall
(F/S)

l$urnn+ant

&TJye

(seconds)

(ounces)
=

(ounces)

Length
(inches)

Diameter
(inches)

Smoke

5

/nstantaneous

t

2.20

6.8

3.82

1.63

Flame-srr,oke
Flame-smoke

10
9

Metallic

striking water shell breaks
tBursts at top ol its rise.
*None.

Dehy
lime
(minutes)

Fy;eiw

Color

slick

open
forming

3

Free

16

Free

5.3
15.8

32
65

13.6
19

2.90
3

Free

16

40

10.0

3.50

*

slick.

!JNCbASS!FlED

(Continued

A

on next

purge)

1

SIGNAL, GROUND,

HIGH BURSTRANGING, M27

SIGNAL,
GROUND,
RANGING,MI7--StANDARD--‘rhis

HllGH

BURST
sig-

nal 1s used to simulate the high burst of
artillery shells by producing a smoke puff
at the top of its rise-approximately
550
feet. It is fired from the MIA1 projector.

(Continued)

The ground signal measures 3.82 inches
in length and 1.628 inches in diameter. A
propelling charge of 32 grains (0.07 ounce)
of smokeless powder is adjusted to give a
minimum height of projection of 550 feet.
The smoke charge weighs 2.20 ounces and

consists of 2.0 ounces of grade A4 black
powder with 0.20 ounce of grade A
aluminum.
Assembled, the MI27 signal
weighs 6.8 ounces.

SIGNAL,
DRIFT,
DAY,AN-MM.
I-STANDARD
SIGNAL,
DRIFT,
STANDARD-This

DAY,

AN-MK.

395 inches in diameter. The IO-inch body
tapers to a blunt point. The cone of the
tail has four integral paper fins to give
stability in flight.

I-

signal consists of a
streamlined
paper shell containing
a
metallic powder and is used as a daytime
reference point for aerial navigation when
dropped on the water. The shell breaks
open upon impact and the metallic contents of the tube form a bronze slick on
the surface.
The shell is made of waterproof paper,
& inch thick, with a hemispherical nose,

CHARACTERISTICS
Color ............................
Complete weight. ................
Length .........................
Body diameter. ..................

SIGNALS,
DRIFT,
NIGHT,
AN-MK.4 ANDAN-i/k

N

ight drift signals which are standard
equipment
for all Army and Navy
aircraft serve a manifold purpose. They
can be used for obtaining the drift of the
plane from which they are dropped; for
marking any object or area to which the
aircraft crew desires to call to the attention of surface vessels; for determining the
wind direction
before landing; and, in
emergencies, to illuminate
the surface of
the water for night landings.
The signal is thrown over the side of
the aircraft,
preferably
in a horizontal
position with the nose end forward, and
upon impact with the water produces a
bright flame from 12 to 15 inches high
and a white smoke cloud. In clear weather,
the flame can be seen at night a distance
of 6 or 7 miles. Under some conditions,
the signal cannot be seen in daylight
because the smoke is white. Signals may
not function properly if while in storage
they are exposed to the direct rays of the
sun, excessive heat, spray, or moisture.
SIGNAL,

DRIFT,

NIGHT,

AN-MK.

SIGNAL,

@

Firing

0

Nose

8

pin

0

Fuze

0

Pyrotechnic

SIGNAL,

5, MOD.l-STANDARD

DRIFT, NIGHT, AN-MK.

tube

Bronze slick
2.5 lb.
.lO.O ins.
.3.50 ins.

Q

Sfarting

0

Quickmatch

mixture

DRIFT, NIGHT, AN-MK.

5,

4

@

Stabilizer

@

End cap

assembly

MOD. 1

4-

signal is 13 inches
long, 3 inches in diameter, and weighs 2
pounds. The wooden body is tapered at
the fin end to one inch in diameter ta
which a sheet metal tail assembly is
attached. The_ bronze -nose, containing a
water impact fuze, is die-cast, and has an
ogival shape. A lug attached to the nose
preverlts the signal from striking bottom
in shallow water.
The pyrotechnic mixture is formed into
a pellet 4 inches long and 1.25 inches in
diameter with an 0.22 inch hole down the
center containing the time fuze.This pellet
is contained in either a lead or zinc tube
STANDARD-‘his

@

Firing pin
@

Storting

@
mixture

0C

Nose
@

Stabilizer

to protect it from any moisture that might
be absorbed through the wooden body.
When the signal is thrown into the
water, the impact breaks a paraffinedpaper sealing disk and drives a firing pin
back against the primer. Flame from the
primer ignites the time fuze which runs
the length of the hole in the center of the
pyrotechnic pellet. This fuze has a burn-

Fuze

assembly

0

Pyrotechnic
@

tube

End cap

ing time of from 8 to 12 seconds, which
gives the signal time to return to the
surface and right itself. Directly behind
the pellet is a smaI1 chamber containing
a piece of quickmatch
and a powder
charge. The time fuze ignites the quickmatch, which, in turn, ignites the powder
(starting mixture) and the heat generated
is sufficient to ignite the pyrotechnic

SIGNAl.5, DRIFT, NIGHT, AN-MK.4 AND
pellet. The gases evolved break open the
pyrotechnic
tube and force out a cap
tube
which seals the chncl (if a discharge
in the tail, 7‘hc pyrotechnic
composition
thon bursts
into
about
3 minuttx

flame ant1 burns for
‘l’his
signill
is not
rccomrnc~ri~lc~clfor wlwsc from an al ti tu(le

lower than ;I00 feet.
SIGNAL,
DRIFT, NIGHT,
MOD. l-STANDARD-‘h!
1 night

drift signal functions

AN-MK.

5,

k. 5, IIod.
in the same

31

AN-MK.5,

MOD. 1

(Continued)

manner as the 3Ik. 4, but there are
scvcral differences in construction
and
appcarancc. ‘i‘hc Nk. 5, Shod. 1 has a
fiat

(lie-cast

nose,

weighs

4 pun&,

and

is six inches lollg:c’r than the J\lk. 4. It
also

contains

tllrw

pyrotechnic

pellets,

pl;~cctl CII~ to (~~1 in the pyrotechnic
tube. The fuzc has a burning time of 9
sc!contIs, ant1 the pellet when ignited
I)urns for from 15 to 17 minutes. This
signal is recommended for use at altitudes
lower than 500 feet.

CHARACTERISTICS
AN-MK.

4

Color. . . . . . . . . . . Flame-smoke

AN-AM
Mod. 1

5,

Yellow
flame-smoke

Delay time
(seconds). . . . . . . 8totP
Burning time
tminutes). . . . .3 to 3.5
Co’mplete weight
(pounds). . . . . .P
Length (inches) . . .I3
Body diameter
(inches). . . . . . . .3

9
15to17
:9
3

FLARES,
TRIP,M48 ANDM49-STANDARD
FLARES,

TRIP,

hi48

AND

M49-

STANDARD-‘l‘hose
trip ground flares
were devclo~~d to rcctxal movements of
hostile troops at night. The rcciuircmcnts
were t1lut tIicy
light a~ltoxnaticaHy
on
being tripped by wire and that they
illuminate
hostile troops in Ilight opcrations at a minimum
distance of 300
yards.
The 9138 trip flare consists of an illu-

minating projectile in a modified M2 antipersonnel mine projector. The projector
is buried three inches in the ground with
only the trip wire projecting above the
surface. ‘l’hc trip firing mechanism is the
same as that used with X2 anti-personne1
mines; 312 or 313 anti-personnel
mine
fuze. The propelling charge consists of
75 grains of A4 black powder.
The 75 grain propelling charge projects

FLARE, TRIP, M48

FLARE, TRIP, M49

@

GoFuze

@

Parachute

assembly

@

Wad

@T.

spring

0c

llluminant

(@

Delay

@

Propelling

0

CQP

(2J

III uminant

@

lgniter

@

Attaching

assembly

element

rigger
Striker

0

Striker spring

op

rimer detonator

bracket

J
OFFICE

250

to

400

feet.

of
The

propelling charge also activates a threesecond delay fuze which at the end of the
delay time ejects the illuminant assembly,
similar to that of the Shell, illuminant,
60 mm, 3483. The illuminant
burns for
about 20 seconds while drifting earthward attached to a parachute. The flare
burns with approximately
110,000 candlepower. The effective
illumination
is
designed to cover a radius of 300 yards.
Four lengths of trip wire, each 26 feet
long, are shipped with each M48 trip
flare. Wires are coated with lusterless
olive drab paint unless otherwise ordered.
The M49 trip flare is similar in construction and appearance to a smoke
hand grenade with a small bracket so
that it may be nailed to a tree or stake.
The most effective position is 15 to 18
inches above ground. The end of the
grenade fuze lever is held down by a
spring-loaded rotating trigger to which
the trip wire is attached. Upon activation, the fire burns in place with approximately 40,000 candlepower for about 1
minute. There is no time delay. The flare
operates as soon as the trip wire is disturbed. The flare also may be used as a
position light or thrown as an illuminating grenade. Forty feet of trip wire is
shipped with each M49 trip flare.
The M49 flare remains on the ground
and intensely illuminates
a relatively
small area, while the M48 flare projects
the illuminant
to an altitude of several
hundred feet, resulting in less intense
illumination
of a greater area and visibility of the light from a greater distance
The two so supplement one another that:
either or both may be used according to
local conditions and needs.

CHARACTERISTICS
Flare,
Flare,

@

charge

shell to an altitude

qproximatcly

1

lever

Trigger

the illuminant

C HI EF R OF OR TIN

A NP

Color. . . . . . . . . , .
Delay time (seconds)
Burning time
(seconds). , . . . . . .
Rate of fall (f/s) . . .
Candlepower
(thousands). . . s . ,
Altitude
(feet). . . . .

C llnllnnllnllll~lllrrlnl~~~llR~llnrmlrril,,,,,.,

Trip, M48
. . White light
.3
.40
. .7
.I1 0
. .400

..__.

Trip, M49

White light
Instantaneous

FLARE,
TOWTARGET,50--STANDARD
FLARE, TOW TARGET, M50

ARETOvVTARGETLOT
r7r7rlr
L

rirlrlrl
LJLJL

JLJ

II 7r7riri

JcJLJLJLJLJLJLJ

rir7

r1r1

LJLJ

LJLJ

2285 MAX

@

FLARE,
ARD-Flare,

Closing cover

@

TOW

Mm--STAND-

TARGET,
tow target,

Tow ring

M50, provides
a target for both night and day practice
firing of antiaircraftguns.Theflareistowed
by
a plane at the end of a steel cable.
When one flare burns out, another may be
released
from the plane to take its place.
‘The flare is not so bright that it will
obscure the navigation lights of the plane,
or that it will require the use of filters in
fire control instruments.
The flare candle is contained
in a
cylindrical
case of laminated paper with
sheet metal caps on both ends. The closing
cap on the head end is sealed with a strip
of adhesive tape. Under this cap, the
case is closed by a wooden plug fastened
in place with four wire nails. A flexible
steel suspension cable passes through
the center of the plug and is attached to
the base block of the flare. The slack of
*he
suspension cable is coiled in the
cavity
between the base block and the
closing plug. Two ball fittings are clamped
c;o the cable just inside the closing plug
and
serve for the attachment
of the
ggnition
wire. They also prevent
the
coiled
suspension
cable being pulled

0

Tow cable

0

Sealing strip

Q

Friction
pull wire

through the plug, thus pulling the ignition wire. When the flare functions, the
holding nails shear and the plug is pulled
from the case. The ignition wire passes
through a cup of primer mixture in the
base block. Two strands of quickmatch
connect the ignition cup with the primer
and first-fire composition
on the outer
end of the flare by passing through a
paper tube in the axis of the flare candle.
The flare burns with a yellowish light of
60,000 candle-power for approximately
6
minutes. The assembled flare is 22.85
inches in length by 2.5 inches in diameter
and weighs 7.13 pounds. It may be used
effectively on a 6,000-foot, towline at any
combination
of altitude or slant range up
to 20,000 yards. The flare should not be
released from a plane flying in excess of
120 miles per hour nor should it be released while the towing plane and the
cable are completing a turn. Once the flare
has become properly
engaged on the
exchange release trigger, the speed of the
towing plane may be increased to any
practical speed desired.
To prepare the flare for launching, the
sealing tape and closing cap are removed.

UNCLASSIFIED

0

Igniter
assembly

@

llluminant
assembly

The ring at the end of the suspension
cable is tied to the lead rope. When the
flare is launched, it travels down the towline until the ring of the lead rope strikes
the exchange release trigger. The sudden
stop jerks the suspension cable taut,
pulling out the closing plug and pulling
the ignition wire through the primer. The
primer
ignites the quickmatch
which
flashes through the central tube, blowing
off the base cap and igniting the flare.
In opening Flare, tow target, M50,
and attaching
it to the lead rope, care
will be exercised not to pull on the suspension cable so as to loosen or pull out
the closing plug. If a flare should be found
with a loose plug, the flare will not be
used. In such a case, the suspension
cable should not be pulled; the closing cap
will be replaced and resealed and the flare
marked and set aside for disposal.
The flare is painted blue gray and is
marked on the side with type and model,
lot number,
date loaded, and manufacturer’s initials.
Flare, tow target, M50, is packed one
per fiber container, 16 such containers per
wooden box.
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FOR FIELD
SUBCALIBER
AMMUNITION

S

ubcaliber ammunition
is
munition,
with special
used in a subcaliber tube for
elevating, traversing,
sighting
to which the tube is attached
use of firing tables.

fixed amprojectiles,
training in
the piece
and in the

ARTILLERY,

Cannon,

Subcalibered

3 inch (15 pdr.),

Ml 909 and Ml 903. . .

AND

MORTARS

used in the vicinity of populated areas.
The tabulation in Table A lists the use
of subcaliber
projectiles
in subcaliber
guns :

A

of

Caliber of
Subcaliber
Gun

&bia”ber

Proiectile

Cannon,

Cal. .30 riffs

subCartridge,
Cal., Cal. .30,
Ml925

6 inch, Ml 897, Ml 897M1,
Ml 908,
Ml 908M1,
Ml 908Mll
’
6 inch, Ml 900, Ml 903
1.457 inch
8 inch, Ml888
gun
10 inch, Ml 888, Ml 895, Ml 900
12 inch, Ml 888, Ml895,
Ml900
14 inch, Ml 907, Ml 907M1,
Ml 909
151 inch mortar, Ml 890, M1890M1,
M1908,
M191P..
. . , . . . /. . . . . . . . . , , ,295 inch gun
\
1 P inch, Ml 895 AP*, Ml 895MI
AP*
14 inch, M1910*,
Ml910Ml*
14 inch, Ml 920, Ml 9S!OMll*
75 mm gun
I6 inch, M1919,
M1919Mll
and
Ml919Mlll*
16 inch Howitzer,
M1940*
i

2.95 Inch, V. M.*
75 mm How., Ml *, M9**
and M3**
756y4,1fl
897,” Ml 897 Al ,* Ml 914,
105 mm How., MPAI ,t M3T and M4t
155 mm How.*, M1917,
Ml918,
Ml
155 mm gun*, M1917,
MI918,
MIA1
8 inch How., Ml *

GUNS,

The object of subcaliber firing is to
train personnel and to check the orientation and adjustment
of fire control and
sighting equipment.
The advantages of subcaliber ammunition are it is economical and may be
TABLE

Caliber

SEACOAST

37 mm**t

Practice shell,
M63, Mod. 1,
and M9P

Subcalibered

*Exterior mount.
**Uses 37 mm subcaliber mount Ml!&
tUses 37 mm subcaliber
mount Ml 3.
(Note: Where not otherwise stated, the subcaliber

guns are in-bore

Projectile

Shell,

Practice,
M94

Fixed shot

Shelf, H.E., M48
(inert loaded)

mounted.)

CARTRIDGE,
BALL,CAL..22, LONGRIFLE
This cartridge, standard in the cal. .22
U. S. rifles and the machine gun trainers,
M3 and M4, also is used in the subcaliber
tube of the 75 mm gun, M1897.
These cartridges are regular commercial
products and measure 0.984 inch overall.
The complete
round weighs approximately 53 grains and consists of a cartridge case, priming
composition,
propelling charge and bullet.
The cartridge case is of the rim-fire
type, i.e., the priming
composition
is

spun into a circular recess inside the rim
instead of being seated in the head as a
separate component,. A blow from the
firing pin at any position on the rim will
ignite the powder charge. The charge
weighs 1.7 grains.
The lead bullet weighs 40 grains. The
maximum range is approximately
1,500
yards at 30” elevation.
The average
muzzle velocity is 1,100 feet per second
and chamber pressure averages 16,000
p.s,i.

This cartridge
is fired from a subcaliber tube inserted in the bore of the 3
inch seacoast (15 pounder) guns, Ml902
and M1903.
There are two types of cal. -30 subcaliber
cartridges : the cartridge, subcaliber, cal.
.30, M1925, and the cartridge, subcaliber,
cal. .30, old stock. Both types are limited
standard and the old stock on hand is
given priority
of issue. The cartridge is
rimmed and must be used in “&a&‘-type
-chambers.

CARTRIDGE,
SUBCALIBER,
CAL..30, Ml925
The Ml925 subcaliber round consists
af a cartridge
case, primer, propelling
charge and bullet. The primer is assembled in a monel metal primer cup so that
it may function on the light blow of a
rifle firing pin as well as the heavy blow
af the gun’s firing pin.
The propelling
charge consists of approximately
35 grains of pyro D.G.
powder. The bullet of the Ml925 is boattailed
and pointed, and consists of a
gliding metal jacket surrounding a hardened lead filler. The bullet weighs 174
grains and the complete cartridge weighs
385.5 grains.
The ammunition
is loaded in a cal. .30
barrel which is mounted axially in a 3
inch bronze subcaliber
cartridge
case
which resembles, in weight and exterior

-

dimensions,
the ammunition
regularly
used with the gun. To the base of the
subcaliber cartridge case are fitted two
flat steel extractor
springs, secured by
one screw each, which serve to eject the
subcaliber ammunition.
The 3 inch subcaliber cartridge case
(with the rifle barrel inserted) is set and

UlWlUlilll~UUWUUl
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ORDNANCE

3.34

MAX -

pushed home in the gun. The subcaliber
ammunition,
cal. .30, then is inserted in
the chamber of the subcaliber barrel until
its rim comes in contact with the extractor springs. Finally the breech of the
gun is closed, the face of the breechblock
meeting the subcaliber round, and shoving it into its seat.

ylllll~lllllllilllUliulUUlllllllllllllllill
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WITH FUZE, P.D., M74, AND SHELL, PRACTICE, M63,
1, WITH FUZE, BASE, PRACTICE, M58

SHELL,
PRACTICE,
M92MOD.
Subcaliber equipment
for larger guns
includes the 37 mm guns, M1916, Ml2,
M13, and M14. These are used as subcaliber equipment
for 75 mm and 155
mm guns and howitzers and 105 mm
howitzers.
The fixed complete round standard for
issue and manufacture
with this gun is
Shell, Practice,
M92. Shell, Practice,
R/163, Model 1, is substitute standard for
issue.
When loaded and fuzed the M92 shell
weighs 1.21 pounds and is propelled by
.07 pound of FNH
powder which is
ignited by the 20 grain, M23A2, percussion primer. The M63 Model 1 prac-

tice shell when loaded and fuzed weighs
X.63 pounds and is propelled by -056
pound of FNH powder which is ignited

by an M23A2 percussion primer.
The standard cartridge case used is the
Mk. 1A2, which is 3.64 inches in length.

SHELL,
PRACTICE,
37 MM, M94
This fixed complete round, standard
for issue and manufact.ure for the 1.457
inch subcaliber gun, is used with seacoast
guns of 6 inch caliber or higher. The shell
weighs 1.057 pounds, including the base
PlugThe round requires the Mk. IIIA2
cartridge case which is 5.69 inches in
length. The overall length of the round is
9.26 inches. The shell is propelled by
1,110 grains of FNH powder, fired by the
M25A1, 20 grain, igniting primer.

FOR THE
SHOT,
FIXED,
SOLID,
SUBCALIBER
This fixed complete round, standard
for issue and manufacture
for the 2.95
inch subcaliber gun, consists of the fixed
shot weighing 18 pounds and the cartridge ca& containing the 100 grain ignitinn primer, M24A2. The complete round
w;ihs
20’ pounds of which’ from 0.27
to 0.38 pound constitutes the propelling
charge.
The rounds are fixed, in that separate
complete rounds arc needed for each of
the three zones, as each round is loaded
for a certain zone and then the shot is
crimped into the cartridge case.
The over-all length of the complete
round is 16.57 inches when the shot is
made from steel. When made from cast

2.95

INCH SUBCALIBER

GUN

lb.51 MAX .--

iron the complete round measures 17.39
inches in length.
Three different zones are provided to
simulate the three zones of fire of the 12
inch mortars in subcaliber practice. This
is accomplished by varying the powder

charge to give different
as follows:

muzzle velocities

‘One 1 . * . .55O f/s-‘*5
Zone 2.. . .625 f/s-5.0
Zone 3. . .700 f/s-6.0

OZ., Fn’H Powder
oz., FNH powder
oz., FNH powder

SHELL,
HIGH-EXPLOSIVE,
75 MM,SUBCALIBER,
M48
This standard fixed complete round,
for issue and manufacture for the 75 mm
subcaliber gun, is now tlie inert-loaded
shell, high-explosive,
75 mm 3148. It has
superseded the sand-loaded, Mk. I, highexI)losive shelt.
The complete
round weighs 19.04
pounds. The shell weighs It.70 pounds,
inert loaded. Components
of the complete round of the A138 shell consist of
the I,rojcctile with dummy fuzc, the i\T 18
cartridge
cast containing
the normal
charge of 1.35 po~~ncls
of .E‘INII l’owder
ignited by the n122A3 percussion
ri
~~~~*s~~~~D
-Ia

*- --~

------

-~--~

----a6

63 MAX

The normal charge gives a muzzle
velocity of 1,470 f/ s and a pressure of
269000 p*s’i’
A

~I -.

~-----~

---

The Ml8 cartridge case is 13.82 inches
in length. The shell is 15 inches and the
complete round 26.6 inches in length.
-

.

>

.
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BLANKAMMUNITION

B

lank ammunition
is used to fire salutes,
morning
and evening guns, during
maneuvers
and wherever it is desired to
simulate actual gunfire.
Blank ammunition
is issued to the
rising forces and services in complete
rounds.
Hounds for issue and manufacture have
been standardized for small arms and the
following
guns: 37 mm, 75 mm, 3 inch,
90 mm, and 105 mm.
With the exception of blank rounds for
37 mm Field Guns Ml916 which are of
adapter
type construction,
a complete
round of blank ammunition
consists of:
a drawn cartridge case into which is fitted
a primer and a molded black powder
charge or a loose charge contained in a
cloth bag.
To prevent powder from leaking out
and to hold the charge in place, a chipboard closing cup is sealed in the mouth of
the cartridge case.
Cartridge cases for blank ammunition
usually
are made by trimming
service
cases to the proper length. Obturation
is
&provcd
by reducing the thickness of
the metal at the mount after trimming.
The MlBlA2
percussion primer is used
for all rounds except in the MI adapter
For the 37 mm field gun, Ml916, and the
&I2 adapter for the 37 mm tank and antitank guns, NM, Mci, a.nd RIG. The M23Al
percussion
primer, 20 grain, is used in
37 mm tank and antitank guns, M3,M5,
and M6. The closing cup or wad, used in
ail rounds except the Ml ar~l nf2 adapters, is made from heavy chipboard sized
to fit the case snugly when seated against
the powder charge. A felt pad is assembled
under
the closing cup. Identification
of
the rounds is made by stamping pertinent
ixrformation
on the base of the case and
by ink markings on the side,

ADAPTER, Ml,
FOR 37 MM GUN, Ml916

A bushing, machined from WDXll12
steel (alternate
material
for aluminum
bar stock), 3.0 inches in length by 1.48
inches in diamctcr,
is tfmadetl
to fit a
liner tube into which the shotgun shell
is inserted. The assembled bushing and
liner seat snugly into the cartridge cast,
37 mm, &Ik. IA2, modified. No percussion
primer is required as the shotgun shell’s
primer serves this purpose. The assembled
adapter is 6 inches in length and weighs
0.87 pound.

ADAPTER, MI,
FOR 37 MM GUNS, M3, M5, AND M6

/_---------

@

Case, cartridge,

@

Liner

0

Bushing

M16,

Cuse, cartridge,

Mk.

IAP,

MAX. -~___

SINGLE PELLET CHARGE,
FOR 75 MM FIELD GUNS, Ml897,
M1916, Ml91 7; AND FOR 3 INCH
FlELD GUNS, hh902, M1904, Ml905

p-------.
- _~l

~-

-il
1

____7_-

. --

(a3 Liner
0c Bushing

@

Primer,

@

Case, cartridge,

The 10 gage blank-loaded
commercial
5fiotgun
shell, requiring the adapter, MI,
$5 used for the 37 mm field gun, M1916.
The
adapter serves to reduce the bore of
+e
gun to the 0.775 inch diameter of the
l-0 gage shell.
--

0

Single

0

Protecting

@

Wad

0

Closing

percussion,

pellet

charge

cup

.

.

1

1 00-gr.
M9Al

tube

,
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725MAX.
FIGURE

modified

@

Primer,

percussion,

@

Double

pellet

0

Case, cartridge,

0

Wad

2

1 OO-gr. Ml Bl AP

modified

The adapter, M2, is basically of the
same construction
as the ada.pter, Ml.
The M2 uses the 10 gage blank-loaded
commercial
shotgun shell for the tank
and antitank guns, M3, h/15, and MB.
The bushing is 1.85 inches shorter than
that of the &II adapter but the liner is 4.9
inches longer. Assembled, the NI2 adapter
is 9 inches in length and weighs 2 pounds.

--

@
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DOUBLE PELLET CHARGE, FOR
FIELD GUNS, Ml 097, Ml91 6,
Ml91 7, AND 75 MM HOWITZER,
b&Al;
AND FOR 3 INCH FIELD
GUNS, Ml 902, Ml 904, Ml 905

75 MM

Ml 31 AP

_A

@ Closing

charge
M9A1

cup

Figure 1 shows the assembled single
pellet round of the blank ammunition
used in the 75 mm field guns, M1897,
Ml916, Ml917, and the 3 inch field guns,
M1902, M1904, and M1905. Figure 2
shows the double pellet complete round
for use in those guns and the 75 mm
howitzer, MlAl.
The single pellet complete round consists of the R49Al brass cartridge case or
the M9AlBl
steel cartridge
case; the
MlBlAl
percussion primer; the single
pellet black powder charge; the hard hair
felt wad; the pulpboard closing cup; and
the chipboard protecting tube.
Th e prrmer
’
punctures
the wrapper
around
the 0.43 pound single pellet
charge against which the one inch protecting tube rests. The tube is positioned
against the hard hair felt wad when the
closing cup is cemented in the case.
The round is 7.25 inches long and
weighs 2.68 pounds assembled.
The double pellet complete round is
identical
except that two single pellets
are used and no protecting
tube is required to hold the double pellet charge
against the closing cup. Total weight of
the double pellet black powder charge is
0.87 pound.
The round is 7.25 inches long and
weighs 3.11 pounds assembled.

BLANK AMMUNITION (Continued)
FOR 3 INCH (I 5 PDR.) GUNS, Ml898,
M1902, AND 3 INCH A.A. GUNS,
M1918, Ml, M3

inches long;
the IOO-grain percussion
primer, MlBlAl
or MlRlA2;
and
I
pound of class “A” black powder in a
cotton sheeting bag wrapped around the
primer. The felt wad is not used with the
alternative
charge of 1 pound of grade
A-l Army black powder.

or the RI27Bl steel cartridge case, 7.25
inches long, containing
the 1O&grain
percussion
primer,
MlBlA2,
around
which is wrapped a cotton sheeting powdcr bag containing
1.5 pounds of class
“A” black powder.

Weights of the complete round with
regular and alternative
charges arc 4.47
pounds and 4.45 pounds, respectively.

FOR 105 MM HOWITZER, M2

;b.m
@

4

MAX-.
Primer, percussion,

f 00-gr.,

Ml Bf Al

or Ml Bi A4
@

Case, cartridge,

0

Class “A”

0

Wad

0E

Closing cup

black

powder

charge
@

This is the standard complete round of
blank ammunition
for the 3 inch (15
E>OUI~W)
guns, nm98, R11902, M5, MC;,
and R17, ancl for the 3 inch antiaircraft

b43.

The round consists of the Ml3 brass or
the Ml3Bl
steel cartridge
cast, 6.625
inches long, which contains I pound of
class “A” (commercial blasting)
black
powtlcr in a cotton sheeting bag wrapped
around the 100-grain percussion primer,
nllBlx1.
\l’hen the alternative
cliargc of grade
A-l Army black powder is usccl, the fdt
wad is omitted because this powder gives
sufhcicnt report with normal confinement.
Omission of tlic ~:tcI rcduccs
the weight
of the roul~d by 0.02 pound*
Weights of the conlplcte round with
regular and alternative
charges are 4.21
pounds and 4.19 pounds, rcspec tively.

FOR 3 INCH (15 PDR.) GIJN,M1903,
AND 3 INCH A.A. GUNS, Ml917
SERIES,M~~~~M~,MB, M4
of
blank ammunition
for the 3 inch (15
pounder) gun,
111903, and the 3 inch
antiaircraft
guns, 1\11917, Ml917A2,
MlWW,
11 i917krlli2,
n11917mLI1,
R11925111, 1x2 and >I-1.
The r0m.l consists of the 3112 brass or
the M12Bl
steel cartridge
case, six
This

Primer,

percussion

or MlBf

guils, nu915 d

is the

stantlard

L

6.MAX.

Ml3

colnplcte

jjAlf!l

rotlnd

IWWP-

1 00-gr.,

Ml Bl Al

u

I

6.MAX.
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@

Case, cartridge,

@

Cl ass “A”

@)

Wad

Q

CI osing cup

Mf 4

black

powder

@

Primer,

percussion,

@

Case, cartridge,

tQ

Cl ass “A”

0

Wad

@

Cl osing cup

lOO.gr.,

Ml 31 A4

charge

FOR 90 MM GUN, Ml
m

black

Ml5
powder

charge

This standard round of blank ammunition for the 105 mm howitzers, M2, 313,
and MI, is a two pound charge. The blank
cartridge consists of the Ml5 brass of the
Ml 5lSl steel cartridge case, a charge of
black powder in a cotton bag, a percussion
primer and a closing cup assembly.
The round is six inches long and weighs
6.23 pounds with the two pound black
powder charge and 5.69 pounds with the
alternate charge of 1.5 pounds of grade
A-l Army black powder.

7.25

@

Primer,

percussion,

@

Case, cartridge,

0

Class

@I

Wad

“A”

black

MAX.

f 00-gr.,

Mf Bf AP

M47
powder

charge

This is the stainlard complete round of
blank ammunition
for the 90 mm gun,
h\Il. The round consists of the M27 brass

The a215 cartridge cast is made either
by cutting
down the Ml4 case or by
original manufacture.
The charge is in a
12 inch bag wrapped around the primer
and held in place by the closing cup
assembly. Next to the charge is a wad of
hair felt s inch thick cemented to the,
pulpboard closing cup.
The wad and closing cup then are
cemented firmly in place near the mouth
of the cartridge case. \l’hen the alternate
charge is used, the felt wad is omitted
and the closing cup is brought into direct
contact with the charge assembly. The
altcrnatc charge provides sufflcicnt report
with normal confinement.

SMOKEPUFFAMMUNITION
CHARGE,
WHITE
SMOKE
PUFFSTANDARD-This
item is standard for
use
to simulate
artillery
and grenade
s re and for policing target ranges.
The charge is made of commercial
strawboard
and chipboard, and when assembled
is slightly less than two inches
square.
The body is of chipboard tubing,
capped top and bottom by closing cups of
sheet
strawboard.
The bottom
closing
cup
has a die-cut center hole s inch in
diameter,
covered by a drumhead
of
S&aft
wrapping to retain the charge of
two
ounces of Army black powder, Grade
A-4.
The top and bottom arc glued to
the
body and the assembled unit is dipped
LX melted paraffin wax.

UNCIASSBFIED

@

Charge, 4 ounces, Army
black powder, grade A-4

@

TOP

0

Body

@

Bottom

@

Drumhead

DEMOLITION
EXPLOSIVES

S

tandard Engineer
Corps demolition
matbrie for issue includes the following items: Blocks, Explosive, TNT; COUP
mercial
size containers
of Explosive,
Ammonium
Nitrate; Blocks, Demolition
Chain, Ml; Block, Demolition, M2; Cap,
Blasting, Electric; Cap, Blasting, NonElectric; and Fuze, Time or Safety.
The Engineer Corps has set the following requisites for military demolition
explosives :
1. Not too sensitive to shock or friction
2. High velocity of detonation
3. High power per unit of weight
4. IIigh density (high weight per unit
of volume)
5. Stable
6. Not too difficult to detonate
7. Unaffected by changes of temperature or by moisture
8. Convenient form for packing and
loading
9. Obtainable in large quantities commercially
posTriton or TNT (trinitrotoluene)
sesses more of these characteristics than
any other explosive.
HALF-POUND
BLOCK, TNT-STANDissued, the TNT block has a
ARD-As

density of 1.46, is rectangular in shape and
1.75 inches by 3.25 inches high. Each
block is packed in a cardboard container
closed at each end by lacquered tin. At
one end is a cylindrical hole 2.125 inches
deep in which the cap may be placed. The
explosive is detonated by special issue
tetryl caps and detonating cords.
In the cvcnt of a shortage of TNT,
ammonium
nitrate,
sensitized by the
addition of TNT, has been designated as
substitute standard. It has similar properties to TNT esccpt that it is highly
hydroscopic and must bc sealed in an
airtight coutainer.
Ammonium
nitrate
is packed in a
cylindrical
metal container 8.25 inches
in diameter and 18.0 inches long. The
weight is 40 pounds.
Two tubes arc attached to the container, parallel to the longitudinal
axis,
one to receive the detonating cord and
the other the special tetryl detonatiug
or
cap which may be of non-electric
electric type.
Ammonium nitrate is cspccially suited
for blowing road craters by the multiple
charge method.

consists of 2vJ pounds of Tetrytol,
a
mixture of 75y0 tetryl and 25% TNT,
with a cylindrical pellet of tetryl at each
end. The blocks are placed with 8 inches
of detonating
cord between units and
two feet of free detonating cord at each
end of the chain.
The Blocks, Demolition,
Chain, MI,
may be used in various ways. They may
be laid in a line, wrapped about an
object, or detonated as packed in a lightweight haversack. It is necessary to set
off the detonating cord by means of a
blasting cap in order to fire the chain of
blocks. These blocks are not affected by
moisture and can stand submergence in
water for 24 hours without appreciably
altering their characteristics.
BLOCK,
ARD -The

DEMOLITION,

HALF-POUND
IN CARD80ARD

BLOCK, TNT
CONTAINER

MI-STAND-

Block, Demolition, M2, is a tetrytol charge weighing approximately
2y2
pounds and measuring 2 x 2 x 11 inches.
At each end of the block is a cap-well
containing a threaded bushing that will
receive either an electric or non-electric
blasting cap. The wells are lined with a
thin waterproof paper tube, surrounded
by 2 tetryl pellets.
The block is wrapped in a paperbacked, asphalt impregnated,
olive-drab
crinklecraft paper. The wrapping is waterproof, mildew proof, and highly durable.
At each end of the cartridge, a circular
section of the wrapper is weakened to
permit easy priming of the block. Eight
blocks are packed in an inexpensive
haversack.

BLOCKS, DEMOLITION,

ASSEMBLY OF PELLET AND

CHAIN,

Ml

PRIMACORD

_--_------------------I----II-- --__ --------------

IN BLOCK

---_

BLOCKS,
DEMOLITION,
CHAIN,
MrSTANDARD--‘l’hc
asscn~bly consists of

eight 2 x 2 x 11 inch blocks of cast tctrytol
assembled on a detonating cord (primacord) which passes through the longitndinal axis of the blocks. Each block, which
is inclosed in a papcr-backed,
asphaltimpregnated crinklecraf t paper wrapping,

UNCILASS!FIFTt
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Tetryl

pellet

MAX
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Primacord
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INCENDIARY
DEMOLITION
DESTRUCTORS,
AM-MI,AM-M2,A

T

DESTRUCTOR, AN-MI
N ITROCEtLULOSE
rlGNlTlON

WIRE
METAL CASE

PLASTIC TUBE

DESTRUCTOR, AN-MI -The
destructor, AN-MI,
is 1.25 inches in length. The
brass head is 0.5 inch in diameter, has a
screwdriver
slot and is threaded
for
screwing into the adapter. The explosive
charge consists of lead azide contained in
a gilding metal case fitting tightly over a
plastic tube which holds in its upper
portion
a container
of nitrocellulose
which acts as an igniter for the lead
azide. This upper portion of the plastic
tube fits securely in the hollow brass head.
An ignition
wire runs through
the
nitrocellulosc.
Insulation
is established
between the metal components by means
of the plastic tube, and when the units
are mounted
in the proper electrical
circuit, the destructor
is detonated
by
current passing through the ignition wire.

DESTRUCTOR, AN-Mn

-PANEL

2

DESTRUCTOR, AN-M?

@

Socket

assembly

@

t IhlPl

Tube

P,~~E~:f~l3

0

Tetryl

pellet

he Destructors,
AN-Ml,
AN-M2, and
AN-M3, arc electrically fired explosive
charges used for the destruction of radio
equipment and other confidential mat&iel
to obviate the danger of this equipment
being captured by the enemy. Fittings
and adapters
hold the destructors
in
place in the mat&iel
and provide electrical circuits and connections
through
which a minimum voltage of 6 volts may
be passed.

@

Cushioning

disks

DESTRUCTOR, AN-Ma-This
unit consists of a sheet metal assembly holding
two electric detonators,
Ml. This detonator resembles an electric blasting cap,
is approximately
1.5 inches in length by
0.25 inch in diameter
and contains a
tctryl charge with other high explosives
to initiate firing.
Connected to the detonators are two
contact pins used for making an electrical connection with the detonator.
DESTRUCTOR, ANuM3-This
dcstructor is cylindrical
and is approximately
6
inches long by 1.12 inches in diameter.
The tube contains two electric detonators,
and a 1.44 gram pellet of tetryl. Two contact pins are mounted
in the plastic
socket of the destructor
and the detonators are electrically
connected to the
pins,
The plastic socket of the destructor fits
over the tube and is locked in place by a
pin passing through the transverse hole
in the socket.
The complete assembly weighs 0.373
pound.

fuzc may bc defined as 2k mcc1~anica.l
device used with a projectile
to
detonate it at the time or under the
circumstances
desired.
Artillery
fuzes are classified here as
base-detonating
(U.D.), point-detonating
(P.D.), powder-train
time (T.), or mechanical
time (M.T.).
They may be
given additional
classification
as supersensitive, superquick (S.Q.), delay or nondelay, the various designations depending

on the speed with which the fuze functions after impact.
Supersensitive
fuzes are designed to
function instantly
on impact with such
light and unsubstantial
targets as airplane fabric. Superquick
fuzcs detonate
immediately
on impact with the ground
or a solid target. Delay fuzes are designed
to function
after impact
and when
penetration
into the target has reached
the point desired, the delay period being

determined
mechanically
or by an explosive train. Nondelay fuzes incorporate
mechanical or explosive elements calculated to insure detonation just as penetration into the target begins.
Fuzes representing combinations of the
above types are also used, such as time
and superquick (T-S&). The designation
AN indicates
fuzes which have been
adopted as standard for use by both the
Army and the Navy.

and pin together. The plunger
FUZE,B.D./M58--STANDARD
FUZE,BASE,PRACTICE, plunger
unit is now armed but held away from
detonating charge by a spring.
This fuze is identical mechanically with
ii38---LrMm~~ STANDARD theWhen
the projectile strikes, the weight
the base practice fuze, M38, but includes
The M38 fuze is a nondelay,
basedetonating fuze which contains no booster
and requires but few parts for its functioning. The plunger assembly contains the
firing-pin and a resistance ring which fits
over the shoulder of the firing-pin in the
unarmed position.
Upon firing of the propelling
charge,
setback moves the plunger to the rear
and forces the resistance ring over the
shoulders of the firing-pin
until it seats
in a groove in the pin. This action locks

of the plunger and firing-pin
unit compresses the spring. The pin strikes the
detonator
which ignites the bursting
charge in the shell.
ROUND
Shell,

Practice,

Subcaliber,

Mk.

an integral booster pellet.
It is larger than the M38 fuze because
of the larger projectile
cavity of the 37
mm 1I.E. shell, M63, with which it is
used.
ROUND

IlAl

Shell,

H.E.,

CHARACTERISTICS
Length
Weight
Thread

CHARACTERISTICS

overall. ......................
...........................
size. ...................

37 mm, I463

.1.5 ins.
.0.195
.0.79-l

lb.

Length
Weight

overall..
. . . _ . . . . . *. . . . . . . . *. .4.OP ins.
. , . . . , , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . + . . .0.30 lb.
L.H.
size + . . , , . . . , , , . . . . .1 .OP-18NS-3

Thread

ONE1
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ARTMERY FUZES(Continwd)
BOOSTER

Cl-iARijt
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FUZE, B.D., MD

tions when the projectile’s
FUZE,B.D.,M60--STANDARD reac,es
I 450r pM
This base-detonating
fuze is standard
for use in projectiles fired from 155 mm
and 6 inch seacoast guns. It is of somewhat unusual construction in that it uses
two rotors: one to hold the Semple firingpin in the safe or unarmed position, the
other holding the detonator out of line
with the explosive train. Both rotors are
released and move to their armed posi-

rotation

When ihe sieil strikes its target the
centrifugal plunger moves forward against
the compression of its restraining spring
and the firing-pin
strikes the primer.
The flash is communicated
to a blackpowder delay pellet and thence to the
detonator
which, in turn, ignites the
booster charge of the fuze to function the
main explosive charge of the projectile.

ROUNDS
Projectile, A.P., 155 mm, Ml 14

~~~~~~~~$AA.:/ k5~?C~~,$‘$!~Br
p rojectile’ A’P” 6 inch’ Mk. XXXI11
Shell, H.i., 6 &h, M{911

CHARACTERISTICS
Length oreralf.. . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,4.~8
Weight. . , . , . . . , . , . , . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . .P.PP
Thread size. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3&6NS-2
1

FUZES,
B.D.,M62, LIMITEDSTANDARD--M62Al, STANDARD

BOQSTlR

PFi t F I

BOOSTCR

Lt-AD

%IDCR

ASSFMBt

SLtDrR

CHAKF

INTEKMFDIAK

This fuAe incorporates a plunger assembly of the Semple centrifu
plunger type. The firing-pin
is mounted in the percussion plunger
a rotor which is held in the unarmed position by two safety-p
which compress their springs and move out of the rotor when
shell attains sufficient rotating speed. The rotor is then free to tl
and the pin snaps into the armed position, where it is held am
from the primer by two restraining springs.
Upon impact the plunger compresses the restraining springs a
the firing-pin
strikes the primer and fires successively the int
mediate detonator charges.
The next element in the explosive train is the slider charge. T
is contained in an interrupter
assembly which is moved to the ou
wall of the fuze by the rotation of the shell. When the slider is
the latter position the explosive element is alincd with the detona
and is fired by it. This ignites the booster lead charge and the boos
which explode the bursting charge of the projectile.
A new model of the M62 fuze incorporating
a heavier plunger a
a single large restraining spring has been designated as the M62
(Drawing 73-2-160, revision of 8 January 1944).

‘t

DEiONAi’c:?

FUZE, B.D., MM

UNCLASSIFIED

ROUND
Mm

M62Ai

Shell, H.E., A.T., 75 mm, M66

Shell, H.E., A.T., 105 mm, M

CHARACTERISTICS
Mti2 and M62r
,... a.......
. . . . ,..*.....
. . . . * . . . . . . .I.. 3.54 i
Length overall .*..*.....4
Weight...........
. . . . . . . .,..,.
. . . . . ..I.....
. . . . . . . . . . +. . . . . . . ,.I.28
Thread size.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - . . . I .5-l PNS-I L.
,

FUZE,B.D., M66Al’ BOOSTER

The mechanism of the M66AI
fuze
consists only of a phmger firing-pin which
is held safe in transportation,
firing, and
flight by a metal washer. Upon impact
the force of inertia causes the firing-pin
assembly to crash through the washer
and strike the primer cup below.
The resulting flash is carried to a delay
pellet of black powder which ignites the
detonator,
the booster charge, and the
bursting charge.
A tracer composition is incorporated in
the base of this fuze. This tracer is completely independent
of the fuze and is
ignited by the flame of the propelling
charge.

I I

CHARGE

II
BOOSTER

HOLDER

DETONATOR

SAFETY

II

CHARGES,

WASHER

FIRING-PIN
‘i

ROUNDS

‘iil-i#J

Projectile, A.P.C., 75 mm, Mb1 Al
Proiectile, A.P.C., 76 mm, M6PAl
Projectile, A.P.C., 3 inch, M64Al

FUZE,B.D.,M68-STANDARD
The 8168 is identical in mechanism and
operation with the M66h1, but is made
with a larger body so as to seat in the
larger cavity of the 90 mm projectile.
The diameter of the Af68 is 2.00 inches
across the threaded portion of the bodythat of the M66AX is 1.65 inches.
A tracer composition in the base of this
fuze is ignited by the propelling charge.

FUZE, B.D., M66Al

CHARACTERISTICS-M66Al

CHARACTERISTICS-MI2

Lengthoverall...
. . . . . +.,.( .,.. ,....3.463ins.
Weight.. . . , . , , . , . , . , , . , , , , . , , . t . . . , , . . t lb.
Thread sire. . . . , . , , . . , . , .I .65-lONS-1
L.H.

Length overall. . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.167 ins.
Weight, , , . , . . _ . _. . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . .0.86 lb.
Thread size.. . . . . . . . . . . . .1.375-IONS-P
L.H.

ROUND

Proiectile, A.P.C., 90 mm, MS!

CHARACTERISTICS
Length overall.. . . . . . I . . . . . . . . . , . .3.463 ins.
Weight.............
.,..............
1.56Ib.
Thread size. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .P.OO-lONS-1 L.H.

PPihNR

-

FUZE,B.D.,M724TANDARD
The M72 is similar in mechanism and
the operation of its explosive train to the
Nl66Al and &I68 but does not contain an
integral booster. The diameter
of the
threaded part of the body is 1.375 inches
-less
than the diameter of the other
fuzes mentioned.
This fuze has a tracer composition in
the base which is ignited by the propellant.
ROUND
Projectile, A.P.C., 57 mm, ~86

UNCbASSdFIED

FUZE, B.D., MI2

ARTILLERYHUES

(Continued)

FUZE,B.D.”Mk. v--LIMITEDSTANDARD
This is a nontlelay action fuze ma& in
Z-inch thread diameter for use in heavy
and in a
mortars and major caliber gulls,
thread diameter of 1.5 inches for use in
guns of medium caliber. The letter “$I”
stamped in the exact center of the base of
the larger size fuzes designates them for
use in mortar shells. All other fuzes, of
both sizes, are stamped with “G,” indicating use in guns of major and medium
calibers.
Fuzes for use in mortar she& remain
bore safe and unarmed until the shell’s
rot.ation is greater than 1,150 r.p.m. The
firing-pin has snapped into position and
the fuze is fully armed when a rotation
of 1,450 r.p.m. has been attained.

When used in cannon shells, the Jlk.
V fuze of either size is dc+netl to remain
safe so long as the shell’s rotation is less
than 1,700 r.p.m. Tt is fully armed at a
sped of 2,300 r.p.m.
The firing-pin is mounted in a rotor of
conventional design
Jvithiu the percussion
plunger and is locked in the safe l)ositioll
by safety-pins. A spring holds the percussion plunger and firing-pin sway from
the primer while the projectile
is in
flight. On impact with the targut the
plunger is driveil forward against the
resistance of the restraining
spring and
explodes the primer which fires, succcssivcly, Tao black-powder delay pcllcts,
the detonator,
the interrupter
charges,
the booster lead, and boosttr chargc’s.

Proiectife,
A.P., 8 inch, Ml 91 I
Projectile,
Target, 8 inch, Ml91 1
Shell, H-E., 8 inch, Ml 911
Shell, A.P., 10 inch, Mk. III
Proiectile,
H.E., 14 inch, Mk. XI M2Al

To provide bore safety an interrupter
of two L-shaped blocks is incorporated
between the detonator and the booster

Length

This interrupter
prevents transmission of the tletonution from detonator
to booster if the former should bc ignited
bcbforc- the projcctilc gains the spcctl of
rotation rcquirctl for arming. \Vhcn that
spcctl is reached, the upper block of the
intcrrupkr
compresses the spring and
moves outwartl t.o alinc the interrupter
chnrgcs.
11 steel ball locks the intcrruptcr
in the
armed position.
ChilrgW.

ROUNDS

CHARACTERISTICS
overall

I . . . . . . . .6.67 Ins. (major
5.77 ins. (medium
Weight.
. . . . , . . . . . . .3.01 lb. (maior
2.21 lb. (medium
Thread size. , . . a . Z.-l ONS-1 L.H. (major
1 J-1 ONS-I
L.H. (medium

Cal.)
Cal.)
Cal.)
cal.)
Cal.)
cal.)

FUZE,B.D.,Mk. xSTANDARD
-iN

iFKRt1~if-P \

This fuze is mechanically
identical
with the 1160. The body, howevc~‘, is
smaller in diameter to fit the fltze-wells
of the 16 iuch Xavy and the 8 inch, 10
inch, and 12 inch seacoast gun projectiles
with lvhich it is used.
ROUNDS
Proiectile,
A.P., 8 inch, Mk.
Proiectile,
A.P., 8 inch, Mk.
Shell, A.P., 8 inch, Mk. VI

XX Mod.
XX

Shell, A.P., 8 inch, Mk. VII Mod.
Proiectile,
A.P., 12 inch, Mk. XVI
Shell, A.P., 12 inch, Mk. I
Shell,

A.P.,

1

6

12 inch, Ml 912A

Shell, A.P., 12 inch, Mk. VI
Shell, Deck-Piercing,
12 inch, Ml 898
Shot, A.P., 12 inch, Ml 913
Proiectile,

Deck-Piercing,

12 inch, Ml 9i 1 A

Proiectile,
Projectile,
Projectile,
Projectile,
Proiectile,

H.E., 12 inch,
Deck-Piercing,
A.P., 14 inch,
A.P., 14 inch,
A.P., I4 inch,

Mk. Xl
12 inch, Mk. XXVIII
Mk. VI
Mk. VIII M9A1
Ml 909

Proiectile,
Projectile,

A.P.,
A.P.,

16 inch, Mk.
16 inch, Mk.

II MI
II Mod.

Projectile,
Proiectiie,

A.P.,
A.P.,

16 inch, Mk.
16 inch, Mk.

V
IX

Proiectile,

A.P.,

16 inch, Mk.

XII

2

CHARACTERISTICS
Length overall..
....
.
Weight.
, . .. ..
. .
Thread size. . . 3.3 ins., 7 pitch,

I

.4.27 ins.
.7.5 lb.
U. S. Std., L.H.

AWTIUERY

FLEES

(Contiasued)

FUZE, MT.,

FUZE, t&T*, M43A4

M43A4-MECHANISM

FUZES,
MECHANICAL
TIME,

M43A5,STANDARD--M’& M43A1,M43A2,M43A3,M43A4,LIMITEDSTANDARD
All fuzes of the M43 series are mechanical time fuzes which contain no provision
for detonation
upon impact. The time
mechanism
may be set to ignite the
explosive train at any period from 0.8
second to 30.0 seconds in increments of
0.2 second. This time period is determined by the position of an indicator
(set line) on the movable ogive in relation
to a graduated scale on the fixed base.
The fuze is shipped with the indicator
against the 9”
(for “Safe”)
on the
graduated scale. All elements are then
effectively
locked and the mechanism
cannot be set in motion accidentally.
In assembling the fuze, the upper cap
is staked to the lower and the two turn
as a unit in the setting operation.
A
setting-pin in the lower &p engages the
timing disk and serves to rotate the disk
until ihe indicator stands at the desired
time setting on the graduated scale.
The timing disk is mounted on the top
of the vertical main pinion by a nut and
washer screwed down on a Belleville
spring.
This assembly permits the timing
disk to bc slipped during the setting
operation
but holds it tightly
to the
main pinion when released from the
setting-pin.
In later models of the X443
fuzes a safety leaf has been added below
e

t,he timing disk to prevent functioning
at
dangerously short time-settings.
The time mechanism of the fuze is a gear
train resembling that of a watch. Instead
of a mainspring
like that of a watch,
however, there are two weighted
gear
segments which engage the main pinion
and are actuated in flight by the centrifugal force of the projectile’s rotation.
The complete gear train is illustrated
in an exploded view. As assembled, it is
placed as closely as possible about the
axis of rotation. The escapement at the
end of the train has a beat much more
rapid than that of a watch escapement
movement
and is actuated
by a flat
spring instead of the more conventional
spiral type.
The firing mechanism includes a firingarm with setback-pin, a firing-pin safety
plate, and a firing-pin and spring.
When the projectile is fired, setback
force drives a hammer on a transverse
cantilever spring against a raised lug on
the timing disk and releases the disk
from the setting-pin. Setback also frees
the pin holding the firing-arm,
leaving
the arm free to rotate when the finger on
its upper end is tripped by the notch in
the firing disk.
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After the shell has left the muzzle,
centrifugal
force turns the escapement
safety
lock and releases the escapement.
The same force moves the weighted gear
segments in their arcs to drive the time
mechanism. The pinion and the timing
disk rotate together and as the notch in
the disk trips the finger on the firingarm, the arm rotates and the safety
plate turns from under the shoulder of
the firing-pin. This releases the firing-pin
spring to drive the pin into the percussion
primer, igniting the black-powder
pellet
and magazine charge,
Illustrated herewith is the M43A4. The
latest model is the M43A5 with malleable
iron body and stamped steel cap.
ROUNDS
M43A5
Shell,
Shell,
Shell,
Shell,

H.E., 3 inch, M4PAl
H.E., 3 inch, Mk. JX
H.E., 90 mm, M71
H.E., 105 mm, M38Al

CHARACTERISTICS
M43A5

Length overall.. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4.55
Weight.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.41
Thread

rize.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.7-I

‘I: tI~IIII~~III~IIIt~~~~II~IIIIIt~II~IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIItIIIIII~~I~IIIIIItIIIIIIIIilillll~lllilllllll
1 M A R f!H
1 9 44

ins.
lb.
4NS-1
/cc
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ARTILLERYFUZES(Continued)

FUZE,P.D., M46--LIMITED STANDARD
ment clears the flash tube and the fuze is
The M46 is a superquick, point-detoarmed.
nating fuze.
When the firing-pin strikes the upper
A cavity in the forward end contains a
detonator the flash passes through the
firing-pin supported by a metal cup. The
tube to the lower detonator and to the
cup is sufficiently
strong to resist the
bursting charge in the projectile.
setback force produced by acceleration
in the gun, but is crushed when the firingROUNDS
pin is driven into the primer on impact.
Shell Chemical,
75 mm, Mk. II
The flash tube of this fuze is equipped
Shell’ H E 75 mm, Mk. l
with an interrupter
of conventional
type
Shell’ H’E” 155 mm, Mk. III
Shell’ H:E:’ 8 inch, Mk. I
as a bore-safety measure. Setback holds
the interrupter
in place while the shell IS Shell: H.E.: 14 inch, Mk. X
in the bore, but after the projectile leaves
CHARACTERISTICS
the muzzle and its rotation reaches 1,800
Length
overall..
. . . . . . . . &. . . . . . , . . . . . 5.66 ins.
r.p.m., centrifugal force causes the interWeight.
. , , . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.74 lb.
rupter plunger to compress its retaining
Thread size . . . . . . . . . . . .I 4.7 per in., Lawenherz
spring and move outward. This move-

FUZE,P.D., Md7-LIMITED STANDARD

FUZE. P.D.. M46

This fuze is similar in appearance and
in ballistic characteristics
to the P.D.
Fuze, M46, but is used when a siight
delay element (0.05 second) is required.
Mechanism
and functioning
of the two
fuzes are alike except for the introduction
in the M47 fuze of a delay element which
is set off by the flash from the upper
detonator. This delay element consists of
a black-powder pellet which burns for the
desired delay period before igniting the
lower detonator.
Bore safety is obtained by use of an
interrupter
spring sufficiently
strong to
hold the interrupter
in the safe, or unarmed, position, so long as the projectile’s

rotation is less than 1,300 r.p.m. Cornpression of the spring and arming of the
fuze is positive when rotation
reaches
1,800 r.p.m.
ROUNDS
Shell, HI.,
75 mm, Mk. I
Shell, H.E., 6 inch, Mk. II
Shell, H.E., 155 mm, Mk. Ill
Shell, H.E., 8 Inch, Mk. I
Projectile,
HI.,
14 inch, Mk.

X

CHARACTERISTICS
Length overall..
. . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . .5.66 ins.
Weight.
. . , , . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . 0.74 lb.
Thread size. . . . . . . . . . . lP.7 per in., LSwenherz

FUZES,
P.D.,

M48,M48A1,LiMITEDSTANDARD--M48A2, STANDARD
These are selective superquick or delay
point-detonating
fuzes which may be set
to function immediately
on impact or
with a delay of 0.15 second for the
M48Al
and 0.05 second for the M48.
Delays of 0.05 second and 0.15 second arc
used in the M48A2. They have a standard
weight of 1.41 pounds, standard streamlined contour, and standard location of
the center of gravity.
The mechanisms of the three fuzes are
similar except for the addition
of a
centrifugal plunger-pin lock (noted below)
to the M48Al. and ~M4882. The M48A2
differs from the M48Al in that the delay
action is redesigned to provide additional
insurance against premature detonation.
The M48A2 has a modified
plunger
assembly, a weakened plunger-restraining spring, and uses the M29 primer.

Bore safety is obtained with all these
fuzes when used in conjunction
with the
M20 booster.
The fuze is set for superquick action by
adjusting a setting sleeve which permits
the interrupter
to mow to its armed
position when the shell has left the muzzle
and is acted upon by centrifugal
force.
When set for delay action the off-center
interrupter
is prevented from moving to
the armed position by the setting sleeve,
hence upon impact the superquick action
is checked by the solid mass of the
interrupter.
SUPERQUICIC ACTION-With
the sctting sleeve adjusted to the superquick
position, the firing-pin in the nose of the
fuze is supported by a metal cup sufficiently strong to withstand the force of
setback while the projectile is in the bore.

ARTILLERY
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FUZE, P.D., M48A2

KJpon impact this cup is smashed and the
firing-pin
driven into the detonator.
During the flight of the projcctilc the
interrupter
moves to the armed position,
clearing
the flash tube for the flash to
pass from the detonator to the booster.
The delay action is also set off upon
impact but is negated by the prior action
of the superquick element.
DELAY
ACTION-W’hen
the setting
sleeve is adjusted to the delay position,
the firing of the detonator by the firingpin in the nose of the fuze transmits no
flash to the booster because of blocking
by the unarmed intcrruptcr.
The delay
clement in the base of the fuzc is actuated
by the impact of the projectile.
The delay assembly consists of a fixed
clelay firing-pin,
,a plunger
support,
a
plunger, a plunger-restraining
spring, two
centrifugal
plunger-pins
and springs, and
a centrifugal
plunger-pin lock. The delay
explosive
train is incorporated
in the
plunger body below the delay firing-pin.
During the period of setback the delay
firing-pin
in the 1118 and 1\I48Al
is
restrained
from striking
the explosive
train
by Lhc contacI
of the plllngcr
support
with the ccntrifngnl
plungerIpins. The firing-pin
in the 3f&~2
fuze

FUZE, P.D., M51A3

is rigidly mounted and upon setback the
plunger body naturally
assumes the safe
position.
When the project&
leaves the muzzle,
centrifugal
force moves the centrifugal
plunger-pins
to their outermost position.
These pins arc held by the lock which
rotates and prevents them from returning
to the unarmed position. The plunger
head is held away from the delay firingpin by the plunger-restraining
spring.
Upon impact the plunger compresses
the restraining
spring and strikes the
delay firing-pin, igniting the primer, and
firing the delay pellet which burns for
either 0.15 second or 0.05 second before
igniting the relay pellet which transmits
the explosion to the booster.
ROUNDS
M48A2
Shell,
Shell,
Shell,
Shell,
Shell,

H.E.,
H.E.,
H.E.,
H.E.,
H.E.,

75 mm, M41Al
75 mm, M48
3 inch, Mk. IX
3 inch, M44Al
105 mm, Ml

CHARACTERISTKZS
M48A2
Length overall.
. . . . . . , . I . . . . . .4.55 ins.
Weight..
. . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . .I.41 lb.
Thread size.. . . . . . , , . q . . . . . . , . . .1.7-14NS-1

FUZES,
P.D., M51,MUAl,

MS~AZ-UMIPED
STANDARD

MSlA3,M51A3MOD.3
-STANDARD
All fuzes of the 3151 series are mechanically similar to those bearing the M48
designation,
but arc always used with
boosters which are assembled to the base
of the fuze instead of being incorporated
in the nose of the shell. The M48 fuzeS
are used without boosters or with the M20
booster assembled in the shell. The M51
series of fuzes use boosters, 3121, M21A1,
and M21A2.
Fuzes and boosters are
attached. All fuzes of this scrics may be
set for either superquick
or for delay
action.
Fuze, 3151, has a 0.05 second delay
action and is assembled with the M21
booster.
Fuze, 315181, has a 0.05 second delay
action and is assembled with the M21111
boo&r.

ARTILLERYFUZES(Con~hued)
Fuze, M51A2, was originally
designed
for use with the M21Rl
booster but
before the fuzc reached production
the
M21R2 booster was assigned to it and
the designation was changed to M51h3.
The delay period of this fuzc was increased from 0.05 second to 0.15 second,
effective with the M51A2 fuze.
The “Mod. 3” suffix appiicd to M51
fuzes identifies it as modified for use in
the Ml03 8 inch 1I.E. shell fired from the
Ml howitzer
(Army) and the Mk. IX
Mod. 2 (Navy) guns of the same caliber,
Assembly of the fuze within the windshield of this shell requires a longer flash
tube.
Since this fuzc cannot be set by the
setting screw when assembled in the
Ml03 shell, two types of fuze heads arc

dummy head in place and a live head is
Shell, H.E., 4.5 inch, M65
shipped packed in the packing con tamer.
Shell H.E
4.5 inch MS5 Bl
When superquick action
iS rcquircd
the Shell:
H,E:: 4.5 inch’ ~65 62
live head is substituted.
Shell, H.E., 6 inch, bk. IlAl
The M51 Mod. 1 and the Rf5lAl *r\lTod. She1f;H-E*; 6 inch; Mk. liA2
1 fUZes incorporate a time delay of 0.05 $$I: ~&!,~ ~~5~~~“kf$~1
second, the M51A3 Mod. 3 fuzc ham a Shell, H.E.. 155 mm. hk. ill. Al_.
Shell; Cheh., 155 mb, Mk. VIIAI
0.15 second time delay.
Shell,

CHARACTERISTICS
M5lA3
a5.93

Length

overall

Weight

. I . . . . .P.t 5 lb.

2,47 lb.

Thread

size. . I . 1.7-I 4NS-1
(fure)
9-1
- .-.oh&1
(booster)

I .7-14NS--I

FUZES,
P.De,M52, STANDARD-#bi!Bl,
These three fuzes may be used interchangeably
and differ only in the materials used in their construction.
Fuze,
M52, has an aluminum head and body;
Fuze, M52B1, has a plastic head, body,
and booster cup; and Fuze, M52B2, has
a plastic head and aluminum body. RI1
are superquick in action.
The firing assembly is in the nose of the
fuze and consists of a striker and firingpin held in position by a spring and pin.
The detonator
CUD in fuzes of this
series is mounted id a slider assembly
which secures it in the unarmed position
until after the shell has left the muzzle of
the gun.
Functioning
of the slider to arm the
fuzc is shown in the illustrations
herewith. These show (A) a section of the M52
X?“.
7; ’

M5rA3
MOD.
3

ins.

H.E.,

155 mm, Ml01
155 rnh, Ml04
H.E., 155 mm, Ml07
H.E., 155 mm, Ml02
Chem., 155 mm, Ml 10
Chem., 155 mm, Ml05
H.E., 8 inch, Ml06
H.E.; 8 inch, Mk. IA1
H.E., 240 mm, Mk. IllAl
H.E., 240 mm, Ml 14

$e(li Chem.,
Sh:ll;

3
Shell:
Shell,
Shell,
Shell,

M51A3
Shell,

MOD.
H.E.,

3

8 inch, Ml03

M52B2,ALTERNATES

fuze through the slider, and (B) a section
through the safety-pin. When the safety
wire is removed from the fuze before
loading, the safety-pin is held within the
fuzc bod+y only by the setback-pin. When
the shell is fired, setback force withdraws
the setback-pin and frees the safety-pin
which is thrown clear of the fuze when
the projectile
leaves the muzzle. This
releases the slider to move into its armed
position where it is locked by the lock-pin
which engages the notch shown in the
slider body. The firing-pin is then alined
with the detonator cup which contains a
top closing disk, upper and intermediate
detonating
charges, a detonator pellet,
and a base closing disk.
On impact with the target, the striker
head collapses and the firing-pin is driven

into the detonator cup, cxplading all its
charges. The flame passes to the booster
lead and booster pellet, also shown in
the illustrations, and is t,ransmittetl to the
high-explosive
charge of the projectile.
ROUNDS
Shell,
Shefl,
Shell,
Shell,
Shell,

H.E., 60 mm, M49AP
Practice, 60 mm, MSOAP
Practice, 81 mm, M43Al
Chem., 81 mm, M57
H.E., 81 mm, M43Al
Bl

CHARACTERISTICS
Length

overall

......................

Weight

.......

.M52,0.45

Thread

size, ....................

.3.47

ins.

lb.; M5281,0.29
.1.5-l

lb.
PNS-I

’
.

FIRING-PIN

LOCK-PIN

_ J?<
--,,
I ,‘.
.

,5 :
.(I

BCXXlEi!

Pti iE r
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FWE,
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FUZE, P.D., M53

FUZE,P.D.,M%--STANDARD
This fuze rcscmbles the 3152 supurquick fuze in that the detonator cup is
mounted itt a slider which holds it in the
unarmed position until the projectile has
left the muzzle of the gun. It. differs Prom
the XI53
in that a delay element is
installed between the firing-pin
and lhe
detonator assembly.
A striker and short firing-pin arc h&l
in position in the nose of the fuze by a
shear wire which passes through the fuze
body and the pi!1 and is secured by bend-

ing its end into a circumferential
groove
in the now.
The tlclay elemettt
consists
of R primer,
an expansion chamber, a plug, a &lay
pellet of black powder, wtd the relay
charge. The tapewtf hole in the plug
forms a constrict,ion
for i-hc r&we
of
burning gases from the delay pellet and
thus controls the burning time of the
pellet to 0.1 second.
The shear wire restraining
the firingpin is cut on impact with the target. The
firing-pin is driven into the delay primer
and the flash-after
a delay of 0.1 sec-

on+-passes to the detonator which moved
into
its armed position when the projectile left the muzzle.
The flash from the detonator is transmitted to the booster and main explosive
charges as in the 1152 fuzz.
ROUND
Shell,

H-E.,

81 mm, MS6

CHARACTERlSTfCS
Length overall. . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . .3.47 ins.
Weight.
. . . . . . . . . 1 , . . , . . . . . . . . . . 0.54 lb.
Thread size. . . . _ . . . . . . . . . , . . . , . I . 1.5-IPNF-1

FUZES,P.D.,

M54, M55A2,STANDARD--MS& M55A1,LIMITEDSTANDARD
These arc combination
super<luick and
25sccot1d powder-train
time fuzcs which
may be set to function either upon impact
or after a ~,recle2t~rmiticd period. So far
as the fuze and its mechanism is COHcerncd, the four are identical;
tlic type
numbers being assigned to designate the
fuzc as used with difYcwnt boosters.
As 315-1, the fuzc is uwti in conjunction
with booster, 1120, or booster, 1120.11;
as JI.55, with booster, 3121; as 3155.11,
Ivith booster. 3121..11; anti as 1155.12,
with booster, 312 1.12. Tltesc boosters arc
metal CXISC~~
carrying a cltargv of I,cbtryl.
Exterior
thrwtls
on tltc booslcr l~o(ly
permit its bein, (f scrcwutl ittto the ~11~11;

interior
thrcatls in the nose of the bocly.
above the charge, rwciI-e the fttzc.

,I boostctr supplies an intcrmccliatc
d&onatin~
charge bctwccn the fuzc and
ihe high-csplo.5ive charjic with which the:
shell is loa(M. It amplifies the flash of the
smaller tlctotintittg
elcmcnt~ of the fuzc
atlcl assures the cXplosion of the main
charge. -1 booster cmnc,t
twrt
its inflttwve
o\-tr an estensivc
area of the
charge, butt it initi:itcs a maximum highorclc~ tictotwtion
in tltat portion of tltc
charge nvitlt whivll it is it1 cotit;tct. For
this w;\son, a con~l)ar;iti\Sc~lv small lwwtcr
rharg~ at tlic crtcl of thcb ittw dC4ottator
train protlucw bet tcxr wsul ts than a larger

chnrgc placccl to s~irround the detonator.
,\. booster 3vliiclt Kill function successfully
itt a 75 mm high-esplosivc
shell will perform equally wll in a shell of 155 mm
caliber or larger.
In a chemical shell the function of such
a, charge is to break the case of the shell
into large fragments
anal permit
the
dispersion of tllc chcmiwl filler without
flash. It is thercforc CiIllf?(l a “burster”
and is loaded \\-it11 a “burstcr
charge”
larger tlian the booster chargrc used with
hi&-csplosi\-c
shell.
Iloosters inclucic~ their own detonator
primers, 1oc9,t le (1 iti a rotor which is held
in tltc safe Iwsitiott until armed by set-

ARTILLERYFUZES(Continued)
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FUZE, P.D., M54

back plus centrifugal
force when the
projectile is fired. This additional
factor
of safety permits fuzes to be shipped with
boosters attached or shells to be transported with both fuze and booster assembly in place, ready for loading.
The superquick
action of the M54
differs slightly from that of the M48 fuzc.
There is no means of locking the intcrrupter of the M54 fuze as is done in
setting the &f48 fuze for delay action,
and the flash tube is always clear for
superquick
action on impact with the
target in the event that the shell is fired
with the time element set on ‘Safe,” or
if the time of flight is less than that for
which the time element was adjusted
before firing.
The time element assembly includes a
plunger, a primer-striker
and primer, two
brass time-train
rings, upper- and lowerring pcllcts, body pellet and body charge,
and magazine charge.
When the gun is fired the plunger,
acted on by the force of setback, cuts
through the shear-pins and rams the
striker against the primer. This ignites
the upper-ring
pellet, setting
off the
upper time-train
ring which burns uni-

UNCLASSIFIED

FUZE, P.D., M55A1

formly until the lower-ring pellet is ignited.
This pellet transmits the flame to the
movable time-train
ring which may be
set for burning time from 1 second to 25
seconds in increments of 0.2 second. This
train fires the body pellet and body
charge which ignite the magazine charge.
In addition to the firing-pin support
and the interrupter,
the following safety
measures are provided,
I3cfore placing the round in the gun, a
member of the crew must remove a
safety-pin which passes through both the
fuze body and the plunger and holds the
plunger safe in transport. When the fuze
is set at “Safe” the ends of the time
trains of both upper and lower rings are
covcrcd by metal and in the event of
accidental ignition
the rings can burn
completely without communicating
their
flame to the base charge of the fuze. CVhen
the time element is set at less than 0.4
second a safety disk at. the ignition end of
the movaJble time train covers the body
pellet and prevents its ignition from the
movable ring.
To prevent
premature
ignition
of
either time train by chamber gases a
foil cover is placed over the gas vent of
A

each time-train ring. The foil is ruptured
by pressure created by combustion of the
powder in the ring and the gases cscapc
through the vent.
ROUNDS
M54
Shell, H.E., 75 mm, M48
Shell, H.E., 105 mm, Ml
Shell, Smoke, 105 mm, (B-E.), M84
Shell, Smoke,

105 mm, (BE.), M84Bl

Shell, Smoke,

155 mm, Ml 15

Shell, Smoke,

155 mm, Ml 16

M55Al
Shell,

and
H.E.,

Shell, Chem.,
Shell,

H.E.,

M55A2

155 mm, Ml02
155 mm, Mf05
155 mm, Mk.

IA1

Shell, Chem., 155 mm, Mk.

IIAI

CHARACTERfSTfCS
MS4
Length
Weight..
Thread

overall.

. .4.57
..

ins.

.I .42 lb.

sire. . , . . .I .7-l 4NS-1

M55Al
and
M55A2
5.95 ins.
2.16

lb.

1.7-I

4NS-1

Cl.<ej$;NCJ

NOSE

FULE, POD.,
M!i6--STANDARD
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FUZE, P.D., M56

’

This is a supersensitive, point-detonati*lg fuzc which will function on impact
two
thicknesses of airplane fabric.
against
A serics of internal safety features renders
this fuze datively
boresafe.
kvhcn
the projectile is fired the fuze is
completely
unarmed and remains so until
the force of setback is overcome. Centrifug;al
force causes two half-blocks supporting
the plunger firing-pin
to move
apart.
The inner edges of these halfblocks
have an angular cut which serves
to prevent
motion of the half-blocks during setback and to lift the plunger firingpin toward
the closing disk as the blocks
separate.
AS the blocks move farther
apart
an opening is provided
for the
firing-pin
to descend against the detonaholds the firing-pin against
tor. “Creep”
the &sing
disk until it is driven backward
by the force of impact. After the
shell leaves the muzzle, centrifugal
force
compresses
the interrupter-spring
and
MOV~Y the interrupter
toward the nose of
the fuze and outward against the outer
wall,
alining
the slider charge with the
detonator
assembly and booster.
The detonator
assembly is the initial
explosive
element and contains a primerdetonator,
intermediate
detonator, and a
lead cup charge of tetryl.
The nose of the projectile is crushed on
impact
with the target and the firing-pin
is {iriven
into the primer to detonate the
explosive
train.
ROUND

Shell, H.E., 37 mm,

~54

CHARACTERISTICS
Length overall.. . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . _.S.PI ins.
Weight
Thread

. . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .0.17 lb.
size. . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 .I 45-2ONS-I

FUZE,RD., MST---STANDARD
The 2157 is a superquick,
point-detonating
fuze
with no delay clement.
Essentially
it is the 3148 fuze with the
delay
assembly
omitted
and with no
setting
SI~~ATC 011 the centrifugd
interrrlpter.
This
design mlapts the fuze foT
Use in &onricsl
shells where it is essential
t1ra.t the shell burst before entering the

gmuntl,
The action
3$48

when

is identical with that of the
set for superquick functioning.

RWINDS
Shell,
H.E
75 mm ~48
Shell,
CheG
75 mk M64
Shell~ Cheln::
105 m6, MS0

CHARACTERISTICS
Length overall . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4.55 ins.,
FUZE, P.D., M57

UNCLASSiFIED

Weight.
Thread

. .
size.

,~______._,....l.......~.
. . ,. . . . ..

max.

1.41

lb.

. . . I .1.&l +&-I

ARTILLERYFUZES(Continued)

FUZE,
M.T., M61AlSTANDARD
The M61Al Fuze is identical in mechanism and functioning
with the M43A4
(illustrated on page 655) but differs from
it in shape and weight. These variations
have been made in order to adapt it for
use with the 120 mm shell, M73.
ROUND
Shell,

HZ.,

140 mm, M73

CHARACTERISTICS
Length overall..
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -7.677 ins.
Weight.
. . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .I.69 lb.
Thread size. . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I .7-l 4NS-1

FUZE,T., M6%STANDARD
The M65 is a simple time-train
used in the 60 mm illuminating

fuze
shell,

M83Al.

During transportation
and before loading the fuze striker is held in the safe
position by a safety-pin and shear wire.
Upon firing, the shear wire is immediately
severed and the striker
ignites
the
primer charge.
The flash from the primer
passes
through an orifice and a flash opening cut

at a right angle thereto and ignites a x
inch length of quickmatch.
The timetrain groove charge is ignited by ihe
quickmatch and burns about the ring for
14 f x seconds before passing the flame
on to the body pellet and the expelling
charge in the base of the fuze. The flame
from the expelling charge passes to the
rear through apertures in the retainer
disk,
The fixed burning time of this fuze
permits the round, fired with full increment charge, to be at its optimum range
and height when the fuze has completed
its operation.
To permit powder gases to escape, a
vent hole is drilled from the outer wall of
the fuze to the time-tram
ring at the
junction
of the quickmatch
hole. The
vent hole is sealed by a lead closing disk
and a washer. The disk melts on the
ignition of the ring powder charge and
permits the combustion gases to escape.
ROUND
Shell,

lv3xm-l

60 mm, M83Ai

CHARACTERISTICS
Length overall . , . . . , , . . . . . . . . . .P.53 ins., max.
Weight.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . +, . , . . . . . . . .0.80 lb.
Thread size.. . . . . . . . ..*...*...I....
P-PONS-1

FUZE, f., M65
i IhIP\

Illum.,

FUZES,
M.T., M67, M67Al
--LIMITEDSTANDARD
M67k!-STANDARD

These are mechanical time fuzes with
selective time settings up to 75 seconds.
The mechanism is the same as that of the
M43 series of mechanical
time fuzes,
However, the escapement and gears are
set to give functioning
times up to 75
seconds.
The M67Al is identica1 with the M6’7
in mechanism but has a minimum timesetting of 0.8 second instead of 0.2
second. The M67A2 model includes the
M2lA2 booster.
ROUNDS
M67AP
Shell,
Shell,
Shell,
Shell,
Shell,
Shell,
Shell,
Shell,

H.E.,
H.E.,
H.E.,
H.E.,
H.E.,
H.E.,
HI.,
H.E.,

155 mm, Ml01
155 mm, Ml07
155 mm, Mk. IllAl
8 inch, Ml 03
8 inch, Ml06
8 inch, Mk. IAf
940 mm, Ml 14
240 mm, Mk. IllAl

CHARACTERISTICS
M67A2
Length overall . . . . . , . . . .5.93 ins. (incl. booster)
Weight. . . . . . . , . . . . , . , . (4.14 lb. (incl. booster)
Thread size. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . _ (4.1 PIG-1

FUZE, M.T., M67A1

ARTlllfWY FUSES(continued)

FUZE,P.D.rMap---STANDARD
This is a point-(letollnting
fwx
irzcorporating
the Ycmple-design
rotor
mechanism.
The fnze body is that of the Ilk. 27
fuzo. The mechanism is the same as that
used in the M74 fuze.
ROUNDS
Shall,
Shell,

H.E.-T,
H.E.-T,

(S.D. M3), 40 mm, Mk. II
(SD. No. 1 e), 40 mm, Mk.

II

CHARACTERISTICS
Length
Weight.
Thread

overall. . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . !Z64zgi;;.
. . . . . . . . . . <,. . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . , .
size. . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . I .I 8-14N!%-;

FUZE,P.D.,M7hTANDARD
Since this fuze is used in a practice
shell it contains no booster charge,
The firing-pin “floats” in the forward
end of the fuze.
A cylindrical
rotor, set at right angles
to the fuze axis, contains the detonator
charge and setback-pin. The detonator is
held diagonally across the fuze axis. The
force of setback moves the setback-pin
into the rotor and the rotor turns to the
armed position when rotation of the shell
is sufficiently high. The fuze is then fully
armed.
Upon impact the firing-pin strikes the
detonator
and sends the flash into the
black-powder
spotting charge of the shell.
ROUND
Shell,

Practice,

37 mm, M9P

CHARACTERlSTlCS
Length
Weight,
Thread

overall.,
, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .I.43 ins.
. . . . . . , , . . +1.
. ,. . . . . . .O.Pi lb.
size.. . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . 1.1 PS-PONS-1

FUZE,P.D., M75-4iMlTED
PROCUREMENT
This fuze is similar in operation to the
NO. 253, Mk. III. The IS475 has been
adopted for limited procurement.
It consists of a brass body and a detonator assembly. The hollow head forms
an air chamber at the base of which is a
detonator
of mercury fulminate
and a
magazine charge of tctryl pellets.
Upon impact the nose is crushed and
compression of the air in the chamber
ignites the detonator
and pellets. The
flame is then passed on to the highexplosive charge in the shell.
ROUND
Shell,

H.E.I.,

PO mm, M97

CHARACTERISTICS
Length
Weight

overall . . . . e . . . . . . . . . . . .I.20 ins., max.
. , . , . , . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,0.5 -teyl
Thread size. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .0.5634N4-j1)

UNCLRSSEFIED

FUZE, P.D., M71

FUZE, P.D., A475

ARTILLERY
IUZES (Continued)

FUZE,TIME,Pl-sec.,

Mk.ilk&--SUBSTITUTE
STANDARD

UPPER TIME-RING

AAGAZINE

CHARGE

FUZE, TIME, 21-sec.,

Mk. MA2

This modification
of the Mk. IIIAl
time fuxe contains a black-powder charge
weighing 20 grains, sufficient
to actuate
the Mk. X and M20 boosters.
The delay principle used in this fuze
is similar to the time and superquick,
M54, in that there are two time-train
rings separated by pellets. The Mk,
IIIA2 may be set from 0 to 2X ,2 seconds
in increments of approximately
0.2 second.
The ignition
of the explosive
train
varies from the M54 in having
the
primer attached to the bottom of the
concussion plunger. The concussion primer
is held in its slot and kept safe by a
resistance ring fitted around its head.
Upon firing, setback forces the plunger
through the resistance ring and into contact with a fixed firing-pin, This action
fires the primer and communicates
the
flame to the first powder pellet and thence
to the time train, which eventually
sets
off the magazine charge and the base
charge of the projectile.
Provisions for safety in the time-train
rings are similar to those in the M54.
When set on “Safe,” solid metal sections
stand between the pellet of the lower time
train and the magazine charge. Vents are
provided in the rings to allow chamber
gases to escape and prevent premature
ignition of the powder trains.
Since this unit is susceptible to moisture
a waterproof
cover protects each fuze
issued.
ROUND
Shell,

li.E.,

3 inch, M4PAl

CHARACTERISTICS
-ROTOR

4SSEMRI

Y

Length overall. .....................
............................
Weight.
Thread size. ....................

.P.75 ins.
1.25 lb.
,1.7-l 4NS-1

CR-DC lONATOIi

Mk.

FUZE,P.D.,
27 (NAVY)
-STANDARD

FUZE, P.D., Mk. 27 (NAVY)

This Navy fuze has been standardized
for Army use because of its excellent
performance and the ease with which it
may be procured. It is superquick in its
action.
Striker and firing-pin are held in the
nose of the fuze by two safety-pins under
the shoulder of the firing-pin.
A rotor located below the firing-pin
contains a primer-detonator
held out of

~~Tl~~~~~ %UZES(Confinued)
lint with the firing-pin and booster lcatl
charge b,y two safety-pins.
After the shell has left the muzzle aurl
attained sufficient speed of rotation, the
safety-pins
move out from under the
shoulder of the firing-pin. The firing-pin
is restrained in the forward end of the
fuzc by creep force.
Centrifugal
force also withdraws
the
safety-pin
holding the rotor, permitting
it to turn and bring the primer into line
with the firing-pin.
Upon impact the striker and firing-pin
hit the primer and ignite the detonator,
booster lead, and booster charge.
ROUNDS
Shell,
Shell,

H.E.-T.
H.E.-T.

(SD. M3), 40 mm, Mk. II
(S.D. No. IQ), 40 mm, Mk.

II

CHARACTERISTICS
Length overall..
. . . . . . . . . , +*.a.*.....
4.45 ins.
Weight.
. *. . . . . . . . . . . , , . , . . . . . . . . . . .O.PP lb.
Thread size. . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . 1 .I 8-14NS-2

FUZES,
P.D.,No.253,

ZE, P.D., No. ZSlf Mk. I-LIMITED STANDARD
This superquick
fuze was originally
standardized
when the Bofors gun and
British 40 mm ammunition were adopted.
The fuze was extremely complicated and
gave way eventually to the now standard
Mk. 27 (Navy) fuze. The No. 251, Mk. I
is now classified as Limited Standard for
40 mm ammunition.
In the forward end of the fuze is a
striker resting upon a firing-pin held safe
by steel balls beneath its shoulder, These
steel balls arc retained by the arming
sleeve. Surrounding the arming sleeve is a
compressed spring which is locked by the
ferrule and the stirrup spring.
The explosive train is interrupted
by a
pair of shutters and held by a ferrule and
stirrup spring.
Upon setback the ferrule and stirrup
spring in the head move rearward and
release the arming sleeve. The comprcsscd
spring forces the arming sleeve toward

the nose, unmasking the steel balls, and
Wh31
suflicicnt
centrifugal
force has
developed
thcsc fly from under the
shoulders of the firing-pin,
leaving it
armed for functioning upon impact.
Setback also releases the ferrule and
stirrup spring holding the shutters and
under centrifugal force they fly outward.
The detonator holder is then forced to the
rear by its compressed spring and brings
the detonator into direct communication
with the relay charges.
Upon impact the striker and firing-pin
hit. the primer and ignite in turn the
detonator,
relay charges, ancl booster
charge.
ROUND
Shell, quick-firing,

H.E.,

40 mm, Mk.

II T/L/

CHARACTERISTICS
Length overall. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2.76 ins.
Weight.
. . . . . . , . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .O.PlP lb.
Thread size.. . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . .1.18-14NS-P

Mk.I, Mk. 11,LIMITEDSTANDARD-No.253, Mk. 111,STANDARD

These superquick,
point - detonating
fuzcs were dcvcloped for use with 20 mm
high-explosive
incendiary
rounds. They
differ only in minor construction
details.
The noses of the Mk. I and Mk. II fuzes
arc closed by their brass disks; the nose
of the Mk. III is solid. The detonators in
the Mk. II and Mk. III fuzes are covered
by a pierced brass disk. A sofid brass disk
is used in this position in the Mk. I fuze.
The principle of functioning of the Mk.
II and Mk. III fuzes is as simple as it is

radical. There is no firing mechanism
whatcvcr,
firing of the explosive train
being initiated
by heat generated by
compression of the air in the hollow nose
as the fuze head is crushed by impact.
The Mk. I fuze, however, functions due
to retardation
which causes the lead-foil
disk on top of the detonator charge to
move forward through the washer, carrying with it a portion of the fulminate
charge. This movement causes the fulminate to ignite.
’

~

.
h

The complete explosive train consists
of a mercury fulminate
detonator and
booster cap, and a tetryl booster charge.
ROUND
No. 253, Mk. 111
Shell,

H.E.I.,

PO mm, Mk.

I

CHARACTERISTICS
No. 253, Mk. Iff
Length overall..
. . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . .I .4l ins.
Weight.
. . . . , . , . . . . . . . . , , , . . . . . . . .0.058 lb.
Thread size.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .0.6!25-36NS-P
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FUZE, P.D., No. 251, Mk. I

$CL,J

UNCLASSIFIED

,’
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FUZE, P.D., No. 253, Mk. Ill
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ARTILLERYFUZES(Continued

DUMMYFUZES
These fuzes for practice firing are
designed to simulate actual models and
have the same contour, size, weight, and
ballistic qualities as the fuzes they
simulate. Setting screws are incorporated
where necessary.

1
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FUZE, DUMMY, M44A2STANDARD
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FUZE, DUMMY, M59STANDARD

FUZES, DUMMY, M69, STANDARDM69B1, ALTERNATE

FUZE, DUMMY, M73STANDARD

FUZE, DUMMY, 123EXPERIMENTAL

Fuzes used in detonating
bombs arc
classified as nose or tail (indicating their
location in the bomb) or as hydrostatic
fuzes. These last are placed in depth
bombs and arc operated by hydrostatic
pressure. Bomb fuzes may be further
classified according to the method by
which the arming process is initiatedor arming-vane.
In fuzes
arming-pin
classified as arming-pin
type the arming

process is begun by removal of an armingpin from the fuze when
the bomb is
released. Arming-vane fuzes are armed by
rotation of vanes in the airstream after
the bomb is released. -Arming may be
accomplished immediately
upon removal
of the pin or may be delayed mechanically
or by the timed burning of a powder
train. The actual functioning of the firing

elements of bomb fuzes may be time,
superquick, delay, nondelay, or by combinations of these methods.
Hydrostatic
fuzes depend upon water
pressure for the functioning of their firing
mechanisms. They may be set to detonate
at required depths. In some designs the
arming of the fuze is also accomplished
by hydrostatic pressure.

WEE, BOMB,NOSE,iibbiiilt&-STANDARD
The AN-M103 is a nose fuze which functions on impact. It can be set for instantaneous functioning
or 0.1 second delay
action by means of an external setting-pin.
As supplied, the fuze is set for delay
action (0.1 second) but instantaneous action may be obtained by removing the
external setting-pin
from its deep slot
position, rotating it a quarter turn and
inserting it in the shallow slot. As the
vane cup moves away from the striker
the safety blocks are exposed and ejected,
leaving the striker held in the safe position by only a soft metal shear wire and
the inner end of the setting-pin,
which

also acts as a shear wire. Under the action
of its spring the arming stem travels with
the head of the fuze as the latter moves
forward in the arming operation. This
forward movement of the arming stem
releases the detonator slider assembly.
The detonator slider assembly contains
the detonator charge which is held out of
line with either the delay firing-pin or the
instantaneous firing-pin by the blocking
action of the arming stem. As the lower
end of the stem reaches the upper edge of
the detonator slider in its forward movement, the slider is pushed across by its
springs until the upper step of the deto-

-

ARMING

nator slider again meets the arming stem.
This position of the detonator slider places
the detonator charge in direct contact
with the delay explosive train and one of
the two booster lead charges. Should the
setting-pin
bc adjusted for delay action
the inner end of the setting-pin engages
the collar on the arming stem and prevents
further advance of the arming stem. The
stem reaches this point after approximately 180 turns of the arming vanes.
Should the setting-pin be adjusted for
instantaneous action its inner end is entirely withdrawn
from the arming-stem
slot and the stem is free to continue its

VANE

DELAY FIRING.PIN

INSTANTANEOUS

ARMING

STEM SPRIN6

FIRING PIN
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BOMB FUZES(Continued)
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FUZE, 30M6,

NOSE, AN-Ml030ARMED

FOR DELAY ACTION

forward movement, After some 300 revolutions of the arming vane the stem clears
the end of the detonator slider and the
slider is again pushed by its springs until
the detonator is directly in line with the
instantaneous
firing-pin and the second
booster lead charge. The detonator slider
is locked in the armed position for either
delay action or instantaneous action by a
pin which moves from the fuze wail into a
stepped-back surface on the shder.
At this point the fuze is fully armed and
further rotation of the arming vane merely
unscrews the delay-arming
mechanism.
The delay-arming
mechanism
will fall
away from the fuze when air speed is less
than approximately
150 miles per hour,
At higher speeds air pressure may hold
the mechanism on the nose but this does
not affect the functioning of the fuze.
DELAY
ACTION-upon
impact, after
arming, the striker shears the shear pins
and plunges the delay firing-pin
into a
primer a-hich passes the flame to the delay
and relay charges, the booster lead, the
booster, and to the main bursting charge
in the bomb. In delay action the instantaneous firing-pin is driven into a recess
in the detonator slider and is inactive.

1NY ASSIFIED

FUZE, BOMB,

NOSE, AN-MlO3-ARMED

INSTANTANEOUS
ACTION
- When
the bomb is set for’instantaneous
action
upon impact, after arming the shear pins
are sheared as above and the instantaneous firing-pin is driven directly into the
detonator charge. The flash is passed to
the second booster lead charge, the booster,
and the bursting charge.

BOM8S
Bomb,
Bomb,
Bomb,
Bomb,
Bomb,
Bomb,
Bomb,
3omb,
Bomb,
Bomb,
Bomb,
Bomb,
Bomb,
Bomb,
Mine,
Bomb,
Bomb,
Bomb,
Bomb,
Bomb,

General Purpose, 100 lb., AN-M30
General Purpose, 100 lb., AN-M30Al
General Purpose, 250 lb., AN-M57
General Purpose, 250 lb., AN-M57Al
Fragmentation,
260 lb., AN-M81
General Purpose, 500 lb., AN-M64
General Purpose, 500 lb., AN-M64Al
Chemical,
500 lb., M78
Incendiary,
500 lb., AN-M76
General Purpose, 500 lb., AN-M43
General Purpose, 1,000 lb., AN-M44
General Purpose, 1,000 lb., AN-M65
General Purpose, 1,000 lb., AN-M65Al
Chemical,
1,000 lb., AN-M79
Aircraft,
1,000 lb., AN-Mk.
13 Mod.
General Purpose, 2,000 lb., AN-M66
General Purpose, 2,000 lb., AN-M66Al
General Purpose, 2,000 lb., AN-M34
Light Case, 4,000 lb., AN-M56
Light Case, 4,000 lb., AN-M56Al

FOR SUPERQUICK

ACTION

FUZE,BOMB,NOSE,

AN=MlO4SUBSTITUTE
STANDARD
The AS-RI104
is an arming-pin type of
fuze with powder-train
time delay arming. The firing-pin is held in direct contact with the striker assembly by a spring
which also restrains the firing-pin
from
striking the primer until impact.
Primer and detonator are located below
the firing-pin in a slider held in the unarmed position by a pin extending through
the fuze. This pin also prevents the cocked
delay firing-pin from striking the primer
of the time train.

1

CHARACTERISTICS
Length overall. . . I . . . . . . . . , . , . . . . . . .7.08 ins.
Weight.
. . + , . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . .3.7 lb.
Diameter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.48ins.

As the bomb parachute is pulled from
its case the arming wire attached to the
case is drawn from the arming-pin, which
flies clear of the fuze under the impulse
of the compressed spring at its other end.
This allows the slider to move into contact with the delay-arming
plunger and
frees the cocked delay firing-pin to strike
the primer of the time train and ignite the
black powder train. The time train ring
extends around 326” of the circumference

BOMB FllEES (Continued)
of the fuze and has a burning time of
approximately
2.5 seconds.
After burning around the time-train
ring the flame passes to a pellet charge
and a black-powder
delay-arming
charge
which blows out a delay-arming plug. The
detonator
slider, impelled
by its compressed spring, ejects the delay-arming
plunger through the opening thus created
and moves into the armed position.
On impact with the target the striker
drives the firing-pin into the primer which
fires the intermediate
detonator, the detonator pellet, and the integral booster.
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.4.4 ins.
-1.15 lb.
.P.P5 ins.

Length overall. ......................
...........................
Weight.
.........................
Diameter.
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Practice (Parachute),
Fragmentation,
23
Fragmentation,
23
Fragmentation,
43
Fragmentation,
23
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FUZE,BOMB,NOSE,ii188
-1lMlTED STANDARD
FUZE, BOMB,

This is an impact fuze of the armingpin type which arms immediately
on withdrawal of the arming wire. The body of
the fuze is held in the bomb by two springactuated balls which latch in a groove in
the fuze seat.
During fuzing of the bomb, the cotterpin is replaced by the arming wire. When
the bomb is dropped by the airplane the
arming wire is withdrawn,
releasing the
arming-pin, safety plate, and safety block,
which are ejected from the fuze by action
of their compressed springs. The striker
firing-pin is now armed but held safe by a
thin shear wire.
Upon impact the striker firing-pin shears
the shear wire and strikes the primerdetonator.

NOSE, AN-Ml04

BOMBS
Bomb,
Bomb,
Bomb,
Bomb,
Bomb,

Chemical,
100 lb., Mk. 28
Gas, Petsistent (HS), 100 lb., M47Al
Incendiary
Liquid, 100 lb., M47Al
Smoke (WP), 100 lb., M47A2
Practice, Target, 100 lb., M75

CHARACTERISTICS
Length overall .....................
Weight.
.................
Diameter.
...........................

m

........

/
1

I.

..

__'"
,'

BOMBS
Bomb,
Bomb,
Bomb,
Bomb,
Bomb,

,
.i.
'> %
." h

.2.66 ins.
,0.54 lb.
.1 .O in.

FUZE, BOMB,

NOSE, Ml08

FUZE, BOMB,

NOSE, Ml08
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BOMB FUZES(Continued)

TiPi ING PIN

/‘kn~ING

ARMING

FUZE, BOMB,

SPRING

SLEEVE

StEEVt:

GEP\

FUZE, BOMB,

NOSE, Ml 10

NOSE, AN-MllOAl

FUZES,BOMB,NOSE,

AN-MllOAl,STANDARD--Ml10,LIMITEDSTANDARD
These are nose fuzes of the arming vane
type with mechanical delay arming and
are designed to function on impact,
Striker and firing-pin form a unit held
in the fuze by a pin passing through the
firing-pin behind the end plate. Safety in
the unarmed position is secured m the
AN-MllOAl
by a C-shaped safety block
placed between the striker and the delayarming mechanism. In the Ml10 fuze this
block is made in three segments.
Operation of the delay-arming
element
can be understood more clearly by reference to the illustration
of the AN-Ml lOA
fuze. The arming vanes are mounted upon
a hub to the lower face of which is staked
a gear with 33 teeth. The arming sleeve is
threaded within the hub and turns with
it on ball-bearings.
A gear with 34 teeth
is staked to the lower face of the sleeve
and both gears mesh with an idler pinion
in the fuze body.
When the bomb is released from the
airplane the entire arming assembly, including the sleeve and its gear, begms
spinning as a unit in the air stream under
the impulse of the rotating vanes. Since
the sleeve gear has one tooth more than
the hub gear it necessarily lags behind
e &stance of that one tooth,
or

forla!rri Ac2cy$tfff-$

l/34 revolution,
for each complete turn
the sleeve and hub make together. This
lag serves to withdraw the sleeve, threaded
into the hub, a distance corresponding to
that l/34 revolution.
The result is that of a gear train with
a reduction ratio of 34 to 1 between the
revolutions
of the arming hub and the
withdrawal of the sleeve from its threads.
After 260 revolutions of the arming vanes
the sleeve is completely withdrawn
from
the C-shaped safety block which is then
thrown clear of the fuze by centrifugal
force. The fuze is now fully armed and
the firing-pin is held from contact with
the detonator only by its spring.
When the bomb strikes the target the
resistance of this spring is overcome and
the pin is driven into the detonator, firing
the integral booster charge and the main
explosive charge of the bomb.
The AN-1lllOAl
differs from the Ml10
in being constructed of stronger parts to
insure functioning
when released at high
air-speeds. A single C-shaped safety block
is employed instead of one consisting of
three segments. The Ml10 has reduction
gears with 57 and 56 teeth and is. armed
after approximately
455 revolutions
of
the arming vanes in the air stream.

FUZE, BOMB,

NOSE, AN-Ml

IOAl--MECHANISM

BOMBS
hAti
Bomb, Practice, 40 lb., AN-M48
Bomb, Fragmentation,
PO lb., AN-M41
Bomb, Fragmentation,
40 lb., AN-M41

Al

ANdAlloAl
Bomb, Gas, Persistent
Bomb, Fragmentation,
Bomb, Fragmentation,

(I-IS), 115 Ib., AN-M70
PO lb,, AN-M41
40 lb., AN-M41
Al

CHARACTERISTICS
Ml10
Length
Weight

Diameter.

overall.
..

. . . ,3.58 ins.
. . . . 0.69 lb.
(aluminum)
1.1 lb.
(steel)
. . . . . , ,I.75 ins.

AN-MIlOAl
3.1 ins.
1.09

lb.

1.75

ins.
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BOMB FUZES(Continued)

FUZES,BOMB,,NOSE,AN-MlSOAl,STANDARD--Af’bi/i120, LIMITEDSTANDARD
The AN-Ml20
and AN-MI20hl
are
impact fuzes of the arming-pin type with
mechanical delay arming. Delay arming
is accomplished in the AN-M120Al
by
cIockwork within 1.90 & .I5 seconds after
removal of the arming-pin.
When the arming wire is removed from
the arming-pin a spring ejects it from the

fuze. This frees the arbor on the time
mechanism cylinder and the cylinder begins to rotate. After the cylinder has rotated for 1.90 f .15 seconds the detonator
slider-pin is cleared and the detonator
slider is pushed by its spring until the
slider lock engages a hole in the side of
the slider. This locks the slider in the
armed position and alines the detonator
with the firing-pin and the booster lead-in.
The firing-pin, which has been held in
the safe position by a restraining spring,
is driven into the detonator upon impact
and ignites t.he explosive train.
ThG AN-M12On’l
model contains a lead
azidc lead-in in place of the tctryl lead-in
in the AN-M120.
The primary difference
between the AN-Ml20
and the AN-

M120;11 is that. the arming time has been
reduced from 2.5 seconds in the former to
1.90 rf~ .15 seconds in the latter fuze. In
the AN-M120Al
the striker head and the
arming elements have been strengthened.
BOMBS

AN-Ml20

AND

AN-MlmAl

Bomb, Fragmentation,
Bomb, Fragmentation,
Bomb, Fragmentation,
Bomb, Fragmentation,

23
23
23
23

lb.,
lb.,
lb.,
lb.,

AN-M40
AN-M4OAl
M7P
M72Al

CHARACTERISTICS
AN-Ml20
Length overall.
Weight..
Diameter

. . .
. . . .
.

AND

AN44leaAl

. .4.6 ins.
. .l .l lb.
.2.3 ins.

FUZES,BOMB,NOSE,

AN-Ml26A1,STANDARD--A~~-M~
The Ml26 fuze is identical in mechanism and functioning
to the Ml10 but
contains a detonator instead of an intcgral booster. The AN-Ml26
will arm in
approximately
1,250 feet of air travel after
release.
The AN-M126Al
fuze is mechanically
identical with the AN-MllOAl
except for
a detonator which renlaces the integral
booster. It is fully arhed after 750 Feet
of air travel.

FUZE, BQMB,

UNCLASSEFIED

NOSE, AN-MI20

26,

SUBSTITUTE
STANDARD

BOMBS
AN-Ml26

AND

AN-MlP6Al

Bomb, Gas, Persistent (HS), 100 lb., M47AP
Bomb, Incendiary
Liquid, 100 lb., M47AP
Bomb, Smoke (WP), 100 lb., M47A2

CHARACTERISTICS
AN-Ml26
Lengrh overall
.3.12 ins.
. . . ,‘. ‘, : : ~68 It,.

Weight.

Diameter.

...

(aluminum)
i.16 lb.
.
fsteell
. . , . i.75 hr.

FUZE, BOMB, NOSE, AN-M126Al

1

AN-Ml26Al
3.24
1.10

ins.
lb.

1.75 ins.

B

FLUES

(Continued)

LOWER

GtAR,

VANES,

UPPER GEAR-.x.____

PIN

IONS

OUTER

‘IOKR GF4K>;

SLEkVt

DETENT---.s
LOWER
SHAFT

GEAR CARRIER
--COLLAR

ISPIPIOLEJ------.

LOCK SCREW
FIRING

PIN,
FIRING

BOOSTER

-:’

LEAD-IN-

f30OSTER ----

.
‘.I

FUZE, BOMB,

.

HO

5

-~~-______ 2

NOSE, AN-Mk.

PIN

_m

219-UNARMED

POSITION

(LEFT), ARMED

POSITION

(RIGHT)

FUZE,BOMB,NOSE,

AN-ML.219LIMITEDSTANDARD
The AN-Mk. 219 is a nose fuze of the
arming-vane
type with mechanical delay
arming.
When the arming wire is withdrawn
the vanes rotate the vane carrier and drive
a reduction gear train. The reduction gear
train reduces the relative rotation to one
turn of the shaft for 23 turns of the vane
carrier. As the vane carrier revolves, the
upper pinion turns the upper gear and
advances the central shaft on its threads
until stopped by the shoulder on the shaft
screw. During this operation the lower
gear carrier and striker are raised and the
lug on the lower gear carrier is disengaged
from a slot in the inner sleeve. The lower
pinion then turns the lower gear and
gear carrier through approsimately
340",
bringing into alinement the firing-pin extension, firing-pin, detonator,
auxiliary
booster
lead-in,
booster lead-in,
and
i;oostcr. .As this rotation is completed a
locking d&Ilt
engages the lower gear
carrier to main&
proper alinement of
the explosive train,
Upon impact the head, vane carrier,
striker, and lower gear carrier as a unit
shear the shear pin in the shaft and the

,.
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”
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’
r
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FUZE, BOMB,

NOSE, AN-Mk.

firing-pin extension engages the firing-pin.
The firing-pin cuts through its shear pin
and strikes the detonator,
igniting
the
explosive train.
BOMBS
Bomb, Fragmentation,
38 ib., Mk. 5 Mod. 3
Bomb, Demolition,
100 lb., Mk. 4
Bomb, Chemical,
100 lb., Mk. 42
Bomb, Depth,
Aircraft,
325 lb., AN-Mk.
Mod. 1
Bomb, Deht$d $&craft,
325 lb., AN-MI<.
Bomb,
Bomb,

Depth,
Depth,

‘Aircraft,
Aircraft,

C I-II EF

325 lb., AN-Mk.
350 lb., AN-Mk.

41
44

0 F 0 R2 NA NC E

17
17

219

Depth, Aircraft,
350 lb., AN-Mk.
47
Demolition,
500 lb., Mk. 12
Demolition,
Light Case, 500 lb., Mk. 9
ikit
650 Jb., Mk. 29
, Depth, Aircraft,
Bomb, Depth, Aircraft,
650 lb., Mk. 37
Depth,
Aircraft,
650
lb., Mk. 38
Bomb,
Demolition,
1,000 lb., Mk. 13
izmk,
Light Case, 1,000 lb., Mk,
m , Demolition,
Bomb,
Bomb,

9

CHARACTERISTICS
Length overall..
, , , , I S. . I , I . . . . , .5.5 ins.
Weight.
. . . . , , . . . . , , . . . . . . .4.0 lb,
. . .
.2.3 ins.
Diameter.
. . . . ,
..

lllliilt~Ililil~illl~~i~~’
/‘Y’
’ iilNfIl’
‘11
111(11
‘11
I/il(,I
41,I 1lsl
!I/““Ii’ll”
,‘, I I’ll,
,‘/‘Ii’! I

$4 A R C H

19 4 4
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BOMB FUZES(Continued)

FUZE,BOMB,TAIL,

ANmMlOOAlLIMITEDSTANDARD
FUZES,
BOMB,TAIL,

AN-M100A2,
AN-MlOlA2,

FUZES, BOMB, TAIL,

AN-MlOOA2.

AN-MlOlA2,

AN-Ml02A2

$3;. , :a
pi:
j-J :
p$ i
i
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”
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‘. y-t&&
-s 2 $$;
’ r ..v\
I
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FUZE, BOMB, TAIL, AN-M101Al

(fop),

and

AN-MlOlAP

(bottom)
A

These are tail fuzes which are designed
to function on impact and which may be
equipped with Ml4 primer detonators to
provide delays of 0.01 second, 0.025 second, or 0.1 second, or nondelay action.
These fuzes are of the arming-vane type
and have mechanical delay arming. The
arming vanes, delay-arming mechanisms,
firing mechanisms, and explosive components of the three fuzes are alike. The
lengths of the arming-stem tubes and arming stems, and the overall lengths differ
on each model. These variations are necessary to locate the arming vane in the
air stream so that these vane type tail
fuzes may be used in bombs of various
sizes.
Mechanical
delay arming is accomplished by a reduction gear train between
the arming vane and the arming stem.
This reduces the rotation (unscrewing) of
the arming stem to one turn for each 30
revolutions of the arming vane,
The arming vane is fitted to the bearing
cup so that the eyelet pin fits into grooves
in the arming vane and vane hub. The
vane is then locked on by a nut. The
bearing cup contains a pinion gear and
rotates with the vane on fifteen ball-bearings about the movable gear carrier.
The movable gear carrier is fastened to
the arming stem by a pm. On the extended
surface the movable gear carrier contains
a gear which meshes with the pinion gear.
The pinion gear is rotated by its contact
with a stationary gear held in the stationary geaz carrier. The rotation of the pinion
gear is communicated to the movable gear
and as the movable gear carrier and arming stem unscrews, the whole bearing-cup
assembly is moved rearward.
To prevent rotation but provide for
axial movement a carrier stop through the
stem cup is screwed fast to the stationary
gear carrier.
As the vane rota,tes, the arming stem is
unscrewed from the firing mechanism.
When the stem is completely separated

BOMB FUEfS (Confinued)
from the firing plunger the fuze is armed.
This occurs after 175 revolutions of the
arrmng vane.
The firing mechanism consists of a firing plunger held in the unarmed position
by being screwed to the arming stem. As
the arming vane rotates, the arming stem
is unscrewed from the plunger. A firingplunger pin riding in a slot in the plunger
prevents the plunger from rotating but
permits axial motion for firing.
When the arming stem has been completely unscrewed from the plunger the
firing-pin
is armed hut r&rained
from
striking the primer by an anti-creep spring.
Upon impact, the plunger firing-pin
overcomes the resistance of the spring
and the pin strikes the primer.

The explosive train is ignited and the
flame pa.sses successively
through the
primer, the black-powder
delay element,
the relay, the detonator, and on to the
adapter-booster
and bomb charge.
The A2 series require less air travel
for the arming process than the Al
series. The A2 series require but 175 revolutions of the arming vane as cornpared
to 675 revolutions
in the Al series. In
addition, the arming vane in the A2 fuzes
has been strengthened and the number of
blades reduce&from
8 to 4.
BOMBS
General
General

Purpose,
Purpose,

100 lb., AN-M30
100 lb., AN-M30Al

CHARACTERISTICS
AN-MlOoAl
Length overall..
. . . . . . . . . .9.P ins,
Weight..
. . . . . . . . . . , . . , .9.7 fb.
Diameter..
. . . . . . . . + . . . . . .1.5 ins.

AN-MlolAn

AN-MlolA2

9.2 ins.
4.7 lb.
1.5 ins.

14.4 ins.
4.9 lb.
1.5 ins.

16.9 ins.
3.2 lb.
1.5 ins,

Mll2A1, M113A1,
M114Al---STANDARD
These three fuees are identical in all
respects except the lengths of their arming-stem tubes and arming stems, and the
length overall. These variations
permit
USC of these fuzes with bombs of various
sizes and properly locate the arming vanes
in the air stream.
These fuzes arm with approximately
80
to 100 feet of air travel and may be used
in operations at extremely low levels. They
have cocked firing-pins and are classed as
supersensitive.
However, a delay element
is provided to permit the plane to leave
the target area before the bomb explodes.
Csc of the appropriate
R116,4l primer
detonator permits a delay period of 4 to
5 seconds or of 8 to 15 seconds.
The fuze head includes the arming vane,
vane holder, and vane nut which rotate
as a unit. The arming
vane is attached to
the arming stem by a cotter pin which
passes through the vane holder and the
stem, The connection is direct and each
complete turn of the arming vane rotates
the arming stem a full revolution.
The arming stern provides delay arming
since it is threaded to both the body cap
and the plunger and must unscrew from
the plunger before the plunger is ready to
function. This requires approximately
I8
to 21 revolutions. A pin through the fuzc
wall engages a groove in the plunger and
prevents its rotation with the stcbm. Whet1
the fuze is fully armed lhc plunger and
v

t ihlPi

IKclFlFn

1

~~lM1OIAS
- -Bomb,
Bomb,
Bomb,

General
General
General

Purpose,
Purpose,
Purpose,

500 lb., AN-M43
500 lb., AN-M64
500 lb., AN-M64Al

Bomb~chemicaft 5oo lb*) M78

Bomb, Incendiary,
500 lb., AN-M76
Bomb, Semi-Armor-Piercing,
500 lb., AN-M58
500 lb.,
3omb, Semi-Armor-Piercing,
AN-M58Al
500 lb.,
301ni S$&mor-Piercing,
.
Bomb, Chemiaaf,
1,000 lb., AN-M79
Bomb, General Purpose, 1,000 lb.,
Bomb, General Purpose, 1,000 lb.,
Bomb, Semi-Armor-Piercing,
1,000
Bomb, Semi:;;;..E;rcing,
1,000
Bomb,

AN-MlOOAQ

FUZES,BOMB,TAIL,

General Purpose, 100 lb., AN-M30
General Purpose, 100 lb., AN-M30Al
General Purpose, 250 lb., AN-M57
General Purpose, 250 lb., AN-M57Al
Fragmentation,
260 lb., AN-M81

AN-Mlo2A2

ANA4100Ai
Bomb,
Bomb,

AN-MlOQA2
Bomb,
Bomb,
3omb,
Bomb,
Bomb,

Generil

Purpose,

1,000

lb., AN-M44
lb., AN-M66
General Purpose, 4,000 lb., AN-M66Af
General Purpose, P,OOO lb., AN-M34
tight Case, 4,000 lb., AN-M56
tight Case, 4,000 lb., AN-M56Al

Bomb, G eneral Purpose, 4,000

Bomb,
Bomb,
Bomb,
Bomb,

AN-M65
AN-65Al
Jb., AN-M59
lb.,

BOMB FUZES(Continued)
firing-pin are restrained from moving forward by an anti-creep spring.
The firing mechanism is made up of a
plunger,
firing-pin,
cocked firing-pin
spring, locking balls, anti-creep spring,
and retainer. The locking balls neutralize
the pressure of the spring on the firing-pin
until the moment of impact when plunger
and pin are carried forward by the force
of inertia with sufficient energy to compress the anti-creep spring and force the
locking balls into recesses in the fuze wall.
The unlocked firing-pin
is then driven
against the primer by its compressed
spring.
The explosive train includes primer, delay charge, relay charge, and -detonator.
The flash from this train ignites a charge
in an adapter booster to function the bomb
charge.

FUZES,
BOMB,TAIL,Mll5,

BOMBS
Bomb, General Purpose, 100 lb., AN-M30
Bomb, General
Bomb, General
Bomb, General

Purpose,
Purpose,
Purpose,

Bomb, General

100 lb., AN-M30Al
450 lb., AN-M57
250 lb., AN-M57Al
Purpose, 300 lb., M31

500 lb., AN-M64

500 lb., AN-M64Af
600 lb., AN-M32

Bomb, General Purpose, 1,000 lb., AN-M44
Bomb, Semi-Armor-Piercing,
1,000 lb., AN-M5C
Bomb, Seg$;;;r-Trcing,
1,000 lb.,
e
Bomb,
Bomb,
Bomb,
Bomb,
Bomb,
Bomb,

Bomb, General Purpose, 500 lb., AN-M43
Bomb, Semi-Armor-Piercing,
500 lb., AN-M58
Bomb, SemAi$rmw$i;rcing,
500 lb.,
m
Bomb, Semi$;;;-$rcing,
-

Purpose,
Purpose,
Purpose,

Mll4Al

Mll3Al

500 lb.,

General
General
General
General
General
General

Purpose, 1,000
Purpose, 1,000
Purpose, 1 ,f 00
Purpose, 9,000
Purpose, 9,000
Purpose, 2,000

lb.,
lb.,
lb.,
lb.,
lb.,
lb.,

AN-M65
AN-M65Al
M33
AN-M34
AN-M66

AN-M66Al

CHARACTERISTICS
MllPAl
Length overall. .....................................
Weight ............................................
Diameter. ..........................................

MM,

These are tail fuzes of the arming vane
type with mechanical delay arming mechanism identical with that used in the
AN-31100A2
fuxe previously
described.
Use of the proper M16Al primer detonator permits delay firing of 4 to 5 seconds
or 8 to 15 seconds after impact.
The fuzes differ one from another only
in the length of the arming stems and arming tubes and in overall length. This permits use in bombs of various sizes and
properly locates the arming vanes in the
air stream.
The arming vanes make from 150 to
170 revolutions before the stem is completely withdrawn from the plunger and
the fuze is fully armed.
The firing mechanism is identical in
every respect with that of the AN-Ml 12A1
fuze.

Bomb, General
Bomb, General
Bomb, General

MllPAi

.9.6 ins.
.P.3 lb.
.1.5 ins.

Ml13Al

M114At

lP.6

16.6 ins.
4.8 lb.
1.5 ins.

ins.
9.5 lb.
1.5 ins.

iil174TANDARD

BOMBS
Ml15
Bomb, General
Bomb, General
Bomb, General
Bomb, General
Bomb, General

Purpose,
Purpose,
Purpose,
Purpose,
Purpose,

100 lb.,
100 lb.,
250 lb.,
250 lb.,
300 lb.,

Bomb, General
Bomb, General
Bomb, General

AN-M30

AN-M30Al

500 lb., AN-M64
500 lb., AN-M64Al
600 lb., M3P

Ml17

AN-M57
AN-M57Al
M31

Bomb, General Purpose, 1,000 lb., AN-M44
Bomb, Semi-Armor-Piercing,
1,000 lb., AN-M59
Bomb, Semi$;;$Trcing,
1,000 lb.,
m

Ml16

Bomb, General
Bomb, General
Bomb, General
Bomb, General
Bomb, General
Bomb, General

Bomb, General Purpose, 500 lb., AN-M43
Bomb, Semi-Armor-Piercing,
500 lb., AN-M58
Bomb, Se;li$;;;Fyrcing,
500 lb.,
Bomb, Semi$;;;-f;rcing,
-

Purpose,
Purpose,
Purpose,

500 lb.,

Purpose,
Purpose,
Purpose,
Purpose,
Purpose,
Purpose,

1,000
1,000
1,100
2,000
4,000
4,000

lb.,
lb.,
lb.,
lb.,
lb.,
lb.,

AN-M65
AN-M65Al
AN-M33
AN-M34
AN-M66
AN-M66Al

CHARACTERISTICS
Ml15
Length

overall.

. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . , s , . , . , , , . . . . .9.63

ins.
.4.7 lb.
.1.5 ins.

Weight. ..........................................
Diameter

..........................................

BEARING
BALLS

Ml16

Ml17

12.63 ins.
4.9 lb.
1.5 ins.

16.63

ins.

3.9 lb.
1.5 ins.

CUP -I---?
(15) -

~~

FIRING SPRING
iPLUNGER

-ARMING

PIN
STEM CUP -1

PLUNGER
,/

----LOCK
,VANE

BODY CAP

VANE
WASHER

NUT

,- ARMING STEM

ADJUSTING

STATIONARY

:,

LDELAY
DETONATOR

‘ANTICREEP SPRING
PRING RETAINER

GEAR-

RETAINER

-

MOVABLE
MOVABLE

GEAR--’
GEAR CARRIER;

I
FUZES,

BOMB,

TAIL,

Mlt5,

n

M116,

Ml17

EYELET

NUT

FUZKBOMB,
TAILM123, 124,h/i~%-SUBSTITUTE STANDARD
These are special-purpose
fllzc,+ uScti
>vith aircraft
bombs when 10ng tlcl:iy I>crids are desired. They arc made \vit]l fj,(x,l
delays
of I, 2, 6, 12, 2-1, 36, 72, an<1 1 1 L
hours.
The different
delays are Cjbt;iilled
by variation
in strength
of solverjt
coI1taint31 in a glass ampoule
ant1 13~ varia..
tion in thickness
of celluloid
lvhi&
]las to
be dissolved
hy solvent before functioning
c’an occur. As supplied to the Service pa&
fuze is stamped
xvith the delay Ejeri()(l for
lvhith
it has been manufactured,
The cielaqs mentioned,
however,
are
only approximate
and vary greatly
\vith
the temperature,
hcing much shorter
at
.Irligh tcmpcraturcs
and longer at low tern-yeratures.
The accompanying
table sho~vs
the period at which tletonatiou
~411 occur
at various temperatures.
The three models arc identical
in lzllnctioning
and mechanism,
differing
or-~ from
another
only in the length
of the tubes,
arming
stems, and in overall
length.
‘l’hc
clitierent
lengths
are necessary
in orcler
to locate the arming vanes properly
in the
air stream when the fuzes are assemhlrcl
in bombs of different
sizes. The fuzcs of
this series are of the arming
vane type
arming
accomplisl~ecl
by a rcwith d&y
duction
gear assembly similar to that used
in fuzes of the AN-MlOOA2
series. The
rotation
of the arming stem of the JI123,
31124, and 1M12.5 fuzcs, however,
screws
the stem into the fuze; in the ~l?i-3r100~12
fuzes the stem is withdrawn
for arming.
The space required
for the dee~xr
entry
of the stem into the fuze is obtained
by
placing
an arming
block,
serving
as a
spacer,
between
the stem cup ad
th
vane stop eyelet.
N’hen the boml:, is dropped
the arming
Wire is pulled from the fuze, releasing
the
arming block &cl permitting
the v;~.nes to
rotate.
After
approsimatcly
400 fWt of
air travel the arming stem atlvarl~s
suffi-

FUZE BODY
CEL I ULOlD

EXTENSION

FLUES,

BOMB,

TAIL,

Ml

Nominal
delay period
115" F

90" F

0
0
I
1

0
0
1
2

hr. 15 mins.
hr. 20 mins.
hr. 0 mins.
hr. 15 mins.

75O
20
50
30
30

mins.
mins.
mins.

mitts.

Ah’dNG

STEM

‘LOCKING
BALLS
FIRING-PIN SPRING

I2

r,

TAil,

r T T rr-

W
30

mins.
0 mins.
0 mire.
50 mins.

0
1
3
9

F
hr. 45 mins.
hr. 30 mins.
hrs. 0 mins.
hrs. 0 mins.

. .
. . . . . . . . . . . . _ _ . . . . . . . 15 hrs. 0 mins.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ _ _ . . . . . . . 38 hrs. 0 mins.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..-...___
. *. . . . . 70 hrs. 0 mins.

RUBBER WASHER

FUZES, BOMB,

F

0 hr.
1 hr.
9 hrs.
3 hrs.

--AMPOULt

I: l77 p

Ml25

80°F
, . . . . . . . . . . . * _ -, . . _ . . . . 8 hrs. 0 mins.

.... .

. .. ..
...
... . .

hr.
hr.
hr.
hrs.

COLLAR

n

M124,

TEMPERATURE

1 ............
2. ............
6 . .........
12 .............

24 ___
36
.
72.. . .
144..
..

23,

M123,

A

M124,

c

A

D n

Ml25

hl

n hl r

c

“,,““l,,l,,,, “,,,l,,,~ . .._

25” F
2
3
11
30

hrs. 10 mins.
hrs. 15 minr.
hrs. 0 mins.
hrs. 0 mire.

55” F
24
37
96
135

hrs. 0 mins.
hrs. 30 mins.
hrs. 0 mins.
hts. 0 mins.

BOMB CUES (Continued)
ciently into the fuze to crush a glass amnoule containing a solvent. The released
&lvent
filters through a delay wad and
attacks a celluloid collar. After a total of
1,000 feet of air travel the
approximately
stem has advanced su5ciently
to seat a
disk against a rubber washer, thus sealing
the vane end of the fuze against entrance
of water and leakage of solvent.
The firing-pin and its spring are mounted
within a sleeve and held in a cocked posi-

FIRING
FIRING

PIN

tion by eight balls seated in a groove
beneath the shoulder of the firing-pin screw
and there retained by the celluloid collar
mentioned above. The sleeve, too, is surrounded by a spring and is held in position by a second set of locking bails which
are released only if an attempt is made to
withdraw the fuze from the bomb.
Action of the solvent on the celluloid
collar weakens it until it can no longer
hold the balls in the groove. The com-

MECHANISM
SLEEVE

SPRING

SPRlN

FUZE BODY
EXTENSION

DETONATOR

EXTENSION

BALL

FIRING

PIN RELEASED BY DISSOLVING

OF CELLULOID COLLAR

pressed spring then exerts its force on the
pin, pushes the balls aside, and drives the
pin into the detonator,
exploding
the
booster charge and the main explosive
charge of t.he bomb.
ANTLWITHDRAWAL

DEVICE--All

fuzes of this series incorporate
an antiwithdrawal
device which will detonate
the bomb immediately upon any attempt
to unscrew the fuze.
The fuze body is assembled to the body
extension by a loose threaded joint, and
the whole assembly is screwed into the
fuze cavity of the adapter booster.
An eccentric groove, tapering from a
maximum depth of approximately
x inch
to a minimum of approximately
3/32 inch
is machined about the periphery of the
fuze body extension. A steel ball x inch in
diameter is held in the deeper section of
the groove. Should any attempt be made
to unscrew the fuze, the ball wedges tightly
in the shallower portion of the groove and
locks the body extension to the adapter
booster. This permits the body to unscrew
from the body extension. After the fuze
body has moved through approximately
two turns the balls which support the firing-pin sleeve are pushed into recesses in
the body and the sleeve is freed in much
the same manner as the firing-pin in the
normal operation of the fuze. The sleeve
spring then drives the entire sleeve and
firing-pin assembly into the detonator to
explode the booster and the high-explosive charges.
BOMBS
Ml23
Bomb, Demolition,
100 lb., M30
Bomb, General Purpose, 100 lb.,
Bomb, General Purpose, 100 lb.,
Bomb, General Purpose, 250 lb.,
Bomb, General Purpose, 950 lb.,
Bomb, Demolition,
300 lb., M3i

FIRING

PIN RELEASED BY ANti.WITHDRAWAL

AN-M30
AN-M30Al
AN-M57
AN-M57Al

Ml24

DEVICE

Bomb,
Bomb,
Bomb,
Bomb,
Bomb,
Bomb,
Bomb,

Demolition,
500 lb., M43
General Purpose, 500 lb.,
General Purpose, 500 lb.,
General Purpose, 500 lb.,
Semi-Armor-Piercing,
500
Semi-Armor-Piercing,
500
Demolition,
600 lb., M34

AN-M43
AN-M64
AN-M64AI
lb., AN-M58
I b., AN-M58Al

Ml25

CHARACTERISTICS
Ml23
Length overall . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .;“93,tS,
Weight.........,.......,,.................,........
.
.
Diameter
. . .. ... .. .. .. ..,..
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.45 ins, I
I ihtpl

p,c?CICl~~

Ml24

Ml25

12.63 ins.
3.1 lb.
1.45 ins.

16.63 ins.
3.4 lb,
1.45 ins.

a

Bomb,
Bomb,
Bomb,
Bomb,
Bomb,
Bomb,

Demolition,
1,000 lb,, M44
General Purpose, 1,000 lb.,
General Purpose, 1,000 lb.,
General Purpose, 1,000 lb.,
Semi-Armor-Piercing,
1,000
Sez$;$i;rcing
, 1,000
I

Bomb,
Bomb,
Bomb,
Bomb,
Bomb,

Demolition,
1,000 lb., M33
Demolition,
2,000 lb., M34
_. __
General Purpose, 2,000 lb., AN-M34
General Purpose, 4,000 lb., AN-M66
General Purpose, 4,000 lb., AN-M66Al

AN-M44
AN-M65
AN-M65Af
lb., AN-M59
lb.,

B

FljEES

(Continued)

This fuze is of the arming-vane
type
with mechanical delay arming, It is designed for delay action of 0.08 (*U.Ol)
second after impact.
Arming is accomplished by ro taticjn of
the arming vane and its shaft which turns
an upper gear meshing with a pinion. This
gearing reduces the ratio of rotation to
1 turn of the shaft for 23 turns of the
vanes. Botation of the cap turns the upper
gear and unscrews the shaft until it is
stopped by a shoulder on the vane-shaft
extension. During this operation the lower
gear carrier is raised and a lug is released
from i Is seat in the inner sleeve. This frees
the lower gear and carrier to rotate under
the imp&c of the lower pinion. The lower
gear carrier and the striker turn through
approximately
175” to bring into alincment the firing-pin extensions, delay elements, detonators, and the leads of each
explosive train. These units are locked in
the armed position by pins.
To insure functioning of the main high-

FUZE, BOMB,

TAIL,

explosive charge in the bomb, this fuze is
equipped with two independent
firing
mechanisms, each with its own explosive
train. Each mechanism consists of a firing-pin extension and a firing-pin.
One
pin is slightly longer than the other and
ignites its primer and explosive train a
fractional part of a second ahead of the
shorter pin.
On impact of the bombs the striker and
lower gear carrier cut the shear pin which
passes through the supporting collar and
central shaft, and drive the firing-pin ex-

AN-Mk. 228

tensions against the pins. These strike the
primers and the flash is passed on to the
explosive trains which consist, in each
case, of a delay element, detonator, auxiliary booster lead-in, booster lead-in, and
booster charge.
BOMBS
Bomb,
Bomb,

Armor-Piercing,
Armor-Piercing,

1,OW lb., AN-Mk.
1,600

CHARACTERJSTICS
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .16.36 ins.

Weight.

_

.....

_. .

2
1
I

‘v’A“vE

S/-!/if

T

VANL

51 {Ai

! E:XPiNiiOc:

CAF’
i;ttYii

DITC)“\A

T 31:

‘Cd rat;

SI~AT
/\LY!i
I,[iAFT

FUZE, BOMB,

TAIL, AN-ML.

228-UNARMED

POSITfON

------\

:ui T
i/\hi

rDo>T*.

.,ci<;-ti

1.:031,;

i L iCA,i-lb

HOOS’i

FL -

FUZE, BOMB, TAfl,

33
t

Length overall.

Cc)‘*’ t: h

I_!I’PEF

lb., AN-ML.

Z

-----yd

AN-Mk.

228-ARMED

POSITION

_. . . .

.10.5

lb.

BOMB FUZES(Continued)

,ARMlNG

UPPER

PINION

VANE

HUB

..

LOWER
PINION
LOWER
GEAR CARRIER
GEAR
CARRIER
SUPPORT

GEAR
ANCE

CUP HUB
SHAFT
ARMlNG
DETENT
RETAINING
CUP

ARMlNG

DETENT

CARRIER

ARMING

DETENT

SPRING
SPRING

SPRING

DETENT

DEPTH
tf

STEM

SETTING
SETTING

CAM
KNOB

DEPTH
ADJUSTlNG
SLEEV
SETTING
MECH.
HOUSING
COUNTER
WEIGHT
JACK
LOCK

HYDROSTATIC

BELLOWS

,

HYDROSTATIC
FIRING

LEAD

OUT

CHARGE

LEAD

RELAY
FIXED

FUZE, BOMB,

HYDROSTATIC,

AN-Mk.

23D-UNARMED

POSITION

~jijiij

PELLETS
FIRING

SPRING

FIRING
PLUNGER
PLUNGER
HOUSING

-

IN CHARGE

PISTON

DETONATOR
BOOSTER

A/r

PELLET

PIN’----

FUZE, BOMB,

HYDROSTATIC,

AN-ML.

23D-ARMED

POSITION

FUZE,BOMB,HYDROSTATIC,
TAIL,AN-Mk.2304TANDARD
This fuze is used with depth bombs
dropped from airplanes against such submerged targets as submarines. It is of the
arming-vane type with mechanical delay
arming and may be set to function by
hydrostatic
pressure at depths of 25, 50,
75, 100 or 125 feet. Depth settings are
made by an external knob.
Hydrostatic
fuzes of this type must be
regarded as consisting of two distinct units:
the vane-actuated delay arming unit which
completes its cycle of operation while the
bomb is in the air; and the firing unit
which dcpcnds upon hydrostatic
pressure
for its operation and which does not begin
to function until the bomb hau enter4
the water. The fuzz: cannot be set to detonate on impact nor can the arming opcration be completed unless the bomb is
released from sufficient height to permit
‘of at least 110 revotutions of the arming
vane before it strikes the water. ils a
corollary thereto, the hydrostatic
mcch-

1NC\ ASSIFIED

anism is inoperative
at normal atmospheric pressures.
Mechanical
delay arming is accomplished during the free fall of the bomb
by rotation of the arming vane and vane
shaft, connected by a gear train which
reduces the ratio of rotation to 1 turn of
the shaft for 23 turns of the vane. Rotation of the shaft screws it into the detent
retaining
cup, raising the cup until it
clears the arming detents which are then
expelled from engagement with the nut
at the head of the depth spring stem. Impact with the water spins two inertia
counterbalances
from engagement with
lugs on the stem and the fuzc is fully armed
and the depth mechanism freed for action.
The counterbalances
prevent downward
travel of the freed arming stem and dctonation of the fuze on impact.
As the bomb submerges, water is admitt4
to the hydrostatic bellows through
openings in the body sleeve and in the
n

housing of the depth mechanism.
The
bellows are free to expand in only one
direction, downward, and as they expand
under pressure of the admitted water they
carry with them in that downward travel
the hydrostatic
piston, the piston ring,
the counterweight
rack, and the depth
spring stem and nut-all
moving as a
unit. Both firing spring and depth spring
are thereby compressed.
Functioning of the firing mechanism at
various depths is governed by compression of the depth spring as positioned by
the setting knob which extends through
the fuze body. The knob may be set and
locked in any of five positions, providing
for explosion at depths of 25, 50, 75, 100,
and 125 feet. The knob is a part of the
depth-setting
cam within the fuze body,
and a lug or boss is machined off-center
on the inner face of the cam to engage a
slot in the depth-adjusting
sleeve which
surrounds the spring. When the fuze is

BOMB

FUZeS

(Continued)

set for detonation
at a depth of 25 feet
this lug is in its lowest position and thy;
spring is at, maximum
expansion. FYith
each setting for increasingly p-cater depth
the lug is raised towarci the vanes of the
fuze and the spring is compressed within
the sleeve for a corresponding distance.
The further the depth spring is compresser1 the grcatcr the pressure
which
must be esercisetl upon the hydrostatic
pistol1 by the bellows to move spring and
sleeve downward and compress the firing

spring. Although
the pressure is greater,
the distance the piston moves is the s:tmt
for atl depth settings.
The firing plunger is locked within its
housing by steel balls which are ford
into recesses in the piston after it has
moved downward approximately
x inch.
‘This frees the firing spring which drives
plunger and primer against, the fixed firing-pill. ‘Ih flanit! passes from the primerdetonator
to the lead-out
and lead-in
charges, which are brought into alinc-

ment by the descent of the plunger, and
from them to the relay pellets and the
booster charge which ignites the main
explosive charge of the bomb.
BOMBS
Bomb,
Bomb,
Bomb,

General
Genera1
General
Bomb, General
Bomb, General
Bomb, General

Purpose,
Purpose,
Purpose,
Purpose,
Purpose,
Purpose,

500 lb., AN-M64
500 lb., ANM64Al
1,000 lb., AN-M65
1,000 lb., AN-M65Al
2,000 lb., AN-M66
1,000 Ib., AN-M66Al

NIXES,BOMB, HYDROSTATIC,
TRANSVERSE,

AN-Mk.234, isTANDARD-AN-Mk.
224, LIMITEDSTANDARD
FUZE,

BOMB,

The assembled fuze fits into a transverse tube in the bomb. Arming-pins
are
located in either end of the fuze-one
actuating the functioning of the pistol-firing
n~txhmisrn,
tllcvllleractuating
thchoostcr
extender and booster to al& the explosive train.

HYDROSTATK,

1 R A N S V E R S E, A N - M k. 234---‘I‘h c
AN-Mk. 234 is an arming-pin type of fuzc
which is issued in three subassemblies:
pistol, booster, anti booster extender. It
may bc set to function at a predetermined
depth of 25, 50, 75, 100, or 125 feet.
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On the cstcrior of the pistol head are
the depth-setting
knob and the lock screw
with safety clip. The depth-setting
knob
also serves as a \vc-ttcr I)ort. \Vhcn the fuze
is Ilnarrnc’(1 tftc ~)f)rf is closc~t II_V a plug
and a ncoprcnc tul)c connector M.hich are
attached to the arming wire. Upon release
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BOMB FUZES(Continued)
slide drop out of their position. The bcllows now drive the hooster forward with
greater impetus and the slider aliner engages the detonator and primer sliders.
These are moved inward against their
springs until they are alined, at which
time the subbooster cup enters the slot
of the detonator-primer
holder and comes
into contact with the detonator charge*
AH the action in the booster extender is
accomplished before the bomb reaches a
depth of 20 feet.
During the process of arming in the
booster extender and booster the hydrostatic bellows of the pistol arc expanding.

of the arming wire the plug and tube arc
pulled from the pistol, uncovering
the
water port. A second arming wire is attached to the bomb jump-out pin in the
booster extender. On release this arming
wire is withdrawn
and the jump-out pin
is ejected. This admits water to the bcllows and also unlocks the booster spindle.
As the bomb submerges, the water
entering the booster extender arms the fuzc.
Water pressure expands the hydrostatic
bellows and pushes the booster can toward
the pistol. This movement is retarded by
resistance of the extender spring until the
balls which unite the booster spindle and

As the bellolvs are extended they advance
the hydrostatic
piston and compress the
firing spring and the adjustable spring,
The adjustable spring controls the depth
at which the firing mechanism will function by restraining
the advance of the
piston. The amount the adjustable spring
must be compressed is predetermined
by
rotating
the depth-setting
step to the
proper position under the lugs on the spring
housing. The depth-setting
step has four
stepped surfaces, each expanding the adjustable spring so that an additional 25
feet of depth is required to provide the
proper hydrostatic pressure for compressing the adjustable spring and actuating
the firing mechanism.
The firing-pin is held in the safe position by locking balls. These drop into
recesses when the piston has advanced
sufficiently
and free the firing-pin.
The
compressed firing spring then drives the
pin into the primer, igniting the detonator, subbooster, and booster.
FUZE,
BOMB,
HYDROSTATIC,
TRANSVERSE,
AN-Mk.
224--The
AN-MB. 224 fuze is similar in mechanism

and functioning
to the Mk. 234 fuze. It
consists of three subassemblies : pistol,
booster, and booster extender.
The pistol of the Mk. 224 is set for
depths of 25, 50, 75, 100, and 125 feet by
disassembly and not externally as in the
Mk. 234. Each depth-setting
requires a
different firing-pin spring or combination
of firing-pin spring and auxiliary
spring
as follows :
Firing-pin
Spring
Depth
g ;;.. , . . . . . . . . . . . . Y&ll$w
.* . . . . . . .,......
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A N-ML.

234~PISTOL

75 ft., a , . , , . . . , . , . . , Black
100 ft.. . . . . . . . . . . . . , Yellow
125 ft.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Black
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A.pu$ary

GUIDE

SPRING
JirMP OUT PIN
SL-IDER PIN

R:d

The different
firing-pin
springs and
auxiliary springs are supplied separately
and the desired spring or springs must be
inserted before installing the pistol in the
bomb.
The head of the Mk. 224 pistol contains a jump-out
pin which closes the
water port before withdrawal
of the arming wire.
This fuze is armed and detonated in
the same manner as the Mk. 234.
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